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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
These Release Notes contain information about new features and changes to existing features in VM:Operator Release
3.1.

 Contents 

  

New Features

This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

PTF SO10949 - RSU - 1901

This PTF is a Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU) for VM:Operator 3.1. This PTF is in Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
format and must be installed using the "Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)" procedure located
under the "Installing" section. After installing this RSU, your installed VM:Operator base product will be at RSU Level
RSU-1901.  

VM:Operator 3.1 RSU-1901 will install all published VM:Operator 3.1 PTFs with PTF number less than its PTF number
(SO10949) that are not already applied to your VM:Operator 3.1 installation.

VM:Operator 3.1 RSU-1901 brings your installation to a known level of stability. To maintain this level of stability and
reduce the size of future PTFs, any VM:Operator 3.1 PTFs published after RSU-1901 will require RSU-1901 to be
installed before they can be applied.

New Installation Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new Broadcom utility, Mainframe
VM Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Operator.

TPFUSER Record

The TPFUSER CONFIG file record indicates the user IDs of the virtual machines running IBM’s Transaction Processing
Facility (TPF). TPF makes heavy use of multi-line operator messages. Normally VM:Operator splits multi-line messages
into individual messages so that each line is processed independently of the other lines. However, with TPF multi-
line messages, this makes it very difficult to do message automation. Listing TPF user IDs on a TPFUSER record
tells VM:Operator to route and filter these messages as a single unit. When such messages are passed to action routines,
all segments are passed as a single message string with the line segments separated with the X’15’ new line character.

The format of the TPFUSER record is as follows, where useridn  specifies one or more user IDs of servers running TPF:

TPFUSER useridn...

RVS Heartbeat

The RVS heartbeat process monitors the health of the socket connections with other RVS nodes. For more information,
see Remote VM:Operator Support: RVS.

Support for RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Operator Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a
Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation
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PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Operator for product
stability; or, that are required to install a new VM:Operator feature.

TLS Support for TCP Socket Connections

PTF SO08021 adds support to  VM:Operator for encrypting data over and securing TCP socket connections using TLS
via z/VM TCP/IP System Services. This support was added to satisfy site requirements for encrypting and securing
data transmissions for the SYSLOGD and RVS features.  For more information, see Configuring VM:Operator for
RVS and Configuring VM:Operator for SYSLOGD.

Changes to Existing Features

This section provides a summary of changes made to existing features of the product in this release.

VMYINI0087I Message

In previous releases, when processes are spawned by means of the SPAWN action in a LOGTABLE entry, VMYINI087I
and VMYINI088I messages were logged. These messages have changed to VMYLTA0087I and VMYLTA0088I,
respectively.

In addition, the text of message VMYLTA0087I has been changed to "Starting spawned process: PROCESS". The text of
message VMYLTA0088I remains the same.

PING Commands

When VM:Operator 3.0 was released there was a problem issuing more than one PING command from an EXEC or
VMOPER macro. The symptom of the problem was that on the second PING command, VM:Operator hung.

The problem appeared to be related to PING converting itself to a POSIX application.

As a work around you cause PING to not run as a POSIX application. For example, if your PING command looks like the
following:

PING COMPANY.COM

change it to look like the following:

PING POSIX(OFF)/COMPANY.COM

The <POSIX(OFF)/> must appear before the normal PING parameters.

IBM has also produced APAR VM64826 which, in our tests, fully resolves the problem.

Removal of PMX Interface

The VM:Operator emulation of the PROP Message eXchange (PMX) interface was removed. The NCCF configuration file
record, the NETOPR command, the NCCF action for LOGTABLE entries, and the NCCFMSG primitive can no longer be
used.

RVS Incompatibility

 VM:Operator Release 3.0 contains RVS Protocol Level 1 and VM:Operator Release 3.1 contains RVS Protocol Level 2.
RVS Protocol Level 1 and 2 are incompatible with each other.

To use RVS for connecting to VM:Operator Release 3.0 and VM:Operator Release 3.1 servers, do one of the following
tasks.

• Upgrade the VM:Operator Release 3.0 servers to Release 3.1
• Apply PTF RO22333 to the VM:Operator Release 3.0 servers
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Configuring RVS with TLS

PTF SO08021 and PTF SO08479 ( both PTFs must be applied ) add support to  VM:Operator for encrypting data over
and securing TCP socket connections using TLS via z/VM TCP/IP System Services. To implement TLS for your RVS
connections, include the TLSLABEL= keyword on the RVS node ID record in the RVSNODES file:

status nodeid {hostname | ipaddress} portno [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

Additionally, the output from the RVS QUERY subcommand has been changed to include columns in the output
for  portno  and  tlslabel  respectively:

rvs query *

NodeID   Status           WriteCtr ReadCtr  TCP Port TLSLABEL

-------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- --------

VM2      Pending                 0        0     4321

VM3      Enabled              2176     2176     4321

VM4      Disabled                0        0     1234

VM5      Enabled               253      253     1234 CACERT

VM6      Enabled               375      375     1234 CACERT

VM7      Enabled              1125     1125     1234 CBCERT

VM8      Enabled              1031     1031    54321 CBCERT

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;

Configuring SYSLOGD with TLS

PTF SO08021 and PTF SO08479 ( both PTFs must be applied ) add support to  VM:Operator for encrypting data
over and securing TCP socket connections using TLS via z/VM TCP/IP System Services. To implement TLS for your
SYSLOGD connections, include the TLSLABEL= keyword on the SYSLOGD record in the VMOPER CONFIG file:

The SYSLOGD collector record syntax is as follows:

SYSLOGD COLLECTOR filename hostname [port/TCP] [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

The SYSLOGD sender record syntax is as follows:

SYSLOGD SENDER remotehost filename [port/TCP] [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

Documentation Changes

The following documentation update was made on 21 June 2016:

• Message 0096W–Message added to cover cases when 0 or multiple IP addresses are returned for a host name. Part
of PTF RO90577.

The following documentation updates have been made in the course of the migration of this documentation to the wiki:
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•  Implementing Remote VM:Operator Support -- Section was heavily modified to reflect change from RVS Protocol
Level 1 to RVS Protocol Level 2.

•  Configuring VM:Operator in OBSERVER Mode as a SYSLOGD Sender -- New page added to illustrate OBSERVER
mode support in a z/Linux environment.

•  Checking User Authority to Run a VM:Operator Macro – New page on ensuring that only desired users from desired
nodes can run a VM:Operator macro.

•  Effects of Using the TAPEMGR Process -- New page about drawbacks to using the TAPEMGR Process and
alternatives to that process, especially with the VMYIAMOP Utility. Corresponds to PDC RI47958.

•  PROFILE VMOPER -- New page describing role of customer-written PROFILE VMOPER user exit. Corresponds to
PDC RI50401.

• Deleted section on Control Files due to redundancy. Useful contents moved to Control File Overview.
• Changes for OBSERVER mode support, PDC RI64791

–  Starting VM:Operator -- Added OBSERVER startup parameter.
–  Message Selection -- Added information about OBSERVER mode to description of Message Class 3.
–  How Message Processing Works -- Added information about OBSERVER mode messages compared to secuser

messages.
• Message Text Matching Methods, SYSTABLE Examples  -- Minor correction and a new SYSTABLE example.

Corresponds to PDC RI50587
• Global change -- All references to the user ID for system administrator and maintenance functions changed from

VMRMAINT to VMANAGER.
• Global change -- All references to message numbers changed to 4-digit format. Corresponds to PDC RI51018.
• Introductory material in the former Administration and Programming guides now combined into Getting Started section.
• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.
• The TLSLABEL keyword on the RVS record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.
• The TLSLABEL= keyword on the SYSLOGD record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• LMP
• Mainframe VM Product Manager (Mainframe VM Product Manager)
• VM:Batch™ for z/VM (VM:Batch)
• VM:Operator™ (VM:Operator)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
• VM:Tape™ for z/VM (VM:Tape)
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Getting Started
 VM:Operator was designed to automate VM systems operations by managing message traffic for VM system operators
and making it easier to respond to pending messages.

Without VM:Operator, VM treats all operator messages the same, regardless of importance. All messages go to one
operator console, making it difficult to divide tasks among operators working at different physical locations. Further, when
the screen clears, the messages are lost because VM does not provide a way to recall, repeat, or save messages.

 VM:Operator solves your message problems by providing the following functions:

• Special treatment for critical messages
• Reduction of nonessential message traffic
• Multiple operator windows and consoles
• Support for message-triggered action routines
• Session support
• Online review of operator console activity
• Hardcopy logging and spooling
• System programmer support
•  VM:Tape support
• Interfaces with other Broadcom products
• An interface with VTAM
• Security features
• Remote system support

All of these functions can be tailored to meet your site needs when VM:Operator is installed.

Requirements
Your system must meet the following requirements to run VM:Operator.

Contents

Recommended User ID

Although VM:Operator can run on any user ID on your system, Broadcom recommends running VM:Operator on the VM
system operator's user ID, usually called OPERATOR. This documentation makes that assumption.

Release Requirements

The following list describes the release requirements for the current release of the product:

• Broadcom products support VM releases that are supported by IBM.
• VM:Operator can use the Shared File System directories. However, you must use a minidisk for the system log. Do not

define the system log as an SFS directory.
• Your VMYIAMOP and OPERATOR modules must be at the same release level. Different versions of the modules are

not compatible. Mixing module versions leads to unpredictable results.

Requirements for Product-Pair Interfaces

If you interface VM:Operator with other Broadcom VM products, run the latest versions of those products. If it is not
practicable to do so, you can run VM:Operator with any currently supported version of the products.
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Remote VM:Operator Support

TCP/IP must be connecting the z/VM systems together for you to use Remote VM:Operator Support.

Device Requirements

Consider the following device-specific requirements:

• Use 3270-compatible consoles and printers. VM:Operator supports all screen sizes up to a maximum buffer size of
16K.

• You can install color support only on terminals that support extended color mode, which provides seven colors and
extended highlighting attributes.

• Do not use 3290 terminals with VM:Operator. These terminals do not support highlighted fields.
• Do not use terminals that have fewer than 24 lines or terminals with line lengths less than 80 characters.

Command Restrictions

The VM:Operator system has built-in safeguards that prevent an operator from issuing some CP commands such as
DEFINE STORAGE, IPL, LOGOFF, NETWORK LOAD, RESET, SHUTDOWN, SLEEP, SYSTEM, and TERMINAL
CONMODE. The SET LOGMSG command is disallowed unless you specify line numbers. This restriction does not apply
to EXECs having the same names as these commands. For example, if your site uses a SHUTDOWN EXEC to shut down
the system, it will still be executed.

Virtual Storage

We recommend that you run VM:Operator with at least 32MB of storage. You can define virtual machine storage capacity
on the USER statement in the directory entry of user ID OPERATOR.

Directory Entry

The directory entry for the user ID running VM:Operator requires the following line items:

• The following statement must be present:
IUCV ALLOW MSGLIMIT 255

• The user ID running VM:Operator requires CP privilege class E or equivalent privileges to be listed on the USER
statement. These privileges allow DCP and INDICATE USER commands to be issued. They also allow the use of
DIAG 4 to inspect real memory.

• If you use the MSGNOH parameter on the MESSAGE configuration file record, the user ID running VM:Operator must
have appropriate CP privilege classes to issue CP MSGNOH. Otherwise, no messages are sent. For more information,
see MESSAGE Record.

Miscellaneous Requirements

Consider the following points while working with VM:Operator:

• Do not execute commands or modules that cause a CP READ from a SYSTEM window. CP READ can cause an
unpredictable response.

• We do not recommend using full-screen applications on the operator console. These applications impede the flow
of messages. Instead, run the application on another user ID defined to run in a VM:Operator session. For more
information, see Session Support Facility.

• VM:Operator automatically sets EMSG, IMSG, MSG, and WNG to IUCV.
• VM:Operator requires the D8ONECMD command/directory record to be set to OFF.
• To help VM:Operator keep up with the flow of incoming messages, give the user ID running VM:Operator a priority (or

relative share) that is greater than that of most other users. In addition, use the OPTION QUICKDSP directory record
to provide an additional performance boost.
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VM:Operator Structure Overview
This section describes the following components that make up VM:Operator:

• Consoles
• Control files
• Windows
• Processes
• Special keys

Console Overview
VM:Operator supports a highly flexible interactive interface using 3270 display devices. The product can simultaneously
drive multiple 3270 terminals, which are referred to as consoles. The layout of a VM:Operator console is controlled by
either CONSOLE or USERID files. The filenames of these files provide a unique identification for authorization purposes.
USERID files must correspond to a user ID on the VM system who is authorized to use VMYIAMOP. CONSOLE filenames
must NOT correspond to any user ID on the system. VM:Operator consoles themselves are highly configurable. Consoles
typically run multiple ‘windows’ that are driven by processes that are named window managers. Users typically use PF
keys to switch between these console windows. VM:Operator supports three basic types of console devices:

Console Type Description
Logon Console running CMS from which VM:Operator is initialized.
Dedicated Consoles that are attached to the user ID that runs VM:Operator.

Typically defined by DEDICATE directory control statements.
These consoles can be attached on the fly using CP ATTACH.

VMYIAMOP Consoles that can belong to any user ID. They are attached to
VM:Operator through the VMYIAMOP utility using IUCV.

The VM logon console is the virtual machine console, that is, the terminal you use when you log in to VM. The VM logon
console virtual address is defined by the CP directory entry CONSOLE statement. This address is usually 009 but it can
be any other address that you decide upon. CP simulates a line mode console but many CMS commands (like XEDIT)
can use the console in full screen mode (assuming a display console, which is almost always the case). For VM:Operator
to use the VM logon console, include a CONSOLE statement in the VMOPER CONFIG file. This statement must specify
the logon console virtual device address.

Dedicated consoles are simply 3270 display devices that are attached to the user ID that is running VM:Operator. CP
never writes anything on dedicated consoles. The virtual machine to which they are attached controls these consoles
exclusively. Dedicated consoles are usually in the CP directory entry with DEDICATE statements. However, they can also
be attached on the fly using the CP ATTACH command. The VMOPER CONFIG file typically has a CONSOLE record
for each dedicated console. At startup time, VM:Operator attempts to start the consoles that are defined in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. Dedicated consoles can also be started on the fly using the VM:Operator CONSOLE START command.

The third type of console is the IUCV connected console. These consoles are started when the CMS user issues the
VMYIAMOP command. Therefore, we usually refer to them as VMYIAMOP consoles. When VMYIAMOP is running, it
displays the VM:Operator console as it is defined in the USERID file whose filename corresponds to the user ID. Typically,
system programmers use VMYIAMOP to get access to the operator environment temporarily,  to see what is going on
from their own user IDs. These consoles are considered temporary because system programmers also need their virtual
machines for other things. VMYIAMOP can temporarily disconnect the IUCV connection and then later resume it, or it can
terminate the connection. Some customers prefer to have their operators only use VMYIAMOP consoles. The reason is to
improve operator accountability, particularly at shift change time.

Today all VM systems are IPLed from the Hardware Maintenance Console (HMC). Among other things, this console can
emulate a 3270 operator console. VM can also be configured to use other emulated consoles for the operator. At IPL time,
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the OPERATOR user ID is automatically logged on to whatever console the CP configuration defines. If the OPERATOR
user ID is also defined to run CMS, VM:Operator can be brought up automatically from the PROFILE EXEC.

Many sites prefer not to allow their operators to have direct access to the all-powerful OPERATOR user ID for security
reasons. They use VM:Operator to protect the OPERATOR virtual machine from misuse. For this reason and others,
these sites typically want the OPERATOR user ID to run disconnected and use only dedicated or VMYIAMOP consoles.
To implement this behavior, VM:Operator has the DISCONN startup parameter. This parameter ensures that VM:Operator
disconnects the VM logon console at startup before any VM:Operator consoles are started.

Sites that run the OPERATOR on 3270s other than the one emulated by the HMC (which cannot be attached to a virtual
machine) usually want to use the OPERATOR VM logon console as a dedicated console. This change can be achieved
by using a recommended procedure that the PROFILE EXEC runs. This procedure disconnects the VM logon console,
disables the device, and then attaches it to the virtual machine using CP ATTACH. This way, if VM:Operator is terminated,
the operators do not have direct access to the unprotected OPERATOR VM logon console. This technique also prevents
overflow CP messages (messages that occur too frequently for VM:Operator to handle) from disrupting the VM:Operator
VM logon console and confusing the operators.

Control File Overview
 VM:Operator control files identify the general attributes of your VM:Operator system and define how it is configured.

 VM:Operator has the following types of control files:

The configuration file, VMOPER CONFIG
The VMOPER CONFIG file is the primary control file. It specifies the local controls and general attributes of
your VM:Operator system.
The configuration file has the following functions:

• Grants authorizations to VM:Operator users
• Designates the consoles that VM:Operator can use
• Specifies the types of system logging you want VM:Operator to perform
• Specifies user exits
• Specifies interfaces to other Broadcom products

CONSOLE files*
Specify the windows, sessions, and processes that run on a particular console. CONSOLE files define VM Logon
and Dedicated consoles.

USERID files*
Control access to the VM:Operator VMYIAMOP utility. Specify the windows and processes that run on the console
of a particular user. USERID files define IUCV-Connected consoles.

INCLUDE files*
Define the characteristics of VM:Operator windows, as follows:

• Processes that are to execute in each window
• Program function key settings for each window
• Color settings
• Reserved window text line settings

Typically, an INCLUDE file defines a single window. This one-to-one relationship allows the easy addition
or removal of a window in a given console definition. INCLUDE files also allow you to put in one file a set of
characteristics that are common to multiple windows. Thus you can share information across multiple windows.

Routing table files
Map message templates with actions. Customize window message displays.
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User exits
Tailor actions that are taken during execution.

HOLDMSG files
Hold a message in the system window until a specified message is received.

SESSIONS files
Define the VM:Operator sessions available to given consoles. Use VM:Operator sessions to access multiple user
IDs or applications from a single VM:Operator console.

HOSTABLE file
Allows VM:Operator to modify and log Linux system messages. The HOSTABLE file is used when VM:Operator is
configured with the SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record.

* CONSOLE, USERID, and INCLUDE files are referred to collectively as Console Definition Files.

NOTE
 More information:

• VMOPER Configuration File Reference 
• Console and Window Definition Files 
• Types of Routing Tables 
• User Exits 
• The HOLDMSG Control File 
• Session Support Facility 
• HOSTABLE File and Record Format 

How Control Files Fit Together

This section shows where the different control files are identified and how they all work.

First is the VM:Operator configuration file, VMOPER CONFIG, and its relationship to the LOGTABLE. The VMOPER
CONFIG file contains a LOGTABLE record, which refers to the system LOGTABLE. The system LOGTABLE is the
overall systems routing table. This table determines if messages are forwarded, processed further, logged, or processed
by an action routine. The VMOPER CONFIG table also contains a CONSOLE MAINOPER record, which refers to the
MAINOPER CONSOLE file.

The following diagram illustrates the relationships of the configuration file to the system LOGTABLE and other control files.
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The figure continues with the MAINOPER CONSOLE file that is provided with the installation of VM:Operator. MAINOPER
CONSOLE describes the main console and determines the available windows and sessions. This file connects to a
MAINOPER SESSIONS and MAINOPER HOLDMSG file. It also connects to INCLUDE files that define the SYSTEM and
SECUSER windows.
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The SYSTEM INCLUDE connects to the SYSTEM window routing table from the PROCESS MAIN SYSTABLE SYSTEM
record, as follows:
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Lastly is the RSCS INCLUDE file. It connects to the SECUSER window routing table from the PROCESS SECUSER
SECTABLE RSCS record.
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Window Overview
All VM:Operator console interaction is done in logical display spaces called windows. A VM:Operator window is a logical
display area that VM:Operator uses to present information. A window usually occupies an entire screen and cannot
exceed the screen dimensions.

Windows are included in CONSOLE or USERID files, but usually windows are not directly defined there. Typically, the
window is defined in a reusable INCLUDE file, which the CONSOLE or USERID file identifies. Multiple INCLUDE files
can be combined to describe the windows that can be displayed on a console. However, although a console typically is
defined with more than one window, the console displays the windows only one at a time.

Window characteristics that INCLUDE files define include the following:

• Processes that execute in each window
• Program function key settings for each window
• Color settings
• Reserved window text line settings

Windows can be updated without actually being displayed. In fact, processes interacting with windows are unaware of
whether the window is visible or covered by another window.

Each window is associated with or owned by a process that acts as the window manager process. The window manager
process is the first (or only) process listed in a window definition. Window managers handle input from the window.
The window manager is also the process that writes output to the window in most instances. An exception to this is the
SYSTEM window. Messages generated by non-window manager processes are displayed in the SYSTEM window. An
example of a non-window manager process is a CP command, invoked through the SYSTEM window or MONITOR
process, which displays intervention required messages in the SYSTEM window.

For information about defining and customizing all VM:Operator windows, see Administrating.

VM:Operator provides the following types of windows:

SYSTEM
The main VM:Operator window that is used to control all system activity.

CMDENTRY
Lets you enter commands and scroll through the responses.

SECUSER
Lets you monitor and control activity on a disconnected virtual machine through VM:Operator.

SMSGMGR
Captures all messages that a specific user ID sends to the operator. Lets you reply to the messages by using a
shortened form of the SMSG subcommand.

TAPEMGR
Manages the interface between VM:Operator and VM:Tape.

UMSGMGR
Captures messages that are sent from users to the operator through CP MSG and lets you reply to them.

REVIEW
Displays past system activity.

SESSIONS
Displays a list of VM:Operator sessions that are available to a console.
From this window, you can access a session, can move from one session to another, and can stop and start
sessions.

QNAMES
Displays who is on the system, the console addresses being used, and the system resources already consumed.
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Processes
Each task or thread of execution in VM:Operator is referred to as a process. These tasks include:

• Processing commands a user enters from the command line
• Handling tape managers
• Handling window managers
• Driving consoles, including VMYIAMOP consoles
• Executing macros and dialogs

Processes can be defined in CONSOLE or USERID files. Processes defined in CONSOLE files begin running during
the console initialization and continue running until the console stops. Processes defined in USERID files start when the
VMYIAMOP program connects and terminate when the console is cancelled.

All defined processes run simultaneously, allowing VM:Operator to perform functions concurrently, even if a window is not
displayed.

 Note: The VM:Operator system is implemented using the CMS Application Multitasking facility to manage the dispatching
of its processes. This facility greatly expands the number of APIs that can be utilized under VM:Operator (for example, the
REXX Sockets Package) but does introduce some confusion in terminology. CMS Application Multitasking uses the term
“Process” to describe a collection of threads that cooperate together to perform related work, while VM:Operator continues
to use process to describe a thread of execution similar to how thread is used in CMS Application Multitasking. There
is, however, one important distinction, under VM:Operator the CMS program stack is not a single system wide resource.
Instead each VM:Operator process has its own program stack. In general we will continue to use the term process to refer
to a CMS Application Multitasking thread in VM:Operator.

Process States

At any point in time, a process can be in one of the following states:

• Running
• Eligible to run
• Waiting for an event

Use the VM:Operator QPCB command to list all processes currently active in the VM:Operator system. For more
information, see QPCB Subcommand in Administrating.

Process Control Blocks

 VM:Operator creates an internal control block called a process control block (PCB) for each process in the system. The
PCB contains information about the process such as registers, save areas, and information that relates the process to
the CMS Application Multitasking facility thread on which the process is dispatched. All PCBs are chained together on a
master linked list referred to as the SYSLIST, which is anchored in the VMYSYS MODULE.

The following diagram illustrates PCB chaining:
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Summary of Processes

The following table describes the VM:Operator processes:

Process Name Description 

EVENTMGR Monitors the arrival of held messages in the associated SYSTEM
window. Use this process to monitor the held messages and to
generate an EVENTMGR message based on number of lines held
or on the age of the oldest held line.

HOLDMSG Activates the HOLDMSG Facility for a console.
Use this facility to hold a message in the SYSTEM window until
a specified message is received. When the specified message is
received, VM:Operator automatically removes the held message.

MAIN Displays messages from the CP *MSG system service according
to specifications given in the active VM:Operator SYSTABLE or
according to the defaults corresponding to each message class
This is the window manager for the SYSTEM window.
For more information about default handling of each message
class, see How Message Processing Works.

MONITOR Handles asynchronous CP messages indicating that intervention
is required and displays them in the SYSTEM window as held,
highlighted messages

QNAMES Displays the user ID, console address, total CPU, total SIOs, and
resident page count for each virtual machine currently logged on.
This window, a full-screen replacement for the CP QUERY
NAMES command, is the window manager for the QNAMES
window.

REVERT Allows you to specify how long a window can be viewed
without keyboard intervention before an associated window is
automatically restored
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REVIEW Allows you to scan system log files and locate particular text lines
The REVIEW process is the window manager for the REVIEW
window.

SECUSER Allows you to observe and respond to messages occurring on
a disconnected user ID and issue commands on behalf of the
disconnected user ID
The SECUSER process is the window manager for the SECUSER
window.

SESSIONS Allows you to access multiple user IDs or applications from a
single VM:Operator console.
The SESSIONS process is the window manager for the
SESSIONS window and drives the VM:Operator Session Support
Facility.

SMSGMGR Allows you capture messages from a particular user ID, route
them to the window, and respond to the messages, in a shortened
format using the CP SMSG command
The SMSGMGR process is the window manager for the
SMSGMGR window.

SPOOLMON Manipulates the display of spool-space monitoring facility
messages on the console (VM:Operator messages 040W, 043W,
and 186I)

TAPEMGR Maintains a constant display of all VM:Tape activity,
presenting VM:Tape messages requiring operator intervention as
highlighted messages that remain in the window until the operator
acts upon them.
TAPEMGR can be a window manager or a subordinate process in
the SYSTEM window.

UMSGMGR Allows you capture and hold messages from user IDs, route
them to a common window, and respond to the messages in a
shortened format using the CP MSG command
The UMSGMGR process is the window manager for the
UMSGMGR window.

VMYWINDO Provides an interface to another Broadcom product
The VMYWINDO process is a REXX-based window manager.

Special Keys
Contents

A number of special keys are configured with your VM:Operator system.

Program Function (PF) Keys

The initial configuration of VM:Operator includes program function (PF) key settings that are displayed at the bottom of
each window. The PF key settings are determined by the specifications in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. You
can customize these keys when you customize the windows.

Clear Key

Press Clear to cancel screen modifications and redisplay the screen.
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PA2 Key

Press the PA2 key to clear all scrollable, non-critical messages from the window last written to the screen. This action
allows fixed messages to collect at the top.

Note: PA1 is disabled to prevent operators from accidentally entering CP. When using VMYIAMOP, PA1 temporarily
disconnects the console unless VMYIAMOP is invoked with the NOPA1 option.

Arrow Keys

You can use the four arrow keys on the keyboard to position the cursor at a held line you want to delete.

Starting and Leaving VM:Operator
VM:Operator starts according to the options you set in the VMSERVER NAMES file. When you initialize VM:Operator, a
copyright screen appears by default. After this screen, PROFILE VMOPER executes.

Startup Options

Startup options control how VM:Operator operates. You can change the options at any time. The VM:Operator service
virtual machine implements the changes when it next gets autologged.

To change startup options, use the VMSERVER command to update the definition in the VMSERVER NAMES file, as
follows:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Issue the following command, where servername specifies the name of the product service virtual machine:

VMSERVER servername

3. Add one or more options to the Server Startup Command tag, in any order. The options are listed in the following
section.

4. File the changes with PF6. Press PF3 to exit the VMSERVER command.

NOTE
For more information about changing startup options, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Normally the VMISTART EXEC starts VM:Operator using the VMYSYS Server Startup command tag in the VMSERVER
NAMES file. However, you can also issue the VMYSYS command from your own exec or from the CMS command line

The format of the VMYSYS command is as follows:

VMYSYS [parameters]

Parameters are optional. You can specify parameters in any order.

The following table describes each VMYSYS command parameter:

Parameter Used to...

UPCASE Cause messages to be written to the SYSLOG in upper case. This
allows the system log to be viewed using 3270 consoles equipped
with the Hebrew or Kanji character sets.

DIAG8K Allows specification of an alternative Diagnose 8 command
response buffer. Originally that buffer length was 8K bytes by
default to maintain compatibility on older CP systems but now
default length is 64K bytes.
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DISCONN Causes VM:Operator to disconnect from the logon console during
initialization. This behavior improves security.
Note: Upon reconnecting, any console defined for the logon
terminal will have to be started with the CONSOLE START
command.

OBSERVER Causes VM:Operator to be started in Observer Mode. Doing so
allows VM:Operator to process observed messages in the same
way that SECUSER messages are processed.
Note: Observer mode cannot be used on the system operator
user ID.

Copyright Screen

When you initialize VM:Operator, a copyright screen appears. This screen scrolls off the window automatically. When
you use VMYIAMOP, this same screen appears. The screen remains on your terminal screen until you press Enter or 15
seconds elapse, whichever occurs first.

You can prevent this screen from appearing every time that you initialize VM:Operator or use VMYIAMOP. Either rename
or erase the VMOPER COPYRGHT file on the public minidisk.

PROFILE VMOPER

At the end of VM:Operator initialization, a customer-written macro that is named PROFILE VMOPER automatically
executes if it is found. This macro can be programmed to customize VM:Operator further, beyond what can be done with
other facilities. For example, background processes can be spawned, or the z/VM environment can be tailored by issuing
CP or CMS commands.

For more information about using primitives and writing VM:Operator macros, see Programming.

Leaving VM:Operator

End VM:Operator from the SYSTEM window by entering the END subcommand.

Online Help
This section explains how to find information about system messages and subcommands.

Online Help for Messages

Use CMS HELP to find information about VM:Operator system messages.

To get a description of a VM:Operator system message, enter help followed by vmy and the last four characters of the
message number. For example, to get help for message 0107I, enter this command:

help vmy0107i

Online Help for Subcommands

For a general help screen that lists all VM:Operator subcommands, enter this command:

help vmoper

For the description of a particular VM:Operator subcommand, enter this command, where  subcommand  is the name of
the subcommand that you want to view:
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help vmoper subcommand (ALL)

NOTE
To get online help for VM:Operator subcommands, the optional HELP facility must be installed. For more
information, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the service virtual
machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this document.

Command Abbreviations

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

Example:

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

Continuation

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1:

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D

 

Example 2:
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{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

Default Values

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

Example:

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3.

Keywords and Constants

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example:

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example:

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example:

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.
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[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

Positional Parameters

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example:

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2:

Repeat...

Example 3:

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example:

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:
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• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1:

CMDName "Parms"

 

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2:

CMDName [( "Options"]

 

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC
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| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

Example:

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

User-Entered Commands or Records

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example:

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example:

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example:

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.
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Installing
This section describes how to install, deploy, and service the VM:Operator product.

Audience

Readers of this section must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe
VM Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information about
the installation and the configuration of this facility, see Installing  in Mainframe VM Product Manager
documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of VM:Operator and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your
production environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials
Contents

Installation Process Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.
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2. Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

1. Prepare SERVLKPK files for Product Installation
2. Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment.
3. Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST.
4. Load and Generate the Planning Resource File.

Step 1.1 Prepare SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.

Follow these steps:

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:

PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where:
3. ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
4. ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
5. fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
6. ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMD020A.
7. ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.
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Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMY031A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
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In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is <vmsesprodid>. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for the ppfname and component
you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF <vmsesprodid>

<vmcomp1> :PRODID <vmsesprodid>%<vmcomp1>?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the appendix Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a
PPF override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating
User ID Entries and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component 
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ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMY031A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVMY031A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool.

Create the necessary directories for user ZVMY031A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMOPERSFS component override section of the
ZVMY031A PPF file.

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command.

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMY031A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.
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Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, you must use
the procedure in Migrating VM:Operator - Source from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager to deploy the product. This
is expected to be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1.  Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2.  Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3.  Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4.  Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5.  Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

6.  Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.
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Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMY031A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Operator product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name
panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• LOCAL
• PUBLIC
• SYSLOG

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate or a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVPUBLIC

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
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VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating User ID
Entries and Disk Space and then issue the command as described.

 VM:Operator is intended to run on the system operator user ID, which is usually OPERATOR. In this case, enter the
following command to display the required directory statements and minidisk definitions:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the existing server machine to be deployed.

You must modify the existing user ID directory entry to match the generated DIRECT file. Make sure all options, virtual
memory requirements, and minidisks are included in the updated entry.

If you are installing VM:Operator on a new user ID, enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk
space:

VMALLOC SERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

falsedisctop

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference . 

Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product.
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Step 4.3 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

 Deployed User ID  Required Authorizations 
OPERATOR Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.

Step 5. Start the Product

The startup procedure verifies the accuracy of the virtual machine configuration.

 To start VM:Operator  

1. Log on to the VM:Operator server you deployed.
2. You will be prompted to start VM:Operator as follows:

VMISTA845R *

    

              Do you want to start VMOPER now?

    

                       Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

3. Enter YES to start VM:Operator.
The VM:Operator server initializes, and displays the SYSTEM window on the VM:Operator MAINOPER console.

Step 6. Test the Product

These procedures verify the correct operation of VM:Operator on the system operator user ID (usually OPERATOR).

Test the SYSTEM Window

1. Enter the PFKEYS command in the SYSTEM window. A list of the PF key definitions is displayed.
2. Press ENTER to return to the SYSTEM window.
3. Press PF7. The following message displays:

VMYIOD0055I PF7 IS UNDEFINED IN SYSTEM WINDOW

4. Press PF1 (VIEWNEXT). The VM:Tape Manager window displays.
5. Press PF3 (VIEWMAIN) to return to the SYSTEM window.
6. Enter this CP command in the SYSTEM window to see the current time:

QUERY TIME

7. Press PF6 (RETRIEVE). The QUERY TIME command displays on the command line.
8. Press ENTER to reissue the command.
9. Press PF9 (REPEAT). The QUERY TIME command automatically executes again.
10. Press PF10 (PRINT). The current screen image is sent to the system printer.

Test Intervention Required Monitor

1. Take the system printer or a tape drive out of ready mode while it is in use.
The intervention-required message displays and is highlighted in the SYSTEM window.

2. Ready the system printer or tape drive.
The intervention-required message is no longer highlighted.

3. Press the PA2 key to clear the screen.
The intervention-required message disappears.
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4. Take the system printer or a tape drive out of ready mode while it is in use.
The intervention-required message displays again and is highlighted in the SYSTEM window.

5. Press the PA2 key to clear the screen.
The intervention-required message is held at the top of the screen.

6. Press PF12 to remove the held message.
The intervention-required message is removed from the SYSTEM window.

7. Ready the system printer or tape drive.

Test the REVIEW Window

1. Press PF2 in the SYSTEM window to display the REVIEW window.
The system log displays time-stamped messages processed by VM:Operator.

2. In the REVIEW window Search String prompt field, type  VMYBEG.  Press PF7 (BACKWARD).
The display is positioned to message VMYBEG0003I which indicates the load point of the VM:Operator server
program module.

3. Press PF7 again. The display is positioned to the copyright message.
4. In the REVIEW window Search String prompt field, type JUNK . Press PF8 (FORWARD).

An error message displays and indicates that the target is not found.
5. Press ENTER to clear the error message.
6. Press PF10 (ALT PF). This presents an alternate set of PF keys you can choose to use.
7. Press PF4 (PREV DAY).

– If you have used VM:Operator on a previous day, you see that day’s system log. Note the date displayed on the
second line in the upper left corner of the window.

– If you have not used VM:Operator on a previous day, you get an error message stating that you are already viewing
the oldest log file.

If a previous day’s log file displays, press PF5 (NEXTDAY) to return to today’s display. If you get an error message,
you are already in today’s display.

8. Press PF5 again. You get an error message because you are already viewing the most recent system log file.
9. Press ENTER to clear the error message.
10. Press PF6 (RETRIEVE). The word JUNK, which is the last search string you entered, redisplays in the input field.
11. Press the ENTER key. A message displays and advises you to press a PF-key to start scanning.
12. Press ENTER again. The Enter Search String prompt is displayed.
13. Press PF11 (PRINT). The current screen image is sent to your printer.
14. Press PF10 (ALT PF) to return to the original set of PF keys.
15. Press PF12 (RIGHT) to shift the display to the right.
16. Press PF11 (LEFT) to shift the display back to its original place. The time displays along with the originating user ID,

process number, and text.
17. Press PF2 (REFRESH). The display is updated with messages received in the SYSTEM window while you were

viewing the REVIEW window.
18. Press PF3 (RETURN) to return to the SYSTEM window.

Test the System Routing Table

Verify that your system routing table is functioning properly by observing the following message traffic in your SYSTEM
window:

• LOGON, DIAL, DROP, DISCONNECT, RECONNECT, and LOGOFF messages that do not involve a FORCE, do not
display in the SYSTEM window.

• LOGOFF messages that involve a FORCE, display as highlighted and rollable messages.
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Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see "Releasing Products to Users" in the Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference. 

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

6. Make the Product Available
See "Releasing Products to Users" in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. You assigned this name when the product was
originally installed, as described in Define the Product Deployment.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMY031A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMOPER for a minidisk installation or VMOPERSFS for a Shared File
System installation.
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After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Operator from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the VM:Operator server. Upgrade your current
definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Operator.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

[PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
PRIMARY

Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials
from the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all
deployed minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older
release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment.
Setting the Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE
causes that set of deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new
release, or backing out to the old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and
restarting the server.

Note: For more information about the individual tag definitions for NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File.

Step 4. Back Out the Upgrade (Optional)

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name
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name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Operator server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry" in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

You must go back to the version of the VM:Secure CP component in the CP nucleus if you are using the VM:Secure Rules
Facility.

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials From an Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Operator, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For
this release, that ID is . Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific user ID
which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information, see "Releasing Products to Users" in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

 

Servicing Your Product
Contents
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This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

VMSES/E Service Overview

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the section "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMY031A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Operator. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMY031A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.
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Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Operator disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

 VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

 

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMY031A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

 VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

 VMFVIEW RECEIVE

 

Read the product memo file ZVMY031A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. Optional Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:
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 VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

 

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMY031A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

 VMFVIEW MRD

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

 VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

 VMFVIEW RECEIVE

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:
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 VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

 VMFVIEW APPLY

 

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

 VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

 

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF
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You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

 VMFPPF  ppfname  *

 

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

 VMFPPF  ppf_override  *

 

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

 VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

 

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

 VMFVIEW BUILD

 

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

 VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

 

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMY031A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Specify VMOPERSFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

 VMFVIEW BUILD

 

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

 VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.
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5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMY031A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Operator. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMY031A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Operator disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

 VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

 

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMY031A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMY031A PPF or ZVMY031A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

 ERASE ZVMY031A PPF A

 ERASE ZVMY031A $PPF A
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Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

 VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

 VMFPPF  ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

 VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMY031A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level.

 VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMY031A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

 

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

 VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

 

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMY031A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.
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Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

 VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

References
Contents

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.
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VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied  $PPF or  PPF files to change the file pool name or any other installation
parameters. If the  $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any changes to that file will be lost; by
creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Operator - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. VMOPERSFS

:VMOPERSFS. VMOPERSFS ZVMY031A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.TSYSTEM

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.SAMPLE

&BLD5Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMY031A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.
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Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the
ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that VM:Operator uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product
Manager VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by
VMDEFINE appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command
from the VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
 For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the  Mainframe VM Product
Manager Reference. For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel
brought up by the HELP NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a VM:Operator Server Virtual Machine (SVM).

PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.

Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product. It must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.
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Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code that general users execute from their own user IDs

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory.

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains files from a new release of the product or files with fixes
applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Syslog
Minidisk defined by the SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser
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This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC callsVM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.
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Migrating VM:Operator from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager
This section describes the recommended procedure for completing the one-time initial migration of VM:Operator from
an AIM maintained environment using VMRMAINT to a VMSES maintained environment using VMANAGER and the
Mainframe VM Product Manager. These procedures are executed from user ID VMANAGER.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps that the Installing Product Materials
section describes.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up your existing environment before proceeding.

Before you perform this procedure, ensure that you understand the concepts and the procedures that the Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference documents. This procedure converts the AIM-installed VM:Operator release to use the
Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks. This setup is similar to the
installation that the Mainframe VM Product Manager performs.

Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The VM:Operator Server Virtual Machine (SVM) requires minor changes in the virtual machine configuration to operate
with Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
The changes in this section can be performed without an outage of your VM:Operator server.

The server (which is usually the system operator user ID, OPERATOR) is first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file,
which serves as the main software manager database. Issue the following command to define the server:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product service virtual machine you are upgrading. Usually, the name is OPERATOR.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMY031A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMOPER for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMOPERSFS for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view the definitions. This panel
shows how a server running VM:Operator appears when Mainframe VM Product Manager manages it.

For definitions of all available tag values for the VM:Operator product, see the appendix Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File. Make any necessary modifications to the NAMES file entry to match your current VM:Operator configuration.

NOTE
For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Operator from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described
in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to add a
device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product service virtual machine you are migrating.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the VM:Operator server. The server startup files are modified to interface
with the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shutdown and logoff the VM:Operator server before
proceeding.

Compare the CP Directory entry file that VMALLOC created with your existing directory entry for the VM:Operator server.
Update your current definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Operator. The following changes may
be required for your VM:Operator server, depending on what you have defined already:

• In an AIM installation, VMRMAINT owns the VM:Operator runtime and SYSLOG minidisks at 0154 and 0155. The
VM:Operator server links to these minidisks at 0192 and 01D0 respectively. Remove both of these directory links if
they exist.

• Add a primary runtime minidisk to the server at 0192 using the size requirements in the CP directory entry file that was
created above. Copy the contents of the VMRMAINT 154 to this disk.

• Add a SYSLOG minidisk to the server at 01D0 using the size requirements in the CP directory entry file that was
created above or the size of the VMRMAINT 0155 minidisk, whichever is larger. Copy the contents of the VMRMAINT
0155 to this disk.

• Add an alternate public files minidisk to the server at 0293 using the size requirements in the CP directory entry file
that was created above. This disk is populated when you deploy your new release.

• Add an alternate runtime minidisk at 0292 using the size requirements in the CP directory entry file previously created.
This disk is populated when you deploy your new release.

• Remove the LINK to the VMRMAINT 0192 as 01FF.
• Add an RR LINK to the VMANAGER 01FF disk as 01FF.
• Add an RR LINK to the VMANAGER 0195 disk as 01FE.
• Insure that the default logon storage size is at least 64M.
• Move the LMP file from the VMRMAINT 192 disk to the VMANAGER 01FF disk. Follow the procedure in the

Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference documentation to define the LMP (License Management Program) key for
this product.

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command. This command upgrades the server (assumed to be
OPERATOR) startup procedure and deploys the new release product code. Execute the following command:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE

name
Specifies the user ID of the product service virtual machine you are migrating.

VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new VM:Operator code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains
intact. VMDEPLOY will also create a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the OPERATOR 191 as PROFILE
OLDEXEC. It will create a new PROFILE EXEC that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the VM:Operator
configuration file. For information about updating the configuration file, see the VMOPER Configuration File Reference.
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• Add authorizations for the VMANAGER user ID, so that it has the same authorizations as the old VMRMAINT user ID.
• Add this record to the VMOPER CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

Log on to the VM:Operator server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of VM:Operator on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the

command:
VMNDFCAD

4. Any duplicate file on the A-Disk should replace the corresponding file on the runtime D-Disk. These duplicate files
were probably created when fixes were applied to the release of VM:Operator installed by AIM. Copy these duplicate
files to the D-Disk using the COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options, then erase the copy of
the duplicated file from the A-Disk.

NOTE
Some of these duplicate files, such as CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE, SESSIONS, SYSTABLE, and
LOGTABLE files may have been tailored to your needs. These files should not be moved to the D-Disk.

Your VM:Operator server is now setup to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. If the ENVIRONMENT
tag definition in the NAMES file entry is set to PRIMARY, then the next time you start it, the server will execute the older
release of VM:Operator that you originally installed using AIM.

When you are ready to test the new VM:Operator release, set the ENVIRONMENT tag definition to ALTERNATE and
restart the server virtual machine. When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new VM:Operator release, move the
new release materials to the PRIMARY disk space, and overwrite the older release product materials. Use the following
format to enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the primary runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the older release
Product Materials with the newer release materials.
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Administrating
This section explains the features of VM:Operator that you can customize, such as windows and consoles. This
section also describes all VM:Operator control file structures. This information is useful primarily for customizing or
modifying VM:Operator for your data center and is not required for daily operation.

This section is written for personnel who are responsible for customizing VM:Operator, such as system administrators and
system programmers. This section assumes that you are thoroughly familiar with VM/CMS standards, conventions, and
operation, and with the daily requirements of your VM environment.

Logging System Messages
VM:Operator maintains a log of all the messages it processes. The product also maintains a log of  all entered commands,
their response messages, and their return codes. Each day, VM:Operator creates a SYSLOG type log file. These log files
are usually kept on a dedicated minidisk. You can access this information through the VM:Operator REVIEW windows.
You can also create a secondary record of this information in one of the following ways:

• Set up a continuous hardcopy log of all messages that VM:Operator processes.
• Have VM:Operator spool a log of all daily message traffic. You can print the log at the end of each day or when

VM:Operator terminates.

NOTE
The SYSLOG configuration record is required to log messages with either method. For more information, see
SYSLOG Record.

SYSLOG Minidisk Size Management
After using VM:Operator for a while, evaluate how many daily log files you want to retain for viewing through your
REVIEW windows. Adjust the amount of minidisk space to accommodate the files.

VM:Operator uses a separate minidisk as its log minidisk. This minidisk is usually the VMOPERATOR 1D0 minidisk. A
corresponding SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONFIG file indicates the file mode at which the log minidisk is accessed.

The size of the log minidisk depends on the following criteria:

• How large your daily log files are
• How many days of log files you would like to keep on minidisk

For many sites, ten cylinders are sufficient. However, you can use the following formula to determine an approximate
minidisk size that is based on your site needs. 1,000 4K blocks can hold approximately 12,950 lines, or 215 printed pages.
To estimate the number of 4K blocks you need, use the following formula:

B = (pages * days) / 215

B
Specifies the number, in thousands, of 4K blocks you need.

pages
Specifies the number of printed pages in an average daily log file.

days
Specifies the number of daily log files you want to retain on the minidisk.

The file name of the VM:Operator log file is the date of the log file (yymmdd); the file type is SYSLOG.
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NOTE
When the SYSLOG minidisk fills, VM:Operator automatically erases the oldest log file. If the minidisk can
accommodate more than one file, you do not need to worry about disk-full conditions, even if SYSLOG use is as
high as 99 percent.

Viewing SYSLOG Files
To view a SYSLOG file that resides on a minidisk other than the SYSLOG disk, use the REVIEW window.

Follow these steps:

1. From the OPERATOR user ID, link to the minidisk that contains the SYSLOG file you want to view.
2. Access the minidisk as a read-only extension of the SYSLOG minidisk.
3. Press the PrevDay PF key from the REVIEW window, to view the SYSLOG file you want.

Refreshing the REVIEW Window

The REFRESH PF key adds records to the daily minidisk file from the buffer. The first time each day that VM:Operator
displays a REVIEW window, the program prompts you to press REFRESH PF. Doing so populates the new log file with
the initial records. As you reenter your REVIEW windows during the day, use the REFRESH PF key to update the display
with messages that occurred after you last viewed the REVIEW window. If you want the REFRESH program function
to execute automatically each time you reenter a REVIEW window, edit the PFnn VIEW record for that window in the
CONSOLE file as shown:

PF10 VIEW REVIEW REFRESH

Backing Up Your System Log
This section describes several procedures you can use to retain access to system log files from previous days. Keep a
spooled or hardcopy backup of your online minidisk log in case the minidisk becomes full.

You can back up the files in the following ways:

• Set up a continuous hardcopy log.
• Spool the logs, then print or archive the spooled log files.
• Print the system logs without spooling them. You can also print EXTRACTs of the system logs.
• Archive the system logs without spooling them.

Setting Up a Continuous Hardcopy Log of Messages
VM:Operator allows you to set up a continuous hardcopy log of all messages processed by VM:Operator. This is useful
if message traffic is heavy and you do not want to interrupt message traffic on the screen by using the REVIEW window.
This type of logging is also efficient because the online review facility writes in bursts of 4K bytes. Additionally, if an
unexpected shutdown should occur, a gap in message logging is less likely because a hardcopy log prints continuously;
each system message or event prints on a dedicated printer as it happens.

Follow these steps:

1. Dedicate a 3270-compatible printer to the OPERATOR user ID solely for hardcopy logging. To do so, add a DEDICATE
statement to the OPERATOR directory entry:

DEDICATE vaddr raddr
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Note: For more information about the DEDICATE directory statement, see the IBM CP Planning and Administration
documentation for your version of z/VM.

2. Edit the SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONFIG file, adding the PRINT parameter and the virtual address for your
dedicated printer. This record has the following format:
SYSLOG filemode PRINT vaddr

Note: For more information, see SYSLOG Record.

Spooled Logging
You can set up VM:Operator to spool a log of all daily message traffic and to print it at the end of the day. Each time
VM:Operator ends, the spool file closes.

Spooled logging is useful if you do not want to dedicate a printer for continuous hardcopy printing. Spooled logs are also
good backups for the daily online log files that are stored on minidisk. The oldest online log file is automatically erased if
the SYSLOG minidisk becomes full.

Set up Spooled Logging

Follow these steps:

1. Add a SPOOL directory statement to the OPERATOR user ID directory entry. This statement defines a virtual printer
for spooled logging. The format of the SPOOL statement is as follows:

SPOOL vaddr 1403

vaddr
Up to four-character virtual device address of the virtual printer to use for spooled logging
Because CMS uses 00E for other purposes, you cannot use that virtual address. The suggested address is 00F.
The device type must be 1403. For more information, see the IBM CP Planning and Administration documentation
for your version of z/VM.

2. Edit the SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONFIG file, adding the SPOOL parameter and the virtual address of the
spooled printer. The format of the SYSLOG record is as follows:

SYSLOG filemode SPOOL vaddr

For more information, see SYSLOG Record.

Print Spooled Log Files

To maintain a backup of all log entries, you can print the spooled log files that are stored on minidisk at the end of the day.

Note: If the spooled log file becomes unavailable, you can print the system log file.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following command to the OPERATOR PROFILE EXEC:

CP SPOOL vaddr NOHOLD

vaddr
Up to four-character virtual device address of the virtual printer to use for spooled logging
Because CMS uses 00E for other purposes, you cannot use that virtual address. The suggested address is 00F.
The device type must be 1403.For more information, see the IBM CP Planning and Administration documentation
for your version of z/VM.

2. When the CP SPOOL command resides in the OPERATOR PROFILE EXEC, it sends the spooled log to the real
printer when VM:Operator ends.
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The spooled log files are printed.

Archive Spooled Log Files

Instead of printing your spooled log, you can convert the log to a minidisk file and can archive it each day. This procedure
requires VM:Archiver.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the following command in the PROFILE EXEC of the OPERATOR user ID:

CP SPOOL vaddr TO VMANAGER

vaddr
Virtual address of the virtual printer you configured in the SPOOL statement in the directory entry

When VM:Operator ends, your log file for the day is put in the VMANAGER reader queue in this format:

PRT FILE spoolid TO VMANAGER COPY 001

The spool ID is the four-digit number that is associated with the spool file.
2. Move the file from spool to a minidisk or directory by entering the following command on user ID VMANAGER:

RECEIVE spoolid

3. From VMANAGER, use VM:Archiver to archive the file.

VMYPRLOG Utility--Printing Non-Spool System Log Files
If you did not set up hardcopy support, use the VMYPRLOG utility to print the online log file. You can also use the
VMYPRLOG utility to print an EXTRACT file derived from the system log. VMYPRLOG is also useful if the spooled file
created by spooled logging becomes unavailable.

VMYPRLOG Utility

To print or create a file containing the messages in a VM:Operator system log file or EXTRACT file, use the VMYPRLOG
utility. You can limit which log file records are printed by user ID, time of day, IUCV message class, and message text.

If the system does not find log file records that match the specified options, no report will be generated. The syntax for the
VMYPRLOG utility is as follows:

VMYPRLOG filename [filetype [filemode]]  [( options]

 

Options:

[USERID userid]

[FROM hh:mm:ss] 

[UNTIL hh:mm:ss] 

[CLASS *num ]

[LINES maximum | 60]

[[MIXCASE] MSG index string]

[UPCASE]

[FILE printfilename]
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filename [filetype [filemode]]
Specifies the file ID of the log file you want to print.

Parameter Description

filename Is the file name of the log file; the file name is the creation date of
the log file in yymmdd format.

filetype Is the file type of the log file; the filetype can be SYSLOG or
EXTRACT. SYSLOG is the default.

filemode Is the file mode of the log file. The default is *.

USERID userid
Specifies the user ID or console name to which the console logs relate. The user ID identifier starts in column 10
of each log file record.

FROM hh:mm:ss
Specifies the time before which log file records will not be printed. You must specify all three values (hours,
minutes, and seconds) using 24-hour time.

UNTIL hh:mm:ss
Specifies the time after which log file records will not be printed. You must specify all three values (hours, minutes,
and seconds) using 24-hour time.

CLASS *num
Specifies the IUCV message class of the records you want to print. The message class consists of an asterisk (*)
and a single digit (1-8) or *R, *S, and *V. The IUCV class identifier starts in column 19 of each log file record.

LINES maximum | 60
Specifies the maximum number of lines to be printed for each page. The default, 60 lines for each page,
corresponds to the line count of the hardcopy and spool versions of the system log files.

[MIXCASE] MSG index string
Specifies to print only log records containing the specified string.

Parameter Description

MIXCASE Specifies the search for string is to be case-sensitive.
If the MIXCASE option is not specified, matching is case
insensitive. Messages containing string are printed regardless of
the case of string.

index Index into the message text portion of the log record to locate
string
The first character of the text corresponding to the first portion of
the log message has an index of 1.

string String to locate

Note: If you use the MSG option, it must be the last option on the command line.
UPCASE

Specifies that you want the system log to be printed in uppercase. This option affects only the case in which
messages are printed; it does not affect message selection (the MSG option) or how logs are written to a minidisk
file (the FILE option).

FILE printfilename
Specifies you want VM:Operator to write a copy of the system log file on the A-disk. The file name of the file will
be printfilename; the file type will be VMYPRLOG. Use this option if you want a copy of the system log that you
can annotate or if you want to print multiple copies of the system log.
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Printing an EXTRACT File

EXTRACT files are temporary files produced by the EXTRACT PFkey in a review window. The files are based on a
specified extract string. The files consist of the lines from the system log that the review window is working with that
contain the extract string. You can print an EXTRACT file with VMYPRLOG.

Follow these steps:

1. From the REVIEW window, press the EXTRACT PF key to obtain the EXTRACT file.
2. From the SYSTEM window, use the VMYPRLOG utility to print the EXTRACT file. The file name of the file is the date

of the log file in the format yymmdd; the file type is EXTRACT.
3. From the REVIEW window, press the EXTRACT PF key to erase the EXTRACT file and return to reviewing the log file.

Example: Printing an EXTRACT file

• Print an EXTRACT file from yymmdd log file. First, create the EXTRACT file as described above, then enter:

vmyprlog yymmdd extract a

• Execute the VMYPRLOG utility to print the system log file on yymmdd

vmyprlog yymmdd syslog b

• Write a copy of a system log to disk file 030725 VMYPRLOG A1:

vmyprlog yymmdd syslog b (file 030725

• Print the system log file records that occurred after 3:00 p.m. on yymmdd with message text beginning with VMTMNT:

vmyprlog yymmdd syslog b (from 15:00:00 msg 1 VMTMNT

• Print a mixed-case system log in uppercase:

vmyprlog yymmdd syslog b (upcase

• Print messages containing the word mount beginning in column 12, regardless of the case of the word mount:

vmyprlog yymmdd syslog b (msg 12 mount

• However, if you are interested only in messages beginning with Mount, use the MIXCASE option:

vmyprlog yymmdd syslog b (mixcase msg 12 Mount

Archiving Non-Spool System Log Files
You can archive SYSLOG files instead of printing them. Later, you can restore the files. Then you can view, edit, or print
them.

The ways to archive your log files follow:

• Use VM:Backup to include your log files in your regular backups. Because backup tapes are recycled, your files are
available for restore only a limited amount of time.
Use VM:Archiver to archive your log files. You can use VM:Schedule with VM:Archiver to initiate the archiving of
your log files automatically. Create an EXEC to initiate a VM:Schedule job to archive the past day's files at a set time
each day. Schedule the archiving for when the processing load is light. For more information about VM:Schedule and
VM:Archiver, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Product-Pair Interface documentation.

• Use the CMS TAPE DUMP command to copy the daily log file to tape. Do so after midnight when VM:Operator begins
to write data to a new daily log file.
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VMYEDLOG Utility--Browsing System Log Files
The VMYEDLOG utility uses XEDIT to view system log files. With VMYEDLOG you can do the following tasks:

• Take advantage of the power and flexibility of XEDIT to search selectively for particular messages
• View log files on minidisks other than the VM:Operator system log disk, for example, archived log files recalled to a

temporary minidisk
• Extract and manipulate information under program control.

To use the VMYEDLOG utility, you must have the system log minidisk linked and accessed by another user ID. You
cannot execute the VMYEDLOG utility from a VMYIAMOP console, dedicated console, attached console, or with the
OPERATOR command. The syntax for VMYEDLOG utility is as follows:

VMYEDLOG filename [filetype [filemode]]  [( options]

 

Options:

[USERID userid]

[FROM hh:mm:ss] 

[UNTIL hh:mm:ss] 

[CLASS *num]

[[MIXCASE] MSG index string]

[PROFILE profile]

filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ]
Specifies the file ID of the log file you want to edit.

Parameter Description
filename Specifies the file name of the log file; the file name is the creation

date of the log file in yymmdd format.
filetype Specifies the file type of the log file; the file type can be SYSLOG

or EXTRACT. SYSLOG is the default.
filemode Specifies the file mode of the log file. The default is *.

USERID userid
Specifies that you only want messages that were sent by the specified user ID or that appeared on the specified
console to appear in the edited file.

FROM hh:mm:ss
Specifies the time before which log file records will not be selected. You must specify all three values (hours,
minutes, and seconds) using 24-hour time.

UNTIL hh:mm:ss
Specifies the time after which log file records will not be selected. You must specify all three values (hours,
minutes, and seconds) using 24-hour time.

CLASS *num
Specifies the IUCV message class of the records you want to select. The message class consists of an asterisk
(*) and a single digit (1-8) or *R, *S and *V. The IUCV class identifier starts in column 19 of each log file record.
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[MIXCASE] MSG index string
Specifies you want log records containing the specified string to be included in the edited file.

Parameter Description
MIXCASE Specifies the search for string is to be case-sensitive.

If the MIXCASE option is not specified, matching is case
insensitive. Messages containing string are printed regardless of
the case of string.

index Specifies the column number of the message text portion of the
log record to locate string
The first character of the message portion of the log message has
an index of 1.

string Specifies the string to locate

Note: If you use the MSG option, it must be the last option on the command line.

[ PROFILE
profile ]
Specifies the XEDIT profile that you want executed when the file is edited. If you do not specify this option, the
first-accessed PROFILE XEDIT is used.

Example: Viewing a Log File

View the log file from the system log minidisk accessed as B. You are only interested in messages about tape volsers
VOL001 or VOL002 sent by user ID ACCT01 after 3 p.m.

Enter the following command:

VMYEDLOG yymmdd SYSLOG B (FROM 15:00:00 USERID ACCT01

File yymmdd SYSLOG appears on your screen in XEDIT. It shows only messages from User ID ACCT01 sent after 3 p.m.

To further limit the display to messages about tapes VOL001 and VOL002, enter this command on the XEDIT command
line:

all /vol001/vol002/

Example: Tracking Warning Message VMLSYS040W

The following message indicates how full the spool is:

VMSPOOL *1 VMLSYS040W SPOOL SPACE IS NUMBER% FULL

To count the number of occurrences of this message from a particular system log, and send a message containing that
number to user ID SYSADMIN for processing in a report, follow these steps:

1. Write the COUNTVML XEDIT macro, which looks like this:

/* Use this XEDIT macro to count the number of */

/* occurrences of message VML040W. */

/* */

'TOP'

'EXTRACT /FNAME'

count = 0

Do forever
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'/VMLSYS040W'

if (rc<> 0) then leave /* leave Do Forever loop */

count = count + 1

End

address 'CMS' 'EXEC TELL SYSADMIN Spool space',

'thresholds were exceeded' count 'times on',

strip(fname.1) || '.'

'QQUIT'

Exit

2. Enter the following command:

VMYEDLOG syslogfilename (profile countvml

Message Routing and Filtering
VM:Operator provides various routing tables for customizing how it handles messages to the operator. Routing tables
contain entries that map message templates with actions. When VM:Operator receives a message, it scans active routing
tables. When it finds a table entry that matches the message, VM:Operator performs the actions that are specified in the
entry. Actions often control how the message is processed or displayed.

Routing tables are optional; however, by using them you can accomplish various tasks, as follows:

• Filter common noise messages such as LOGON and LOGOFF messages from SYSTEM windows
• Provide special displays of important messages to draw the operator's attention to them
• Invoke a site-written action routine when a message is received

Once a message has been matched with an entry in a routing table, the rest of the table is generally bypassed.

Default routing tables are present in the original VM:Operator product you install. You can customize these files to meet
your site needs. Use the TABLE subcommand to query, load, and cancel all routing tables. For more information, see
TABLE Subcommand.

When Messages Are Not Matched

If no routing table matches are found, the message is displayed in a SYSTEM window according to the IUCV message
class. The relationship between message class and the message that is displayed is shown in the following table:

For this message class and type This default parameter is used: Notes

Messages from users HILIGHT Message appears in the format: MSG
FROM user ID: text.
If the message is from a Broadcom product
user ID, the preface is omitted.

Warning messages HOLD Message appears in the format: WNG from
userid: text
If the message is from a Broadcom product
user ID, the preface is omitted.

Asynchronous CP ROLL  

SMSG IGNORE The message is ignored only if SMSG is
set to IUCV in the SYSTEM macro. The
message is interpreted as a subcommand if
SMSG is set to ON in the SYSTEM macro.

Virtual console I/O HOLD The message is held.
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EMSG HILIGHT  

IMSG ROLL  

SCIF ROLL The message is rolled as user ID text.

PROP Conversion Considerations

The IBM Programmable operator facility (PROP) tables are not compatible with VM:Operator. If you administer a PROP
site, streamline the functions that PROP formerly handled. Also reference their PROP action routines in the VM:Operator
routing tables. For more information about VM:Operator and PROP, see Notes for PROP Sites.

Debugging Considerations

All VM:Operator processes are executed under control of CMS Application Multitasking. CMS is therefore responsible
for determining which threads (VM:Operator processes) get dispatched. When a REXX EXEC or a VMOPER macro
enters a loop, no other processes can be dispatched. CMS Application Multitasking does not do preemptive scheduling.
During such loop processing, all VM:Operator consoles freeze up. However, VM:Operator CPU consumption continues to
increase. In this case, log on to the user ID and issue the VMDUMP command. When VMDUMP completes, re-IPL CMS
and restart VM:Operator.

Use the dump to determine whether one of your action routines that the $ROUTER process called was looping.
Identification of a spawned action routine can be difficult. Therefore, when you are testing spawned action routines,
consider initially tracing them or at least typing some debugging messages.

As an aid in debugging action routines, VM:Operator stores the name of the action routine at a fixed location each time it
calls one. The address of this 8-byte field is at offset X'A0' relative to the location of where CMS loads VMYSYS. This field
is cleared to blanks when the action routine returns control to $ROUTER.

The VMYSYS load point address varies depending on various conditions so it is displayed in a message at startup time.
For example:

VMYBEG0003I VMYSYS MODULE load point is: 01E72076.

To locate this field, add the offset to the load point address specified in the message. If this field is blank, it probably
indicates that the problem was elsewhere. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Be prepared to send in the
VMDUMP file, the spooled console log, and the SYSLOG file.

Routing Table Reference
Routing tables are lists of entries that map message templates with actions. There are four types of routing table files:
LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, SECTABLE, and PRITABLE. The following sections give an overview of each type of routing
table file.

All routing table files can be either F or V format, with a maximum record length of 250 characters. Blank records and
comment records starting with an asterisk (*) are always ignored. Routing table files can reside on any accessed minidisk
or SFS directory.

All routing table records (or entries) consist of two basic parts separated by the MSG keyword. The parameters to the left
of the MSG keyword contain the Message Actions. The parameters to the right of the MSG keyword contain the message
selection criteria.

LOGTABLE Routing Table
The LOGTABLE routing table is the primary routing table and is specified in the VM:Operator configuration file. It has
functions for controlling routing and logging messages in VM:Operator. By default, all messages appear in SYSTEM
windows, unless the LOGTABLE or a SYSTABLE routing table has the message ignored.
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LOGTABLE is the only routing table that is not directly connected to a window on a console. Therefore, LOGTABLE is the
best place to automate messages.  An action routine that a LOGTABLE invokes can also determine the way messages
are handled. The action routine does so by exiting with a specified return code. For more information, see Invoking an
Action Routine.

LOGTABLE message processing is performed by the $ROUTER process. $ROUTER is the program that receives
messages from CP via the *MSG system service. Because there can be only one $ROUTER process, only one
LOGTABLE can be active at a time. The LOGTABLE is therefore a good place to run action routines that provide for most
automation tasks.

LOGTABLEs can match a specific message by matching the following items:

• The user ID originating the message; asterisk matches all user IDs
• The *MSG system service Message Class; asterisk matches all classes
• The text of the message itself

Once a message has been matched, the specified actions are performed and the scan of the rest of the table is
suppressed. The message handling actions enable VM:Operator to:

• Prevent the message from being displayed in any SYSTEM window
• Prevent the message from being recorded in the system log
• Send the message to a remote VM:Operator system
• Specify automatic actions to take upon receipt of a specified message
• Continue scanning the table despite the match
• Change the text of the message
• Specify a message color for the SYSTEM window and record that color in the system log

The LOGTABLE file is automatically loaded when a LOGTABLE record appears in the VMOPER CONFIG configuration
file. The LOGTABLE can also be loaded or reloaded by using the TABLE subcommand.

The filetype of a LOGTABLE file must be LOGTABLE.

Record Syntax

The LOGTABLE routing table file record has the following format:

{"Parameters" ["Actions"]} MSG [userid [class ["Text Matching Criteria"]] 

 

Parameters:

[ANYCHAR char]

[color]

[IGNORE]

[NOLOG]

 

Actions:

  EXEC filename

| REMOTE nodeid

| NUCX pgmname

| SPAWN ALERT

| SPAWN macro

 

Text Matching Criteria:
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  index string 

| * scan_operators...

| T tokens

Specify at least one item from "Parameters" or "Actions".

NOTE
More Information:

• For details about parameters, see Routing Table Parameters.
• For details about actions, see Routing Table Actions.
• For details about the userid and class operands and the text matching criteria, see Message Selection.

 

Examples

• The RSCS and VTAM user IDs generate much message traffic that the operators do not need in any SYSTEM window.
The following lines prevent SCIF messages from user IDs RSCS and VTAM from being displayed in any SYSTEM
windows.

IGNORE MSG RSCS *8

IGNORE MSG VTAM *8

The messages display in the RSCS and VTAM SECUSER windows because SECUSER windows are unaffected by
this entry.

• You want all SYSTEM windows to display a particular RSCS console message, DMTRPT070E. Add the following entry
before the IGNORE entries in the preceding example.
MSG RSCS *8 1 DMTRPT070E

All messages from RSCS, except for message DMTRPT070E, continue to be ignored in all SYSTEM windows.
• You want to ignore all messages about user IDs being autologged. AUTO LOGON messages from different operating

systems have a varying number of spaces between words.
IGNORE MSG * *3 * ='AUTO '.2='LOGON '.2='***'

This record tells VM:Operator to ignore messages with the following contents:
– The word AUTO in the first five columns
– The word LOGON beginning in one of the next two columns
– The characters *** beginning one or two columns after LOGON
Matching messages are not displayed in any SYSTEM window.

• LOGTABLE EXEC or module action routines use return code -1 to tell VM:Operator to continue scanning the
LOGTABLE starting with the next entry. Normally, VM:Operator stops scanning a LOGTABLE after it finds a match.
Return code -1 provides an alternative method of message handling.
For example, suppose that the FIXRSCS EXEC action routine corrects RSCS errors indicated by RSCS messages
103E, 201E, or 310E. If the FIXRSCS EXEC cannot correct the problem, you want VM:Operator to hold the
error message in the SYSTEM window and run a second EXEC, BADRSCS. This additional processing can be
accomplished by having the FIXRSCS EXEC exit with return code -1 if it cannot fix the RSCS problem, and by placing
the following entries in the LOGTABLE:
IGNORE EXEC FIXRSCS MSG RSCS *1 1 DMT???103E

IGNORE EXEC FIXRSCS MSG RSCS *1 1 DMT???201E

IGNORE EXEC FIXRSCS MSG RSCS *1 1 DMT???310E

EXEC BADRSCS MSG RSCS *1 1 DMT??????E

The following record can be added to the SYSTABLE to also HOLD the message and notify the operator:
HOLD ALARM MSG RSCS *1 1 DMT??????E
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SYSTABLE Routing Table
SYSTABLE message processing is done for a particular SYSTEM window and controls how messages are displayed
in that window. It can also apply automation to some degree that is similar to that done by the LOGTABLE. In general
however, it is a good idea to do system wide automation by means of the LOGTABLE rather than SYSTABLEs because
there can be many active SYSTABLEs but only one LOGTABLE.

SYSTABLEs can match a specific message by matching the following:

• The user ID originating the message; asterisk matches all user IDs
• The *MSG IUCV Class; asterisk matches all classes
• The text of the message itself

SYSTABLE processing can include

• Assigning message color
• Ignoring, rolling, highlighting, or holding the message in the window
• Sounding the console alarm
• Invoking a site-coded EXEC or nucleus-extension program to further customize message processing

For example, you can order critical messages to appear in a contrasting color so your operators will not miss them.

Many times processes or windows running on a given console will handle certain messages making displaying the
messages in the SYSTEM window redundant. It is therefore a good idea to suppress or IGNORE displaying of these
messages in the console's SYSTEM window. The prototype SYSTEM routing table files supplied with VM:Operator
provide you with this support. For instance, when you have a SECUSER window displaying messages, you would want
to IGNORE the same messages in any SYSTEM windows. To avoid duplicate messages from VM:Tape when running
PROCESS TAPEMGR in the System window or in another window, you would IGNORE the duplicate messages in the
System window.

SYSTABLE files are automatically loaded if they are specified on the PROCESS MAIN record of SYSTEM window
definitions. They can also be loaded or reloaded by using the TABLE subcommand.

The filetype of a SYSTABLE file must be SYSTABLE.

Syntax

The SYSTABLE routing table file record has the following format:

{"Parameters" ["Actions"]} MSG [userid [class ["Text Selection Criteria"]] ]

 

Parameters:

[ANYCHAR char]

[color {HILIGHT | HOLD | ROLL} [ALARM]] 

[IGNORE]

[NOTIME {HILIGHT | HOLD | ROLL} [ALARM]] 

[SERVER {HILIGHT | HOLD | ROLL} [ALARM]] 

[[HILIGHT | HOLD | ROLL] [ALARM]] 

 

Actions:

  EXEC filename

| NUCX pgmname

 

Text Selection Criteria:
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  index string 

| * scan_operators...

| T tokens

You must specify at least one item from "Parameters" or "Actions".

NOTE
More Information:

• For details about parameters, see Routing Table Parameters.
• For details about actions, see Routing Table Actions.
• For details about the userid and class operands and the text matching criteria, see Message Selection.

Examples

The following examples illustrate how message processing can be further tailored in the SYSTEM window of a particular
console. Examples of all three message matching methods are shown.

• Invoke the TEMPFULL EXEC when CP TEMP space becomes 90% full and hold the message.
HOLD EXEC TEMPFULL MSG * *3 1 HCP???401I

• You are using the UMSGMGR window on a console and want to suppress the display of all user messages in the
console SYSTEM window except for messages sent by user ID USER01. For this user, you want the messages
highlighted and held in the SYSTEM window until manually deleted by the operator. Put the following records in the
SYSTABLE:
HOLD MSG USER01

IGNORE MSG * *1

• Your site is running the MONITOR process. You want to suppress CP intervention required messages because
MONITOR handles these messages independently. Put the following record in the SYSTABLE file:
IGNORE MSG * *3 1 HCP???501A

• The following record holds all messages that start with an asterisk in the first character position from any user ID. The
messages are also colored red.
RED HOLD MSG * *1 1 *

• The following record holds all mount messages except those from user ID VMTAPE which always start with uppercase
VMT.
HOLD MSG VMTAPE *1 * \'VMT'.100=”MOUNT”

The message matches only if the first three characters are not VMT, and the word “mount” (irrespective of case),
appears anywhere in the following 100 characters of the message.

• This record tells VM:Operator to ignore all messages that have LOGON as the fourth word.
IGNORE MSG * *1 T . . . LOGON

• Hold a message and color it red if it contains the character string ‘SWAP USAGE IS TOO HIGH’ anywhere in the first
132 columns of the message.

HOLD RED MSG * *1 * @1.132='SWAP USAGE IS TOO HIGH'

SECTABLE Routing Table
SECTABLE message processing is done for a particular SECUSER window. SECTABLE controls how Secondary
Console Interface Facility (SCIF) messages for an associated disconnected virtual machine are displayed in that window.
Because a given SECTABLE can process only SCIF messages from a specific user ID, message identification consists
only of matching the text of a message.

SECTABLE processing can include:
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• Assigning message colors
• Ignoring, rolling, highlighting, or holding the message in the window
• Sounding the console alarm
• Invoking a site-coded EXEC or nucleus-extension program that can further customize processing of the message.

SECTABLEs are automatically loaded if they are specified on the PROCESS SECUSER record of the SECUSER window
definition. They can also be loaded or reloaded by using the TABLE subcommand.

The filetype of a SECTABLE file must be SECTABLE.

Record Syntax

The format of SECTABLE routing table file record is:

{"Parameters" ["Actions"]} MSG ["Text Selection Criteria"]

 

Parameters:

[ANYCHAR char]

[color {HILIGHT | HOLD | ROLL} [ALARM]] 

[IGNORE | PASSWORD]

[[HILIGHT | HOLD | ROLL] [ALARM]] 

 

Actions:

  EXEC filename 

| NUCX pgmname

 

Text Selection Criteria:

  index string  

| * scan_operators...

| T tokens

You must specify at least one item from "Parameters" or "Actions".

NOTE
More Information:

• For details about parameters, see Routing Table Parameters.
• For details about actions, see Routing Table Actions.
• For details about the userid and class operands and the text matching criteria, see Message Selection.

Examples

In these examples, we assume that a SECUSER window has been configured to manage the disconnected user ID
MYSERVER.

• You want all messages from MYSERVER to be displayed in the SECUSER window and not in the SYSTEM window.
To prevent them from being displayed in the SYSTEM window, add the following entry to the SYSTABLE.

IGNORE MSG MYSERVER *8

• MYSERVER also occasionally sends a CP message to the operator. To simplify things, have these messages
appear in the SECUSER window as held lines colored red. To do so, use a spawned action routine that reformats the
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message and inserts it back into the message routing system using the PROCESS ROUTE primitive. The required
LOGTABLE entry follows:
IGNORE SPAWN REDIRECT MSG MYSERVER *1

The REDIRECT VMOPER macro is:
/* REDIRECT the CP Messages to MYSERVER SECUSER Window */

Parse arg . . string

'PROCESS ROUTE MYSERVER *8 MSG:' string

Notice that the program inserts the MSG:  in front of the text of the message. Doing so allows the following SECTABLE
entry to select redirected messages and write them as red held lines as follows:

HOLD RED MSG 1 MSG:

• Aside from the held messages that are red, you want to write any other messages using the color blue. Add the
following entry at the end of the routing table:

ROLL BLUE MSG

• In this example, we assume that you have a SECUSER window managing one of your LINUX servers, LNXSRVR.
You want the password that you enter at the Password: prompt to be suppressed. Add the following record in the
SECTABLE file for your LNXSRVR user ID:

PASSWORD MSG * @1.9='Password:'

When VM:Operator sees the Password: string, it displays the VMYSEC0390R message to enter the password.

PRITABLE Routing Table
The PRITABLE routing table file selects VM:Operator messages to be sent to a Linux system for logging. Selected
messages are prefixed with Linux SYSLOGD information. Doing so makes them appear consistent with messages that a
Linux SYSLOGD program generates. PRITABLE routing table processing performs the following actions:

• Selects messages to be sent to a SYSLOGD collector based on origin ID, message class, and text of message
• Prefixes the message with a coded PRIority field specified in the matching entry
• Prefixes the message with the date, time, and HOST ID. Also prefixes the message with tags that indicate the

messages origin user ID and message class.

A message is not sent to a SYSLOGD collector in the following circumstances:

• The message does not match any of the PRITABLE rules.
• The message matches an entry but has the IGNORE action field.

PRITABLE message processing is done after all other VM:Operator message processing has been completed, such as:

• Processing with the LOGTABLE
• Displaying of the message in a VM:Operator window
• Writing of the message in a VM:Operator SYSLOG file

The SYSLOGD SENDER modified messages are not stored or displayed anywhere in VM:Operator after they are sent to
a remote SYSLOGD collector.

The PRITABLE file is automatically loaded when the SYSLOGD SENDER record is specified in the VM:Operator
configuration file. The PRITABLE can also be loaded or reloaded using the TABLE subcommand. For more information,
see TABLE Subcommand.

The filetype of a PRITABLE file must be PRITABLE.

Syntax
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The PRITABLE routing table file record has the following format:

{facility.severity | IGNORE} MSG [userid [class ["Text Matching Criteria]] ]

 

Text Matching Criteria:

  index string 

| * scan_operators...

| T tokens

NOTE
More Information:

• For details about the facility.severity and IGNORE parameters, see Routing Table Parameters.
• For details about the userid and class operands and the text matching criteria, see Message Selection.

Examples

These examples assume VM:Operator has been configured to send messages to a SYSLOGD collector running on a
Linux system.

• When the z/VM spool space becomes 90 percent utilized, send the 401I message to the Linux logging system. Have
this message logged with a PRIority of LPR.ALERT. Add the following record to the PRITABLE routing table:
LPR.ALERT MSG * * 1 HCP???401I

This record results in any HCPxxx401I message being forwarded on to a Linux SYSLOGD collector. The reformatted
message appears as follows:
<65> Jul 15 17:52:01 ZVM001 OPERATOR *3 HCPSPO401I 90 percent of all spooling space is in use.

• User ID USER1 is running a program that sends debugging messages to the operator. You want those messages to be
forwarded to the Linux SYSLOGD collector. You decide to forward all messages from USER1 in LOCAL7.DEBUG. Add
the following record to the PRITABLE routing table:
local7.debug MSG USER1

If USER1 sends “HELLO THERE” to the operator, it will be forwarded on to the SYSLOGD collector reformatted as
follows:

<135> Aug 1 13:12:22 ZVM001 USER1 *1 HELLO THERE

Routing Table Parameters
These parameters specify how messages that match the message selection criteria are to be handled. By default, once
a message has matched an entry, further processing of the message by that routing table is suppressed. For LOGTABLE
routing tables, action routines can override this behavior. For more information, see Invoking an Action Routine.

You can specify any number of parameters but you can have only one or no message action. Specify at least one action
or parameter in all SYSTABLE and SECTABLE entries.

The common parameters include ANYCHAR char, IGNORE, and color. Each parameter that is listed in the following
section indicates which tables it can be used in. They can be specified in any order.

ALARM

ALARM can only be specified in SYSTABLE and SECTABLE entries. ALARM causes the console alarm to be sounded
when the message matches and is first displayed in the window. If you specify this parameter, also specify HILIGHT,
HOLD, or ROLL. You cannot specify the ALARM parameter with the IGNORE keyword.
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ANYCHAR char

ANYCHAR can be specified in all four routing table entries. ANYCHAR specifies a special character that is used to
match any character during message comparisons. When this character is used, VM:Operator does not compare the
corresponding positions in the message text when looking for a match. Char must be a single character. The default
place holder is a question mark (?), except when the Tokenized Method is used to match messages. You can specify
ANYCHAR with any other keyword. For more information about how the ANYCHAR keyword parameter is used, see
Message Selection.

For example, to log messages that begin with HCP and end with 501A, specify:

RED MSG * *1 1 HCP???501A

color

The color parameter can be specified in LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, and SECTABLE records. Color indicates the color to
use to display the message in the window. The same color is used to record the message in the system log. If color is
specified for the same message in more than one routing table and the specified colors are different, the following rules
apply:

• If a color is specified in a LOGTABLE entry, the color is recorded in the system log. This color is also used in REVIEW
windows. The color also becomes the default color for that message in SYSTEM windows.

• If a color is specified in a SYSTABLE entry, this color overrides the color set in LOGTABLE for SYSTEM windows.

You can only specify one color per entry. Valid colors are: Blue, Green, Pink, Red, Turquoise, White, or Yellow. If you
specify color, also specify HILIGHT, HOLD, or ROLL.

facility.severity

facility.severity can only be specified in PRITABLE entries. This parameter specifies the corresponding Linux “facility”
and “severity” keywords that are used to code the contents of the PRIority field. The PRIority field is the decimal
number, enclosed within angle brackets, that prefixes all SYSLOGD messages. The supported symbolic facility and
severity keywords are derived from the POSIX definitions. For more information, see Linux SYSLOGD Support.

HILIGHT

HILIGHT can only be specified in SYSTABLE and SECTABLE entries. It causes the message to be displayed in the
highlight color or high intensity on monochrome displays.

HOLD

HOLD can only be specified in SYSTABLE and SECTABLE entries. HOLD causes the message to be displayed as a held
line in high intensity display in the window until the operator clears the message.

IGNORE

IGNORE can be specified in all four routing table entries. The following points explain the effect of using the parameter
IGNORE.
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• Ignoring a message in a LOGTABLE entry causes prevents the message from displaying in any SYSTEM window.
No active SYSTABLE processes the message. However, ignoring a message in a LOGTABLE entry has no effect on
PRITABLE or SECTABLE processing.

• Ignoring a message in a SYSTABLE or SECTABLE prevents the message from displaying in the corresponding
SYSTEM or SECUSER window.

• In the PRITABLE, an IGNORE prevents that message from being sent on to the remote collector.
• You cannot specify the IGNORE keyword with ALARM, color, HOLD, HILIGHT, NOTIME, ROLL, or SERVER in a

SYSTABLE or SECTABLE file. By default, ALL messages appear in the SYSTEM window, unless the LOGTABLE or
SYSTABLE routing table entry indicates that the message is to be ignored.

NOLOG

NOLOG can be specified only in LOGTABLE entries. NOLOG prevents the message from being written to the system log.

NOTIME

NOTIME can be used only in SYSTABLE entries. NOTIME indicates that any timestamp found on the message is
removed if you have also specified TIME on the PROCESS MAIN record of the SYSTEM window definition. Thus,
NOTIME prevents double timestamps from being displayed. If you specify this parameter, also specify HILIGHT, HOLD, or
ROLL.

PASSWORD

The PASSWORD action enables the SECUSER window to keep Linux logon passwords secure. Specify PASSWORD on
a SECTABLE entry that matches a password prompt message. PASSWORD causes the SECUSER window to prompt for
a password by displaying message VMYSEC0390R. The SECUSER window does not display or log the password that
the operator then enters.

ROLL

ROLL can only be specified in SYSTABLE and SECTABLE entries. ROLL causes the message to be displayed in normal
intensity or color. The message eventually rolls up and disappears from the top of the window as more messages are
displayed. ROLL is the default setting.

SERVER

SERVER can be used only in SYSTABLE entries. SERVER removes the FROM user ID: or userid: prefix appearing
on *1 (user) or *8 (SECUSER or SCIF) messages before the message is displayed. Use this parameter only if the
message origin is unambiguous. When you specify this parameter, also specify HILIGHT, HOLD, or ROLL.

Routing Table Actions
Action Routines are executed when a message matches the routing table entry. The VM:Operator routing tables can be
used to trigger actions that perform special processing that is based on a message. For more information, see Invoking an
Action Routine.

Many of these message actions are common to all of the routing tables. Common actions include EXEC filename and
NUCX pgmname .

EXEC filename

EXEC can be specified in LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, and SECTABLE records. The EXEC  action invokes the named REXX
or EXEC2 file if the message matches. The following items are passed to the EXEC in the argument string in mixed case:
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• The originating user ID
• The IUCV message class
• The message text

You can use the EXEC keyword with any other Parameter keyword. You can use the return code from EXEC action
routines to override any message handling that is specified by Action Parameters.

Note: You can load EXEC action routines with EXECLOAD to improve performance.

NUCX pgmname

NUCX can be specified in LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, and SECTABLE entries. NUCX indicates that you want the named
program to be invoked if the message matches. The program must be loaded as a nucleus extension. The following items
are passed to the program with a tokenized and extended PLIST:

• The originating user ID
• The IUCV message class
• The message text

You can use the return code from nucleus extension action routines to override any message handling that is specified by
Action Parameters.

REMOTE nodeid

REMOTE can only be specified in a LOGTABLE file. This record indicates that the local system routes messages to
the specified remote VM:Operator system. The nodeid parameter identifies the remote system. For the local system to
recognize the node, RVS must be configured.

When you specify a LOGTABLE entry with the REMOTE action, the message is forwarded to the specified remote system
for handling. When the message arrives at the remote system, the text of the message is prefixed with the origin user ID
and message class. In the remote SYSLOG, the origin ID field is the RVS node of the originating system. The message
class is *V, indicating that it is a message from a remote VM:Operator system.

Normally, routed messages are in the following format:

userid class message-text

userid
Consists of the origin user ID token.

class
Consists of the origin message class.

message-text
Consists of the text of the message.

When a remote message is routed, the original userid and class become part of the text of the message. A new header
is fabricated, consisting of the host ID of the originating VM:Operator system and a message class of *V. The format of a
remotely routed message is as follows:

nodeid *V userid class message-text

nodeid
Identifies the node ID of the originating VM:Operator system

*V
Indicates a remote message
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userid
Specifies the user ID or console ID of the original message on the remote system

class
Specifies a message class of the message on the originating system

message-text
Specifies the original text of the message

SPAWN macro

SPAWN can be only specified in LOGTABLE entries. The SPAWN macro action runs a locally written REXX VMOPER
macro as a background process in parallel with other VM:Operator processes. The following items are passed to the
macro as the parameter string:

• The origin user ID
• The IUCV message class
• The  text of the message

The macro filename is macro and the filetype is VMOPER.

Message Selection
The Message Selection parameters follow the MSG keyword and contain criteria that VM:Operator uses to determine if a
message matches a routing table entry. If no criteria are specified then all messages will match the entry.

Contents

Message Selection Criteria

The message selection criteria contain the following fields:

userid
Specifies the user ID that originated the message. If an asterisk is specified, it will match any message user ID.

• If the message is a CP MESSAGE, a WARNING or an SMSG, the origin user ID is the user ID that sent the
message.

• If the message is an asynchronous CP message; that is, a message resulting from console I/O initiated by CP,
the origin user ID is the user ID of the virtual machine running VM:Operator.

• If the message is a Single Console Image Facility (SCIF) message VM:Operator reformats the message
slightly by making the origin user ID be the user ID of the disconnected virtual machine.

This field cannot be specified in SECTABLE entries.
class

Specifies the IUCV message class that must match the messages class from which the message was received. If
an asterisk (*) is specified it will match any message class.
This field cannot be specified in SECTABLE entries.

Message Class Description
*1 Messages sent using the CP MESSAGE or MSGNOH command
*2 Messages sent using the CP WARNING command
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*3 Messages originating in CP asynchronously such as LOGON
messages
When in Observer Mode, messages generated by observed user
IDs also arrive in class 3. Therefore, Observer Mode must not be
enabled on the system operator user ID.

*4 Messages sent using the CP SMSG command
*5 Messages directed to the console by performing virtual machine

console I/O
*6 Error messages from CP commands
*7 Informational messages from CP commands
*8 SCIF messages
*V Indicates a message from a remote VM:Operator SYSTEM
*S Indicates a message from SYSLOGD
*T Indicates a typed command response message

Text Matching Criteria

There are three different methods that can be used to match the text of a particular message in any routing table as well
as with the HOLDMSG Facility:

• Column Oriented method
• Token Oriented method
• Scan Oriented method

Most routing table entries contain message matching criteria, but its use is optional. If you do not specify this information,
the routing table entry will match the text of all messages.

Column Oriented Text Matching

The Column Oriented Method of message text matching is indicated by the presence of an index indicating the column
number in which to start character comparisons. The index is followed by the comparison string separated by a single
blank. The format of the Column Oriented Method is:

index string

Parameters

index
Specifies the column in which you expect string to begin. Use 1 to begin the comparison at the first character of
the actual message text. Message headers begin in column 1.

string
Specifies the character string that is matched to the message at the specified column index. The character
specified with the ANYCHAR keyword-or a question mark (?) if ANYCHAR is not specified, stands for any
single character. Message text comparison is made character-by-character except in positions occupied by the
ANYCHAR character. These positions are not compared.

Token Oriented Text Matching

The Token Oriented method is indicated by the letter T followed by a group of blank delimited tokens (words) or
“.” (dots). When token matching is specified VM:Operator scans the message a word at a time and does a case sensitive
comparison to corresponding words in the entry unless a period (.) is specified in which case any word is considered a
match. If an ANYCHAR is specified in the routing table entry, word comparisons are done a character at a time ignoring
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the anychar character whenever the anychar appears in the token. Unlike column oriented matching, there is no default
anychar character. Token matching involves more overhead than column matching, but is useful in situations where words
in a message do not start on a predictable column due to multiple blank message compression. The format of the Token
Oriented Method is:

T tokens

Parameters

T tokens
Specifies that you are using token-based searching to match the message text.

Scan Oriented Text Matching

The Scan Oriented Method of message text matching is indicated by an asterisk (*) followed by at least one blank. The
asterisk is followed by one or more Scan Operators that can be combined and repeated in a free-format style. Scan
matching allows you to match (or not match) strings with or without regard to the case (delimit the string with apostrophes
(') for case sensitive comparisons and double quotes for case insensitive comparisons). Scan matching also allows you to
scan for strings whose position is not exactly known or is relative to the location of another string in the message.

Blanks are ignored within scan operators. The format of the Scan Oriented Method is:

* scan_operators...

Parameters

*
Indicates the use of the Scan Oriented Method of message matching.

scan_operators
Specify the scan operators that can be combined and repeated in a free-format style.
The Scan Oriented Method uses five operators to match the text of a message. These operators can be combined
and repeated in a free-format style. See Scan Oriented Method Examples for more information.

Operator Description
@number Sets the position of the scan pointer

For example, @10 tells VM:Operator to start looking for the string
in the tenth column of the message. The initial position of the scan
pointer is column 1.

+number Causes the scan pointer to skip number columns to the right.
If you do not specify a range, then the comparison is done at the
single column position indicated by the current scan pointer.
 

. number Indicates the range in columns over which the next string search is
to be performed
For example, if you specify @10.2, VM:Operator looks for a string
that begins in column 10 or 11. In other words, the string can
begin in either of two columns, starting with column 10.
If you do not specify a range, the comparison is done at the single
column position indicated by the current scan pointer.
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='string'
=”string”

Searches for a match to string
The search begins at the current column pointer within the range
specified. If a matching string is found, the scan pointer is left
at the column immediately following the matching positions.
If no matching string is found, the message match fails. Use
apostrophes for case-sensitive searches. Use the double quote
character search irrespective of character case.

\'string'
\“string”

Specifies that string must not exist in the message
The search begins at the current column pointer within the range
specified. If the string is found, the message match fails. If the
string is not found (the match is successful), the scan pointer
remains in the original position. This differs from the = operator.
With the = operator, the scan pointer changes positions when
the match is successful. For more information about using the
'\' operator, see the section Search for Messages Without a
Particular String. Use apostrophes for case-sensitive searches.
Use the double quote character for case-insensitive searches.

Examples

The following examples demonstrate various text matching methods.

top

Strings Containing Delimiters

If the string you are looking for contains the same characters as your string delimiters, specify those characters twice in
the string. For example, to perform a case-sensitive search for the string, don't, you must specify the apostrophe between
the n and the t twice.

='don''t'

Strings in Fixed Positions

You want to display all intervention required messages in red. These messages always start in column 1, begin with HCP,
and end with 501A. This example shows both the scan-oriented and the column-oriented methods. When you are looking
for a string in a fixed position, it is easier and more efficient to use the column-oriented method.

Note: The ANYCHAR keyword cannot be used with Enhanced-Format message matching.

The following example uses Column Oriented message matching:

RED HOST MSG * *1 1 HCP???501A

The following example uses Scan Oriented message matching:

RED HOST MSG * *1 * ='HCP'+3='501A'

Strings in Variable Positions

Scan Oriented message matching is especially useful for handling messages with varying formats. For example, you want
to ignore all LOGON messages, except those that pertain to user USER1.

LOGON messages might appear in any of the following ways:
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LDEV 000 LOGON AS USER1     USERS=100

GRAF NMMAI100   LOGON AS USER1

AUTO LOGON     ***  USER1      USERS =100   BY VMSCHED

Therefore you must code a routing table entry to take into account that LOGON can be anywhere from columns 6 to 15,
and USER1 can be anywhere in the next 10 columns following LOGON. The Scan Oriented method lets you easily handle
this example with these LOGTABLE records:

RED ROLL MSG * *3 * @6.10=“LOGON”.10=“USER1”

IGNORE MSG * *3 * @1.15=“LOGON”

Messages without a Particular String

This record ignores LOGOFF messages unless the user has been forced. The string is matched as long as the 30
columns following LOGOFF AS do not contain the word FORCE:

IGNORE MSG * *3 * @10.3='LOGOFF AS'.30 'FORCE'

The following record holds all messages containing the word MOUNT that do not start with uppercase characters VMT.

HOLD MSG * *1 * \'VMT'@1.132=“MOUNT”

The message matches only if the first three characters are not VMT in uppercase, and the word, mount (in any case)
appears anywhere in the first 132 characters of the message.

The following record ignores all *1 messages that do not begin with VMB in uppercase or VMA in uppercase (VM:Backup
and VM:Archiver messages):

IGNORE MSG * *1 * @1 \'VMB'\'VMA'

Invoking an Action Routine
Locally written action routines are invoked as subroutines using the NUCX or EXEC keywords. These action routines can
be invoked from LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, and SECTABLE routing tables. When an action routine is called, the following
items are passed as a parameter string to the action routine:

• Blank-delimited message origin ID
• IUCV message class
• Text of the message

The return code of the action routine affects message handling. The effect varies depending on which type of routing table
invoked the action.

WARNING
Warning! Do not perform SYSTEM automation using SYSTABLE or SECTABLE routing table entries. Consoles
running these windows can be started and stopped dynamically. Run your message automation routines only
from LOGTABLE entries.

Contents
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LOGTABLE Action Routines

In LOGTABLE entries NUCX or EXEC action routines allow you to do the following tasks:

• Perform your own custom message automation; it is recommended you do this only with LOGTABLE processing
• Determine whether the current table search continues. This use is the single exception to the rule that a message

match ends scanning of the rest of the routing table. 
• Change the text of the message before applying the routing table parameters

Consider having special procedures activated when a particular event occurs. You can use a VM:Operator routing table to
trigger action routines that perform these special procedures if the following criteria are met:

•  A specific message signals the event.
• The special procedure can be activated by invoking an EXEC or program.

Some actions simply specify that certain existing procedures be used to process the message. These actions include
REMOTE NCFF and IGNORE. Other action routines can be locally written in REXX or assembler. These action routines
can be EXECs, macros, or modules that are loaded as nucleus extensions. Only macros can issue VM:Operator
primitives, which are documented in the  VM:Operator Programming Reference. The EXECs and macros can be written
in either EXEC2 or REXX. You can use the CMS EXECLOAD command to load your EXECs into memory to improve
performance.

Note: SYSTEM windows can share common SYSTABLE routing tables. However, if an action routine is invoked from the
shared routing table, the action routine is invoked for each SYSTEM window that references that routing table. To prevent
duplication of execution, use the LOGTABLE routing table to centralize your action routines.

Parameters Passed to Action Routines

The message that causes an action routine to be invoked is passed to that action routine in an extended PLIST. The
format of this PLIST is as follows:

userid class msgtext

userid
Specifies the userid from which the message was sent.

class
Specifies the IUCV message class of the message. (For more information, see the section “When Messages Are
Not Matched.”)

msgtext
Specifies the actual text of the message.

Return Codes from Action Routines

To display a single message in different ways in different situations, use special return codes as you exit from your
VM:Operator EXEC or module action routine. If VM:Operator receives one of the following return codes from an EXEC or
module action routine, it displays the message. These return codes override any display parameters that are coded in the
routing table entry.

LOGTABLE Return Codes

The following LOGTABLE return codes are valid for EXEC or module (NUCX) action routines:

Return Code Resulting Action
-1 Ignore this match and continue searching routing table.
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0 Process the specified Action Parameters as normal.
4 Read new message text from the program stack before

processing Action Parameters.

SYSTABLE and SECTABLE Return Codes

The following SYSTABLE or SECTABLE return codes are valid for EXEC or module (NUCX) action routines. You can
use the return code from such an action routine to override any Action Parameters in the routing table entry. Thereby you
override how a message is displayed in the window.

Return Code Resulting action
0 Process the specified Action Parameters as normal.
4 Display the message as a held line.
8 Display the message as a highlighted line.
16 Do not display the message.

Spawned Action Routine Considerations

Spawned Action Routines cannot influence how messages are logged or displayed with their return codes like called
action routines can. The return code simply indicates whether the process was created successfully. However, unlike the
NUCX and EXEC actions routines, spawned VMOPER macros run as separate processes. Therefore, VMOPER macros
can make full use of VMOPER primitives except those primitives that manipulate windows or user screens. The reason for
that restriction is that spawned processes are not associated with any VM:Operator console or user submitted command.

Spawned VMOPER action routines also have special considerations regarding VM:Operator authorizations. Because
these action routines are not associated with any console or user ID, they are automatically authorized to invoke any
subcommand. Therefore, it is highly recommended that your spawned action routines verify that they were invoked
appropriately and not from a console or user ID. This verification can be done by checking the value that the TRANSFER
SELF primitive returned. This value should be the user ID on which VM:Operator is running.

For more information about using primitives and writing VMOPER macros, see Programming.

Action Routine Restrictions

Never use an action routine for the following tasks:

• Attempting a console read
• Stacking commands
• Calling XEDIT
• Using CP SLEEP
• Using the WAKEUP MODULE
• Changing any settings (such as MSG or EMSG)
• Calling other Broadcom products. (This restriction applies to EXEC or NUCX action routines only.)

Call other Broadcom products using the product command module only from Spawned action routines. In general, action
routines should use the CP SMSG command to invoke commands on other servers unless they need to examine the
response messages and return code from the command.

When using called EXEC or NUCX action routines, do not address the VMOPER environment or invoke any VMOPER
macros. The reason for this follows:
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• EXEC and NUCX action routines are called by the $ROUTER process as subroutines.
• The $ROUTER process receives messages from the *MSG IUCV system service.
• Because many primitives can cause loss of control or wait for a message to be routed, a deadly embrace could

potentially occur.

When you are writing local automation routines that need to invoke primitives, run them in parallel as processes.

Linux SYSLOGD Support
With the Linux SYSLOGD Support you can have a consolidated message log consisting of both z/VM and Linux
messages. These messages can be are stored either on a central Linux logger or in the VM:Operator SYSLOG file.

If you decide to store Linux messages in VM:Operator, configure VM:Operator as a SYSLOGD collector and provide a
HOSTABLE file. The HOSTABLE file allows VM:Operator to translate source IP addresses to more meaningful user IDs
when the message is logged.

If you decide to store VM:Operator messages in a central Linux logger, configure VM:Operator as a SYSLOGD sender
and provide a PRITABLE routing table. The PRITABLE selects which messages are forwarded to Linux and provides
a PRIority field with those messages.

VM:Operator SYSLOGD Collector

For sites that prefer to collect Linux messages in the VM:Operator SYSLOG, VM:Operator can be configured to act as a
SYSLOGD collector. When the server receives a Linux SYSLOGD message, the message is modified to make it conform
to the VM:Operator SYSLOG format. This modification is necessary for the currently active routing tables to process
the message. Linux messages do not have message IDs, which are commonly used in z/VM to identify all messages.
Instead a PRIority field prefixes Linux messages. This field is a number that is enclosed in angle brackets. This number
is an encoded version of the Linux facility name and severity level. This field is decoded and replaced with the symbolic
severity.facility.

The origin system host ID or IP address is converted to an origin user ID using the HOSTABLE file. The date and time is
discarded as VM:Operator already contains that information.

The HOSTABLE file is activated by the SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

VM:Operator SYSLOGD Sender

For sites that prefer to collect messages primarily in Linux, VM:Operator can act as a SYSLOGD sender. Any
message that is written in the VM:Operator SYSLOG is eligible to be forwarded on to a Linux SYSLOGD collector.
Messages are selected to be sent using the PRITABLE routing table. The selected messages are then reformatted to
make them compatible with the BSD SYSLOG Protocol as specified in RFC 3164. These selected messages are prefixed
with the following items:

• The coded PRIority field
• The date and time
• The local unique host ID of the VM:Operator system
• Tag fields containing the originating user ID and message class

The message is then sent to the specified Linux host. The host must be running a central collecting SYSLOGD or syslog-
ng program using the configured port and protocols. The PRITABLE routing table is enabled by the SYSLOGD SENDER
record entry in the VMOPER CONFIG file. A PRITABLE can be loaded or reloaded using the TABLE command.

The PRIority field in a syslog message consists of a 1-3 digit number that is enclosed in angle brackets.
Within this number is the encoded Linux facility from which the message originated and a severity code.
Before placing entries in the PRITABLE, decide with your Linux administrators what facility and severity to assign to
specific messages that are to be routed to Linux.
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The symbolic facility and severity keywords that are supported in VM:Operator come from the POSIX definitions, as
follows:

Keyword Code Facility

KERN 0 System (kernel)

USER 1 Process

MAIL 2 Mail system

NEWS 3 Network News

UUCP 4 UUCP system

DAEMON 5 System daemon

AUTH 6 Authorization daemon

CRON 7 Clock daemon

LPR 8 Printer system

LOCAL0 9 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL1 10 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL2 11 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL3 12 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL4 13 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL5 14 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL6 15 Reserved for Local use

LOCAL7 16 Reserved for Local use

The following table lists severity keywords:

Keyword Code Severity

EMERG 0 A kernel Panic condition

ALERT 1 A condition that must be corrected
immediately

CRIT 2 A critical condition

ERR 3 An error condition

WARNING 4 A warning condition

NOTICE 5 A condition requiring special handling

INFO 6 General information

DEBUG 7 A message useful for debugging

To produce the coded PRIority value, the Facility Code is multiplied by 8 and is then added to the Severity Code value.

Routing Command Response Messages
Under certain circumstances, you can route command response messages that typically are merely displayed in a
console SYSTEM window. These messages, referred to as typed messages, include the following messages:
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• Error and information messages that are issued by VM:Operator subcommands
• Messages that are issued by programs that are run from a SYSTEM window
• CP or CMS responses to CP or CMS commands that are entered from SYSTEM windows

VM:Operator does not route typed messages for all consoles. It routes messages for a specific console when you instruct
it to do so.

To route typed console messages

Typed message routing is typically disabled. To be able to route typed messages, turn on typed-message routing with the
CONSOLE ROUTE or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER subcommands. Use the CONSOLE UNROUTE subcommand to turn off
typed-message routing again.

You can select typed messages in the LOGTABLE or in the SYSTABLE. Specify which typed messages are routed by
specifying class *T in the routing table entry.

Typed Message Restrictions

Routing typed messages has the following restrictions:

• VM:Operator can route typed messages for only one console or VMYIAMOP user ID at a time.
• Typed message routing for a console ends when the console logs off. If you want message routing to continue, enter

the CONSOLE ROUTE or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER subcommand again when you restart the console.
• To ensure the best SYSTEM performance, route typed messages only when necessary.

The HOLDMSG Facility
You can use the HOLDMSG facility in a way that goes beyond using routing tables to cause a message to be held in a
SYSTEM window until another specific message is received. After the other specific message is received, VM:Operator
automatically removes the held message. You can also control whether the operator is allowed to remove the message
using the REMOVE PF key. Any new message meeting the original selection criteria replaces any previously held
message or redisplays if the message of the original held message was removed.

Setting Up a HOLDMSG Process

To set up a HOLDMSG process you must add a PROCESS HOLDMSG record following the PROCESS MAIN record in
the SYSTEM window definition file. The PROCESS HOLDMSG record specifies the filename of a HOLDMSG file that
controls the messages to be held and removed.

The HOLDMSG Control File

All records in the HOLDMSG file have the same format, in the following order:

1. A record type
2. A required origin user ID and IUCV message class
3. The optional message matching criteria.

Each message to be held is described by a single HOLD, HOLDU, HOLDX or a HOLDXU record which must then be
followed by one or more REMOVE records.

Like routing table files, HOLDMSG files can reside on any accessed minidisk or SFS directory. Their records lengths
are variable with a maximum length of 250 characters. Records that are blank or start with an asterisk are considered
comments and are ignored. The file name must match the name specified on the PROCESS HOLDMSG record in the
CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. The file type is always HOLDMSG.

Each HOLD, HOLDU, HOLDX, and HOLDXU record must be followed by one or more REMOVE records. In addition, the
HOLDMSG file must begin with a HOLD, HOLDU, HOLDX, or HOLDXU record.
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The HOLDMSG file record entry syntax is as follows:

{"Record Type"} userid class {[index string] | [*scan operators] | [T tokens]}

 

Record Type:

HOLD | HOLDU | HOLDX | HOLDXU | REMOVE

HOLD
Indicates that the message is to be held in the SYSTEM window until the message specified on the REMOVE
record is received. The operator can remove the held message before the REMOVE message is received by
using a REMOVE PF key.

HOLDU
Indicates that the message is to be held in the SYSTEM window until the message specified on the REMOVE
record is received. The held message displays in the window with the prefix userid:, where userid is the user ID
that issued the message. The operator can remove the held message before the REMOVE message is received
by using a REMOVE PF key.

HOLDX
Indicates that the message is to be held in the SYSTEM window until the message specified on the REMOVE
record is received. The message cannot be removed by the operator using a REMOVE PF key.

HOLDXU
Indicates that the message is to be held in the SYSTEM window until the message specified on the REMOVE
record is received. The held message displays in the window with the prefix userid:, where userid is the user ID
that issued the message. The message cannot be removed by the operator using a REMOVE PF key.

REMOVE
Indicates that the message is to trigger the removal of the message on the HOLD or HOLDX record.

userid
The user ID from which the message was sent.

class
The IUCV message class. * indicates any message class.

index string
Indicates the Column Oriented method should be used to select messages. This method compares the message
to the specified string at the indicated column.

T tokens
Indicates the Token Oriented method should be used to select messages. This method compares words of a
message ignoring the number blanks between words.

* scanoperators
Indicates Scan Operator method should be used to select messages. This method uses scan operators that can
be combined and repeated in a free-format style.

Examples

These examples show the column-oriented format.

• Hold messages, beginning with HELLO until a message beginning with GOODBYE is received. The operator is not
allowed to remove the message:

HOLDX  * *1 1 HELLO

REMOVE * *1 1 GOODBYE

• Hold messages beginning with HELLO until the operator clears them or a message beginning with GOODBYE or
ADIOS is received:
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HOLD   * *1 1 HELLO

REMOVE * *1 1 GOODBYE

REMOVE * *1 1 ADIOS

• Hold all messages from user ID CLYDE until a message from user ID JEAN is received:

HOLD   CLYDE * T.

REMOVE JEAN  * T.

• Hold messages, beginning with HELLO until a message beginning with GOODBYE is received. The operator is not
allowed to remove the message. The user ID of who sent the message is to display at the beginning of each held
message:

HOLDXU * *1 1 HELLO

REMOVE * *1 1 GOODBYE

How Message Processing Works
The $ROUTER process executes the VM:Operator message routing system. First, $ROUTER receives messages using
the CP *MSG system service. Then $ROUTER sends copies of the message to various processes in the system. The
message routing system determines how to log and display the message in various windows defined on VM:Operator
consoles.

The $ROUTER process handles each message as follows:

1. The next message is received from the *MSG system service.
2. If the message is one of the following types, it is transformed before processing:
SECUSER messages (Class 8)

These messages would have been displayed on the console of another user ID had that user ID been connected.
VM:Operator removes the disconnected user ID from the message text. Instead, VM:Operator uses this user ID
for the originating user ID field.

Messages from host or node VM:Operator systems (Class 1
)
If such messages are RSCS messages, the SYSTEM scans them for the node and origin user ID. If the node
or origin user ID match the definitions of a NODE or HOST configuration file record, VM:Operator replaces the
originating user ID with the node ID. The message class is then set to *R, indicating an RSCS message. The
RSCS message header is deleted from the text.

Observer messages (Class 3)
These messages are created when VM:Operator has been started in Observer Mode. Observer messages are
handled the same way that SECUSER messages are handled. The messages are edited to remove the observed
user ID from the message text. That user ID is then used as the message origin user ID for routing and logging.
Furthermore, a single message can be split into multiple messages if the message text contains any new line
(x'15') characters.

3. $ROUTER checks for a duplicate message when the message is prepared for routing. If $ROUTER finds an identical
message, it increments a counter. If the DUPLIMIT record indicates a threshold, VM:Operator invokes the DUPMSG
user exit. This user exit receives the duplication count, origin user ID, message class, and message text. A return
code of 0 causes the message to be handled as usual. A return code of 4 causes the message and all subsequent
duplications to be ignored, until another message is received through IUCV.

4. Using the internal message routing facility, $ROUTER routes the message internally to every interested process (such
as a SECUSER window manager). When a message is routed, a copy of the message is placed in the internal queue
of each process. See Programming for information about internally routing messages.
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5. $ROUTER searches the LOGTABLE, if any, for a matching entry. Unlike the internal routing facility, the search stops
as soon as a match is detected for a given routing table. A match in the LOGTABLE can cause:
– Further routing tables to be ignored
– The message to be ignored in the System log (REVIEW)
– A site-specified action routine to be invoked when an EXEC or a nucleus extension program name is given.

Control is passed to that EXEC or program. If the EXEC or program specifies how to display the message, all other
specifications in the routing table entry are overridden. Otherwise, the specifications in the routing table entry are
observed.

– The message to be transmitted to the host VM:Operator, if defined
Unless a match in the LOGTABLE includes the NOLOG keyword, VM:Operator writes the message into the system
log file. If a match in the LOGTABLE includes the IGNORE keyword, processing of the message stops and control
continues at step 1. IGNORE causes active SYSTABLES to ignore the message.

6. $ROUTER performs SYSTABLE processing. SYSTABLE processing is done independently for each active SYSTEM
window. Results of this scan generally indicate how the message is to be displayed in the corresponding SYSTEM
window. When all active SYSTABLEs have been scanned, processing continues at Step 1.

Flowcharts

The following flowcharts show how VM:Operator handles incoming messages. This information is useful for understanding
routing tables or when writing user exits or your own VM:Operator macros.
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Figure 1: router_process1
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Figure 2: router_process2
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Figure 3: router_process3
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Figure 4: router_process4
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Figure 5: route_internally

 

CP TAPE ATTACH and DETACH commands and VM:Tape commands are routed to the TAPEMGR process.

CP LOGON, LOGOFF, DISCONNECT, RECONNECT, and AUTOLOGON messages are routed to the QNAMES process.

All class 8 messages are routed to SECUSER processes from their respective disconnected user IDs.
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Figure 6: Scan_LOGTABLE_1
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Figure 7: scan_logtable2
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Figure 8: scan_systable1
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Figure 9: scan_systable2
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Figure 10: scan_systable3
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Consoles and Windows
A console is a 3270-compatible display terminal. Windows are independent logical display areas. VM:Operator displays
windows in consoles. VM:Operator interactive processes (sometimes called Window Managers) use windows to present
information and control various functions of the system.

Each VM:Operator console can have multiple windows that are defined to run on it. PF keys control which window is
viewed at any given time. The PF keys are defined in each window. The predefined windows that are shipped with
VM:Operator are designed to be organized in a ring. To close the ring, define a PF key to view the first window in the ring.
For more information, see PFnn Record.

Consoles

VM:Operator can simultaneously use any number of consoles. The maximum number is limited only by the amount of
virtual memory available.

VM:Operator supports any definable screen size with the following limitations:

• The line length (screen width or number of columns) is at least 80.
• The total screen area (columns multiplied by lines) does not exceed 16,384.

Extended color and highlighting is also supported. VM:Operator automatically senses these console characteristics when
the console is started. Text display on each individual console can extend up to its maximum screen width before being
continued on the next line. If VM:Operator is running disconnected, REXX 'SAY' statements wrap after 80 bytes. However,
the limit for the display of REVIEW (SYSLOG) windows is only up to a length of 132 characters.

Several different kinds of consoles can be defined:

•The VM logon console
is the console from which VM:Operator was initialized. (VM:Operator is usually initialized from user ID
OPERATOR.) Using the logon console is convenient but does pose some security issues. If your site does not
want a logon console, run VM:Operator disconnected with multiple dedicated consoles.

Dedicated consoles
are automatically attached to VM:Operator when OPERATOR is logged on. Dedicated devices require a
DEDICATE record in the OPERATOR directory entry:
Note: When you add a DEDICATE statement to the operator user ID directory entry, it does not take effect until
the next time the user ID is logged on. For more information about DEDICATE statements, see the IBM CP
Administration Guide for your version of VM.

VMYIAMOP consoles
are displayed on logon consoles of other CMS user IDs that are temporarily connected to VM:Operator using the
VMYIAMOP utility. VMYIAMOP consoles allow you to use all VM:Operator windows from your own user ID. This
ability is useful for system programmers who need to view the operator console without going to the data center.

Consoles that are dynamically attached to VM:Operator using the CP ATTACH command
For example, you cannot use a newly defined dedicated console because the DEDICATE statement does not take
effect until the operator user ID logs off and back on. Therefore, you attach a console until the operator next logs
on. Before attaching a console, determine whether you need to disable it. If so, use the CP DISABLE command.

All VM:Operator consoles are defined with a particular CONSOLE or USERID file. CONSOLE files are used to define all
types of consoles except temporary VMYIAMOP consoles. These consoles are defined with USERID files.

In general, the contents of CONSOLE and USERID files can be identical. However, be aware of important security
considerations for the naming of CONSOLE and USERID files. The filename of a CONSOLE file must not be the same as
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any existing user ID in the z/VM system. Conversely, the filename of a USERID file must be the same as the CMS user ID
who is authorized to use it.

This section describes the files in which consoles are defined. This section also describes and lists the records in these
files.

For more information about how these files work together, see Control File Overview.

Windows

VM:Operator provides windows that you can customize to meet your site's needs. The following list describes the uses of
the windows available with VM:Operator.

• SYSTEM
Control all system activity. SYSTEM is the main VM:Operator window.

• CMDENTRY
Enter commands, display responses, and page up or down through those responses.

• SECUSER
Monitor and control activity on disconnected virtual machines through a simulated line mode console.

• SMSGMGR
Capture all messages sent by specified user IDs to the operator. Reply to them using a shortened form of the CP
SMSG subcommand.

• TAPEMGR
Manage the interface between VM:Operator and VM:Tape.

• UMSGMGR
Capture messages sent from users to the operator through CP MSG and reply to them.

• REVIEW
Review past system activity.

• QNAMES
See who is on the system, the console addresses being used, and the system resources already consumed.

• VMYWINDO
Provide a generalized interface with other service virtual machines.

• SESSIONS
Display a list of VM:Operator sessions available to a console.

Console and Window Definition Files
This page provides information about the following files:

• CONSOLE Files
• USERID Files
• INCLUDE Files

These files contain the records that define a console and its windows. Typically, INCLUDE files define windows and
CONSOLE and USERID files define the entire console.

NOTE
More information: For details of the records in these files, see Console and Window Definition Record
Reference.

Definition File Characteristics

A correctly configured CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file must have:

• A file type of CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE, respectively
• A usable record length of 250 bytes and a fixed or variable record format
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These files have the following naming requirements:

• For a console to start at initialization, the file name of the CONSOLE file must be the same as the console ID specified
on a CONSOLE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file . A console ID cannot be the same as any user ID in your z/VM
system directory.

• The file name of the USERID file must match the user ID of the CMS virtual machine that uses VMYIAMOP.
• The file name of an INCLUDE file must match the name that is specified on the INCLUDE record in the appropriate

CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

CONSOLE Files

CONSOLE files describe the characteristics of your VM:Operator consoles. CONSOLE files are CMS files that reside
on any CMS minidisk or SFS directory. The installation process provides you with an initial CONSOLE file named
MAINOPER CONSOLE. You can modify this file. You can also  add other CONSOLE files to support multiple consoles.

Every console that is identified in your VM:Operator configuration file or attached to the user ID running VM:Operator
requires its own CONSOLE file. These files specify:

• Which windows are to run on the console
• Which sessions are to run on the console
• Which processes are to be associated with a console
• The virtual address and spooling parameters of the optional printer to be used by the console

You can also define window characteristics in CONSOLE files. However, the preferred mechanism is to define them in
INCLUDE files, one window per file.

Identify each CONSOLE file that you want VM:Operator to start at initialization by adding a corresponding CONSOLE
record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

USERID Files

A USERID file defines a temporary, IUCV-connected console that is established with the VMYIAMOP utility. The filename
of a USERID file corresponds to the user ID who is authorized to use VMYIAMOP. Users, such as system programmers,
can view operator activity and can enter operator commands from their own terminals.

A USERID file is similar to a CONSOLE file. It identifies the windows and sessions that a user ID is authorized to view. It
also identifies the virtual address and spooling parameters of the user ID's optional printer. A USERID file uses the same
types of records as a CONSOLE file.

INCLUDE Files

INCLUDE files are an easy way to share logical subsets of console definitions between multiple CONSOLE and USERID
files. They can contain any records that can appear in these files. Typically, they are used to specify VM:Operator window
definitions, including:

• Processes
• Program function key settings
• Color settings
• Reserved window text lines

Using INCLUDE files makes it easy to add or remove a window from a console. You can set up your own INCLUDE files.
Alternatively, use the preconfigured INCLUDE files that are distributed with VM:Operator.

INCLUDE files can be nested in CONSOLE, USERID, or other INCLUDE files. INCLUDE records can be nested in an
INCLUDE file. Nested INCLUDEs can hold such things as PF keys that are common to several type of CONSOLE or
USERID files. Nested INCLUDEs are helpful when you have multiple USERID files, all sharing the same view into your
system. For more information, see Nested INCLUDE Files and Records.
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Annotating Console Definition Files

Records in CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE files can be indented for clarity. Except for lines following RESERVE
records, blank lines are ignored.

If you want to add a comment line, ensure that its first non-space character is an asterisk (*). The system will ignore it.

Initialization Processing

As part of its initialization process, VM:Operator reads the CONSOLE and INCLUDE files for the consoles that the
CONSOLE record specifies in the VMOPER CONFIG file. VM:Operator builds system control blocks and starts processes
according to these specifications. If VM:Operator finds an invalid record during initialization, it displays a diagnostic
message and it fails to initialize.

Console and Window Definition Record Reference
This section contains reference information for the various records that CONSOLE, USERID, and INCLUDE files contain.
After a typology of the records, the records are listed alphabetically.

NOTE
In the tables on this page, all Record names are links to the pages that describe those records.

Console Definition Records

Console definition records control attributes for the whole console or, in the case of the INCLUDE record, where to find
other definition records. They include the following:

Record Description

IDENTIFY Controls whether the system node ID or the console ID is
displayed in the
lower right corner of the console

INCLUDE Identifies INCLUDE files which contain window definitions

PRINTER Defines a spooled printer to be used when printing a screen image

SESSIONS Identifies the SESSIONS file.
The SESSIONS file defines the sessions that are available to the
console.
Records for the SESSIONS file are documented in Session
Support Facility.

Window Definition Records

Window definition records are used to define windows that can be viewed on a console. Window definition records are
usually specified in INCLUDE files, to make it easier to share window definitions between consoles. Logically, however,
windows can also be defined in a CONSOLE or USERID file.

Record Use to specify ...

WINDOW Window name. Marks the beginning of the window definition

COLOR Color and highlighting for a given area in a window

PFnn Record PF key functions for the window

ALTERNAT Second set of PF keys

RESERVE Fixed information on the screen
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Process Definition Records

Process definition records define the VM:Operator processes that are to be run on a console. Each window has at least
one process called the window manager process. Other processes can also be associated with a window.

The following table summarizes the built-in VM:Operator console processes.

Process Description

EVENTMGR Lets you monitor the arrival of held messages in the associated
SYSTEM window.
EVENTMGR also allows you to generate an EVENTMSG
message when the
number of lines held or the age of the oldest held line exceeds
specified criteria.

HOLDMSG Activates the HOLDMSG Facility, which lets you hold a message
in the SYSTEM
window until a specified message is received.

MAIN Displays messages from the IUCV CP *MSG system service
according to
specifications given in the active VM:Operator SYSTABLE or
according to the defaults corresponding to each message class.
This is the window manager for the SYSTEM window.

MONITOR Handles asynchronous CP messages indicating that intervention
is required
and displays them in the SYSTEM window as held, highlighted
messages

QNAMES Displays the user ID, console address, total CPU, total SIOs, and
resident page
count for each virtual machine currently logged on.
This window is a full-screen replacement for the CP QUERY
NAMES command
and is the window manager for the QNAMES window.

REVERT Lets you specify how long a window can be viewed without
keyboard
intervention before a specified window is automatically restored

REVIEW Lets you scan system log files and locate particular text lines.
REVIEW is the
window manager for the REVIEW window.

SECUSER Lets you observe and respond to messages occurring on a
disconnected
user ID and issue commands on behalf of the disconnected user
ID.
SECUSER is the window manager for the SECUSER window.

SESSIONS Lets you access multiple user IDs or applications from a single
VM:Operator console
This is the window manager for the SESSIONS window and drives
the
VM:Operator Session Support Facility.
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SMSGMGR Lets you capture messages from a particular user ID, route them
to the
window, and respond to the messages, if necessary, in a
shortened format
using the CP SMSG command. This is the window manager for
the
SMSGMGR window

SPOOLMON Manipulates the display of VM:Spool messages
040W, 043W, and 186I (the spool-space monitoring facility
messages) on
the console

TAPEMGR Maintains a constant display of all VM:Tape
activity, presenting VM:Tape messages requiring
operator intervention as highlighted messages that remain in the
window until
the operator acts upon them.

UMSGMGR Lets you capture and hold messages from user IDs, route them to
a common
window, and respond to the messages in a shortened format using
the CP MSG
command. UMSGMGR is the window manager for the
UMSGMGR window.

VMYWINDO Provides a full-screen interface to another Broadcom product

 

 

 

ALTERNAT Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the ALTERNAT record to define an alternative set of PF keys. With this record, terminals with 24 PF keys can define
up to 48 keys.

ALTERNAT

Example: Sample Alternative Key Set

The following graphic displays the Sample REVIEW Window definition with an alternative set of PF Keys defined.

WINDOW REVIEW

  PROCESS REVIEW * TIMEOUT 180

  ...

  PF 9 STACK EXTRACT

  PF 10 ALTER

  PF 11 STACK LEFT 21

  PF 12 STACK RIGHT 21

...
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-------------------------------Review Window----------------------------------

 PF:    1  ...    2  ...    3 ...         4  ...      5  ...        6  ...  

 PF:    7  ...    8  ...    9=;Extract  ;10=;AltPFkey;11=;Left    ;12=;Right   ;    

 *

 *Define alternate set of PF keys

 *using PF10 as the toggle switch

ALTERNAT

...

 .PF 9 STACK EXTRACT

  PF 10 ALTER

  PF 11 PRINT

  PF 12 STACK TODAY

...

 ------------------------------Review Window-----------------------------------

 PF: 1  ...    2  ...    3 ...         4  ...      5  ...        6  ...

 PF: 7  ...    8  ...    9=;Extract  ;10=;AltPFkey;11=;Print   ;12=;Today   ;

Note: You must define an ALTER PF key for each set of keys so that you can switch from one set to the other.

COLOR Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use one or more of the optional COLOR records to implement extended colors and highlighting in your VM:Operator
windows. If you are going to use the COLOR records, you must add them on the line or lines following the WINDOW
record to which they apply.

Color support applies only to terminals that support extended color mode-those providing seven colors and extended
highlighting attributes.

Please note that the screen displayed by the PFKEYS command is not supported by the COLOR record. This display
uses default colors and highlighting.

COLOR linetype attribute color1 [color2]

linetype
Specifies the keyword identifying the line or screen area that you want emphasized with the color or highlighting
characteristics; linetype must be followed by an attribute or color keyword. If you do not specify a COLOR record
for all line types, the unspecified lines or screen areas will be displayed in accordance with default colors.
Specify one of the following for linetype:

linetype Description
BKGROUND Background area of a window and all lines in the window that do

not receive special treatment
Lines in the background area are scrolled with normal intensity.

FIXED Lines that display in normal intensity as fixed lines in the window;
for example, RESERVE lines and all lines displayed in the
REVIEW window are FIXED lines

HILIGHT Lines scrolled in high intensity
HOLDING Lines that are held at the top of a window
INPUT Area where a user enters data; normally this area is at the bottom

of a window
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PREHOLD Held messages that have not yet reached their held positions
If you specify different colors for PREHOLD and HOLDING, the
message is first displayed in the PREHOLD color, then changed
to the HOLDING color when it reaches the held area. If you do
not specify PREHOLD colors, these messages are displayed as
highlighted messages before they reach their held positions.

TITLE Title line that appears at the top of the screen
Note that only windows starting on the top line of a screen have
title lines.

attribute
This keyword describes the kind of highlighting you want to use with the linetype. Specify one of the following for
attribute:

• BLINK
• REVVIDEO
• NONE (which is the default)
• UNDERLIN

color1 [ color2 ]
Displays the specified linetype in the specified color. If you specify color2, the display in linetype alternates
between color1 and color2 every time a field's attribute changes.
You can use color2 to change the color or highlighting attributes for certain portions of the line or screen area,
such as the title line, fixed lines in REVIEW, and reserved lines for PF keys in any window.
Note: A color entry can precede an attribute. Your color choices are:

• DEFAULT
• RED
• BLUE
• TURQUOISE
• GREEN
• WHITE
• PINK
• YELLOW

Example: Setting Up Color and Highlighting

• Set up color and highlighting attributes for line types BKGROUND and HILIGHT:

COLOR BKGROUND RED 

COLOR HILIGHT UNDERLIN YELLOW

Or:

COLOR BKGROUND RED HILIGHT UNDERLIN YELLOW

• Set up a REVIEW window with an underlined blue and white title line, yellow fixed lines, red highlighted lines displayed
in reverse video, and a blue and green command area:

COLOR TITLE UNDERLIN BLUE WHITE

COLOR FIXED YELLOW

COLOR HILIGHT REVVIDEO RED

COLOR INPUT BLUE GREEN
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Note: Log messages that appear in the REVIEW window are considered fixed because they are not scrolled.
• You display held messages in red. Because these are important messages, you want to make them stand out sooner

by displaying them in red before they reach the held area then making them blink in red after they reach their held
position. Specify the following records:

COLOR PREHOLD RED

COLOR HOLDING BLINK RED

IDENTIFY Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID

Use the IDENTIFY record to control whether the system node ID or the console ID is displayed in the lower right corner of
a console.

IDENTIFY [CONSOLE | NODE]

CONSOLE | NODE
Indicates what you want VM:Operator to display in the lower right corner of a console.

Parameter Description
CONSOLE Display the console ID in the lower right corner of the console.

This is the default if IDENTIFY is not specified.
NODE Display the system node ID in the lower right corner of the

console; displaying the node ID is helpful if you run VM:Operator
on more than one system. The NODE information is obtained from
the CMS IDENTIFY command.

Note: The use of OPTION FULLID in the VMOPER CONFIG overrides the IDENTIFY record.

INCLUDE Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the INCLUDE record to identify an INCLUDE file that is to be read at this point in the console definition. Each
preconfigured INCLUDE file distributed with VM:Operator defines a single window. This makes it easy to add or remove
the window from a console definition. In addition, the INCLUDE record lets you use the same window definition for
multiple consoles.

If you change a window definition, you do not have to repeat the change for each console; the change is picked up by all
CONSOLE or USERID files that refer to the INCLUDE file. For more information, see Defining Windows.

You can also design your own customized windows. For more information, see Customizing Windows.

INCLUDE filename

filename
Specifies the file name of the file to include. The file type is INCLUDE.

Nested INCLUDE Files and Records

Nested INCLUDE files can hold PF keys that are common to several groups of CONSOLE or USERID files. The following
example shows two INCLUDES in a USERID file. One INCLUDE, INCLSYST contains the windows that all the System
staff will be able to see via VMYIAMOP. The second INCLUDE, INCLLINX contains the list of LINUX guests to be
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monitored. This allows you to add/delete/update INCLUDE records for multiple USERID files without having to edit each
USERID file.

Example: Two INCLUDE Files in a USERID File

Extract of GEOYO23 USERID file, showing two INCLUDE records, for the INCLSYST and INCLLINX INCLUDE files:

 GEOYO23 USERID

...

    PF1 VIEWNEXT

...

 --------------------------------SYSTEM WINDOW--------------------------------

 1= ViewNext  2= Review  3= ViewPrev  4= Remvline 5= Remove All  6= Retrieve

 7= Discon    8= Cancel  9= Repeat   10= Print   11= Expand     12= Remov Top

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 INCLUDE INCLSYST

 INCLUDE INCLLINX

INCLSYST INCLUDE file:

 INCLSYST INCLUDE

...

   INCLUDE SESSIONS

   INCLUDE QNAMES

   INCLUDE VMTAPE

   INCLUDE REVVMB

 * The following REVIEW window is not chained in the 'ring'.

 * Re-define PF1 to do a VIEWMAIN instead of a VIEWNEXT to close the ring

   PF1 VIEWMAIN

   INCLUDE REVIEW

...

INCLLINX INCLUDE file:

 INCLLINX INCLUDE

...

   INCLUDE LINXPRT

   INCLUDE LINRST

   INCLUDE LINXSTL0

...

Note that the INCLUDE files also contain INCLUDE records. INCLUDE records can be nested up to ten levels deep in an
INCLUDE file. This feature removes a restriction that prevents more than one level of INCLUDE file processing.

PFnn Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PFnn record to define a specified program function (PF) key. Place PFnn records after the PROCESS records
that are set to run in each window.

Each window or process is limited to the use of a specific subset of PF keys. In addition, certain windows or processes
do not use PF keys at all. You can search for the particular window to find out which PF keys can be used. For more
information, see VM:Operator Consoles and Windows.
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Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

PFnn {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ALTER

 |CANCEL

 |CLEAR

 |CMDEN

 |TRY

 |DISCONN

 |ENTER string

 |EXPAND

 |INVOKE string

 |PFKEYS

 |PREPARE string

 |PRINT

 |PRINTX

 |REMOVE

 |REMOVE ALL

 |REMOVE TOP

 |REPEAT

 |RETRIEVE

 |STACK string

 |VIEW name [stackedstring] [REFRESH [TODAY]] 

 |VIEWMAIN

 |VIEWNEXT

 |VIEWPREV

Parameters

This record has the following parameters:

ALTER
Switches you back and forth from one set of PF keys to another. By having two sets of keys for a window, you can
define up to 48 different PF keys on terminals that have 24 PF keys. You must define an ALTER PF key for each
set of PF keys so that you can switch from one set to the other.
Note: The REVIEW INCLUDE file distributed with VM:Operator defines an alternate set of PF keys for the
REVIEW window.

CANCEL
Ends a VMYIAMOP console. Users connecting to VM:Operator through VMYIAMOP must have this PF key
defined in their first window.

CLEAR
Clears a window in a multi-window screen. The CLEAR PF key is similar to PA. However, PA clears the last
window written to the screen, regardless of cursor placement, while the CLEAR PF key clears only the window
that contains the cursor. Also, the CLEAR PF key and Clear on the operator's console do not perform the same
function. Clear rewrites the entire screen exactly as it is.
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CMDENTRY
Creates a dynamic CMDENTRY window on the console and allows you to enter subcommands and see the
response messages in a display that can be scrolled up and down using PF keys.

DISCONN
Leaves a VMYIAMOP session and returns to CMS without canceling any of the user's currently running
processes.

ENTER string
Sends a command, string, to the window manager with a single keystroke; string must be meaningful to the
window manager. For example, you could add the following record to the SYSTEM window group:
PF12  ENTER  QUERY  UR

When you press PF12, the CP QUERY UR command is issued.
Note: ENTER is similar to IMMED when setting PF keys in CP

EXPAND
Defines a two-line command input area where the command line appears on the screen. Use the EXPAND PF
key to expand the command area when you want to enter a long command. If the command area contains data, it
is displayed in the two line command area when you press the EXPAND PF key.
You can press any PF key (except EXPAND) from the expanded two-line input area created by the EXPAND PF
key. In addition, if the RETRIEVE PF key retrieves a command requiring two lines, VM:Operator automatically
creates the two-line input area.

INVOKE string
Starts a subcommand, string, that is independent of the window manager. That is, INVOKE can specify a
subcommand that does not pertain to the window from which it is sent.

PFKEYS
Creates a dynamic window that displays the PF key settings that have been defined for the window.

PREPARE string
Sends a command, string, to the window manager with a single keystroke. For example, suppose an operator
normally types the commands QUERY 6670 Q and QUERY 6670 A to view queued and active 6670 files. You
could add the following record to a window group for a SECUSER window set up for RSCS:
PF10 PREPARE QUERY  6670

To enter the command, the operator presses PF10, types only Q or A, and presses ENTER. PREPARE is similar
to DELAY when setting PF keys in CP.

PRINT
Prints the console screen by spooling the screen image to the printer defined on the PRINTER record in the
CONSOLE or USERID file or to printer 00E if no printer is specified on the PRINTER record. The name of the
print file is consolename yymmdd, where consolename matches the file name of the CONSOLE or USERID
defining the console, and yymmdd is the date the file was sent to the printer.
The PRINT PF key is useful in all windows for problem tracking. For example, operators who receive a message
they do not understand can print the screen before clearing the message. The operators can then use the printed
copy to advise their manager of the situation.
Lines that were highlighted on the screen are printed just once; there is no overprinting. You can use PRINT to
produce screen images that can be edited using XEDIT or printed on printers that do not support overprinting. If
you have a printer that supports overprinting and want highlighted messages to stand out, use PRINTX instead.

PRINTX
Prints a screen image; messages that were highlighted on the screen are printed twice (over printed) so that they
stand out.

REMOVE
Removes the held line at which the cursor is located. If you remove a pre-held line, VM:Operator changes the
message to a normal rollable message. If you are using the TAPEMGR process in the SYSTEM window, the
REMOVE PF key cannot remove messages held by the TAPEMGR process.
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REMOVE ALL
Removes all held lines. If you are using the TAPEMGR process in the SYSTEM window, the REMOVE ALL PF
key cannot remove messages held by the TAPEMGR process.

REMOVE TOP
Removes the topmost held line. You can use this PF key to remove one line at a time instead of having to remove
all lines, or having to position the cursor on the line that you want to remove. If you are using the TAPEMGR
process in the SYSTEM window, the REMOVE TOP PF key cannot remove messages held by the TAPEMGR
process.

REPEAT
Reenters the most recently entered command. REPEAT is similar to the XEDIT command, =.

RETRIEVE
Redisplays the most recently entered command on the command line. When the oldest retrievable line is
retrieved, the RETRIEVE PF key goes back to the first command and sounds the alarm. RETRIEVE is similar
to the XEDIT command, ?. If the RETRIEVE PF key retrieves a command requiring two lines, VM:Operator
automatically creates a two-line input area.

STACK window-command
Stacks the specified window-command for the window manager process. For more information, see Stacked
Window Commands.

VIEW name [
window-command]
Changes the window being displayed. The parameter name is the name of the window you want to view. This
name must match a name given on a WINDOW record in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. The variable
window-command can be any of the Stacked Window Commands described in that section.
When viewing the REVIEW window, the REFRESH TODAY window command is usually specified. The
REFRESH parameter causes the window manager to list the most recently logged messages. The TODAY
parameter insures that the log file being viewed is the current SYSLOG file.

VIEWMAIN
Causes the SYSTEM window to be displayed on your screen. This window is usually the first window in the ring
as defined in your CONSOLE file.

VIEWNEXT
Causes the next window defined in your CONSOLE file to be displayed.

VIEWPREV
Causes the redisplay of the previously viewed window.

How PF Keys Work

PF key specifications exist for each window that you define in an INCLUDE file. When you press a PF key, VM:Operator
searches the PF key definitions for the current window and invokes the associated program function.

Some program functions are interpreted by the window manager; others execute independently. For example, ALTER,
INVOKE, PRINT, PRINTX, and VIEW execute independently of window managers.

The STACK program functions place the specified character string in the program stack of the window manager. The
window manager then reads and interprets the stacked data in a manner unique to that particular window manager.
VM:Operator provides a number of commands that can be stacked by means of a PF key.

Other program functions cause data to be read as if it were entered through the window's command input area. These
program functions include ENTER, PFKEYS, PREPARE, REPEAT, and RETRIEVE.

The EXPAND program function expands the command line to two lines for longer commands.
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The VM:Operator program functions (including the stacked program functions) are listed in the sections below. This
list explains the implications of using certain PF keys and provides helpful hints for setting up your program function
definitions.

Note: PF key definitions are automatically mapped into the corresponding undefined PF keys. In other words, if you press
an undefined PF key, the system will add or subtract 12 from the PF key number to obtain the mapped value.

Closing the Ring of Windows

Windows in a console are typically viewed in a ring. To close the ring, define a PF1 key after the last window definition
to view the first window in the ring. Typically, the first window is the SYSTEM window, in which case you define PF1
VIEWMAIN . However, in the following example, the first window is RSCS:

* * * Top of File * * *

* HUGO USERID file

 

  INCLUDE RSCS

  INCLUDE VTAM

 

* We re-define PF1 to do a VIEW of the first window in the 'ring'

* to close the ring.  In this example, the first window is

* RSCS.

 

  PF1 VIEW RSCS

 

* The following REVIEW windows are not chained in the 'ring'.

 

  INCLUDE REVRSCS

  INCLUDE REVVTAM

 

* * * End of File * * *

Stacked Window Commands

Window commands, usually specified on PF keys, are meaningful only to particular window managers. Use the following
window commands with the STACK and VIEW parameters to control the operation of the window manager. The string
column identifies the command. The Windows column indicates for which windows you can use this command.

String Windows Meaning

BACKWARD TAPEMGR
VMYWINDO

Moves the display back one full screen

BACKWARD [num] REVIEW Scrolls num lines backward toward the
beginning
of the previously displayed messages
If num is not specified, the display moves
back one
full screen.

CURSOR SESSIONS Moves the cursor from the session list to
the command
input area and vice versa
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EXTRACT REVIEW Displays the lines containing the string you
specified
on the command line
VM:Operator continues to display the
extracted information until you press the
EXTRACT PF
key again. Alternatively, if you are using the
TIMEOUT
parameter of the PROCESS REVIEW
record, the
extracted display will return to the REVIEW
window when
the specified time has elapsed. You can
use all REVIEW
PF keys on the extracted display except
STACK
NEXTDAY and STACK PREVDAY.
VM:Operator also writes the extracted
lines to an EXTRACT file on the A disk of
OPERATOR.
See VMYEDLOG or VMYPRLOG to view
this file.
For more information, see VMYPRLOG
Utility.

FORWARD TAPEMGR
VMYWINDO

Moves the display forward one full screen

FORWARD [num] REVIEW Scrolls num lines forward toward the end of
the
previously displayed messages
If num is not specified, the display moves
back one
full screen.

LEFT [num] REVIEW Moves the display to the left num positions
or by
a single position if num is not specified

NEXTDAY REVIEW Displays the log file from the next day for
which a
system log exists
For example, if you invoke the NEXTDAY
PF key
while viewing the log for 15/08/25, the log
file for
15/08/27 is displayed if no log file exists for
15/08/26.
If you invoke the NEXTDAY PF key and no
later log
file can be found, the alarm sounds and an
error
message is displayed.
NEXTDAY automatically refreshes the
display and
updates the title line with the new file name.
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NEXTHOUR REVIEW Moves the display to the next hour
The hours need not be consecutive. For
example,
the display can change from 03:46 to 05:15
if no
messages were received between 04:00
and 05:15.
NEXTHOUR does not cross day
boundaries. If no later
hour can be found, VM:Operator sounds
the alarm and displays an error message.

NEXTMSG UMSGMGR Deletes the message currently displaying at
the top of
the window, causing the next message to
become the
active message.

PREVDAY REVIEW Displays the previous log file
If VM:Operator can find no log files for
previous days, it sounds the alarm and
displays an error
message.
When using the PREVDAY PF key, the
system
automatically refreshes the display and
updates the title
line with the new file name.

PREVHOUR REVIEW Moves the display to the previous hour
The hours need not be consecutive. For
example, the
display can change from 10:00 to 08:30 if
no messages
were received between 09:00 and 10:00.
PREVHOUR
does not cross day boundaries. If no earlier
hour can be
found, VM:Operator sounds the alarm
and displays an error message.

REFRESH REVIEW Updates the log file with messages that
have occurred
since REVIEW was invoked.
STACK REFRESH starts the window
display at the end
of the log file being reviewed.
This PF key is ignored while you are in
EXTRACT mode.

REFRESH TODAY REVIEW Updates the log file with messages that
have occurred since
REVIEW was invoked and changes the
display to the bottom
of the current day's log file
This PF key is ignored while you are in
EXTRACT mode.
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RIGHT [num] REVIEW Moves the display to the right num positions
or by a single
column if num is not specified

SESSION SESSIONS Accesses the session indicated by the
current cursor line
This is the same as pressing ENTER.

SHIFT REVIEW Shifts the display left or right 21 spaces

SORT field ...
... [ASCEND | DESCEND]

ALL Sorts the display on the specified field
name
Valid field names are: USERID, CONSOLE,
TOTCPU, SIOS,
and PGCT. All fields, including the console
address, are
sorted according to the displayed EBCDIC
values.

TODAY REVIEW Updates the log file with messages that
have occurred since
REVIEW was invoked.
STACK TODAY is the same as the STACK
REFRESH
TODAY PF key except STACK TODAY
generates an error
message if you use it when already viewing
today's log file.

TOP REVIEW Starts the window display at the beginning
of the log file
being reviewed.

Example: Defining PF Keys

See the preconfigured INCLUDE files on the runtime minidisk for examples of typical PF key definitions, or try the
following examples:

• Set up PF9 to print the current screen image:

PF9 PRINT

• Set up PF1 to display the TAPEMGR window named VMT:

PF1 VIEW VMT

• Set up PF3 to display the next window in the ring:

PF3 VIEWNEXT

• Use the LINEND character to set up PF12 to issue three commands in the SYSTEM window:

PF12 ENTER Q DISK#QPCB#Q TIME

PRINTER Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID
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Use the PRINTER record to define an optional spooled printer for use by the PRINT PF key. Do not share spooled printers
between consoles or user IDs. If TAG information is to be included with files produced on the virtual printer, you must
define and tag the printer before starting VM:Operator.

PRINTER vaddr [parameters]

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the spooled printer. If the specified virtual address exists for the virtual machine
running VM:Operator, it must be a spooled printer. If the address does not exist, a printer is defined during
console initialization. Each USERID or CONSOLE file should assign a unique virtual address to its printer.

parameters
Specifies the parameters for the CP SPOOL command that will be issued for the virtual printer. If you specify
parameters, the CP SPOOL command is issued. Use this parameter to spool output from the PRINT program
function to or for a specified user ID.

Example: Defining a Printer to Spool Output

Define a printer to spool output from the PRINT program function key to the VMANAGER virtual reader on hold:

PRINTER 00E HOLD TO VMANAGER

PROCESS EVENTMGR Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the EVENTMGR process to monitor the arrival of held messages in the associated SYSTEM window and to generate
an EVENTMGR message when the number of lines held or the age of the oldest held line exceeds specified criteria.

The format of the PROCESS EVENTMGR record is:

PROCESS EVENTMGR interval lines minutes

interval
Specifies the amount of time in minutes between sampling of the number of lines held in the SYSTEM window.
The interval cannot be zero.

lines
Specifies the number of held messages that must exist to trigger the generation of an EVENTMGR message. The
number of lines cannot be zero.

minutes
Specifies the age in minutes of the oldest held line that, when exceeded, will trigger the generation of an
EVENTMGR message even though the number of held lines is below the number required to generate an
EVENTMGR message. If the minutes are specified as zero then the age of the oldest held line is not considered.

This record must follow the PROCESS MAIN record in the SYSTEM window.

When an EVENTMGR process is running in a SYSTEM window it periodically wakes up and counts the number of
held lines that are displayed. If the number of held lines reaches the specified limit or if the age of the oldest held line
reaches the specified maximum, an EVENTMGR message is generated by sending a new message to VM:Operator. This
message specifies the console ID, the number of held lines and the age of the oldest held line in minutes in order to allow
a site written program invoked by means of a LOGTABLE routing table entry to call attention to the operator console.

The format of the EVENTMGR message is as follows:
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VMYEVT0385I EVENT 1 console lines minutes

EVENTMGR messages are repeated until the criteria for generating the message drop below the trigger point.

PROCESS HOLDMSG Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use this record to activate the HOLDMSG Facility. The HOLDMSG facility lets you hold a message in the SYSTEM
window until a specified message is received; duplicate messages are ignored. When the message is received,
VM:Operator automatically removes the held message.

PROCESS HOLDMSG filename

filename
Specifies the name of the HOLDMSG file that describes the messages to be held and the messages that flag their
removal.

Restriction

If a message is held by the HOLDMSG process, and a second message is received that is different from the first message
but still matches the criteria specified in the HOLDMSG file, then the second message will replace the first message on
the screen.

PROCESS MAIN Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS MAIN record to invoke the MAIN process in the designated window. The MAIN process is the window
manager for a SYSTEM window. This process reads commands entered by the operator in the SYSTEM window, invokes
them, and displays their response messages in the window.

The MAIN process also displays messages sent to the operator according to specifications given in the active
VM:Operator SYSTABLE or according to the defaults corresponding to each message class. For more information, see
How Message Processing Works.

PROCESS MAIN "Parms"

 

Parms: 

[HILIGHT]

[LINEND character | OFF]

[RDYMSG]

[SYSTABLE filename]

[TIME]

HILIGHT
Causes user input to be highlighted when it is redisplayed on the screen. If you do not specify HILIGHT, user input
displays at normal intensity.

LINEND character | OFF
Orders a line-end character to be used with commands issued from the SYSTEM window. The variable character
is the line-end character you want to use. The default character is #. Setting OFF prevents line ending.
Note: You can use the line-end character to stack responses to prompts issued by a program or EXEC. You can
also use the line-end character to stack the next command you want invoked.
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Data following the line-end character is stacked FIFO for the new process. If the process does not read these
segments, they are invoked as commands when the current command terminates.

RDYMSG
Causes VM:Operator to display a ready message after each command entered from the SYSTEM window. If you
do not specify RDYMSG, no ready message displays.

SYSTABLE filename
Causes the specified SYSTABLE routing table to be loaded and to process routed messages for the SYSTEM
window. If you do not specify SYSTABLE, no message routing in the SYSTEM window is done (other than that
indicated by the current LOGTABLE, if any. The file name of the routing table is filename, and the file type is
SYSTABLE. The routing table file must reside on an accessed CMS minidisk or SFS directory.

TIME
Causes CP messages displayed in the SYSTEM window to be timestamped. See the NOTIME SYSTABLE action
keyword.

Example: Display a Ready Message

The following command sets up the MAIN process to display a ready message after each command entered in the
window. The command also has the MAIN process use the routing table SYSOPERA:

PROCESS MAIN RDYMSG SYSTABLE SYSOPERA

Example: Defining the End of Line Character

Define ! as the line-end character so you can enter several commands at one time, such as q disk!qpcb!q time:

PROCESS MAIN LINEND !

PROCESS MONITOR Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS MONITOR record to invoke the MONITOR process in the designated window. The MONITOR process
differs from other VM:Operator processes in that it has no window manager capacity of its own. The MONITOR process
handles asynchronous CP messages indicating that intervention is required, and it displays them on the screen as
highlighted, held messages. MONITOR then continues to check the device to determine if the situation has been cleared.
After the situation is remedied, the MONITOR process removes the message.

The MONITOR process automatically holds the following CP messages on z/VM (the middle three characters are
variable):

• HCPxxx405A
• HCPxxx406A
• HCPxxx501A
• HCPxxx710A
• HCPxxx2215A

The MONITOR process can call the MONITOR user exit to send a message to an alternative userid. To set this up, you
must add a USEREXIT MONITOR record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.

The PROCESS MONITOR record must follow the WINDOW record to which it relates, but cannot be the first PROCESS
record. Place it in the SYSTEM window group, after the PROCESS MAIN record.

PROCESS MONITOR [minutes]
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minutes
Specifies the number of minutes between calls to the MONITOR user exit. If you omit this parameter, the
MONITOR user exit is not called.

NOTE
You must have a USEREXIT MONITOR record in the VMOPER CONFIG file to use this user exit. The
MONITOR process also monitors activity on the hardcopy printer if you defined one. If a device you are
monitoring is down for an indefinite length of time (for example, during repairs), you can use the REMOVE PF
key to remove fixed lines displayed by this process.

Example: Set Up the Monitor Process to Run in the SYSTEM Window

The following command sets up the MONITOR process to run in the SYSTEM window. The process also calls the
MONITOR user exit every five minutes:

PROCESS MONITOR 5

PROCESS QNAMES Record
Files: CONSOLE, USER, INCLUDE

The QNAMES process is the window manager for the QNAMES window. It requires no parameters. This is the only
process that can run in the QNAMES window.

PROCESS QNAMES

PROCESS REVERT Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS REVERT record to invoke the REVERT process. The REVERT process lets you specify how long
windows of a console are viewed without any AID key interactions. Once this time period has elapsed the specified
window view is automatically restored.

You can specify only one PROCESS REVERT record for each console. Place this record in the SYSTEM INCLUDE file
after the PROCESS MAIN record.

PROCESS REVERT seconds window

seconds
Specifies the time interval you require. If no keys are pressed during this interval, window is restored.

window
Specifies the window the system should return to after the indicated time interval.

Example: Set Up the REVERT Process to Display the SYSTEM Window

Specify that the REVERT process is to display the SYSTEM window if no AID keys are pressed for 60 seconds:

PROCESS REVERT 60 SYSTEM

PROCESS REVIEW Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE
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Use the PROCESS REVIEW record to invoke the REVIEW process in the designated window. The REVIEW process
allows your operations staff to scan the system log files and locate particular text lines. The PROCESS REVIEW record
must directly follow the WINDOW record to which it relates. This causes VM:Operator to display that user ID's or console
ID's subset of messages.

PROCESS REVIEW [{userid | *} "Parms"]

 

Parms:

[ALARM]

[IGNORE]

[MAXCASE]

[SHIFT]

[TIMEOUT seconds]

userid | *
Specifies the user ID or console ID whose subset of messages is to be displayed. If you do not specify a user ID
or if you specify an asterisk (*), all messages are displayed.

ALARM
Causes the alarm to sound when you reach the top or bottom of the log file.

IGNORE
Suppresses the display of messages from userid in the REVIEW window. IGNORE cannot be used when userid
either is an asterisk (*) or is omitted.

MIXCASE
Orders the scan mode to be case sensitive. If you do not specify this parameter, the search string and the log file
are translated to uppercase and are then compared.

SHIFT
Shifts the display to the left 21 spaces so that the timestamp, originating user ID, and message class are not
shown. This parameter is intended mainly for viewing logs for SECUSER user IDs such as RSCS.

TIMEOUT seconds
Causes the EXTRACT file to be erased, after the number of seconds specified. This allows other consoles or user
IDs to use EXTRACT.

Recommendation

Set up a subset REVIEW window that corresponds to the SECUSER and SMSGMGR windows you are using. Your
REVIEW window definition should include a PROCESS REVIEW record such as the following where user ID is the
SECUSER or SMSGMGR user ID supported by the window:

PROCESS REVIEW userid

Example: Common Uses of REVIEW

• Have the REVIEW process display messages for all user IDs and consoles:

PROCESS REVIEW

• Display only RSCS messages in the REVIEW window:

PROCESS REVIEW RSCS

• Do not display messages from RSCS in the REVIEW window:
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PROCESS REVIEW RSCS IGNORE

• Specify that the REVIEW window revert out of EXTRACT mode after 60 seconds, and make scan mode case
sensitive:

PROCESS REVIEW * TIMEOUT 60 MIXCASE

PROCESS SECUSER Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS SECUSER record to invoke the SECUSER process in the designated window. The SECUSER
process is the window manager for the SECUSER window. This process lets your operations staff observe and respond to
messages occurring on a disconnected user ID and to issue commands on behalf of the disconnected user ID.

The SECUSER process displays activity occurring for the user ID, as if the user ID were actually logged on with a line-
mode terminal. You can enter CP and CMS commands from the SECUSER window command line on behalf of the
secondary user ID, provided they are not full-screen commands.

The SECUSER process uses the CP Single Console Image Facility (SCIF).

The PROCESS SECUSER record must directly follow the WINDOW record to which it relates, and it should be the only
process in that window.

PROCESS SECUSER userid ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

[EXIT] [HILIGHT] [NOTIME] [SECTABLE filename]

userid
Specifies the disconnected user ID for which you want to capture activity. The user ID running VM:Operator
(usually OPERATOR) must be authorized in the CP directory as a secondary user for userid. For example, to
authorize user ID OPERATOR as the secondary user for MAINT, change the CONSOLE directory statement for
MAINT to:
CONSOLE 009 3215 T OPERATOR

EXIT
Causes VM:Operator to call the SECUSER user exit to accept, reject, or modify commands entered in the
SECUSER window.
Note: Make sure that you have also placed a SECUSER USEREXIT record in your configuration file.

HILIGHT
Causes VM:Operator to highlight user input when it is redisplayed on the screen. If you do not specify HILIGHT,
user input is displayed at normal intensity.

NOTIME
Removes timestamps, if any exist, from the messages received. If you specify NOTIME, the message text begins
nine bytes to the right. If you do not specify NOTIME, the timestamp is the start of the message text.
Note: For purposes of the SECUSER routing table, the timestamp is the start of the message text. However, if
you have entered NOTIME in the PROCESS SECUSER record, the beginning of the message text is shifted nine
bytes to the right. In the case of a MSG, the MSG FROM userid is preceded by three newline characters. You
should add the following record to the SECUSER routing table:
IGNORE MSG 3 MSG FROM userid

Messages that do not contain timestamps are not affected by the NOTIME parameter.
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SECTABLE filename
Specifies that a routing table govern the treatment of messages in the SECUSER window. If you do not specify
SECTABLE, no routing table is used. The file name of the routing table is the variable filename, and the file type is
SECTABLE. The routing table file must reside on a minidisk accessed by OPERATOR.
Note: The installation procedure provided you with a prototype SECUSER routing table file named RSCS
SECTABLE for sites with RSCS SECUSER windows.

Recommendation

The SECUSER process can operate only if the user ID specified on the PROCESS SECUSER record is running
disconnected. Therefore, place user IDs for which SECUSER processes are running in your site's AUTOLOG startup
routine.

Example: Use SECUSER to Display RSCS Messages

Have the SECUSER process display RSCS messages at your site, using the RSCS routing table. Enter the following
record in your INCLUDE file:

PROCESS SECUSER RSCS SECTABLE RSCS

PROCESS SESSIONS Record
Use the PROCESS SESSIONS record to invoke the window manager for the SESSIONS window. The SESSIONS
window lets you access multiple user IDs or applications from a single VM:Operator console.

Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

For instructions on setting up the Session Support Facility, see Session Support Facility.

PROCESS SESSIONS ["Parms"]

Parms:

lines [return [next [back [toggle]] ]] 

lines
Specifies the number of sessions to be displayed in the session list at a given time. The default is 12.
Note: The Process Sessions record displays 15 lines while emulating a model 2 terminal and 34 lines while
emulating a model 4 terminal. VM:Operator reserves 2 blank lines at the bottom of the screen.

return
Specifies the attention key used to return to the SESSIONS window from a session. SYSREQ is the default.

next
Specifies the attention key used to switch to the next session in the logical ring of sessions defined in the
SESSIONS file. If specified as OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

back
Specifies the attention key used to switch to the previous session in the logical ring of sessions defined in the
SESSIONS file. If specified as OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

toggle
Specifies the attention key used to move back and forth directly between two sessions. If specified as OFF, no key
is defined. OFF is the default. The toggle key is particularly useful for viewing sessions that are not next to each
other in the logical ring of sessions defined in the SESSIONS file. For example, suppose you view the first session
in the list, return to the list, then view the third session. From the third session, pressing the toggle key switches
you to the first session because it was the previous session selected from the list. Pressing the toggle key from
the first session switches you back to the third session.
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Using the back and next keys to move from one session to another has no effect on the toggle key; it will always
switch you back and forth between the last two sessions selected from the session list in the window.

Attention Keys

You can specify these attention keys for return, next, back, and toggle: SYSREQ, CLEAR, PF1-PF24, PA1-PA3, or
ENTER. In addition, you can specify OFF for next, back, and toggle.

Note: The keys specified on your PROCESS SESSIONS record are not active when you view a session using the VIEW
function of the SESSION subcommand from the command line.

Example:

Define a SESSIONS window with the following characteristics:

• Eight sessions are listed at a time
• SYSREQ returns you to the SESSIONS window from a session
• PF2 switches you to the previous session
• PF1 switches you to the next session
• PF3 toggles between two sessions
• The statement is as follows:

PROCESS SESSIONS 8 SYSREQ PF2 PF1 PF3

PROCESS SMSGMGR Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS SMSGMGR record to invoke the SMSGMGR process in the designated window. The SMSGMGR
process lets your operations staff capture messages from a particular user ID, route them to the window, and respond to
the messages if necessary, in a shortened format using the CP SMSG command. (The service virtual machine supported
by an SMSGMGR process thus must support commands issued to it through the CP SMSG command.)

The SMSGMGR process displays all messages from the user ID you specify on the PROCESS SMSGMGR record. Text
entered on the command line is sent to that user ID using SMSG. The preface SMSG user ID is not necessary.

The PROCESS SMSGMGR record must follow the WINDOW record to which it relates, and should be the only process in
that window.

PROCESS SMSGMGR userid [EXIT] [HILIGHT]

userid

Specifies the user ID for which messages are to be captured. Messages from this user ID will be displayed in FIFO order
as rollable messages in the window executing the SMSGMGR process.

EXIT
Calls the SMSGMGR user exit to determine whether to filter the message, display the message as a rollable
message, or display it as a fixed line. If you do not specify EXIT, the SMSGMGR user exit will not be called. If you
plan to use this user exit, remember to place a USEREXIT SMSGMGR in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

HILIGHT
Causes user input to highlight when it is redisplayed on the screen. If you do not specify HILIGHT, user input
displays at normal intensity.

Example:

Use the SMSGMGR process to process messages from VM:Backup:
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PROCESS SMSGMGR VMBACKUP

PROCESS SPOOLMON Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS SPOOLMON record to manipulate the display of VM:Spool spool-space monitoring facility messages
(VMLSYS040W, VMLSYS043W, and VMLSYS186I). Message VMLSYS040W is sent periodically and indicates how
the spool-space utilization is changing. Message VMLSYS043W is also sent periodically and projects when spool
space will reach a site-specified threshold. The SPOOLMON process holds these messages in the SYSTEM window
and updates the window as subsequent messages are received. When the process receives message VMLSYS186I,
indicating that spool space is now below the threshold value, the held messages are removed.

The SPOOLMON process requires a PRODUCT VMSPOOL record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. In addition, for
VM:Operator to receive spool monitoring messages, the user ID running VM:Operator must be identified on the
MONOPER record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. For more information about VM:Spool spool-space monitoring, see the 
VM:Spool administration documentation.

PROCESS SPOOLMON

PROCESS TAPEMGR Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS TAPEMGR record to invoke the TAPEMGR process in the designated window. The TAPEMGR
process maintains a constant display of all VM:Tape activity, presenting VM:Tape messages requiring operator
intervention as highlighted messages that remain in the window until the operator acts upon them.

When used as a window manager, the TAPEMGR process displays tape drive information that is updated at least every
minute and tape mount information. Messages representing that VM:Tape attached a tape drive to a user or that a user
detached a tape drive (that is, CP messages beginning with TAPE) display in the TAPEMGR window. The TAPEMGR
process automatically reflects changes made to your system's tape drive configuration immediately. You do not have to
reinitialize VM:Operator to have your changes reflected.

Additionally, when a user detaches a tape drive, the TAPEMGR process displays a message specifying where to return
the tape-for example, to a scratch pool, foreign tape area, or saved tape area. If the message is a DETACH message, the
TAPEMGR process prompts VM:Tape to reallocate the tape drive immediately if an allocation is pending.

The TAPEMGR process remains active even when the VM:Tape machine becomes unavailable. If VM:Tape ends,
TAPEMGR displays the following message in the window in which it is running until VM:Tape is available again:

147E SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE VMTAPE NOT AVAILABLE

The PROCESS TAPEMGR record must follow the WINDOW record to which it relates. It must appear after a PROCESS
MAIN record or directly after a WINDOW record. It can act as a secondary process only in the SYSTEM window. If a
PROCESS TAPEMGR record follows a PROCESS MAIN record for a given window, tape mount messages are held in the
SYSTEM window without the static display of tape drive information.

Note: VM:Operator can support only one VM:Tape service virtual machine using the TAPEMGR process.

This record has the following format:

PROCESS TAPEMGR [“Parms”]...

“Parms”:

[ALarm] 
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[DISPLAY lines]

[Elapsed]

[Exit]

[HIlight]

[RAnge lowad1 hiad1 [lowad2 hiad2 [lowad3 hiad3]] ]

[RDymsg]

ALarm
Causes a console alarm to sound whenever a message is received from VM:Tape.

DIsplay lines
Specifies the number of lines that you want to display in the tape drive status area of the TAPEMGR window.
If you define lines as 0, the tape drive status is not displayed. When using the DISPLAY parameter on the
PROCESS TAPEMGR record, add the STACK BACKWARD and STACK FORWARD program functions to scroll
through the tape drive display.
When specifying the number of lines to display, take the fixed areas into account so that you leave enough room
for scrollable messages to display. In other words, do not specify lines so large that there is no room for scrollable
messages to be displayed.
DISPLAY lines is only valid when the TAPEMGR process is the primary process in a window. If you code the
PROCESS TAPEMGR as a secondary process in the SYSTEM window, do not include the DISPLAY lines option.
Note: The drive status area in the TAPEMGR window is suppressed if the window represents a large number of
tape drives and information about the drives does not fit in the drive status area. Use the DISPLAY parameter to
limit the number of lines displaying on the tape drive status area.

ELapsed
Displays a message giving the amount of time elapsed between a VM:Tape mount request and the completion of
the mount. If you do not specify ELAPSED, the time is not tracked. To prevent duplicate elapsed time messages
in the system log, the ELAPSED parameter should not appear on more than one TAPEMGR record for the same
range of tape drives.
Note: Because the TAPEMGR process for VMYIAMOP users can commence at a different time, elapsed times
shown may also differ.

EXit
Causes VM:Operator to call the VMTCMD user exit to accept, reject, or modify commands entered in the
TAPEMGR window.
Note: Make sure that you have also placed a VMTCMD USEREXIT record in your VMOPER CONFIG file.

HIlight
Causes VM:Operator to highlight user input when redisplayed on the screen. If you do not specify HILIGHT, user
input is displayed at normal intensity.

RAnge lowad1 hiad1 [ lowad2 hiad2 [ lowad3 hiad3 ] ]
Enables up to three consecutively numbered sets of tape drives to be governed by this process. If you do not
specify RANGE, all tape drives are handled by default. For each range, lowad is the lowest number tape address
and hiad is the highest number tape address of the range that you want to define. Because up to three ranges can
be defined, you can work with noncontiguous tape drives.

RDymsg
Displays a ready message after each VM:Tape command entered from the window running the TAPEMGR
process. If you do not specify RDYMSG, no ready message is displayed.

Recommendations

If you set up a special window for handling VM:Tape activity, set up the TAPEMGR process to run in the SYSTEM window
as well. This allows the operator to see VM:Tape activity from multiple windows. Otherwise, allocate a dedicated console
for the TAPEMGR window.
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The TAPEMGR process requires a PRODUCT VMTAPE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. The user ID running
VM:Operator must be specified on the TAPEOPER record in the VM:Tape configuration file. This gives the user ID running
VM:Operator all the privileges it needs to run this process, as well as receive important messages from VM:Tape.

Examples:

• Run the TAPEMGR process as a secondary process in the SYSTEM window:

WINDOW SYSTEM

PROCESS MAIN RDYMSG SYSTABLE SYSOPERA

PROCESS TAPEMGR

• Specify two TAPEMGR processes running in separate windows. The first process governs tape drives in the 380-385
range, and the second process governs tape drives in the 480-487 range. Both processes should show the elapsed
time between the mount request and the completion of the tape mount:

WINDOW VMT1

PROCESS TAPEMGR ELAPSED RANGE 380 385

.

.

WINDOW VMT2

PROCESS TAPEMGR ELAPSED RANGE 480 487

• Use the following record to report on tape drives 680, 681, 682, 720, 721, 760, 761:

PROCESS TAPEMGR RANGE 680 682 720 721 760 76

Effects of Using the TAPEMGR Process

The TAPEMGR process tracks tape drive usage and displays pending drive allocation and mount messages as held lines
in its associated window. Uniquely, the TAPEMGR process can act as either its own window manager or as a background
process that is defined in another window. If TAPEMGR is acting as a background process, usually this process is defined
in the SYSTEM window.

The TAPEMGR process obtains information by trapping messages (for example, mount messages) that VM:Tape
periodically sends to the operator. However, changes in drive status can also occur without operator notification.
Therefore, the TAPEMGR process issues a VMTAPE QUERY ALLOC and a VMTAPE QUERY TAPES command
whenever it writes or updates a held line.

The default MAINOPER console definition that is delivered with VM:Operator includes two TAPEMGR processes. One
of these processes displays VM:Tape messages in the SYSTEM window as held lines. The other process operates its
own VMTAPE window, which displays the same held messages along with a static display of the tape drive status. PF
keys page this status. To support these two processes, two VMTAPE QUERY ALLOC and VMTAPE QUERY TAPES
commands are issued. These commands are issued every minute or following the writing or updating of a held message.
The quantity of these commands can cause significant VM:Tape activity and contention. This problem is more severe
when STAM is being used to manage tape drives that are shared between multiple VM:Tape systems. Therefore, we
advise customers to use the TAPEMGR process sparingly.

VM:Operator can be configured with multiple consoles including temporary consoles that the VMYIAMOP command
implements. System programmers who access the operator console, particularly with the REVIEW window, typically use
VMYIAMOP temporary consoles. We recommend not to use the TAPEMGR process at all with VMYIAMOP consoles.
When use of the TAPEMGR process is desirable on other consoles, we recommend defining only one TAPEMGR
process per console. If you have operator consoles that are dedicated to tape operators, configure those consoles with
the VMTAPE window as the primary window. If you have operators that monitor the SYSTEM window and occasionally
handle mount requests, run the TAPEMGR process in the SYSTEM window. In this latter case, do not define the VMTAPE
window.
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To configure VMYIAMOP console definitions without any TAPEMGR processes, follow these steps:.

1. Create an INCLUDE file that is based on the SYSTEM INCLUDE file that is supplied with this product.
2. Remove the PROCESS TAPEMGR record from the new INCLUDE file.
3. Specify the new INCLUDE file in all of your USERID files instead of the default INCLUDE SYSTEM record. While you

are changing these USERID files, check for and remove any INCLUDE VMTAPE records that are present.

Similarly, you can configure your CONSOLE file definitions to define a VMTAPE window in one of the following ways:

• Use the PROCESS TAPEMGR record in the SYSTEM window.
• Use the INCLUDE VMTAPE record.

If the console is for a tape operator, you can remove the INCLUDE SYSTEM record. Make the INCLUDE VMTAPE record
define the primary window for that console.

WARNING
When you change or remove windows in USERID or CONSOLE files, also change or remove any PF key
definitions that directly reference those windows by name. Otherwise, you risk console initialization errors.

PROCESS UMSGMGR Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the PROCESS UMSGMGR record to enable the UMSGMGR process to execute in the designated window. This
process allows the operations staff to capture and hold messages from user IDs, route them to a common window, and
respond to the messages in a shortened format of the CP MSG command.

The UMSGMGR window manager program displays each message sent to the user ID running VM:Operator. Text entered
on the command line is automatically sent as a CP MSG to the user ID whose message is displayed first in the window.
The preface MSG user ID is not necessary. UMSGMGR accommodates a two-line command area so operators can
adequately respond to user messages. Take this into account when setting up reserved lines for the UMSGMGR window.

User messages captured by the UMSGMGR process are held on your screen until you delete them with the NEXTMSG
program function key.

The top line of the window running UMSGMGR indicates the number of messages awaiting a reply and the percentage
of message elements used. The display is updated dynamically. When the message limit is reached, a fixed message
indicating the number of lost messages and the time of day of the first loss is displayed at the top of the window. The
same information is also displayed in the SYSTEM window. This provides the operator with a point of reference for
locating the non-displayed messages when reviewing the log.

All disconnected user IDs, such as RSCS and VMTAPE, are ignored in the UMSGMGR window.

Recommendations

The UMSGMGR process should not share a window with any other process, nor should it be defined in a USERID file.

If you plan to use the UMSGFULL user exit with the UMSGMGR process, a USEREXIT UMSGFULL record must be
present in the configuration file.

The PROCESS UMSGMGR record must directly follow the WINDOW record to which it relates.

PROCESS UMSGMGR  limit [ EXIT ] [ ignoredlist ]

limit
Specifies the maximum number of user messages you want retained by the UMSGMGR process. When this
limit is reached, new messages are placed in the system log, but are not displayed in the window. For every 20
messages indicated for limit, one page of dynamic storage is used.
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[ EXIT ]
Calls the UMSGFULL user exit to determine what action to take when a message does not display because the
message queue is full. If you do not specify EXIT, the UMSGFULL user exit is not called.

[ ignoredlist ]
Specifies a list of connected user IDs for which messages are not captured. Messages from all other user
IDs display in FIFO order in the window executing the UMSGMGR process. PROCESS UMSGMGR ignores
messages received from disconnected user IDs.

NOTE
Example:

Have the UMSGMGR process retain a maximum of 10 messages. You also want messages from user IDs USER01 and
USER02 to be excluded from the display:

PROCESS UMSGMGR 10 USER01 USER02

PROCESS VMYWINDO Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

PROCESS VMYWINDO is a REXX-based window manager that provides you with an interface to another Broadcom
product. When you issue a command in this window, it is sent to the product specified on the PROCESS VMYWINDO
record.

VM:Operator writes response messages in this window from the top of the window down to a specified limit. You can view
response lines that are not displayed if you press the FORWARD and BACKWARD PF keys. Commands that you issue in
the window through the input area or with a PF key, will scroll from the bottom up.

Every 30 seconds, the VMYWINDO process automatically repeats the command specified on the PROCESS VMYWINDO
record. Use this feature to define a window to continuously monitor your system with no need to manually reenter the
command.

PROCESS VMYWINDO  limit product [prefix [command ]] 

limit
Specifies the maximum number of response lines you want to display in the window.

product
Specifies the name of the product to which commands entered in the window's command line should be sent.

[ prefix ]
Specifies the name of the subcommand. If you specify prefix, it is used for each string you enter on the command
line.

[ command ]
Specifies the initial command to invoke and have repeated every 30 seconds. If you use this option, you must also
be sure to precede it with prefix.

Example:

Set up a full-screen display of the VM:Batch QUERY command and have it update every 20 seconds:

PROCESS VMYWINDO 20 VMBATCH QUERY STATUS
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RESERVE Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the RESERVE record to display fixed lines in normal and high intensity at specified line locations relative to the
window on the screen. The RESERVE record is followed by the free-format text lines you want displayed in the window. In
VM:Operator, you will usually use these lines to display the PF key settings for the given window. Reserved lines supplied
with the VM:Operator default INCLUDE files use mnemonics for each window's PF key settings.

The RESERVE record and its associated text lines must follow the WINDOW record to which they apply. Place this record
after the PROCESS and PFnn records for the window.

Use the field-mark character on monochrome terminals to alternate between high and normal intensity. If you do not use
field-mark characters, the reserved line appears in normal intensity. Use the field-mark character on color terminals to
alternate between the colors specified on the FIXED COLOR record preceding the RESERVE record in the CONSOLE,
USERID, or INCLUDE file.

Because XEDIT translates field-mark characters to tab characters (X'05'), you must enter the following XEDIT command
before editing RESERVE text lines:

• set image off

Besides regulating intensity, the field-mark character is displayed as a blank. Thus, you can insert the field-mark character
in places where spaces normally occur.

RESERVE  start count

start
Specifies the relative window line number where you want the first reserved line to appear. A positive number
represents a starting line counting down from the top of the window. A negative number represents a starting line
counting up from the bottom of the window.
Note: Because reserved lines are meant to be placed near the bottom of a window, just above the existing
command line, use a negative number to represent the starting line. Placing the lines elsewhere can cause
unexpected results in the REVIEW, UMSGMGR, and QNAMES windows

count
Specifies the number of text lines you want to appear in the reserved area in the window. VM:Operator expects
to find this number of free-format text lines immediately after the RESERVE record in the window group. Do not
place blank lines or comment lines between a RESERVE record and its associated text lines because these lines
are included in the count.

Example:

Set up three reserved lines at the bottom of the SYSTEM window to display the PF key settings defined for that window. In
this example, semicolons (;) represent field-mark characters.

RESERVE -4 3

---------------------------;SYSTEM Window;---------------------------

1=;ViewNext;2=;Review ;3=;ViewPref;4=;RemvLine;5=;RemvAll;6=;Retrieve;

7=;        ;8=;CmdEntry;9=;Repeat; 10=;Print  ;11=;Expand ;12=RemvTop;

*

SESSIONS Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID

Use the SESSIONS record to identify the SESSIONS file associated with a console.
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SESSIONS filename

filename
Specifies the name of the SESSIONS file for this console. The file type must be SESSIONS.

WINDOW Record
Files: CONSOLE, USERID, INCLUDE

Use the WINDOW record to define logical display areas that will be used by VM:Operator processes. The WINDOW
record MUST be the first record in a window group.

WINDOW name [start [count]] 

name
Specifies the name you have chosen for the window.

start
Number of the line where you want the window to start on your screen; the default is 1.

count
Number of consecutive lines after the start line that you would like the window to occupy. If you do not specify
these parameters, the window will use the entire screen for its display. The default is the end of the screen.

Note: The TITLE line picks up the window name and will correctly identify it only if the window begins on line 1.

Example:

Set up a SYSTEM window that starts on line 1 and uses the entire screen:

WINDOW SYSTEM 1

Defining Windows
You can define windows by placing window definition records directly in CONSOLE or USERID files, or by using
INCLUDE files. When you use INCLUDE files, define a single window with each INCLUDE file. That way you can add or
delete a window in the CONSOLE or USERID by adding or deleting a single INCLUDE record.

The CMDENTRY window is an exception to this method of defining windows. You can define a CMDENTRY window
using the CMDENTRY PF key. For more information, see Defining and Customizing the Command Entry (CMDENTRY)
Window.

Example: Specifying the Windows That the Console Runs

The following records, placed in the MAINOPER CONSOLE file, specify that the main console is to run the SYSTEM,
REVIEW, and QNAMES windows. These records are defined in separate INCLUDE files.

INCLUDE SYSTEM

INCLUDE REVIEW

INCLUDE QNAMES
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Preconfigured INCLUDE Files

The following table lists the preconfigured INCLUDE files that are distributed with VM:Operator:

INCLUDE File Window Defined Notes

PASSTHRU PASSTHRU This window accepts SMSG commands
and returns responses
with CP messages.

QNAMES QNAMES See who is on the system, the console
addresses being used,
and the system resources already
consumed.

REVIEW REVIEW This is a REVIEW window for all logged
messages; it allows you
to view the SYSLOG file.

REVRSCS REVIEW This is a REVIEW window for RSCS. Use
this window in
conjunction with the RSCS window defined
by the RSCS
INCLUDE file.

REVTSAF REVIEW This is a REVIEW window for TSAF. Use
this window in
conjunction with the TSAF window defined
by the TSAF
INCLUDE file.

REVVMB REVIEW This is a REVIEW window intended for use
with
VM:Backup.

REVVTAM REVIEW This is a REVIEW window for VTAM. Use
this window in
conjunction with the VTAM window defined
by the VTAM
INCLUDE file.

RSCS RSCS SECUSER This window references a REVIEW window
defined by the
REVRSCS INCLUDE record and uses the
RSCS
SECTABLE routing table.

SYSTEM SYSTEM You can issue VM:Operator subcommands
from this window with appropriate
authorizations. This window
causes MAINOPER SYSTABLE to load,
which determines
how certain messages are displayed in this
window.
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SESSIONS SESSIONS You can access the sessions available to a
console using this
window.

TSAF TSAF This window references a REVIEW window
defined by the
REVTSAF INCLUDE file.

USERMSGS User Message This window retains and displays up to 100
messages from
connected user IDs.

VMTAPE TAPEMGR This window is for use with VM:Tape.
The drive status area displays the status of
up to eight tape drives.

Delete Windows

To save resources and simplify the appearance of a console, delete unnecessary windows. For example, the QNAMES
window often consumes more CPU time than other windows. If you do not need this window in a particular console, delete
it.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the ADMIN EDIT subcommand on the file that currently defines the window to be deleted. This command
opens the file for editing.

2. Delete the INCLUDE window record.
Note: If you do not use INCLUDE files, delete the window definition from the CONSOLE or USERID file beginning with
the WINDOW record and ending with the next WINDOW record.

3. Execute CONSOLE START or CONSOLE RESTART. The system processes the file change.

Customizing Windows
To customize VM:Operator windows, modify the VM:Operator control files. Do not save the modified files in their original
location on the runtime minidisk. Use the ADMIN EDIT subcommand so that modified files are automatically moved to the
OPERATOR 191 minidisk.

The installation process places the control files on the runtime minidisk. The VMSERVER NAMES file on VMANAGER
specifies the runtime minidisk, usually OPERATOR 192.

NOTE
The installation process updates the control files each time you upgrade to a new release of VM:Operator.
Modifying the control files in their original location endangers the success of upgrading.

Changing Control Files While VM:Operator Is Running

You can make changes to VM:Operator while it is running. After making the changes, perform an extra action to pick up
the changes, as follows:

• If you modify a CONSOLE or INCLUDE file that a console uses, enter the CONSOLE RESTART subcommand.
• If you modify a LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, SECTABLE, or PRITABLE routing table file, enter the TABLE LOAD

subcommand.
• If you modify a USERID file while using VMYIAMOP, exit VMYIAMOP, then invoke it again .
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Customize INCLUDE Files

Customize include files by modifying the preconfigured INCLUDE window records. The MAINOPER CONSOLE file
references these records. You can:

• Use these windows without modification.
• Modify copies of these windows specifications.
• Add these windows, or modified copies of these windows, to other CONSOLE or USERID files.

The preconfigured INCLUDE files have a file name that is the same as the window name and a file type of INCLUDE. The
installation process loads these files on the runtime minidisk.

The following procedure describes how to add or modify a window for a given CONSOLE or USERID file.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which INCLUDE window you want to edit, and enter the ADMIN EDIT subcommand in that file. ADMIN EDIT
moves the modified file to OPERATOR 191. Do not modify the file in its original location on the runtime minidisk.

2. While editing the INCLUDE file, enter the SET IMAGE OFF subcommand. This subcommand ensures that the field-
mark characters in the CONSOLE or USERID file are not interpreted as tab characters.

3. If you are modifying an INCLUDE file for the MAINOPER CONSOLE, you can edit any of the elements that are
described in CONSOLE, USERID, and INCLUDE File Records. If you plan to use an existing INCLUDE file as a
template for a new window in your MAINOPER CONSOLE, make your changes and then save the modified file on the
VM:Operator A-disk with a filename that reflects the naming conventions at your site. Be sure you retain the file type of
INCLUDE.

4. Edit the MAINOPER CONSOLE file and add the following record where newwindow is the name of the new window:
INCLUDE newwindow

If your new window is to be involved with routing table filtering, make appropriate changes to the specific routing table.

Defining and Customizing SYSTEM Windows
The SYSTEM window is your primary interface with VM:Operator. Not every operator console needs a SYSTEM window,
but define at least one SYSTEM window. SYSTEM windows display messages that are generated by CP, by other user
IDs, and by VM:Operator. Messages that are displayed in this window generally roll up and off the top of the screen.

Some messages in the SYSTEM window are displayed as held lines that do not roll off the top of the screen. For example,
you can set up the SYSTEM window so that CP intervention-required messages and VM:Tape tape mount messages
appear as held lines. You can use the REMOVE PF key to delete held messages from the SYSTEM window. Also, some
held messages are automatically removed from the window by processes when a situation has been remedied. For
example, related held messages are removed when a device is readied or a tape mount is completed. In addition, you can
use the HOLDMSG facility to remove a held message automatically when a specified message is received.

You can enter VM:Operator subcommands, including CP and CMS commands, from the SYSTEM window. Use a
SECUSER window or a VM:Operator session to issue long-running commands or EXECs.

Commands starting with an asterisk (*) that are entered in the SYSTEM window are logged and then ignored. Use them to
add comments to the system log.

PF Keys for the SYSTEM Window

You can define the following program function (PF) keys for the SYSTEM window:
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• ALTER
• PFKEYS
• RETRIEVE
• CLEAR
• PREPARE
• VIEW
• CMDENTRY
• PRINT
• VIEWMAIN
• ENTER
• PRINTX
• VIEWNEXT
• EXPAND
• REMOVE
• VIEWPREV
• INVOKE
• REPEAT

For more information and descriptions of each PF key, see PFnn Record.

Customize a SYSTEM Window

To use a different routing table than the default SYSTEM SYSTABLE, replace MAINOPER with the file name of the new
SYSTABLE on the PROCESS MAIN record in the SYSTEM INCLUDE file. If you do not want to use the routing table,
delete SYSTABLE from the PROCESS MAIN record.

The parameters HILIGHT, RDYMSG, and TIME appear in the PROCESS MAIN record of the SYSTEM INCLUDE file.
HILIGHT causes commands that are typed on the command line to be highlighted when entered. RDYMSG adds a ready
message as each command is executed. TIME causes each message to be timestamped. If you do not want to retain
these parameters, delete them. For more information, see PROCESS MAIN Record.

Customize a SYSTEM Window with VM:Batch Support

If you run the TAPEMGR process in the SYSTEM window, it runs as a secondary process. All VM:Tape messages display
in the SYSTEM window, but the tape drive status is not displayed as it would be if TAPEMGR were running in its own
window.

To allow the TAPEMGR process to run in the SYSTEM window, verify that you have a PROCESS TAPEMGR record after
the PROCESS MAIN record in the SYSTEM INCLUDE file. The parameters that you can specify on this record are the
same ones you specify when TAPEMGR is running in its own window. The SYSTEM INCLUDE file has a PROCESS
TAPEMGR record by default. The PROCESS TAPEMGR record requires a PRODUCT VMTAPE record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. For more information, see PROCESS MAIN Record.

Defining and Customizing REVIEW Windows
The REVIEW window displays the system log, which contains a timestamped record of every message processed by
the system. In addition to the log file records, the top and bottom lines of the window contain status information, error
messages, and a prompt for entering scan information.
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Timestamps and Identifiers

Each record contains a timestamp and a user ID or console name that identifies the origin of the message. The message
origin identifier is followed by a two-character IUCV class or process identifier. The IUCV class assigned to the message
by CP is shown as an asterisk followed by a single digit. Process identifiers are shown as two digits.

Most messages originating in CP that are not produced in response to commands have a message identifier of *3.
Messages from users have message identifiers of *1. A message identifier of “..” indicates that the line is a continuation of
the preceding message line. For more information on IUCV message classes, see How Message Processing Works.

How Scanning for a Particular String Works

When you enter a character string at the bottom of the window, you automatically enter scan mode. Instead of scrolling
up or down when pressing the FORWARD or BACKWARD PF key, REVIEW scans the log file for the next occurrence of
the string. If the string is found, the line containing the string displays in high intensity in the middle of the window. To leave
scan mode and return to scroll mode, press Enter.

Refresh the Display

The first time the REVIEW window is displayed, you might notice a message prompting you to press the REFRESH key to
begin reviewing. This key causes the REVIEW program to set its pointers to the very last record written in the log file and
to fill the window from that point.

• You can use the REFRESH or BOTTOM key at any time to see the latest logged messages.
• A REFRESH is done automatically when you switch days using the NEXTDAY or PREVDAY functions.

Customizing a REVIEW Window

Keep the following points in mind when customizing a REVIEW window:

• On the WINDOW record, give the window an arbitrary name, such as REVSYS for the SYSTEM REVIEW window or
REVVTAM for the SECUSER REVIEW window for VTAM.

• For subsetted REVIEW windows that correspond to a SECUSER or SMSGMGR window, specify the user ID the
window is to represent on the PROCESS REVIEW record.

Prevent Message Display

You can prevent messages from a particular user ID from being displayed in the REVIEW window by the following
methods:

• Specify the IGNORE parameter on the PROCESS REVIEW record. This is particularly useful for filtering out messages
from SECUSERs like RSCS that have their own REVIEW windows.

• Use the NOLOG keyword in the LOGTABLE routing table. Use this keyword to prevent specific messages from being
written to the system log, thereby preventing them from being displayed in the REVIEW window.

PF Keys for the REVIEW Window

REVIEW windows are controlled entirely by use of PF keys. You can scroll up and down through the system log, shift it left
and right, and even change the log file being viewed to the previous or next day's, or previous or next hour's. You can go
to the top of the day's system log or refresh the display and go to the end of the system log.

In addition, you can define two sets of PF keys and associated reserved lines for each window. Terminals with 24 PF keys
can define up to 48 PF keys. Use the ALTER PF key function to move back and forth from one set to the other.

The alternate set of PF keys is defined following the ALTERNAT record in the INCLUDE, CONSOLE, or USERID file. The
following shows segments of a REVIEW window definition that sets up an alternate set of PF keys.
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* Define the primary function key settings

    ... 

    ... 

    PF 9 STACK EXTRACT  

PF 10 ALTER

PF 11 STACK LEFT 21

PF 12 STACK RIGHT 21

    RESERVE-4 3...  

-------------------------------Review Window------------------------------------

 PF:    1  ...    2  ...    3 ...         4  ...      5  ...        6  ...  

 PF:    7  ...    8  ...    9 EXTRACT    10  ALTER   11  LEFT 21   12  RIGHT  21    

 *

 *Define alternate set of PF keys

 *using PF10 as the toggle switch

 *

    ALTERNAT    

    ... 

    ... 

    PF 9 STACK EXTRACT  

    PF 10 ALTER 

    PF 11 PRINT 

    PF 12 STACK TODAY   

    RESERVE -4 3    

 ------------------------------Review Window-----------------------------------

 PF:    1  ...    2  ...    3 ...         4  ...      5  ...        6  ...  

 PF:    7  ...    8  ...    9 EXTRACT    10  ALTER   11  PRINT 21   12  TODAY   

Note: You must define an ALTER PF key for each set of keys so that you can switch from one set to the other.

The following PF keys are supported by the REVIEW window:

• ALTER
• RIGHT
• VIEW
• LEFT
• SHIFT
• VIEWMAIN
• PRINT
• STACK EXTRACT
• VIEWNEXT
• PRINTX
• STACK TODAY
• VIEWPREV
• REFRESH TODAY

For more information about each PF key, see PFnn Record.

Defining and Customizing SECUSER Windows
SECUSER windows provide interfaces with other virtual machines that run disconnected using the VM Single Console
Image Facility (SCIF). Each SECUSER window contains a status line, command prompt line, and response area, which
displays messages received from the disconnected virtual machine. You can specify if and how messages received from
the disconnected virtual machine are to display using a SECTABLE routing table. The top line contains status information
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that includes information about whether the disconnected virtual machine's console is running or has a VM or CP READ
pending. At times you might see a status message of HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING. You must clear this message
by issuing the #CP ATTN command before issuing any other commands. For more information, see Eliminate the HAS
CONSOLE INPUT WAITING Message.

Manage Disconnected Virtual Machines with SECUSER Window

You can use the SECUSER window to manage disconnected virtual machines if the virtual machine operating system can
support a line-mode console. The commands you enter in this window are first redisplayed in the response area and then
sent to the disconnected virtual machine with the CP SEND command.

If you have EXEC procedures for operators to use, create a secondary operator user ID to run these procedures. You can
run SECUSER machines disconnected through a SECUSER window and use all your existing EXECs, provided they are
not full-screen applications. If the procedures involve full-screen applications, run them from a VM:Operator session.

You can also set up a special REVIEW window to display only messages that concern the disconnected virtual machine
represented by the SECUSER window. This is helpful in operating virtual machines like RSCS. By default, this display
includes the timestamp, originating user ID, and message class. You can change the display so that these fields are not
shown by specifying the SHIFT parameter on the PROCESS REVIEW record.

VM:Operator provides an audit trail in the system log of every console issuing commands on SECUSER windows.
VM:Operator logs message 0007I every time a command is issued on a SECUSER window. From the REVIEW window,
type 0007I where the system prompts you for a string, and press the STACK EXTRACT PF key to see which consoles,
user IDs, or both have issued commands through the SECUSER window.

PF Keys for the SECUSER Window

The following PF keys are supported by the SECUSER window:

• ALTER
• PRINTX
• VIEW
• CMDENTRY
• REMOVE
• VIEWMAIN
• PFKEYS
• REPEAT
• VIEWNEXT
• PRINT
• RETRIEVE
• VIEWPREV

For more information about descriptions of each PF key, see PFnn Record.

You cannot use any PF keys set up by the disconnected virtual machine's PROFILE EXEC, but you can simulate most of
their functions by using the VM:Operator Enter and PREPARE PF key.

Customize SECUSER Windows

If the OPERATOR user ID is authorized as a secondary user for another user ID, you can set up a SECUSER window
to allow OPERATOR to act on behalf of that user ID. A SECUSER window is helpful if you need to invoke EXECs that
are not full-screen. If the EXECs are full-screen, run them from a VM:Operator session. Running the EXECs from a
SECUSER window frees the SYSTEM window to continue processing message traffic. To use a SECUSER window,
two requirements must be met. First, the user ID running VM:Operator must be authorized as a secondary user in the
directory entry of the user ID. Second, the other user ID must be running disconnected.
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In addition to the general instructions in Customizing Windows, the following procedure lists the steps to customize the
SECUSER window:

Follow these steps:

1. Specify an arbitrary name for the WINDOW record, such as that of the secondary user ID.
2. On the PROCESS SECUSER record, supply the user ID for which OPERATOR is authorized as a secondary user.
3. Replace the entry next to the SECTABLE parameter with the file name of the SECUSER routing table you are using. If

you are not ready to implement the routing table at your site, delete the SECTABLE entry.
4. Add the NOTIME and HILIGHT parameters to this record. NOTIME removes the timestamps from the messages

displaying in the SECUSER window; use this with RSCS. HILIGHT causes commands typed in the command line to
be highlighted when entered.

Provide Linux Password Prompt Security

When a SECUSER window is defined for a Linux virtual machine it is necessary to logon to a user ID or account
managed by Linux before you can do anything useful. To aid in keeping passwords secure the SECUSER window has the
capability of doing a non-display prompt with masking of the data that is entered when it is redisplayed and written to the
VM:Operator system log.

For this to happen you must provide a SECTABLE routing table entry that matches the password prompt and that has the
PASSWORD message action parameter.

Eliminate the HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING Message

The HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING status in a SECUSER window is caused by console input that the disconnected
virtual machine has not yet read. It is kept pending in CP and prevents further commands from being sent to that virtual
machine. This condition is similar to getting a NOT ACCEPTED on a 3270 display. Usually, unread console input is placed
there by CP when the virtual machine was autologged. This unread data (which is a null line) causes the PROFILE EXEC
to be executed by CMS. To clear the condition, use the #CP ATTN command.

To prevent HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING status occurrence

1. If the virtual machine IPLs CMS, change the directory entry to remove the PARM AUTOCR from the IPL statement.
2. If the directory entry does not IPL CMS (as in the case of older versions of RSCS which usually IPL 191), change the

IPL 191 to IPL CMS.
3. Perform the CP IPL 191 from within the PROFILE EXEC. If you IPL GCS, IPL GCS PARM AUTOLOG instead.

The HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING condition can also be caused by a long-running or hung command in the service
virtual machine. In this case, you may not notice that the previous command has not completed when you enter a new
command. The system running in the service virtual machine may not be able to read the new command because it is
busy with the previous command, and consequently the new command becomes console input that is waiting. At this
point, if you issue another command, the HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING condition will occur.

VM:Operator cannot correct this problem, but you can use the REVIEW window to determine why the condition occurred.
Treat this case as a possible service virtual machine failure. In this situation, you can use the VMDUMP command to
dump the contents of storage for the machine and reIPL the machine. To do this, in the SECUSER window prefix the
VMDUMP and IPL commands with #CP, causing CP to perform the commands for the disconnected virtual machine.

Defining and Customizing SMSGMGR Windows
The SMSGMGR window is similar to the SECUSER window. This window also provides an interface to an individual
disconnected virtual machine. The main difference is that you can use the SMSGMGR window to control a virtual machine
that does not have or does not support a console. These virtual machines, such as PASSTHRU, usually accept SMSG
commands. You can also use the SMSGMGR window to control virtual machines that do not run disconnected. Such
windows cannot use the CP Single Console Image Facility (SCIF).
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You can use the SMSGMGR window with VM:Backup if you do not run VM:Backup with VM:Tape. In this case, route
VM:Backup mount messages to the SMSGMGR window to enhance VM:Backup operation. Any message that you enter
in the command area is automatically sent to the VM:Backup service virtual machine through the CP SMSG command.
Messages that are received from VM:Backup are also displayed in this window.

VM:Operator provides an audit trail in the system log of every console issuing commands on SMSGMGR windows.
VM:Operator logs the message 0007I every time a command is issued on an SMSGMGR window. From the REVIEW
window, type 0007I where the system prompts you for a string. Then press the STACK EXTRACT PF key to see which
consoles or user IDs issued commands through the SMSGMGR windows.

PF Keys for the SMSGMGR Window

The SMSGMGR window can use the same PF keys as the SECUSER window:

• ALTER
• PRINT
• REPEAT
• CMDENTRY
• PRINTX
• RETRIEVE
• PFKEYS
• REMOVE
• VIEW

For more information about each PF key, see PFnn Record.

Customizing SMSGMGR Windows

You can set up an SMSGMGR window for any user ID with which you can communicate using the CP SMSG command.
In addition to the general instructions in Customizing Windows, take the steps described in the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. On the WINDOW record, give an arbitrary name to the window. For example, use the name of the user ID that
VM:Operator communicates with using SMSG commands.

2. On the PROCESS SMSGMGR record, add the user ID of the virtual machine you are communicating with through
SMSG.

3. You can add the EXIT and HILIGHT parameters to this record. EXIT calls the SMSGMGR user exit to help handle
SMSGMGR messages. Do not add EXIT unless you have activated the SMSGMGR user exit by activating the
USEREXIT SMSGMGR record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. HILIGHT causes commands that are typed on the
command line to be highlighted when entered.
After you finish customizing the SMSGMGR window, edit the routing table for the SYSTEM window on this console.
Ensure that messages displaying in the new SMSGMGR window are not repeated in the SYSTEM window.

Defining and Customizing TAPEMGR Windows
The TAPEMGR window interacts directly with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The TAPEMGR window often runs on
its own console, which is placed near the tape drives. You can have more than one TAPEMGR console, each handling a
subset of the tape drives.

The TAPEMGR window displays a fixed number of lines containing information from the VM:Tape QUERY TAPES
command. At the bottom of the window is a command line for entering VM:Tape commands. Whatever is entered on the
command line is sent to the VM:Tape service virtual machine for execution. The only exceptions are CP commands that
are entered in the TAPEMGR window. VM:Operator executes these commands directly.
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Command response messages scroll in the TAPEMGR window. So do other VM:Tape messages and CP TAPE ATTACH
and DETACH messages that concern tape drives that the TAPEMGR window manages. Tape mount messages and
prompts for volume label verification are displayed in high intensity and held in the TAPEMGR window. The TAPEMGR
window ignores repeated mount messages for the same mount. In addition, it also generates a message telling the
operator where the tape goes after it is used.

The TAPEMGR window adds to VM:Tape capabilities by measuring the elapsed time that it takes to satisfy a tape mount
and by displaying messages.

The VMTCMD user exit is an optional routine that allows you to accept, modify, or reject commands that are entered in the
TAPEMGR window. For more information, see VMTCMD User Exit.

The VM:Tape ABEND and END subcommands cannot be executed from the TAPEMGR window.

Normally, a tape operator does not allocate a tape drive or mount a tape for the system operator user ID. However, if you
need to issue the VM:Tape ALLOCATE or MOUNT command for this user ID, specify the NOWAIT option. This option
prevents the window manager program from waiting until the allocation or mount is complete. You need not specify
NOWAIT when allocating or mounting for another user ID.

PF Keys for the TAPEMGR Window

The TAPEMGR window supports the following PF keys:

• ALTER
• PRINT
• VIEW
• CMDENTRY
• PRINTX
• VIEWMAIN
• ENTER
• REMOVE
• VIEWNEXT
• INVOKE
• REPEAT
• VIEWPREV
• PREPARE
• RETRIEVE

Note: RETRIEVE and REPEAT do not work with the VM:Tape REPLY command. Replies must always be entered again
to provide proper volume label verification.

For more information about descriptions of each PF key, see PFnn Record.

Customize TAPEMGR Windows

If VM:Tape was installed, the installation procedure already set up a TAPEMGR window for you. You can add TAPEMGR
windows or can change the existing one.

In addition to the general instructions in Customizing Windows, take the steps that are described in the following
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. On the WINDOW record, give an arbitrary name to the window, such as VMTAPE.
2. On the PROCESS TAPEMGR record, the DISPLAY 8 option displays information about eight tape drives. If you would

like to display a range of tape drives, add the RANGE option, followed by the real addresses of the tape drives this
TAPEMGR window is to govern. You can specify up to three ranges of tape drives on the RANGE option.
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3. You can add the ELAPSED, HILIGHT, and RDYMSG parameters to this record. ELAPSED has VM:Operator display
the time that is elapsed between each VM:Tape mount request and the completion of the mount. HILIGHT causes
commands that are typed on the command line to be highlighted when entered. RDYMSG adds a ready message as
each command is executed.
After you finish tailoring the TAPEMGR window, edit the routing table for the SYSTEM window on this console. Ensure
that messages displaying in the new window are not repeated in the SYSTEM window.

Defining and Customizing UMSGMGR Windows
The UMSGMGR window displays messages received from interactive connected user IDs and provides a way to have
a dialogue with them. When a message is received by the UMSGMGR program, it is placed in a message queue and
displayed in the message window. If the window is already filled, a fixed message is displayed in the SYSTEM window,
indicating the number of pending messages not replied to and the relative queue utilization. If your site processes many
user messages, dedicate a console to a UMSGMGR window to make it easier to reply to user messages in a timely
manner.

The UMSGMGR window uses the CP MSG command to send the message text entered in the two-line command area at
the bottom of the window to the user ID that sent the message that is displayed as the first or top message in the window.
When the NEXTMSG key is pressed, the current or top message is discarded and the window is redisplayed. You do not
need to reply to every message.

If a message with exactly the same text is received more than once from a given user ID, the duplicate message is not
queued. Instead, a message counter is incremented and displayed in the message header prefix. If the message queue
fills up, the fixed message queue status line in the SYSTEM window is updated, and new messages received from users
are ignored until you free up queue positions by replying to or discarding existing queued messages.

If the message queue fills up, you can use a REVIEW window to scan the system log from the time the message queue
became full. Search for the string *1, the IUCV message class for messages sent by other virtual machines.

PF Keys for the UMSGMGR Window

The UMSGMGR window can use these PF keys:

• ALTER
• PRINTX
• VIEW
• NEXTMSG
• REMOVE
• VIEWMAIN
• PFKEYS
• REPEAT
• VIEWNEXT
• PRINT
• RETRIEVE
• VIEWPREV

For more information about descriptions of each PF key, see PFnn Record.

Customize UMSGMGR Windows

You can set up a UMSGMGR window to display all messages that user IDs at your site send to the OPERATOR user ID.
At sites with heavy user message activity, you might need a separate console dedicated to the UMSGMGR window.

In addition to the general instructions in Customizing Windows, take the steps described in the following procedure.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the WINDOW record, give the window an arbitrary name, such as USER.
2. On the PROCESS UMSGMGR record, add the maximum number of user messages to be retained in memory.
3. After you finish tailoring the UMSGMGR window, edit the routing table for the SYSTEM window on this console to

make sure that messages displaying in the new window are not repeated in the SYSTEM window.
Note: Do not use multiple UMSGMGR windows because actions performed in one window are not reflected in the
other.

Defining and Customizing QNAMES Windows
The QNAMES window allows the operator to determine immediately which user IDs are logged on and which terminals
are in use. The QNAMES window is a full-screen replacement for the CP QUERY NAMES command. The window
presents a two-column display showing the following information for each virtual machine that is logged on:

• User ID
• Console address
• Total CPU
• Total SIOs
• Resident page count

You can scroll forward and backward using PF keys, and you can sort, either ascending or descending, on any column.
The column currently being sorted on is highlighted.

In the QNAMES window, displayed user IDs are updated every minute. User IDs are added or removed from the list at the
following events:

• User IDs log on
• User IDs are autologged 
• User IDs log off
• User IDs are forced off.

Notes:

• VM:Operator issues the CP QUERY NAMES command when initializing the QNAMES window. Larger systems may
need to use the DIAG8K startup parameter to handle the size of the CP command response.

• VM:Operator issues the CP INDICATE USER command every minute for every user ID that is logged on to the system.
This behavior can cause VM:Operator to use substantial resources on your system.

PF Keys for the QNAMES Window

These PF keys are available in the QNAMES window:

• STACK FORWARD
• VIEW
• VIEWNEXT
• STACK BACKWARD
• VIEWMAIN
• VIEWPREV
• STACK SORT field [ ASCEND | DESCEND ]

Customize QNAMES Windows

You can use the PF keys in the QNAMES INCLUDE window. Alternatively, you can customize the PF keys to sort in any
way that you prefer.
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To customize the PF keys, follow the general instructions in PFnn Record.

CONSOLE Field Output

The following table shows the possible values for the QNAMES CONSOLE field:

Value Description

LDEV xxxx User ID is logged on to the logical unit device at xxxx.

DEV xxxx User ID is logged on to a remote device at address xxxx.

GRAF xxxx User ID is logged on to a dedicated display or graphics device at
real address xxxx.

USER DSC User is disconnected.

*xxxxxxxx User ID is logged on to the system with an SNA virtual console.
xxxxxxxx is the logical unit name that is associated with the
logical unit device.

LINE xxxx User ID is logged on to a line terminal at real address xxxx.

Defining and Customizing VMYWINDO Windows
The VMYWINDO window provides you with a generalized, REXX-based window manager that can be used to interface
to other products. When you issue a command in this window, the command is sent to the product that is specified on the
PROCESS VMYWINDO record.

The VMYWINDO window manager writes response messages in the window from the top of the window down to a
specified limit. To view response lines that are not displayed, press the FORWARD and BACKWARD PF keys. Commands
that you issue in the window, through the input area or with a PF key, scroll from the bottom up.

Every 30 seconds, the VMYWINDO process automatically repeats the command that is specified on the PROCESS
VMYWINDO record. Use this feature to define a window to interact continuously with other products. This feature
alleviates the need to reenter a product command manually.

PF Keys for the VMYWINDO Window

The VMYWINDO window supports the following PF keys:

• BACKWARD
• INVOKE string
• VIEW
• ENTER string
• PREPARE string
• VIEWMAIN
• EXPAND
• RETRIEVE
• VIEWNEXT
• FORWARD
• VIEW
• VIEWPREV
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Customize VMYWINDO Windows

To use a VMYWINDO window, follow these steps:

1. The VMYWINDO window manager does not come with any predefined windows in an INCLUDE file. Add an INCLUDE
file that defines a window. Start with another window definition such as that found in SECUSER INCLUDE.

2. Customize the VMYWINDO program that drives the window. The VM:Operator macro, VMYWINDO VMOPER,
manages VMYWINDO. Your site can customize this macro by applying your own modifications to it.

Defining and Customizing SESSIONS Windows
The SESSIONS window displays a list of all the VM:Operator sessions available to a console. To access a session, move
the cursor to the session you want to view and press Enter. You can page up and down the list using PF keys.

A command line is provided at the bottom of the screen. From the command line you can enter the SESSION
subcommand or special window commands. The window commands let you alter the function of the attention keys that
the facility uses to move from session to session.

PF Keys for the SESSIONS Window

The following PF keys are supported on the SESSIONS window:

• ALTER
• RETRIEVE
• STACK SESSION
• CMDENTRY
• STACK BACKWARD
• VIEW
• ENTER
• STACK CURSOR
• VIEWMAIN
• INVOKE
• STACK FORWARD
• VIEWNEXT
• PRINT
• STACK REFRESH
• VIEWPREV
• PRINTX

Customize a SESSIONS Window

Follow the general instructions in Customizing Windows. Then consider these other areas for customization:

Number of sessions to display in the SESSIONS window
The default is 12. The number of sessions to display is controlled by the PROCESS SESSIONS record in the
appropriate CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

Settings for the various attention keys used to move from one session to another
These settings are controlled by the PROCESS SESSIONS record in the appropriate CONSOLE, USERID, or
INCLUDE file.

PF keys
These keys are controlled by PFnn records in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.
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Descriptive information appearing on the screen
In the SESSIONS file, you can specify up to 44 characters of descriptive information to be displayed for a session
in the SESSIONS window.

NOTE
More information:

• Customizing Windows
• Session Support Facility
• SESSIONS File
• PROCESS SESSIONS Record
• PFnn Record

Defining and Customizing the Command Entry (CMDENTRY) Window
The Command Entry (CMDENTRY) window is a general full-screen window for entering commands and displaying
command responses. Use this window when you need to work with commands that display a lot of output. The output is
retained for display in the window, and you can scroll through it or search for particular strings using PF keys.

Define the CMDENTRY Window

To use the CMDENTRY window, you must define the CMDENTRY PF key in any window that displays scrolled lines, such
as a SYSTEM or SECUSER window. The window is dynamically created by the window manager program when you
press the CMDENTRY PF key, so the window does not require a window definition or INCLUDE file.

Use CMDENTRY Window

Access the window by pressing the appropriate PF key, and the window is created and displayed. When you enter a
command, the window is cleared and the command is displayed at the top of the screen, followed by the output. When the
display area is full, additional messages are queued in memory until you use PF keys to scroll through the display.

Note: Output for the window from which a CMDENTRY window was called shows up in both the original window and the
CMDENTRY window.

The top line of the window is a status line that shows the current line position in the window and displays error and
informational messages.

The colors used in the CMDENTRY window are those defined for the originating window.

You can also type a command on a window command line and then press the CMDENTRY PF key to scroll through the
responses in the CMDENTRY window.

PF Keys for the CMDENTRY Window

PF keys in the CMDENTRY window are defined automatically by the window manager program and cannot be modified.
The window also displays three reserved lines which are used to identify the window and label the PF keys. The PF key
definitions are the following:

PF key Name Function

PF1 TOP Positions the display at the beginning of the
message queue

PF2 CLEAR Erases the current message queue and
releases the storage (clears the window
display)
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PF3 EXIT Terminates the CMDENTRY window and
displays the originating window

PF4 UPLINE Moves the display up the number of lines
you specify in the input area; the default is
one line

PF5 DOWNLINE Moves the display down the number of lines
you specify in the input area; the default is
one line

PF6 RETRIEVE Retrieves the previously entered
subcommand or search string into the
command input area.
Note: Continue to press this key up to
10 times to retrieve previously entered
subcommands or search strings.

PF7 BACKWARD Moves the message display toward the
beginning of the message queue

PF8 FORWARD Moves the message display toward the end
of the message queue

PF9 REPEAT Repeats the most recently entered
command

PF10 SCAN Scans for the string that was entered in the
command input area and displays the string
at the top of the window if it is found.
Note: If a word in a long message is split
between two lines, SCAN will not find it.

PF11 EXPAND Expands the command line to two lines to
accommodate long command strings.

PF12 BOTTOM Positions the display at the end of the
message queue.

Creating IUCV-Connected (VMYIAMOP) Consoles
This page describes how to start VM:Operator consoles that communicate over IUCV with a VM:Operator-running user ID.
To start these consoles, use the VMYIAMOP utility.

Contents

VMYIAMOP Utility

To start VM:Operator consoles on a user ID that is not running VM:Operator, use the VMYIAMOP (I AM OPerator) utility.
Using IUCV, the utility connects your CMS user ID console to the VM:Operator console of a user ID that is already running
VM:Operator. This connection allows system programmers to view message activity in VM:Operator windows from their
own user IDs. You can view windows that are defined for the VM:Operator system, or you can define your own windows.

VMYIAMOP uses USERID files, rather than CONSOLE files, to define console characteristics. Any record that you can
specify in a CONSOLE file can also be specified in a USERID file. The file name of the USERID file must be the same as
the user ID from which you use the VMYIAMOP utility. The USERID file must reside on a minidisk that the VM:Operator
user ID accesses.

The VMYIAMOP utility supports 3270 display terminals.
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TIP

• Although you can provide VMYIAMOP access to any user ID on your system, provide access only to those
user IDs that need it.

• We recommend not using the TAPEMGR process with VMYIAMOP consoles, due to the increased usage
of VM:Tape that this process causes. This restriction is especially important when VM:Tape is configured
to use the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) feature. For more information, see Effects of Using the
TAPEMGR Process.

The VMYIAMOP utility has the following format:

VMYIAMOP [operid [NOPA1]] 

operid
Specifies the user ID running VM:Operator. The default is OPERATOR.

NOPA1
Lets you use PA to drop into a CP READ. If you do not specify NOPA1 when invoking VMYIAMOP, pressing PA
disconnects your VMYIAMOP console.

Restrictions

To use the VMYIAMOP utility, a user must have access to the VMYIAMOP module. Also, the VM:Operator user ID must
have access to the appropriate USERID file for that user.

Your VMYIAMOP and VMYSYS modules must be at the same release level. Different versions of the modules are not
compatible, and the results are unpredictable. You can use all facilities available to VM:Operator through VMYIAMOP
except:

• XEDIT-based applications, such as HELP and FILELIST
• CP DISCONN command
• VMSPOOL subcommand

Required Steps

To enable a user ID to use VMYIAMOP, follow these steps:

1. Verify that the directory entry for the OPERATOR user ID contains the following statements:
IUCV ALLOW

OPTION MAXCONN 256

The IUCV statement allows other user IDs to initiate an IUCV connection to OPERATOR. You do not need to add this
statement to another directory entry. The MAXCONN 256 parameter on the OPTION statement allows up to 256 IUCV
connections or paths to be made to OPERATOR.
Note: These changes can be made to the OPERATOR user ID during the installation procedure.

2. Log on a user ID that is authorized in the VMOPER CONFIG file for the ADMIN subcommand.
3. Build a USERID file, using the ADMIN EDIT subcommand. The file name of this file must match the user ID that

is going to be using VMYIAMOP. The file type is USERID. Build this USERID file by using the template file named
SAMPLE USERID. This template file is on the runtime minidisk. The template file contains the required DISCONN and
CANCEL PF keys.

4. Modify this file exactly as you would the CONSOLE (or INCLUDE) file.
– If the USERID file specifies a routing table file on a PROCESS MAIN or PROCESS SECUSER record, ensure

that the routing table file is on a minidisk that OPERATOR accesses . If the routing table is not accessible to
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OPERATOR, use the ADMIN EDIT subcommand to recreate the routing table on an accessible minidisk. For more
information, see ADMIN Subcommand.

– Ensure that the user ID has access to the VMYIAMOP MODULE file. This file was loaded to the VMANAGER 193
minidisk.

5. Place the new USERID file on a minidisk that OPERATOR accesses.
6. Copy and rename the SAMPLE2 SESSIONS file, which is located on the runtime minidisk, to SAMPLE SESSIONS on

the local minidisk. The USERID file refers to SAMPLE SESSIONS.

Example: Using ADMIN EDIT to Create a New USERID File

Using the ADMIN EDIT subcommand, you create a GREGK USERID file and pull in the SAMPLE template:

operator admin edit gregk userid (template sample

Example: Invoking VMYIAMOP

From user ID GREGK, you invoke the VMYIAMOP utility by entering the following command. The default OPERATOR is
the user ID running VM:Operator, so you do not specify an operator ID.

vmyiamop

When GREGK issues this command, the VM:Operator console initializes. New messages that display on the main
operator console also display on the GREGK console. However, messages that were displayed on the main operator
console before GREGK issued VMYIAMOP do not display on the GREGK console.

The following message appears in the system log:

VMYIOD0190I USER GREGK IS NOW AN IUCV-CONNECTED CONSOLE

To end the VMYIAMOP session, press the PF key that is designated as the CANCEL PF key. The following message
appears on the GREGK screen:

VMYIOD0192I TERMINATING GREGK CONSOLE, RC=0

Response Message Customization

Messages 0190I and 0192I display when a VMYIAMOP session initializes and ends, respectively. These messages are
displayed as held messages in SYSTEM windows by default. To alter the display of these messages, use the SYSTEM
routing tables. Here is an example:

HILIGHT MSG * *5 1 VMYIOD0190I

HILIGHT MSG * *5 1 VMYIOD0192I

Commands and Response Display

Commands that you enter on the VMYIAMOP console and responses to those commands are displayed only on the
VMYIAMOP console. Likewise, commands entered on other consoles and responses to those commands are displayed
only on those consoles. By default, all commands and responses are recorded in the system log file. To limit the logging
of commands and responses, use LOGTABLE entries. You can view logged commands and responses in the REVIEW
window.

CANCEL and DISCONN Program Functions

The CANCEL PF key terminates the issuing user ID's connection to VM:Operator. The DISCONN PF key allows the
VMYIAMOP user to disconnect temporarily  from VM:Operator without terminating the user ID's processes. When you
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press this key, VMYIAMOP disconnects, but the user ID itself does not disconnect. To reconnect VMYIAMOP, enter
VMYIAMOP again. You can thus view the current window without a loss of data from the disconnect.

NOTE
Do not confuse the DISCONN PF key with the CP DISCONNECT command. You cannot invoke the CP
DISCONN command from a console that is connected through VMYIAMOP.

Session Support Facility
Use the Session Support Facility to access multiple user IDs or applications from a VM:Operator console. These user
IDs or applications are available through logical devices that VM:Operator manages. The user IDs and applications are
named sessions. You access sessions that are defined for your console by using the SESSION subcommand or through
the SESSIONS window.

Using sessions from an operator console, you can perform some work that cannot be performed directly on VM:Operator.
Sessions allow this work to be done easily on secondary operator user IDs without having to use another terminal.

The Session Support Facility lets you:

• Define sessions that match the dimensions and attributes of the VM:Operator console you are using.
• Switch from a VM:Operator console display to a session, or from one session to another, merely by pressing a PF key.
• Notify operators of important messages that are received on a session.
• Watch events occurring on a session being displayed on another console.
• Run background DIALOG processes that control a session without human intervention. DIALOG processes can

simulate the action of the keyboard and examine the contents of the logical display buffer.
• Run programs on other user IDs that are disruptive to the VM:Operator environment.

Session Support Facility Overview
Contents

The Session Support Facility consists of the following parts, which are discussed in detail in later sections.

SESSIONS File

The SESSIONS file defines the sessions available to a given console. Records in this file name the available sessions
and can also cause DIALOG programs to be started when the sessions are created.

SESSIONS Record

Specify this record in the CONSOLE or USERID file to identify the SESSIONS file associated with a console.

The SESSIONS record has the following format:

SESSIONS filename

SESSIONS Window

Use this window to display a list of all the sessions available to a given console. You can page up and down the list using
a PF key. To access a session, move the cursor along the list to the session you want to view and press Enter.

SESSION Subcommand

Use this subcommand to access and control a specific session. If a console has many sessions defined, consider using
the SESSIONS window to access the sessions. This window issues the SESSION subcommand for you.

Using the SESSION subcommand, you can:
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• Switch the VM:Operator console display to view a particular session
• Reset a session, thereby disconnecting the associated virtual machine (if there is one)
• Obtain read-only access to a session and watch as processing occurs there. This is particularly useful for system

programmers trying to resolve operations problems.
• Start background DIALOG processes
• Trace session I/O on the specified spooled printer, allowing you to trace and debug the execution of dialogs.

Logical Devices

VM:Operator creates a logical device for each session you define. All sessions created for a console are terminated when
the console terminates. Virtual machines logged on to these sessions are then disconnected.

Session Support Authorization

Consoles must have SESSION authorization in the VMOPER CONFIG file to use the Session Support Facility.

Restrictions

To avoid endless loops, CP prevents anyone using a logical device from dialing or reconnecting to a virtual machine that is
managing logical devices. VM:Operator sessions are logical devices. If you try to reconnect to VM:Operator using a logical
device and VM:Operator sessions are active, CP issues this message:

HCPLOG206E CANNOT CONNECT TO HOST VIRTUAL MACHINE

Setting up Sessions

You can define sessions that you want to be available to a VM:Operator console.

To set up the Sessions Facility

1. Create a SESSIONS file defining the sessions you want to use. For more information, see SESSIONS File.
2. Add a SESSIONS record to the appropriate CONSOLE or USERID file to identify the SESSIONS file for that console.

For more information, see SESSIONS Record.
3. Add a SESSIONS window definition to the appropriate CONSOLE or USERID file; this step is optional. For more

information, see SESSIONS Window.
4. If you are using the ALERT feature, add entries to the LOGTABLE of the VM:Operator system running as a session,

and to the SESSIONS file of the VM:Operator system under which the sessions run.

SESSIONS File
The SESSIONS file defines the sessions available to a VM:Operator console. Records are variable in format and can be
up to 250 characters long. Blank lines and lines whose first non-blank character is an asterisk (*) are ignored. Sessions
are organized in a logical ring based on the order specified in the SESSIONS file. PF keys defined by the SESSION VIEW
subcommand and SESSIONS window move forward and backward through the sessions based on this order.

NOTE
The SESSIONS record identifies the SESSIONS file associated with a console. This record can be specified in
CONSOLE or USERID files. For more information, see VMML--SESSIONS Record.

session [ ALERT] | [DIALOG filename [parameters] | *description]

session
Specifies the session name. Each session defined for a given console must have a unique name; however,
session names can be duplicated on other consoles.
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[ ALERT ]
Monitors the session for an ALERT message. ALERT messages notify the operator of important events occurring
on sessions running VM:Operator consoles. If VM:Operator finds an ALERT message in the lower left corner of a
session display, it displays message VMYLGB728A on the SYSTEM window as a held message.

[ DIALOG filename [ parameters ] ]
Invokes the filename DIALOG macro as a background process when the session is defined. DIALOG processes
are REXX macros with a file type of DIALOG. Use a DIALOG macro to programmatically drive a session without
human intervention. A DIALOG macro can simulate the action of the keyboard and examine the contents of the
logical display buffer. DIALOG and its parameters must be specified last on the record. .

[ * description ]
Descriptive information to display in the SESSIONS window list. If you specify the descriptive information, it must
be the last information on the record.

Examples

• Define sessions for two secondary operator user IDs. Include descriptive information to appear in the SESSIONS
window:

OPER1 * secondary operator session

OPER2 * secondary operator session

• Define sessions for two node operator consoles. These sessions are to be monitored for ALERT messages. At
VM:Operator or console initialization, the site-written LOGON DIALOG process is to automatically log on the operator
user IDs running on these sessions. Note that the session name is passed to the DIALOG as a parameter:

NODE1 ALERT DIALOG LOGON NODE1

NODE2 ALERT DIALOG LOGON NODE2

SESSIONS Window
The SESSIONS window displays the list of sessions defined in the SESSIONS file. For each session in the list, the
window shows:

• Session name
• Logical device address
• When the session was last viewed
• Number of changes made to the session since it was last viewed
• Descriptive information

To access a session, move the cursor to the desired session in the list and press Enter.

There is a command line at the bottom of the screen. From the command line you can enter the SESSION subcommand
or special window commands. Use the window commands to alter the function of the attention keys used by the facility to
move from session to session.

Setting Up the SESSIONS Window

To set up the SESSIONS window, include the PROCESS SESSIONS record in your SESSIONS window definition. The
SESSIONS INCLUDE file, provided on the runtime minidisk, defines a sample SESSIONS window.

PROCESS SESSIONS   [ lines [return [ next [back [toggle]] ]] ]
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[ lines ]
Specifies the number of sessions to display in the session window at a given time. The default is 12. The total
number of sessions available is determined by the SESSIONS file. To see the sessions not currently displayed,
use the FORWARD and BACKWARD PF keys.

[ return ]
Specifies the attention key used to return to the SESSIONS window from a session. SYSREQ is the default.

[ next ]
Specifies the attention key used to switch to the next session in the logical ring of sessions defined in the
SESSIONS file. If specified as OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

[ back ]
Specifies the attention key used to switch to the previous session in the logical ring of sessions defined in the
SESSIONS file. If specified as OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

[ toggle ]
Specifies the attention key used to move back and forth directly between two sessions. If specified as OFF, no key
is defined. OFF is the default.
The toggle key is particularly useful for viewing sessions that are not next to each other in the logical ring of
sessions defined in the SESSIONS file. For example, suppose you view the first session in the list, return to the
list, then view the third session. From the third session, pressing the toggle key switches you to the first session,
because it was the previous session selected from the list. Pressing the toggle key from the first session switches
you back to the third session.
Using the back and next keys to move from one session to another has no effect on the toggle key; it will always
switch you back and forth between the last two sessions selected from the session list in the window.

Window Commands

Enter the following commands from the command line to override the settings for return, next, back, and toggle specified
on the PROCESS SESSIONS record. The new settings remain in effect until VM:Operator or the console is reinitialized.
The current values for these keys are displayed in the upper right corner of the SESSIONS window.

You can specify one of the following for keyname when specifying the return, next, back, and toggle keys: SYSREQ,
CLEAR, PF1-PF24, PA1-PA3, or ENTER. In addition, you can specify OFF for the next, back, and toggle keys.

RETURN keyname
Specifies a new return attention key.

NEXT keyname | OFF
Specifies a new next key. Specify OFF to turn the key off.

BACK keyname | OFF
Specifies a new back key. Specify OFF to turn the key off.

TOGGLE keyname | OFF
Specifies a new toggle key. Specify OFF to turn the key off.

PF Keys

You can use the following PF keys from the SESSIONS window:
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• ALTER
• PFKEYS
• STACK SESSION
• BACKWARD
• PRINT
• VIEW
• CMDENTRY
• PRINTX
• VIEWMAIN
• ENTER
• RETRIEVE
• VIEWNEXT
• FORWARD
• STACK CURSOR
• VIEWPREV
• INVOKE
• STACK REFRESH

For descriptions of each PF key, see PFnn Record.

SESSION Subcommand Functions in the SESSIONS Window

You can invoke the VIEW, WATCH, RESET, TRACE, and DIALOG functions of the SESSION subcommand from the
command input area of the SESSIONS window. Enter the function name with its appropriate parameters. For more
information about these functions, see SESSION Subcommand.

VM:Operator Dialogs
Contents

VM:Operator dialogs are REXX macros that use dialog primitives and dialog REXX functions to programmatically drive
a VM:Operator session. VM:Operator dialogs must have a file type of DIALOG. Using DIALOG macros you can, for
example, automatically log on a user ID to run under a session, start an application on the user ID, and enter commands
to the application.

Dialogs can be started automatically when VM:Operator or the console initializes, or manually by entering the SESSION
DIALOG subcommand.

Start Dialogs Automatically

To have VM:Operator automatically start a dialog, specify the DIALOG parameter on the record defining the session in
the SESSIONS file. For example, the following record specifies that you want the LOGON dialog to run on the NODE1
session when VM:Operator or the console initializes:

NODE1 DIALOG LOGON

Start Dialogs Manually

To start the same dialog manually, use the SESSION DIALOG subcommand from the SYSTEM window:

session dialog node1 logon
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If you are entering the subcommand from the SESSIONS window, enter it without SESSION:

dialog node1 logon

Restriction

Only one dialog can run at a time for any given session.

Dialog Primitives

Dialog primitives simulate the typing of commands at a session console.

Primitive What It Does
TYPE [ string ] Enters string into the current input field as indicated by the logical

cursor position
PRESS keyname Simulates the pressing of an attention key

Specify SYSREQ, CLEAR, PF1-PF24, PA1-PA3, or ENTER for
keyname. Specifying a session control attention key with the
PRESS primitive does not change the session; the interrupt
associated with the key is passed to the application running on the
session.

PAUSE [ seconds ]
[ UPDATE ]

Makes the process wait until the logical keyboard is unlocked or
until the screen is updated
Specify the number of seconds VM:Operator is to wait after the
keyboard is unlocked for seconds. If the session is updated during
this interval, VM:Operator resets the interval and continues to wait.
Dialogs started at initialization should begin with a PAUSE so that
VM:Operator has time to create the logical device.
Use the UPDATE parameter to indicate you want the VM:Operator
to resume the process after a screen update occurs.

TAB FORWARD [ nn ] Moves the cursor forward nn input fields
If you do not specify a number, the cursor is moved to the
beginning of the next input field.

TAB BACKWARD [ nn ] Moves the cursor backward nn input fields
If you do not specify a number, the cursor is moved to the
beginning of the previous input field.

STATUS [ string ] Updates the session status information displayed in the
SESSIONS window with string
 

STATUSX [ string ] Updates the session status information displayed in the
SESSIONS window with string in high intensity
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Dialog REXX Functions

Dialog REXX functions obtain information about a session. These functions can be invoked from REXX macros only.

Function What It Does
BUFFER( [ number [, M ] ] ) Returns lines from the logical console buffer

Specify the line number of the line to be returned for number.
It can be from 1 to the number of lines on the console. When
negative, it is relative to the bottom of the screen. If a line number
is specified, a single character string is returned. If a line number
is not specified, a character string equal to the length of the logical
buffer is returned.
Only uppercase alphanumeric and national characters are
returned. All other characters are translated to blanks.
All characters except for the following are translated to blanks: A-
Z, a-z, 0-9, !, :, \, the cents sign, and a comma.
By default, lowercase characters are translated to uppercase,
unless the M parameter is specified.

SESSION( [ NAME ] ) Returns the session name as a left-justified eight-byte character
string

SESSION( [ LINES ] ) Returns the number of lines on the session screen.
The number of lines is determined by the type of console running
the session.

SESSION( [ CURSOR ] ) Returns the current cursor address in the form line column, where
line is the line number and column is the column number; both ll
and cc are relative to 1.

SESSION( [ WIDTH ] ) Returns the number of columns on the session screen

For more details on the primitives and functions, see Programming.

Dialogs without Consoles
VM:Operator can be used as a disconnected service virtual machine that employs DIALOGs to drive sessions without the
need for any consoles at all. This can be done with the configuration file DEFCON record and with a special VMYIAMOP
USERID file with sessions. In the past such automation required that an actual console be used from which the session
characteristics were modeled but the DEFCON record can specify the model and features (2, 3, 4 or 5 with or without
extended color support) and cause the sessions to be initiated automatically without the DEFCON user ID being
connected.

If you have a disconnected VM:Operator service virtual machine with no consoles, the LOGTABLE routing table is
required to detect and react to messages sent to the VM:Operator user ID. These LOGTABLE entries can be setup to
spawn macros that in turn issue the SESSION DIALOG command.

Such a configuration has the ability to run without any active consoles, but for debugging purposes the special
VMYIAMOP user ID named on the DEFCON configuration file record can be used to manually debug and control the
DEFCON sessions. When this CMS user ID connects with VMYIAMOP it must do so with an appropriate model 3270
console matching the screen size and features specified on the DEFCON configuration file record. When connected,
the user ID can view the DEFCON session screens, restart sessions, start DIALOGs running and start or end traces as
necessary through the SESSIONS window.

Security Considerations

Processes (REXX VMOPER macros) spawned by LOGTABLE entries are associated with the VM:Operator virtual
machine user ID rather than with any console ID or user ID. When you write macros of this type you do not have to
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provide special authorizations but you should insure that the macro has not been invoked as a normal command from
an unauthorized user ID. This can be easily done with the TRANSFER SELF primitive. The resulting value from an
unauthorized user ID stacked by this primitive should be the user ID of the VM:Operator virtual machine.

This can be done as follows:

'TRANSFER SELF'

Pull  myself .

If userid() <> myself then exit 1111

Setting up the VTAM Command Interface
You can set up an interface between VM:Operator and VTAM in the following ways:

• Through the SECUSER window
• Through the VTAM Programmable Operator Application interface (VMYPOA)

 Contents 

  

Set up VTAM Interface Through the SECUSER Window

You can use the VM:Operator SECUSER window to communicate with any disconnected user ID and, therefore, to
interface with VTAM. For more information about the SECUSER window, see Defining and Customizing SECUSER
Windows.

Set up the VTAM Interface Using VMYPOA

VMYPOA allows you to issue the VTAM command from:

• SYSTEM window
• Authorized user ID using the OPERATOR command
• A remote VM:Operator (SYSTEM window or user ID) using the VM:Operator REMOTE subcommand

 Note: You can run both VMYPOA and the SECUSER interface simultaneously.

Add VTAM Records to the Configuration File

Use the following procedure to define VTAM in the VM:Operator configuration file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Add a PRODUCT record to the VMOPER CONFIG file to identify the VTAM server user ID. In the following
example,  vtamid  is the GCS user ID running VTAM:
PRODUCT VMYPOA vtamid

2. Place this record in the VMOPER CONFIG file to grant authorization:
AUTHORIZ VTAM userid

 Note: You must be authorized to use the VTAM subcommand. Specify the user ID or console ID to authorize
for userid.

How to Change the CP Directory

Add an IUCV record to the VM:Operator user ID directory entry to allow it to communicate with the VTAM server if one is
not already there.
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 To change the CP directory 

1. Add the following record, where  vtamid  is the GCS user ID running VTAM:
>IUCV vtamid

2. Review the MAXCONN directory option for the VTAM service virtual machine. Each simultaneously executing
command requires its own IUCV path, and VMYPOA can require more available paths to run efficiently on your
system. Some VTAM commands, such as VARY, can require a very long time to execute. Having an insufficient
number of available paths can prevent you from issuing additional commands to VTAM.

3. Alter the VTAM directory entry OPTION record to include MAXCONN 256.

VTAM Server Changes

Make the following changes to the VTAM service virtual machine:

• Make the VMYPOA LOADLIB available to VTAM.
• Define the VMYPOA00 application in the VTAM control files.
• Modify the VTAM GCS procedure to load and start the VMYPOA00 task.

 To implement VTAM server changes 

1. 1. Place the VMYPOA LOADLIB file on a minidisk that the VTAM server accesses. This program runs under GCS.

Note: 

1. 1. This file requires approximately

8K

1. of DASD storage.
2. VTAM application programs must be defined to VTAM in a VTAMLST file.
3. Add the following record to the file:

VMYPOA00 APPL AUTH=SPO

This entry authorizes the VMYPOA00 application.
4. IBM ships VTAM with a GCS procedure named VMVTAM GCS. This procedure initializes the various programs that

run on the VTAM service virtual machine:
– Accessing minidisks
– Issuing FILEDEFs and GLOBAL LOADLIBs
– Defining command programs
– Starting VTAM and VSCS
To load and start VMYPOA, modify VMVTAM GCS. To do so:
a. Add the LOADLIB filename VMYPOA to the list of LOADLIB files on the GLOBAL LOADLIB command. (But do not

add a new GLOBAL command, because VTAM needs these LOADLIBs for proper initialization and execution.)
b. Add a LOADCMD VMYPOA VMYPOA00 command. This command causes GCS to load VMYPOA00 and define a

command that is named VMYPOA.
5. After you have completed the preceding modifications, start the VMYPOA00 task. To do so, add a VMYPOA START

command after you start VTAM and VSCS.

VMYPOA00 Task Operation

The Programmable Operator Application runs as an authorized task on the GCS virtual machine running VTAM and
VSCS. When started, the task establishes an IUCV interface. The task also opens an access control block (ACB) with
VTAM. When a command is received on an IUCV path, it is relayed to VTAM. Response messages from VTAM are
collected and returned to the requesting VM:Operator virtual machine by the IUCV path.
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This task is multi-threaded, and it can invoke several VTAM commands simultaneously, provided enough IUCV paths are
available. The program requires approximately 4K of virtual memory plus another 4K for every simultaneously executing
VTAM command.

When you terminate the task, any existing IUCV paths are severed, and further communication with VM:Operator is
disabled. VMYPOA00 normally remains active as long as VTAM is running.

The VMYPOA Command

You can invoke the VMYPOA command on the VTAM server GCS console to initialize or terminate the VMYPOA00 task.

VMYPOA { START [NODUMP][seconds] | END }

START [ NODUMP ] [ seconds ]
Indicates that you want to initialize the VMYPOA00 task.

 Parameter  Description 
NODUMP Specifies that you do not want VMYPOA to generate a dump if it

terminates abnormally.
 seconds Specifies the amount of time (in seconds) to wait for a VTAM reply

message before the VMYPOA command times out and terminates
with a return code of 88. Default timeout value is 5 seconds.
Specify seconds as a value between 1 and 3600 (1 hour).

END
Indicates that you want to terminate the VMYPOA00 task.
For more information, see VTAM Subcommand.

Notes for PROP Sites
If you are a PROP user, you are already familiar with routing tables. VM:Operator and PROP routing tables have
similarities and differences. The routing tables in both systems support message suppression and the initiation of action
routines. However, VM:Operator routing table entries are easier to code. VM:Operator offers more flexibility in handling
the display characteristics of messages–both in the routing table entry itself and in the action routines.

Many tasks relegated to PROP routing tables are automatically taken care of by VM:Operator. For example:

• The MONITOR process handles all intervention-required messages by displaying them as fixed messages in the
SYSTEM window. MONITOR removes the messages when the situation has been remedied.

• The VM:Operator system has built-in safeguards that prevent operators from issuing such commands as DEFINE
STORAGE, ECHO, IPL, LOGOFF, NETWORK LOAD, RESET, SET ECMODE, SHUTDOWN, SLEEP, SYSTEM, and
TERMINAL CONMODE.

If you remove these types of entries from your PROP routing table and the authorization entries for the PROP
subcommands, you are probably left only with events where you are invoking action routines. These can be converted
easily to VM:Operator routing table entries as described in Message Routing and Filtering.

If the PROP routing tables use site-defined EXECs for action routines, and parameters are passed to the action routine,
modify the EXECs. For more information about the parameters that VM:Operator passes to action routines, see Invoking
an Action Routine.

If you continue using PROP, move it to a different user ID. PROP and VM:Operator cannot run simultaneously on a single
user ID. Call Broadcom Support for assistance in using VM:Operator to handle your PROP applications.
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FAQ
The Broadcom Support department has collected some of the questions customers frequently ask about VM:Operator.
This page lists those questions along with the answers.

Filter *8 Messages

The *8 messages for the secondary user IDs defined in VM:Operator are appearing in the SYSTEM window as well as the
SECUSER window. How do I get rid of them?

To filter out ALL of these messages from the SYSTEM window, add the following record to your LOGTABLE or
SYSTABLE:

IGNORE MSG * *8

To display selected *8 messages, add the above record to your LOGTABLE, and place specific records BEFORE the
above record. For example: if you want to ignore all *8 messages except IST020I from VTAM, you can add the following
records to your LOGTABLE:

MSG VTAM *8 1 IST020I

IGNORE MSG * *8

Let VM:Operator Autolog Virtual Machines

My OPERATOR user ID has authorization to autolog virtual machines without having to specify passwords. VM:Operator
does not allow this. Is there a work-around I can use?

You can use the following VM:Operator macro only if the user ID running VM:Operator can autolog without passwords.
Place the following AUTOLOG VMOPER file on your OPERATOR 191 minidisk:

/* Autolog macro */

    'TEST PROCESS AUTHORIZE CP'

    if rc <> 0 then exit -1

    parse arg userid

    'TEST CP AUTOLOG' userid 'DIRECT'

    exit rc

Exclude Passwords from SYSTEM Log

I don't want my passwords logged in the SYSTEM log when I issue the AUTOLOG command with a password. What
should I do?

You can avoid this problem by using the XAUTOLOG command.

Broadcom has also supplied you with the AUTO VMOPER macro. Rename this macro to AUTOLOG VMOPER, and place
it on the OPERATOR 191 minidisk. This macro displays a panel, suppresses password display on the panel, and does not
log the specified password.

Multiple HCP...501A Messages

I'm receiving two HCP...501A messages that are held on my screen. Why?

The HCPxxx501A messages are held and highlighted by the VM:Operator MONITOR process. The messages are shown
twice on the screen unless they are ignored in the MAINOPER SYSTABLE file as follows:
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IGNORE MSG * *3 1 HCP???501A

Remove the Logo Display

Can I remove the VM:Operator logo display?

Yes. The logo is a process called PROCESS VMYLOGO. This process has been placed in the SYSTEM window in the
MAINOPER CONSOLE file. To cancel the logo display, comment out the PROCESS VMYLOGO record.

Multiple Execution of Action Routines

Why are my action routines being executed more than once?

You have multiple SYSTEM windows referring to the same SYSTABLE routing table. Action routines specified in a
SYSTABLE routing table are executed by all the SYSTEM windows that load that SYSTABLE file. To ensure that action
routines are called only once, specify them in the LOGTABLE.

Routing Table Not Working

Why doesn't my routing table seem to work?

Check the following if you have changed a routing table and it is not working as you expected:

• There may be another entry earlier in the routing table that supersedes the entries you made.
• There may be another routing table with the same name on a minidisk accessed earlier in the search order.
• If you change routing tables while VM:Operator is running, do not forget to use the TABLE LOAD subcommand to

reload the table.
• Ensure that you specified the message as it appears in the system log, not as it appears on the console.

VTAM Commands Not Completing

I am issuing VTAM commands from a SYSTEM window, and some are not completing properly. What should I do?

Issue the VTAM commands from the command line of the VTAM SECUSER window.

VMYIAM0990S

I am getting the message VMYIAM0990S when trying to access VMYIAMOP. Why?

Your VMYIAMOP module may be from a different release than the release of VM:Operator that you are running. Make
sure that they are the same release.

Disabled Wait State

The VM:Operator virtual machine goes into a disabled wait state, and no error or abend messages display. What could be
causing this?

There may be a problem writing to the minidisk where the system logs are written. If this is true, VM:Operator cannot
regain control to send error messages back or to abend. Check the console associated with the VM:Operator virtual
machine for any error messages that might explain the problem, or try giving VM:Operator a new or reformatted SYSLOG
minidisk.

Not Receiving Command Responses

VM:Operator is not getting command responses back from CMS. What could be causing this?
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Check your PROFILE EXEC. If the following lines appear there or in any other EXEC, CMS does not return messages to
VM:Operator because as far as CMS is concerned, the EXEC is still executing:

SET CMSTYPE HT

    VMYSYS

    SET CMSTYPE RT

Entering Command Clears Screen, Displays VM READ

I entered a command on the VM:Operator console, but when I tried to enter another command, the screen cleared and I
got a VM READ. What happened?

The first command you entered was probably a long-running CMS command that took control away from VM:Operator.
When you entered the second command, an attention interrupt was generated. CMS responded by placing a VM READ
prompt on the console.

To clear up this condition, press Enter. The screen should return to the VM:Operator SYSTEM window. To prevent
this condition from recurring, avoid using long-running EXECs, modules, and CMS commands from the VM:Operator
environment.

This problem only occurs on the VM logon console (the one you use to logon). Using this console also has security
issues. It is much better to dedicate specific consoles for VM:Operator to use.

Subcommands
This section explains how to use the VM:Operator subcommands, and any necessary authorizations. This section also
provides detailed reference information for each subcommand.

Contents

Entering Subcommands

You can enter VM:Operator subcommands in the following ways:

• On the SYSTEM window
• On the CMDENTRY window
• Through the OPERATOR module
• Through the REMOTE command from another system
• By using CP SMSG

Format for Entering Subcommand Using the SYSTEM or CMDENTRY Window

When you enter a subcommand from a SYSTEM or CMDENTRY window, use this format:

subcommand [parameters]

Format for Entering Subcommand Using CP SMSG

When you enter a VM:Operator subcommand using the CP SMSG command, use this format:

SMSG OPERATOR subcommand [parameters]

If you run VM:Operator from a user ID other than OPERATOR, enter that user ID instead of OPERATOR.
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Format for Entering Subcommand using the OPERATOR Module

Use the OPERATOR module to communicate with OPERATOR from another user ID. By convention the filename of this
module must be the same as the user ID running VM:Operator.

If you install VM:Operator on user ID OPER2, the OPERATOR module is automatically renamed to OPER2. However, if
you install VM:Operator under OPERATOR and move the code to OPER2, you need to manually rename the module to
OPER2.

When you enter a subcommand using the OPERATOR module, use this format:

OPERATOR subcommand [parameters]

Example:

Issue the VERSION command from your user ID to VM:Operator running on user ID OPER2:

oper2 version

Security Considerations

VM:Operator always invokes macro subcommands (EXECs that have a filetype of VMOPER) before it invokes any CP
or CMS commands. This allows you to “front-end” these commands with your own programs and use the VM:Operator
AUTHORIZ primitive to control who can issue the command.

You do not have the same ability to front-end the built-in VM:Operator subcommands, but you can authorize or prevent
each one individually.

If you allow EXECs to be invoked it is your responsibility to ensure that there are no dangerous EXECs or CMS programs
residing on minidisks that can be linked and accessed by VM:Operator. CP commands like SHUTDOWN are not
controlled from these programs.

Subcommand Authorization

The authorization to enter subcommands is controlled by AUTHORIZ and PREVENT records in the VMOPER CONFIG
file. If you try to enter a subcommand that you are not authorized to use, you receive the following message:

VMYCHK0032E userid DOES NOT HAVE VM:OPERATOR subcommand AUTHORIZATION

Exceptions to Authorization

The following subcommands do not adhere to authorization usage:

• REPLY
• PFKEYS
• QCONSOLE
• QREPLY
• VERSION
• VIEW
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Stacking Commands

When you terminate VM:Operator, use the STACK parameter of the END command to stack a CP or CMS command or
an EXEC that executes after VM:Operator terminates:

END STACK CP DISCONN

Command Search Rules

Macro and EXEC commands issued from the VM:Operator system can reside on any accessed SFS directory or CMS
minidisk. When you issue a command, either from the SYSTEM window or from a user ID, the following search rules are
followed:

1. VM:Operator searches its subcommand table for the specified command name. If a match is found, VM:Operator
determines whether the user that entered the command is authorized to use the subcommand. If the user is
authorized, VM:Operator invokes the subcommand. If the user is not authorized, VM:Operator generates message
0032E and does not invoke the subcommand. If the specified command is not found in VM:Operator's subcommand
table, the search continues with Step 2.

2. VM:Operator calls the CMS ABBREV function to obtain a possible unabbreviated command name. This name is
saved for use in Steps 3 and 4 below. Your site may control command abbreviations by means of the CMS SYNONYM
command issued on the VM:Operator virtual machine.

3. VM:Operator issues the EXECSTAT command to determine if the specified macro subcommand, command VMOPER,
is loaded in memory or resident on an accessed minidisk. If the macro subcommand is located, it is invoked.
A negative return code indicates the user is not authorized to invoke the macro subcommand. In this case the
subcommand search continues with Step 4. If the macro subcommand is not located, this step is repeated using the
unabbreviated command name obtained in Step 2.
If the specified subcommand is not a VM:Operator macro subcommand and was entered through the SYSTEM
window, the search continues with the next step. Users can issue VM:Operator subcommands and macro
subcommands from their own virtual machines by using the OPERATOR MODULE.

4. If the user has EXEC authorization, the EXECSTAT command is issued to determine whether the specified macro
subcommand, command EXEC, is loaded in memory or resident on an accessed minidisk. If the EXEC is not located,
this step is repeated using the unabbreviated command name obtained in step 2. If the user does not have EXEC
authorization, or the EXEC cannot be located, the search continues with the next step.

5. If the user has CMS authorization, VM:Operator passes the subcommand to CMS by means of a standard CMSCALL.
CMS performs its normal search for the specified command. If the return code is -3 or if the user does not have CMS
authorization, continue with Step 6.

6. If the user has CP authorization, VM:Operator passes the command to CP by means of DIAGNOSE X'08'. If the return
code is 1 or if the user does not have CP authorization, the command is unrecognized, and VM:Operator generates
message 004E.

 

Summary of Subcommands
The following table lists and describes the subcommands. Every subcommand name is a link to the page that describes
the subcommand.

Subcommand Use to:
ABEND Force an abnormal termination of the VM:Operator system.
ADMIN Change VM:Operator control files without shutting down

VM:Operator.
CMS Invoke a CMS command for execution under VM:Operator.
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CONSOLE Change dedicated VM:Operator console configurations without
restarting VM:Operator.

CP Invoke a CP command for execution under VM:Operator.
END Terminate operation of the VM:Operator system.
EXEC Invoke an exec on the user ID running VM:Operator.
PAINT Create or change a VM:Operator painted screen.
PFKEYS Display the program function settings for a console or user ID

window.
QCONSOLE Displays console processes and their functions
QLOCK Display locks held by a process.
QPCB Display all processes in the system
QREPLY Display list of processes that have replies pending.
QSTORE Display dynamic extents that are allocated, dynamic pages

available, and extra extents that can be allocated.
REPLY Respond to prompts from execs or macro subcommands.
REMOTE Invoke a command on another VM:Operator system.
REMOTEX Invoke a command on another VM:Operator system even before

the remote system is enabled.
RVS Control Remote VM:Operator Support
SESSION Perform an action on a VM:Operator session.
TABLE Load, cancel, or query a routing table.
VIEW Change the current window display without having previously

defined a VIEW PF key in a window.
VMACCT Enter VM:Account commands from VM:Operator directly from the

SYSTEM window.
VMARCH Enter VM:Archiver for z/VM commands from VM:Operator directly

from the SYSTEM window.
VMBACKUP Enter VM:Backup commands from VM:Operator directly from the

SYSTEM window.
VMBATCH Enter VM:Batch commands from VM:Operator directly from the

SYSTEM window.
VMSCHED Enter VM:Schedule commands from VM:Operator directly from the

SYSTEM window.
VMSECURE Enter VM:Secure (with security or without security) commands

from VM:Operator directly from the SYSTEM window.
VMSPOOL Enter VM:Spool commands from VM:Operator directly from the

SYSTEM window.
VMTAPE Enter VM:Tape commands from VM:Operator directly from the

SYSTEM window.
VTAM Invoke a VTAM command from a VM:Operator SYSTEM window.

ABEND Subcommand
Use the ABEND subcommand to force an abnormal termination (abend code END001) of the VM:Operator service virtual
machine.
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In addition, VM:Operator performs a VMDUMP of the virtual machine and sends the dump to the user ID specified on the
DUMP record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

After the VM:Operator ends abnormally, control returns to CMS with a return code of 200. Do not use the ABEND
subcommand to terminate VM:Operator unless an unusual situation occurs and a dump is requested by Broadcom
Support.

Note: we recommend that you always re-IPL CMS following any VM:Operator abend.

The ABEND command has the following format:

ABEND

Example: Entering the ABEND Subcommand From an Authorized User ID to Terminate the System Abnormally:

operator abend

When the system terminates, you get a response similar to the following:

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1126S VM:Operator system abend ABN001 occurred at 019176CA.

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1150I ************* VM:Operator Indicative Dump *************

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1151I VM:Operator Abend ABN001 at 019176CA, NUCEVE +06CA.

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1156I VM:Operator Release = 3.0, Abend date = 01/27/09.

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1152I PCB = 01B70340, NAME = name.

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1153I R 0 = 00000001 00B29298 00000001 00000020.

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1153I R 4 = 00000000 01F271C0 01F271C0 01B70340.

16:11:21 OPERATOR   0026 VMYABN1153I R 8 = 01B70340 01E7A000 01919000 01918000.

This output (which was snipped for brevity) is called an indicative dump. Please save this output along with the VMDUMP
file and current SYSLOG file as you may be asked to send Broadcom Support all three files.

ADMIN Subcommand
Use the ADMIN subcommand to change VM:Operator control files without shutting down VM:Operator.

When you enter the OPERATOR ADMIN subcommand, VM:Operator places your user ID in XEDIT for the VMOPER
CONFIG file or other requested file. From XEDIT, you can add, delete, or change records.

For ADMIN CONFIGURE, when you enter the XEDIT FILE command, VM:Operator checks the VMOPER CONFIG file
for errors. If no errors are found, VM:Operator updates VMOPER CONFIG on OPERATOR's A-disk and automatically
reconfigures VM:Operator. If VM:Operator finds errors in the VMOPER CONFIG, it tells you which records are incorrect
and asks whether you want to correct them. If you respond YES, VM:Operator places your user ID back in XEDIT. If you
respond NO, the ADMIN subcommand ends without changing the VMOPER CONFIG.

For ADMIN EDIT, when you enter the XEDIT FILE command, VM:Operator places the edited file on OPERATOR's A-disk
without performing any error checking. You must issue the appropriate VM:Operator subcommand to pick up the changes.

The ADMIN subcommand has the following format:

ADMIN {CONFIGure | EDIT filename filetype [TEMPLATE filename]}

CONFIGURE
Lets you change the VMOPER CONFIG file and replace the current file. See Restrictions below for individual
config record information.
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EDIT filename filetype
Specifies a file you want to change. After changing the file, you must use the TABLE LOAD, CONSOLE START, or
CONSOLE RESTART subcommand to have VM:Operator process the changed file. Specify one of the following
for filetype: LOGTABLE, SYSTABLE, SECTABLE, USERID, CONSOLE, INCLUDE, HOLDMSG, and SESSIONS.
You can use the following abbreviations for filetype: LOG, SYS, SEC, USER, INCL, CONS, HOLD, and SESS.

[ TEMPLATE filename ]
Specifies the file name of the file you want to use as a template.

Restrictions

To use the ADMIN subcommand, you must:

• Have ADMIN authorization
• Enter this subcommand from a display (full-screen) terminal
• Enter this subcommand with the OPERATOR command. You cannot enter ADMIN from a VM:Operator console or

VMYIAMOP.
• All records can be changed with ADMIN CONFIG. Changes to the following records take effect without a restart:

– AUTHORIZ
– DUMP
– MSGCASE
– PREVENT
– USEREXIT

• The following records require additional commands:
CONSOLE

You cannot take CONSOLEs out of the configuration by deleting the CONSOLE statement.
You can add a CONSOLE statement to the configuration. Then issue CONSOLE START on the system window.

LOGTABLE
Whatever changes are made to the LOGTABLE record require an additional TABLE command to put the new
table in place.

• All other record changes require a restart of VM:Operator to take effect.

Examples:

• To edit the SYSTEM SYSTABLE, enter this subcommand:

operator admin edit system systable

To tell VM:Operator to process the changed file, enter this subcommand:

operator table load system system

• Use the TEMPLATE option to create the NEWUSER USERID file from the SAMPLE USERID file that is included with
VM:Operator. Enter this command:

operator admin edit newuser userid (template sample

Return Codes

The following table explains the return codes resulting from the ADMIN subcommand:

Return code Meaning
0 Reconfiguration completed without error.
4 Another user is updating the file with the ADMIN subcommand.
8 The subcommand ended without changing the file.
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24 You do not have ADMIN authorization, or you entered the
subcommand with invalid parameters.

100 You entered the subcommand from a line-mode terminal, or you
entered it without using the OPERATOR command.

Other There was an error copying the configuration file to your disk,
or the configuration file on OPERATOR's A-disk was invalidly
modified before or during the subcommand.

CMS Subcommand
Use the CMS subcommand to run a CMS command on the VM:Operator service virtual machine.

The CMS subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the command to run:

CMS command

Restrictions

CMS authorization is required to use this subcommand.

Example: Entering QUERY CMSLEVEL

Enter the CMS QUERY CMSLEVEL command from a user ID as follows:

operator cms query cmslevel

When you enter this command, you get a response in this format:

CMS Level nn, Service Level nnn

CONSOLE Subcommand
Use the CONSOLE subcommand to change dedicated VM:Operator console configurations without restarting
VM:Operator. You can use the CONSOLE subcommand to start an inactive VM:Operator console or restart or stop an
active VM:Operator console.

You can issue this subcommand:

• On any authorized VM:Operator console including the console you want to restart
• From an authorized user ID by using the OPERATOR command module
• From a remote VM:Operator system by using the REMOTE subcommand
• This command requires CONSOLE authorization.

This subcommand has the following format:

CONSOLE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CHECK vaddr filename

| START vaddr filename [REMOTE]

| RESTART vaddr filename [REMOTE]
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| STOP vaddr

| SEVER userid

| ROUTE vaddr {START | STOP}

| ROUTEUSER userid {START | STOP}

CHECK vaddr filename
Determines whether the console, filename, is currently active at vaddr.

START vaddr filename [ REMOTE ]
Initializes the inactive 3270 console attached at virtual device address vaddr using the console definition
parameters found in the filename CONSOLE file. Use the REMOTE parameter to cause the specified console to
optimize its data streams.

RESTART vaddr filename [ REMOTE ]
Reinitializes the active 3270 console attached at virtual device address vaddr using the console definition
parameters found in the filename CONSOLE file. Use the REMOTE parameter to cause the specified console to
optimize its data streams.

STOP vaddr
Terminates the active 3270 console attached at virtual address vaddr.

SEVER userid
Cancels active processes on the VMYIAMOP console indicated by userid. If a user disconnects from VMYIAMOP
and then logs off, his processes from the VMYIAMOP session are still active. Use this parameter to cancel them.

ROUTE vaddr { START | STOP }
Starts or stops the routing of typed messages on the console attached at virtual address vaddr.

ROUTEUSER userid { START | STOP }
Starts or stops the routing of typed messages on the VMYIAMOP console for the specified user ID.

Example: Restarting the Console

You added a new window to the MAINOPER console. To restart the console to make the window available, enter:

console restart 009 mainoper

CP Subcommand
Use the CP subcommand to run a CP command on the VM:Operator service virtual machine.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the CP command to run:

CP command

Disallowed CP Commands

Do not issue the following CP commands on the user ID running VM:Operator:

• ATTN
• BEGIN
• DEFINE CHANNEL
• DEFINE STORAGE
• DISCONN
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Note: You can use DISCONN from the VM Logon console but no other console.
• ECHO
• IPL
• LOGOUT
• NETWORK LOAD
• REQUEST
• SET LOGMSG

Note: You can use SET LOGMSG if you invoke it with parameters so that the user is not prompted.
• SET ECMODE
• SLEEP
• SHUTDOWN
• SYSTEM
• TERMINAL CONMODE

Commands Requiring Passwords

You can issue the following commands only if a password is supplied with the command: AUTOLOG, LINK.

Example: The CP QUERY CPLEVEL command

Enter the CP QUERY CPLEVEL command from a user ID:

operator cp query cplevel

You get the following response:

z/VM VERSION v RELEASE r.m, SERVICE LEVEL yynn (64-BIT)

GENERATED AT mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss timezone

IPL AT mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss timezone

END Subcommand
Use the END subcommand to terminate VM:Operator operation.

This command has the following format, where STACK command specifies a CP or CMS command to execute upon
termination of VM:Operator.

END [STACK command]

Example: Terminating VM:Operator

Enter the END subcommand from the SYSTEM window:

end

You receive the following response:

VMYBUF1112I Ending command END with completion code 0.
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14:06:57 MAINOPER 0025 VMYEND1103I VM:Operator ended: 29Jan09 14:06:57.

14:06:57 MAINOPER 0025 VMYEND1175I Maximum virtual storage used was 3M out of 19M bytes.

EXEC Subcommand
Use the EXEC subcommand to run an EXEC on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. EXECs issued from the
VM:Operator system can reside on any minidisk accessed by user ID OPERATOR.

This subcommand has the following format:

EXEC execname [parameters]

execname
Specifies the EXEC VM:Operator is to execute

[
parameters ]
Specifies any parameters to pass to the EXEC

Example: Receiving a Spool File

To receive the spool file with spool ID 8959 onto the OPERATOR A-disk from user ID IAMOP01, enter:

operator exec receive 8959

You receive the following message:

FILE CONSOLE FILE A1 RECEIVED FROM IAMOP01 AT NODE1 SENT AS CONSOLE FILE A1

PAINT Subcommand
Use the PAINT subcommand to create or change a VM:Operator painted screen. A painted screen is not a VM:Operator
window. You can use the sample macro AUTO VMOPER to display a painted screen. You can write a VM:Operator macro
that uses the SCREEN primitive to display and manipulate painted screens.

This subcommand has the following format

PAINT filename [skeleton]

filename
The file name of a screen to create or modify

[ skeleton ]
The name of the skeleton file to use as a pattern for defining this screen.

Painting a Screen

Perform the following steps to modify an existing VM:Operator screen:

1. Determine the file name of the file that contains the screen you want to change. The file name of each screen appears
in the upper left corner of the screen.

2. Log on to a user ID with access to the OPERATOR MODULE and with PAINT subcommand authority.
3. After you position the text on the screen, identify the existing data fields. Data fields are distinguished by a field-mark

character at the positions in which the field begins and ends. Blank spaces have been left between the field-mark
characters to satisfy the field length. In the following example, a semicolon (;) is used as the field-mark character. On
IBM 3270 display terminals, the field-mark character is X'05' and displays as a semicolon with a bar over it.
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;CANCEL;

4. To view the screen in formatted mode, press PF10. Formatted mode converts the field-mark characters to start-field
characters that appear as blanks. In formatted mode, you can use the tab keys to move the cursor from one field-mark
character to the next. Because all field-mark characters are translated to start-field characters, the cursor can move to
areas of the screen that may not be data fields.

5. To review the attributes set for any field, position the cursor on the field and press PF12. All field attributes are
displayed on the field identification menu. Fields that are accessible by programs must be assigned names. You
can set or change the name by typing the new field name in the unprotected field tagged Name. You can also
change attributes controlled by PF keys (that is, protected, highlighted, modified, numeric, or displayed) from the field
identification menu screen. Press Enter to return to the screen being painted.

6. To view a table of PF key definitions, press PF1.
7. If you press ERASE EOF, you erase everything on the current line to the right of the cursor and all lines below the

cursor.
8. Create protected portions of the screen by using the tab keys to position the cursor in the area to be protected and

pressing PF4. Protected portions of the screen are areas where the cursor cannot be positioned, such as areas where
background text appears. The protected area is bounded by the closest field-mark characters on each side of the
cursor. When the necessary fields on the screen are protected, the tab key positions the cursor only at the unprotected
fields.

9. To assign or remove other field attributes, position the cursor and press the appropriate PF key. Attributes can be set
when the screen is in formatted or unformatted mode.

10. To designate an area as highlighted, position the cursor at the target area and press PF6. Shift to formatted mode by
pressing PF10. The area from the cursor to the closest field-mark character on each side of the cursor is highlighted.
To highlight a smaller portion of the area, add field-mark characters where you want the highlighting to begin and end.
Remember that the field-mark characters are translated to blanks in formatted mode.

11. Use the modified attribute (PF7) to let the system read data from a field even if no data is entered from the terminal.
This attribute is used for unprotected fields that are initialized with a default value. Fields are initially set up as
unmodified; the system cannot read any data entered in the field.

12. If the terminal has the numeric lock feature, use the numeric attribute (PF9) to limit data values to the numbers 0-9,
period (.), minus (-), and the Dup key. Fields are initially set up as alphanumeric so that any character can be entered
in the field.

13. Use the display attribute (PF11) to determine if the data in a field is visible on the screen. Initially, all fields can be
displayed.
a. When field-mark characters are added or removed, the associated field definition is cleared. Recheck all fields by:
b. Viewing the screen in formatted mode (press PF10)
c. Using the tab keys to ensure that appropriate fields are protected
d. Reviewing the field identification menu for each field (Press PF10 to return to unformatted mode, position the

cursor at each field-mark character, and press PF12.)
Define fields (that is, insert field-mark characters) only after the background text is completed.

14. When the screen is complete, press Enter to save the TEST screen file on the VM:Operator A-disk.
15. Log on to the VM:Operator service virtual machine and enter the END command to terminate VM:Operator operation.
16. As a protective measure, rename the original screen file.
17. Rename the TEST file with the file name of the screen. Test the modified screen to see if the screen works properly.

NOTE
At this point, the modified screen exists only on the VM:Operator A-disk. To avoid accidental erasure or loss of
the screen file when upgrading, save a copy of the screen elsewhere. You can also use VM:Archiver to archive a
copy of the new screen.
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Special Keys

The following special keys are available with the PAINT command:

Key Name Function

Clear CLEAR Clears the screen
VM:Operator redisplays the original screen.
Data typed on the screen but not saved on
the VM:Operator A-disk is lost.

Enter ENTER Ends the PAINT command saving your
screen changes to the VM:Operator A-disk

PF1 HELP Displays a HELP screen that shows the
commands performed by the 12 PF keys

PF2 ADD Adds a blank line following the current line
All subsequent lines are moved down, and
the bottom line is lost. All field names below
the inserted line are automatically cleared
and must be redefined.

PF3 QUIT Ends the PAINT command without saving
your changes

PF4 PROTECT Reverses the protection attribute
associated with the current field
Fields are initially unprotected. Users
cannot enter data into protected fields.
Macros can move data into named
protected fields using the SCREEN FIELD
primitive. Protected fields are skipped when
the forward or backward tab key is pressed.

PF5 DELETE Deletes the current line
All subsequent lines are moved up, and
a new blank line is inserted as the bottom
line. All field definitions following the
deleted line are cleared and must be
redefined.

PF6 HIGHLIGHT Reverses the high intensity attribute
associated with the current field
Fields appear initially at normal intensity.

PF7 MODIFY Reverses the Modified Data Tag (MDT)
attribute associated with the current field
Fields are initially unmodified. When the
MDT attribute is set, the system reads
data from the field even if the user does
not enter anything into it. Use it for default
parameters in unprotected fields.

PF8 SCALE Displays or removes a horizontal scale on
the current line
When the scale is removed, the line's
previous contents are restored.
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PF9 NUMERIC Reverses the numeric attribute associated
with the current field
Fields are initially alphanumeric. If the
terminal is equipped with the numeric
lock feature, the user can enter only the
numbers 0 through 9, period (.), minus (-),
and the Dup key into numeric fields.

PF10 FORMAT Reverses the format mode setting of
the entire screen. Screens are initially
displayed in unformatted mode. In
unformatted mode, attributes are not in
effect and you can alter field definitions.
Start-field characters appear as visible field-
mark characters except the last character
of the last line, which remains a start-field
character to prevent the entire screen
from being cleared when the ERASE EOF
key is pressed. In format mode, fields
are delimited by the invisible start-field
character, and any attributes that have
been assigned are in effect.

PF11 DISPLAY Reverses the nondisplay attribute
associated with the current field
Fields are initially displayable. Set the
nondisplay attribute to prevent data in the
field from being visible on the screen.

PF12 FIELD Displays the field identification menu
For the current field, this menu indicates:
Field name (if any)
Field length
Line number
Column position of the start-field character
Attribute settings
Use this menu to:
Set or change the field name by entering a
new field name
Change the field attributes by pressing the
appropriate PF keys

PFKEYS Subcommand
Use the PFKEYS subcommand from a user ID or console to display the program function settings for a console or user ID
window.

You can only issue this subcommand from the SYSTEM window. You can use it instead of the PFKEYS PF key.

This subcommand has the following format, where windowname is the window whose PF key definitions you want to view.
The default window is SYSTEM.

PFKEYS [windowname]

Example: SYSTEM Window

To display the PF keys for the SYSTEM window, you enter:
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pfkeys

The system displays the following screen:

VMYINF0168I The following PFkeys are defined for the SYSTEM window:

1:  VIEWNEXT                    13: UNDEFINED   

2:  VIEW REVIEW REFRESH TODAY           14: UNDEFINED   

3:  VIEWPREV                    15: UNDEFINED   

4:  REMOVE                  16: UNDEFINED   

5:  REMOVE ALL                  17: UNDEFINED   

6:  RETRIEVE                    18: UNDEFINED   

7:  UNDEFINED                   19: UNDEFINED   

8:  UNDEFINED                   20: UNDEFINED   

9:  REPEAT                  21: UNDEFINED   

10: PRINT                   22: UNDEFINED   

11: EXPAND                  23: UNDEFINED   

12: REMOVETOP                   24: UNDEFINED   

VMYINF0166I Press ENTER key to continue.

QCONSOLE Subcommand
Use the QCONSOLE (Query Console) subcommand to list the processes for a specified console on the VM:Operator
system. This display shows the parameters that were used to start each process.

This subcommand has the following format:

QCONsole [id | *]

id | *
Specifies the console ID or user ID whose processes you want to display. To display all active processes for a
specific console ID or user ID, specify the id. To display all active processes for VM:Operator, specify an asterisk
(*). If no console ID or user ID is specified, the active processes for the submitting console ID or user ID are
displayed.

Example: MAINOPER Processes

The following command, issued from an authorized user ID, displays all active processes for console MAINOPER:

qconsole mainoper   

 

                                                   

Console    Id PCBaddr  Window   VirtCPU Parameters   

MAINOPER 0020 01BDEBC0 REVVMD     0.000 REVIEW VMSCHED  TIMEOUT 120

MAINOPER 001F 01BDB340 REVVTAM    0.000 REVIEW VTAM TIMEOUT 120       

MAINOPER 001E 01BDB780 REVRSCS    0.000 REVIEW RSCS        TIMEOUT 120

MAINOPER 001D 01BDBBC0 REVIEW     0.000 REVIEW * TIMEOUT 180

MAINOPER 001B 01C12780 SESSIONS   0.000 SESSIONS 8  PF9   PF2 PF1 PF3

MAINOPER 001A 01C12BC0 RSCS       0.000 SECUSER RSCS NOTIME HILIGHT

MAINOPER 0019 01C47340 VTAM       0.000 SECUSER VTAM HILIGHT
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QLOCK Subcommand
Use the QLOCK subcommand to display all locks held by all processes.

QLock

Example

The following command displays the locks that are currently active:

qlock

VMYLCK1386I Process OPERATOR CP1 SYSTEM (03AAEBC0 0014) has a shared VMNUC-MACRO-VMOPER-SYSTEM lock.

VMYLCK1386I Process MAINOPER CP1 VMYWINDO (03CFF780 0012) has a shared VMNUC-MACRO-VMOPER-VMYWINDO lock.

QPCB Subcommand
Use the QPCB (Query Process Control Block) subcommand to list all processes active in VM:Operator.

This subcommand has the following format:

QPcb

Example:

The QPCB subcommand, issued from an authorized user ID, displays all active processes:

PCB      Userid   Name     PCB# Parent Root VirtCPU RPCWSED Semaphore

01C12340 MAINOPER SECUSER  001C   0000 001C   0.000 rp..s.. VMYWAI+00A4

01C12780 MAINOPER SESSIONS 001B   0000 001B   0.001 rp..s.. NUCWAI+00D2

01C12BC0 MAINOPER SECUSER  001A   0000 001A   0.000 rp..s.. VMYWAI+00A4

01C47340 MAINOPER SECUSER  0019   0000 0019   0.000 rp..s.. VMYWAI+00A4

01C47780 MAINOPER QNAMES   0018   0000 0018   0.003 rp..s.. NUCWAI+00D2

QREPLY Subcommand
Use the QREPLY subcommand to display a list of processes that have replies pending. This command only lists replies
pending for programs running on the console on which the QREPLY command was issued.

This command has the following format:

QREPLY

Example

Enter this subcommand to determine which processes have replies pending:
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qreply

You get the following display:

ReplyId

      3  Reply to read issued by TESTPROG command.

              Valid replies: <anything> 

VMYINI0006I 0.001 Ready; 

QSTORE Subcommand
The QSTORE subcommand displays messages indicating the following information:

• The number of allocated dynamic extents
• The number of available dynamic pages
• The number of additional dynamic extents that you can allocate
• The CMS storage available above and below the line.

This subcommand has the following format:

QStore 

QSTORE produces two messages: VMYQST0117I and VMYQST0118I.

VMYQST0117I
The message indicates the total number of allocated dynamic pages. Initially this number is 512 pages (the initial
512 page allocation). When these pages are used, another 512 pages are allocated. This allocation requires an
available 2-megabyte chunk of contiguous unallocated storage. This value only goes up because these extents of
memory are not returned until VM:Operator terminates.

VMYQST0118I
The message reports the number of additional extents of dynamic storage that can be allocated. The message
also reports on how much CMS storage is available above and below the line.

Example

The following example shows messages that the QSTORE command can return:

VMYQST0117I A total of 393 free pages are left from 1 dynamic extent allocations.

VMYQST0118I There is a total of 14224K bytes unallocated (largest is 14152K) below the 16M line.

VMYQST0118I There is a total of 40K bytes unallocated (largest is 40K) unallocated above the 16M line.

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;

RVS Subcommand
To start, stop, enable, disable, or query the status of Remote VM:Operator Support node connections, use the RVS
command.

This subcommand has the following format:

RVS function [hostid]
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function
Defines the function. The function can have one of the following six values:

• ENABLE to enable a disabled connection
• DISABLE to disable a connection
• QUERY to determine the status of a remote connection
• START to start the RVS subsystem
• STOP to stop the RVS subsystem
• RESTART to restart the RVS subsystem

hostid
Specifies the globally unique identifier of a remote VM:Operator system as defined in the RVSNODES file. If a
host ID is not specified, the function is applied to all the remote hosts defined in the RVSNODES file. The optional
hostid parameter cannot be specified with the START, STOP, or RESTART functions.

NOTE
If a remote system is disabled, the REMOTE and REMOTEX commands are not able to send commands to that
system. Messages are not routed to that system, either. The REMOTE command terminates. The REMOTEX
command waits for the enablement of the remote system.

Remote connections are initialized according to the desired state at the system start-up time as specified in the
RVSNODES file. If VM:Operator fails to achieve the desired state, it repeatedly attempts the connection until it succeeds.

Enabling a host ID involves establishing two persistent socket connections (one in each direction) with the remote
VM:Operator system. When a node is disabled, these socket connections are closed.

Stopping, starting, or restarting can only be done if RVS has already been specified in the configuration file. Information
on the RVS record in the configuration file can only be changed by updating the configuration file and restarting
VM:Operator.

Stopping or restarting the RVS subsystem causes all RVS connections to be lost as if VM:Operator shut down.

You can disable a specific node by specifying the node ID explicitly. When a node is disabled, your local system does
not try to connect to it until it is enabled again. The other remote system or systems continue to try to connect unless you
disable your node on the other systems.

Example: Querying, Enabling, and Disabling Nodes

In this screen you see how the local node, VM1, executes the RVS QUERY command:

rvs query *

NodeID   Status           WriteCtr ReadCtr  TCP Port TLSLABEL

-------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- --------

VM2      Pending                 0        0     4321

VM3      Enabled              2176     2176     4321

VM4      Disabled                0        0     1234

VM5      Enabled               253      253     1234 CACERT

VM6      Enabled               375      375     1234 CACERT

VM7      Enabled              1125     1125     1234 CBCERT

VM8      Enabled              1031     1031    54321 CBCERT

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;
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VM2 is in the Pending condition. This condition means that VM1 would like to connect to VM2 but is unable to reach that
node. The reason may be that VM:Operator is not running on VM2 or that the whole system is down. The reason could
also be that the VM2 system performed an RVS DISABLE VM1.

VM4 is in the Disabled condition. Possibly the local VM1 operator did an RVS DISABLE VM4. Alternatively, the VM4 node
definition in the local RVSNODES file is specified as DISABLE. In either case, VM4 is not able to connect to VM1 until the
operator on VM1 issues the RVS ENABLE VM4 command as follows:

rvs enable vm4

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;                       

VMYRVS0369I Remote node VM4 is ready for use.  

Note: To enable all nodes, specify '*' as the node ID.

The following command disables all enabled nodes:

rvs disable

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;

VMYRVS0380I Remote node VM3 connection has been lost.

VMYRVS0380I Remote node VM2 connection has been lost.

REMOTE and REMOTEX Subcommands
The REMOTE and REMOTEX commands allow VM:Operator users to invoke commands on other VM:Operator systems.
All line mode messages, prompts, and return codes that the remotely invoked command generates are routed back to the
locally executing REMOTE(X) command. The local system processes these messages as if the REMOTE(X) command
generated them. This processing includes writing held messages, stacking messages, and performing console reads.

The difference between REMOTE and REMOTEX is how they respond when the remote system is not enabled. In this
case, REMOTE terminates with an error and REMOTEX waits for the remote node to become enabled.

The REMOTE and REMOTEX subcommands have the following format:

{REMOTE | REMOTEX} hostid command-string

hostid
Specifies the host identifier of the remote VM:Operator system as defined in the RVSNODES file.

command-string
Specifies the line mode command or macro that you invoke on the target system.

NOTE
The REMOTE and REMOTEX commands can be issued through a System window like any other VM:Operator
command. Any command that can be invoked through the SYSTEM window can also be invoked on remote
systems with the REMOTE(X) command.

Example: Invoking a Macro Remotely

Consider the following TEST macro on node VM1:
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/* TESTRVS VMOPER */                                  

Say 'TESTRVS VMOPER running, Reply '*' to end the test.'

do forever                                            

   say 'Enter something:'                             

   parse pull something                               

   if something ='*' then leave                       

   'HOLD You entered:' something                      

end                                                   

say 'Ending TESTRVCS VMOPER now.'                     

You can invoke the macro from VM2 using the REMOTE VM1 command. The resulting messages, prompts, and codes
appear on VM2 as if the REMOTE command generated them.

When you enter the “*” reply to the read prompt, the macro running on VM1 terminates. This termination causes the
REMOTE command running on VM2 to end. The message VMYEXE0018R also clears.

The following screen shows how this series of commands and replies appears to the VM2 user:

remote VM1 testrvs

       

TESTRVS VMOPER running, Reply * to end the test. 

 

Enter something:                                 

VMYEXE0018R Reply 1 to read issued by REMOTE.    

r 1 this is a reply                              

VMYRPL1193I Reply 1 THIS has been accepted.      

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;                         

You entered: this is a reply                     

 

Enter something:                                 

VMYEXE0018R Reply 2 to read issued by REMOTE.    

r 2 Hi                                           

VMYRPL1193I Reply 2 HI has been accepted.        

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;                         

You entered: Hi                                  

 

Enter something:                                 

VMYEXE0018R Reply 3 to read issued by REMOTE.    

r 3 *                                            

VMYRPL1193I Reply 3 * has been accepted.         

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;                         

Ending TESTRVCS VMOPER now.                      

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;                         
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REPLY Subcommand
Use the REPLY subcommand to respond to prompts from EXECs or macro subcommands. If no parameters are
specified, this subcommand displays pending replies.

This subcommand has the following format:

Reply number [text]

number
Specifies reply number displayed in the prompt message. For example, the following message is the 1st reply
message to be generated:
VMYEXE0018R REPLY 1 TO READ ISSUED BY TEMPFULL:

text
Specifies the text to return to the EXEC or macro that issued the read. If not specified, a null line is returned.

Example: Replying to PRTFILE Prompts

Execute the PRTFILE EXEC from the SYSTEM window. The PRTFILE EXEC prompts the user for the name of a file to be
printed:

prtfile

WHICH FILE WOULD YOU LIKE PRINTED?

ENTER FILENAME, FILETYPE AND FILEMODE

VMYEXE0018R REPLY 4 TO READ ISSUED BY PRTFILE

Display pending prompts:

Qreply

ReplyId  

      3  Reply to read issued by SIMPLE command.

              Valid replies: <anything>          

VMYINI0006I 0.001 Ready;                        

Reply to the prompt:

Reply 4 profile exec a

VMYINI0006I 0.002 READY;

PRT FILE 4329  FOR USER01   COPY 001     NOHOLD
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SESSION Subcommand
Use the SESSION subcommand to take an action on a VM:Operator session. Except for the WATCH subfunction, you can
act on only those sessions defined on the console on which you issue the SESSION subcommand.

The SESSION subcommand includes these subfunctions:

• DIALOG
• RESET
• TRACE
• VIEW
• WATCH

SESSION DIALOG
Use the SESSION DIALOG subcommand to start a background process that executes a dialog. Dialogs can
programmatically drive a session without human intervention. Dialogs are written in REXX and invoke dialog primitives,
VM:Operator primitives, and REXX functions. For more information, see VM:Operator - Source Dialogs.

This subcommand has the following format:

SESSION DIALOG session [filename [parameters]] 

session
Specifies the name of the session to be controlled by the dialog.

filename
Specifies the CMS file name of the dialog to invoke. The default file name is the session name. The file type is
DIALOG.

parameters
Specifies the parameters to pass to the dialog as arguments.

Example

You are developing a dialog (TEST1) to automatically run a full-screen application on a session. Start the dialog on the
OPER1 session:

session dialog oper1 test1

SESSION RESET
Use the SESSION RESET subcommand to terminate the logical device associated with a session. If a virtual machine
was logged on to the session, it is disconnected. This subcommand, along with the SESSION TRACE subcommand, is
useful when debugging DIALOG processes.

This subcommand has the following format, where session is the session to reset:

SESSION RESET session

Example: Resetting a Session

Reset the OPER1 session running the TEST1 dialog:
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session reset oper1

SESSION TRACE
Use the SESSION TRACE subcommand to trace execution of a dialog for debugging purposes. The subcommand prints
screen updates (output to the logical console) in hexadecimal and EBCDIC. REXX trace messages are also included
in the output spool file. If you generate a keyboard interrupt by pressing an attention key or simulate one by issuing the
PRESS primitive, VM:Operator prints an image of the logical buffer. This subcommand is useful for debugging DIALOG
processes.

This subcommand has the following format:

SESSION TRACE session {END | OFF | ON vaddr [spoolparms]}

session
Specifies the session being traced.

END
Stops tracing and closes the spooled output file.

OFF
Stops tracing and closes the spooled output file.

ON vaddr [ spoolparms ]
Starts tracing with output directed to the spooled printer at vaddr. If no printer exists, VM:Operator creates one.
If spooling parameters, spoolparms, are specified, they are appended to a CP SPOOL vaddr command that
VM:Operator generates.

Example

Enter these subcommands to trace the OPER1 session during a test run of the TEST1 DIALOG:

session trace oper1 on 020

session dialog oper1 test1

session trace oper1 off

SESSION VIEW
Use the SESSION VIEW subcommand to access the specified session. The session remains active until a designated
attention key is pressed or until the logical device is terminated (the user ID logs off). You can issue this subcommand in
the following ways:

• Through a PF key in any window
• From the command line of the SYSTEM or SESSIONS window

In addition, VM:Operator issues this subcommand when you select a session from the list in the SESSIONS window.

Note: If you enter SESSION VIEW with no optional parameters, the command does not pick up the attention keys that are
defined in the SESSIONS window.

This subcommand has the following format:

SESSION VIEW  session1 [return [next [back [toggle session2]] ]] 
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session1
Specifies the name of the session to access.

return
Specifies the attention key to use to leave the session and return to the normal VM:Operator display. The default
is SYSREQ.

next
Specifies the key to use to switch to the next session in the logical ring defined in the SESSIONS file. If specified
as OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

back
Specifies the key to use to switch to the previous session in the logical ring of sessions defined in the SESSIONS
file. If specified as OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

toggle session2
Specifies the key to use to move back and forth quickly between two sessions. This is particularly useful for
viewing sessions that are not next to each other in the logical ring defined in the SESSIONS file. If specified as
OFF, no key is defined. OFF is the default.

Attention Keys

Specify one of the following for return, next, back, and toggle:

• SYSREQ
• CLEAR
• PF1-PF24
• PA1-PA3
• ENTER
• OFF (not for return)

OFF is the default value for next, back, and toggle, and SYSREQ is the default value for return. To specify a non-default
parameter value, specify all preceding parameters, even with default values.

Example: Viewing the OPER1 Session From the SYSTEM or SESSIONS Window

Enter this subcommand to view the OPER1 session:

session view oper1 sysreq pf1 pf2 pf3 oper3

From the OPER1 session, press the toggle key, PF3, to go directly to OPER3. From the OPER3 session, press PF3 to go
directly to OPER1. Moving from session to session using the back (PF2) and next (PF1) keys has no effect on the toggle
key; it always switches you back and forth between OPER1 and OPER3.

Use the SYSREQ key to leave the session. Although this is the default return key, you specify it in order to specify the
other attention keys.

Example: Defining a PF Key to View the OPER1 Session

To view the OPER1 session from the SYSTEM window whenever you press PF12, add the following record to the
SYSTEM INCLUDE file:

PF12 INVOKE SESSION VIEW OPER1 SYSREQ PF1 PF2 PF3 OPER3

The attention keys are identical to the previous example.
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SESSION WATCH
Use the SESSION WATCH command to view activity on a session by giving you read-only access to that session. The
display on your console is updated whenever the watched session is updated; anything you enter is ignored. Press the
return key to return to the normal VM:Operator console display.

This subcommand can help resolve system problems: A system programmer can see the entered commands and
received responses for a session by watching the operator console .

You can watch another console only if its screen dimensions and features are identical to those of your console.

SESSION WATCH console session [return | ENTER]

console
Specifies the console for which session is defined.

session
Specifies the name of the session you want to watch.

return | ENTER
Specifies the attention key to use to return to the normal VM:Operator display from a session. For more
information about attention keys, see SESSION VIEW.

Example:

View the OPER1 session running on MAINOPER:

session watch mainoper oper1

TABLE Subcommand
Use the TABLE subcommand to load, cancel or query routing table or a HOSTABLE file. All routing tables ( LOGTABLE,
SYSTABLE,SECTABLE, and PRITABLE) as well as HOSTABLE file can be queried or manipulated with the TABLE
command. You can use the HOSTABLE subcommand to change routing tables when operator shifts change or when you
run your VM system without an operator.

All routing tables: SYSTEM, SECUSER, LOGTABLE as well as the HOSTABLE file must reside on a minidisk accessed by
OPERATOR.

You can only issue the TABLE subcommand from SYSTEM windows or through the OPERATOR module.

You can specify initial routing table filenames on the PROCESS MAIN or PROCESS SECUSER records for a specific
console ID.

This subcommand has the following format:

TABLE {CANCEL "Cancel Parms" | LOAD "Load Parms" | QUERY "Query Parms"}

CANCEL Parms:

  PRI

| HOST

| LOG

| SECUSER window [consoleid]

| SYSTEM consoleid

 

LOAD Parms:
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  PRI filename

| HOST filename

| LOG filename

| SECUSER window  filename [consoleid]

| SYSTEM filename [consoleid]

 

QUERY Parms:

  PRI

| HOST

| LOG

| SECUSER window [consoleid]

| SYSTEM [consoleid]

CANCEL
Cancels the currently active routing table. When you cancel a routing table, messages are displayed in the
specified window according to the VM:Operator defaults. In SECUSER windows, messages are displayed in
normal intensity by default. In SYSTEM windows, messages are displayed by default according to their IUCV
message class. For more information, see Message Routing and Filtering--When Messages Are Not Matched.
The following table describes the CANCEL parms of the TABLE Subcommand. One and only one parm is
required.

CANCEL Parms Specifies that:
LOG The LOGTABLE is to be canceled.
PRI The PRITABLE is to be canceled.
HOST The HOSTABLE is to be canceled.
SECUSER window [consoleid] A SECTABLE for the specified SECUSER window on the

indicated console is to be canceled. The default consoleid is the
console that issued the command..

SYSTEM [consoleid] A SYSTABLE for the SYSTEM window on the indicated console
is to be canceled. The default consoleid is the console that issued
the command.

LOAD
This command loads a new routing table. The following table describes the LOAD parms of the TABLE
Subcommand. One and only one parm is required.

LOAD Parms Specifies that:
PRI filename The PRITABLE file specified by filename is to be loaded.
HOST filename The HOSTABLE file specified by filename is to be loaded. The

filetype must be HOSTABLE.
LOG filename The LOGTABLE file specified by filename is to be loaded. The

filetype must be LOGTABLE.
SECUSER window filename [consoleid] The SECTABLE file specified by filename is loaded for the

specified SECUSER window on the indicated consoleid. Default
consoleid is the console that issued the subcommand. The filetype
must be SECTABLE.
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SYSTEM filename
[consoleid]

The SYSTABLE file specified by filename is to be loaded. The
default consoleid is the console that issued the subcommand. The
filetype must be SYSTABLE.

QUERY
Displays the filename of the table currently loaded as well as the date and time the table was loaded. The
following table describes the QUERY parms of the TABLE Subcommand. One and only one parm is required.

QUERY Parms Specifies that:
LOG The LOGTABLE is to be queried.
PRI The PRITABLE is to be queried.
HOST The HOSTABLE is to be queried.
SECUSER window
[consoleid]

The SECTABLE for the specified window on the indicated
consoleid is to be queried. The default consoleid is the console
that issued the subcommand.

SYSTEM [consoleid] The SYSTABLE for the SYSTEM window on the indicated
consoleid is to be queried. The default consoleid is the console
that issued the subcommand.

Example:

1. Cancel the SYSTEM routing table on the MAINOP2 console:

operator table cancel system mainop2

You receive this message:

VMYTAB0203I CANCELING SYSTEM ROUTING TABLE FOR window WINDOW ON MAINOP2 CONSOLE

2. Load the NEW LOGTABLE that you modified:

table load log new

You receive this message:

VMYTAB0206I LOADING NEW LOGTABLE

VIEW Subcommand
Use the VIEW subcommand to change the current window display without having previously defined a VIEW PF key for
the window.

You can issue the VIEW subcommand only in windows running PROCESS MAIN (SYSTEM windows). Define a VIEW PF
key to change the window display from other windows.

VIEW windowname

windowname
Specifies the name of the window to display. The specified window name must match a name that is given on the
WINDOW record in the currently active CONSOLE or USERID file. If the specified window name does not exist,
an error message displays and the subcommand terminates.

Linux considerations

For first viewing of Linux guests windows, obtain a current view by pressing ENTER. ENTER refreshes the window.
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When you view a Linux guest, the guest may prompt you to log in (login: ) before the view is established. If you enter
your id, Linux prompts for a password. Attempt to log in again using the explicit  login  command:

login someID

Example

From the SYSTEM window, enter this subcommand to display the REVRSCS window:

view revrscs

VMACCT Subcommand
Use the VMACCT subcommand to enter VM:Account commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window. VM:Operator
communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMACCOUNT record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. If
more than one PRODUCT VMACCOUNT record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on the record
containing the MASTER parameter.

For more information, see the  VM:Account Commands.

This subcommand has the following format, where command is the VM:Account command to execute:

VMACCT command

Example:

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Account:

vmacct version

VMARCH Subcommand
Use the VMARCH subcommand to enter VM:Archiver commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window. VM:Operator
communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMARCHIVE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. If
more than one PRODUCT VMARCHIVE record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on the record
containing the MASTER parameter. For more information, see Command Reference.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Archiver command to execute:

VMARCH command

Example:

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Archiver:

vmarch version

VMBACKUP Subcommand
Use the VMBACKUP subcommand to enter VM:Backup commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window. VM:Operator
communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMBACKUP record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. If more
than one PRODUCT VMBACKUP record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on the record containing
the MASTER parameter.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Backup command to execute:
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VMBACKUP command

Example

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Backup:

vmbackup version

VMBATCH Subcommand
Use the VMBATCH subcommand to enter VM:Batch commands from VM:Operator from the VM:Operator SYSTEM
window. VM:Operator communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMBATCH record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. If more than one PRODUCT VMBATCH record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on
the record that contains the MASTER parameter.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Batch command to execute:

VMBATCH command

Example:

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Batch:

vmbatch version

VMSCHED Subcommand
Use the VMSCHED subcommand to enter VM:Schedule commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window.
VM:Operator communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMSCHEDULE record in the VMOPER CONFIG
file. If more than one PRODUCT VMSCHEDULE record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on the
record that contains the MASTER parameter.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Schedule command to execute:

VMSCHED command

Example:

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Schedule:

vmsched version

VMSECURE Subcommand
NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to  VM:Securerefer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.
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Use the VMSECURE subcommand to enter VM:Secure commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window. VM:Operator
communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMSECURE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. If more
than one PRODUCT VMSECURE record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on the record that
contains the MASTER parameter.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Secure command to execute:

VMSECURE command

Example:

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Secure:

vmsecure version

VMSPOOL Subcommand
Use the VMSPOOL subcommand to invoke the VM:Spool command program on the VM:Operator console. VM:Spool can
be run only from the VM:Operator virtual machine console, like XEDIT. You cannot use VMSPOOL from a VMYIAMOP
console or a dedicated console. Furthermore, while VM:Spool full screens are being displayed, the other processes in
VM:Operator as well as most I/O handling and some IUCV handling are disabled.

The VMSPOOL command requires a PRODUCT VMSPOOL record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

TIP
Because VM:Spool is a full-screen application, access it from a separate session. Doing so avoids tying up the
VM:Operator virtual machine.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Spool command to execute:

VMSPOOL command

Example:

Issue the VERSION command to VM:Spool:

vmspool version

VMTAPE Subcommand
Use the VMTAPE subcommand to enter VM:Tape commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window. VM:Operator
communicates with the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMTAPE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. If more than
one PRODUCT VMTAPE record is present, VM:Operator communicates with the user ID on the record that contains the
MASTER parameter.

This subcommand has the following format, where command specifies the VM:Tape command to execute:

VMTAPE command

Example
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Issue the VERSION command to VMTAPE2:

vmtape version

VTAM Subcommand
Use the VTAM subcommand to invoke a VTAM command from a VM:Operator SYSTEM window. VM:Operator
communicates with the VTAM user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMYPOA record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

This subcommand displays the VTAM response messages and terminates with the VTAM return code.

This subcommand has the following format:

VTAM command parameters

command
Specifies one of the three VTAM commands (or their synonyms) that you can issue through a Program Operator
Application. These commands are:

• DISPLAY|D
• MODIFY|F
• VARY|V

The REPLY command is also supported, to answer VTAM commands that require a reply.
parameters

Specifies the VTAM command parameters. These parameters are separated from the command name by one or
more blanks. VTAM command parameters generally require commas as delimiters. The NET parameter, which
usually must be the first parameter, is optional.

VMOPER Configuration File Reference
The configuration file, VMOPER CONFIG, is the primary control file that specifies the local controls and general attributes
of your VM:Operator system. The configuration file is created during the installation process. Use this file to customize the
product for operation at your site and to specify local options.

Use the configuration file to perform the following functions:

• Grant authorizations to VM:Operator users.
• Designate the consoles that VM:Operator can use.
• Specify the types of system logging that you want VM:Operator to perform.
• Specify user exits.
• Specify interfaces to other Broadcom products.

VMOPER CONFIG is a CMS file. This file must be on an SFS directory or CMS minidisk that the VM:Operator service
virtual machine accesses.

The Configuration File and the Initialization Process

When VM:Operator initializes or reconfigures, it reads the VMOPER configuration file. VM:Operator builds its system
control blocks according to file specifications. If erroneous records are detected during initialization, diagnostic messages
are displayed on the VM:Operator logon console. In this case, the product does not initialize.
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Remove Nonexistent User IDs

While initializing or reconfiguring, VM:Operator validates the user IDs listed on various configuration file records. If a
nonexistent user ID is found, VM:Operator displays a message on the VM:Operator console, but initialization is allowed
to continue. If the user ID is defined later, a security violation can occur. We therefore recommend that you remove
nonexistent user IDs from the configuration file.

Configuration File Record Summary
Each record in the configuration file consists of a record name followed by one or more keywords or operands. The
keywords and operands are separated by blanks. The maximum record length is 250 bytes. You can enter an operand
anywhere on the line. Blank lines and comment records that contain an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character are
ignored.

The following table lists all the records in the configuration file:

Record Use
AUTHORIZ Authorizes specified user IDs or consoles to issue VM:Operator

subcommands
CONSOLE Causes VM:Operator to initialize the 3270 display console

that is attached at the virtual address that is specified during
VM:Operator initialization

DEFCON Allows VM:Operator to run disconnected without any consoles
while driving sessions with DIALOG programs triggered by
LOGTABLE entries.

DUMP Determines the user ID to which VMDUMPs are sent whenever
VM:Operator terminates abnormally

DUPLIMIT Causes VM:Operator to detect duplicate messages. Also has
VM:Operator invoke the DUPMSG user exit when the specified
number of messages is reached.

LOGTABLE Specifies the name of the LOGTABLE routing table VM:Operator
is to use upon initialization

MESSAGE Identifies the CP command that VM:Operator uses for sending
messages

MSGCASE Tells VM:Operator to log messages in either upper or mixed case
OPTION Specifies various options for VM:Operator.
PREVENT Specifies exceptions to authorizations granted to user IDs and

consoles with the AUTHORIZ record
PRODUCT Identifies other service virtual machines running

Broadcom products
RVS Specifies an RVSNODES file which describes the remote

VM:Operator nodes that can interoperate together.
SYSLOG Specifies where VM:Operator logs system activity
SYSLOGD Allows VM:Operator to act either as a collector or as a sender of

syslog messages
SYSOPER Designates one or more user IDs to receive critical VM:Operator

messages
USEREXIT Specifies the file names of site-written or modified user exit

routines that are to take control at various points in VM:Operator
operation.
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AUTHORIZ Record
Use the AUTHORIZ record to authorize specified user IDs and consoles or remote user IDs and consoles to issue specific
VM:Operator subcommands. You can specify the same keyword on multiple AUTHORIZ records.

To operate RVS, authorize one or more VM:Operator consoles or other user IDs to use these commands:

• REMOTE
• REMOTEX
• RVS

Note: The following subcommands do not adhere to authorization usage: REPLY PFKEYS QCONSOLEQREPLY
VERSION VIEW You are permitted to use pattern matching when specifying a user ID or a host ID that is receiving an
authorization. While this is much more convenient than authorizing each individual user ID or console ID, it does make it
impossible to verify that all possible matches are appropriate. Pattern matching should therefore be used with great care.
The pattern matching characters that can be used include the asterisk (*) at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of
an ID that indicates a match or zero or more arbitrary characters. You can use the percent sign (%) to match any single
character in an identifier.

In addition to authorizing users and consoles you can also prevent users and consoles from issuing commands. Prevents
always override authorizations. See the PREVENT Record below for more information.

To create an AUTHORIZ record, use the following syntax:

AUTHORIZ {ALL | subcommand | $keyword} {“id-list”}...

id-list:

  userid

| consoleid

| userid.nodeid

| consoleid.nodeid

ALL | subcommand | $keyword
Indicates what function is being authorized. ALL indicates all functions in VM:Operator. Subcommand identifies a
particular subcommand, and $keyword is a token that must start with “$” and is defined by a site to authorize use
of site written macros.
“id-list” is one or more of the following:

{ userid | consoleid | userid.nodeid | consoleid.nodeid }
Indicates an entity being authorized to execute something in VM:Operator.
userid

Specifies a local user ID.
consoleid

Specifies a local console ID.
userid.nodeid

Specifies a remote user ID on a VM:Operator system connected to the local system by RVS. The
indicated userid on the remote system indicated by the RVS nodeid is the entity being authorized.

consoleid.nodeid
Specifies a remote console ID on a VM:Operator system connected to the local system by RVS. The
indicated consoleid on the remote system indicated by the RVS nodeid is the entity being authorized.
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Pattern matching may be specified in userid, consoleid and nodeid fields.

Example: Uses of AUTHORIZ

• Allow all subcommands except VMSPOOL to be entered from the MAINOPER console:

AUTHORIZ ALL MAINOPER

PREVENT VMSPOOL MAINOPER

• Give user IDs USER01, USER02, and USER03 the new $SPECIAL authorization you developed for your site:

AUTHORIZ $SPECIAL USER01 USER02  USER03

Be sure to include something similar to these lines in your macros that need to check authorization:

'TEST PROCESS AUTHORIZ $SPECIAL'

if rc <> 0 then signal NotAuthorized

• Allow MAINOPER at node ZVMNODE2 to issue the REMOTE QPCB command to your system.

AUTHORIZ QPCB MAINOPER.ZVMNODE2

MSGCASE Record
Use the MSGCASE record to tell VM:Operator to log messages in either upper or mixed case. Without the record, the
system default is LOWER, which produces mixed case.

MSGCASE UPPER | LOWER

UPPER | LOWER
Indicates how VM:Operator is to log messages. Specify UPPER to have messages logged in uppercase; specify
LOWER to have messages logged in mixed case.

PREVENT Record
Use the PREVENT record to specify exceptions to authorizations granted to user IDs and consoles with the AUTHORIZ
record. You can specify the same keyword on multiple PREVENT records.

While initializing or reconfiguring, VM:Operator evaluates the return code from a CP LINK command to verify the presence
of user IDs listed on each PREVENT record. If a PREVENT record contains a user ID not in the directory or a CONSOLE
that is undefined, you receive a diagnostic message. You should remove the nonexistent user ID from the configuration
file.

Note: A PREVENT record always takes precedence over an AUTHORIZ record. For example, suppose these two records
are in the VMOPER CONFIG file:

AUTHORIZ VMTAPE USER01 USER02 USER03

PREVENT VMTAPE USER01

VM:Operator  will not allow USER01 to issue VM:Tape commands even though he was specifically authorized to do so.

PREVENT {ALL | subcommand | $keyword} {“id-list”}...

id-list:
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  userid...

| consoleid...

| userid.nodeid...

| consoleid.nodeid...

{ ALL | subcommand | $keyword }
Indicates what function is being prevented. ALL indicates all functions in VM:Operator. Subcommand identifies a
particular subcommand, and $keyword is a token that must start with “$” and is defined by a site to authorize use
of site-written macros.

“id-list” is one or more of the following:

{ userid | consoleid | userid.nodeid | consoleid.nodeid }
Indicates an entity being prevented from executing something in VM:Operator.
userid

Specifies a local user ID.
consoleid

Specifies a local console ID.
userid.nodeid

Specifies a remote user ID on a VM:Operator system connected to the local system by RVS. The
indicated userid on the remote system indicated by the RVS nodeid is the entity being prevented.

consoleid.nodeid
Specifies a remote console ID on a VM:Operator system connected to the local system by RVS. The
indicated consoleid on the remote system indicated by the RVS nodeid is the entity being prevented.
Pattern matching may be specified in userid, consoleid and nodeid fields.

Example:

• Prevent all user IDs and consoles from issuing the QPCB subcommand:
PREVENT QPCB *

• Prevent user IDs and consoles with user IDs that begin with OPER from issuing the END subcommand, but authorize
console MAINOPER to issue the END subcommand:
PREVENT END OPER*

AUTHORIZ END MAINOPER

SYSOPER Record
Use the SYSOPER record to designate one or more user IDs to receive critical VM:Operator messages. You can have
more than one SYSOPER record in your VMOPER CONFIG file.

SYSOPER userids

userids
Indicates the user IDs that you want to receive critical VM:Operator messages.
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USEREXIT Record
Use the USEREXIT records to specify the file names of site-written or modified user exit routines that are to get control at
various points in VM:Operator operation. User exits are not activated unless you have placed a corresponding USEREXIT
record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

USEREXIT exitname filename [EXEC | TEXT]

exitname
The template user exit that is to receive control at some point in VM:Operator operation. These templates are
provided with VM:Operator. For a list of template user exit names, see Template User Exits

filename
Is the file name of the site-written user exit routine to receive control.

EXEC |  TEXT

Indicates whether the site-written or modified program is an EXEC or a TEXT file.

Program Type Description
EXEC Indicates the program is an EXEC; you can write EXECs in EXEC,

EXEC2, or REXX.
TEXT Indicates the program is in assembler format

DEFCON Record
A major feature of VM:Operator is the capability of scripting full screen sessions (logical devices). These sessions use
REXX programs named DIALOGs that simulate an operator interacting with a logical 3270 display. When a logical device
is defined, its attributes must match the characteristics of the console on which it is displayed. Consequentially, a console
must exist in order to create sessions. This requirement prevented these DIALOGs from running when VM:Operator was
running disconnected.

The DEFCON Record addresses this situation. A DEFCON record enables a disconnected VM:Operator virtual machine
to do screen scripting without any consoles. DEFCON also allows processes that are spawned in the LOGTABLE to start
DIALOGs.

When sessions are defined for a console, a SESSIONS record is added to the console definition. This SESSIONS
record identifies a SESSIONS file. This file lists the sessions to be defined for that console. When the console is started,
the sessions are initialized with the attributes that match the attributes of the console. This logic allows the session to
be viewed on that console. A DEFCON record in the configuration file has sessions defined at VM:Operator system
initialization rather than at the start of a console. This change in session definition time allows sessions to be scripted
without having to initialize a console. For more information, see Dialogs without Consoles.

The DEFCON record indicates the default console attributes to be used with the sessions. DEFCON also identifies a
USERID file that contains a reference to the SESSIONS file that defines the sessions. That corresponding user ID can
use the VMYIAMOP utility to access the sessions as required for debugging and control purposes.

The DEFCON record has the following format:

DEFCON userid [model [EXTENDED]] 
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userid
Specifies a user ID that can use the VMYIAMOP. This user ID must have access to a 3270 console or emulator
that can be configured with the specified model screen size and features. Any sessions that can be manipulated
from DIALOGs started by a LOGTABLE entry must be defined in the SESSIONS file for this user ID.

model
Specifies the 3270 model number (2, 3, 4 or 5) of the logical devices that are created. This determines the logical
screen size of the sessions: 24x80, 32x80, 43x80, or 27x132. If a model is not specified, a model 2 logical device
is created.

EXTENDED
Indicates that the logical devices are capable of handling extended color and attributes. If this parameter is
omitted, the logical device will not support extended color and attributes.

When a DEFCON record is included in the configuration file, a USERID file for the specified user ID must exist. This
USERID file must contain a SESSIONS record that specifies the file name of a SESSIONS file. This SESSIONS file is
special in that it is automatically processed at VM:Operator startup time rather than when the console is initialized. The
logical devices are created with the characteristics specified on the DEFCON configuration file record. Any DIALOGs that
are specified are also started. Processes that LOGTABLE entries spawn can issue SESSION DIALOG subcommands that
reference any of these sessions.

When the user ID that is specified on the DEFCON configuration file record connects with VMYIAMOP, the user ID gets
full access and control over all the previously started sessions that are listed in its SESSIONS file. When this user ID
terminates the VMYIAMOP console, the sessions are not terminated as they would be for other VMYIAMOP user IDs. To
reset the other DEFCON sessions, execute the SESSION RESET command explicitly.

Only one DEFCON record is allowed. If no DEFCON record exists, LOGTABLE-spawned processes that try to manipulate
sessions generate error VMY0109E, Process not associated with a console.

OPTION Record
Use the OPTION configuration file record to control the following system features:

• Whether SMSGs are handled as commands
• What identifying information appears on consoles

This configuration file record has the following format:

OPTION [FULLID] [SMSG]

FULLID
Adds the user ID running VM:Operator and the system Node ID (SYSID) to the default title line. Specifying this
option overrides the setting of the IDENTIFY record in CONSOLE and USERID files. Thus, each console always
shows the window name, the console ID, the VM:Operator user ID, and the node ID.
If used, the output that the Title Exit pushes overrides the OPTION FULLID record.
If the TITLE user exit VMYEXIT6 is in place, remove it from VMOPER CONFIG file.

SMSG
Causes VM:Operator to handle SMSGs that it receives as commands rather than as routable messages.

PRODUCT Record
Use the PRODUCT record to identify other service virtual machines running Broadcom products. The PRODUCT record
activates the interface between VM:Operator and another service virtual machine. The PRODUCT record also enables
VM:Operator to display associated product messages without headers.
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Add a PRODUCT VMTAPE record to run the VM:Operator TAPEMGR process. To use the VMSPOOL subcommand, add
a PRODUCT VMSPOOL record.

The syntax for the PRODUCT record is as follows:

PRODUCT {product userid [MASTER] | VMSISERV userid | VMYPOA vtamid}

product userid [ MASTER ]
Identifies a service virtual machine running a Broadcom product that you want VM:Operator to interface with.
product

Identifies a Broadcom product
Specify one of the following product aliases:

• VMACCOUNT
• VMARCHIVER
• VMBACKUP
• VMBATCH
• VMDIRECTOR
• VMOPERATOR
• VMSCHEDULE
• VMSECURE
• VMSPOOL
• VMTAPE

userid
Specifies the service virtual machine running the product

MASTER
If there are multiple PRODUCT records that reference the same product, specify MASTER in the record
containing the user ID that you want VM:Operator to communicate with.

Note:VM:Operator includes macros for issuing subcommands to each product.
VMSISERV userid

Specifies the user ID to perform product maintenance. This user ID is the Mainframe VM Product Manager
installation and maintenance user ID (typically VMANAGER).

VMYPOA vtamid
Identifies the VTAM server. The value for  vtamid is the GCS user ID running VTAM.

Example

Assign user ID VMSPOOL as the main VM:Spool service virtual machine that you want VM:Operator to communicate
with. Assign VMSPOOL1 as another user ID running VM:Spool.

PRODUCT VMSPOOL VMSPOOL MASTER

PRODUCT VMSPOOL VMSPOOL1

RVS Record and RVSNODES File
Use the RVS record to indicate the VM:Operator system is to take part in an RVS (Remote VM:Operator Support)
network. An RVS Network is a peer-to-peer network of VM:Operator systems that can intercommunicate using TCP/
IP. Only one RVS record is allowed in the configuration file. If an RVS record is not included in the configuration file, the
system is not able to participate in the RVS network.

The RVS record contains the following information:
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• Identifies an RVSNODES file, which lists all the nodes of an RVS network.
• Specifies which of the nodes in the RVSNODES file is the node of the local VM:Operator system.
• Specifies the frequency of the RVS heartbeat.

The RVS record has the following format:

RVS filename nodeid [heartrate]

filename
Specifies the name of the RVSNODES file. This file must be present on an accessed minidisk or SFS directory
when this product starts. See RVSNODES File for information on the contents of this file.

nodeid
Specifies the unique node ID of the local VM:Operator system. This node ID and all others node IDs in the
RVS network are specified in the RVSNODES file. This node ID indicates which of the nodes defined in the
RVSNODES file is for the local system.

heartrate
Specifies the frequency of the RVS heartbeat in seconds. The RVS heartbeat process periodically sends a
heartbeat message to each RVS node. The heartbeat process then checks that it has received a heartbeat
message from the other nodes. If the heartbeat process does not receive a heartbeat message within two
heartrate intervals, the process assumes that the node is inoperable. In this case, the heartbeat process
automatically initiates recovery.
Default: 60 seconds

Example: RVS Record

A typical RVS record in the VMOPER CONFIG file follows:

RVS RVSFILE1 VM1 50

This RVS record refers to a RVSNODES file named RVSFILE1. In the RVSNODES file, the record VM1 defines the
local VM:Operator system. The RVS heartbeat process sends a heartbeat message to each RVS node every 50 seconds.

RVSNODES File

The RVSNODES file lists all of the VM:Operator systems (including the local system) that participate in the RVS network.
The file must contain a record for each system.

NOTE

Typically, we recommend that you provide an identical RVSNODES file to all systems. However, if your site uses
the Network Address Translation feature of TCP/IP, a host's home IP address may not be the same IP address
or DNS hostname that is broadcast in the network to access that host.  In this case, each system must have a
unique RVSNODES file. See the example at the end of the page.

The maximum record length of an RVSNODES file is 250 characters. Blank lines and lines starting with an asterisk in
column one are ignored.

Each RVSNODES record defines one VM:Operator system on the RVS network. The RVSNODES record has the
following format:

status nodeid {hostname | ipaddress} portno [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

status
Denotes the initial status of the channel to the node (ENABLE or DISABLE). ENABLE indicates that the node
connection starts automatically. DISABLE indicates that you start the node connection manually with the RVS
subcommand. If you want the node to be nonfunctional at VM:Operator startup time, specify the status as
DISABLE. Otherwise, specify ENABLE.
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nodeid
Specifies the unique VM:Operator node ID for the interface that this record describes. The node ID specified on
the RVS configuration file record must match a node ID on one of the RVSNODES file records. The ID must be
unique within the RVS network. RVS node IDs have no relationship to system or RSCS node IDs.
The RVS, REMOTE, and REMOTEX subcommands, and the REMOTE LOGTABLE action, use the RVS node ID.

hostname | ipaddress
Indicates the host name or IP address that is associated with the node ID. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are
supported. If DNS is available, you can use a symbolic domain hostname. This product translates the domain
name to an IP address at startup.

portno
Specifies the port number that this system uses when connecting to RVS.
Important: Specify a port that no other hosted application uses. RVS does not have a well-known port number.
To authorize and reserve the use of the port number that you specify, update the IBM TCP/IP server configuration
file (sometimes named PROFILE TCPIP). The port definition should not include the SECURE option or specify
a TLSLABEL value. If you implement TLS support for this node ID, VM:Operator will dynamically secure any
created sockets with the TLSLABEL (certificate) you specify for this  nodeid  after the connection is successfully
established.

TLSLABEL=
tlslabel
Specifies the TLSLABEL (certificate) that is to be used to encrypt and secure the TCP socket connection for
TLS data transmission over the TCP socket. If specified, the TLSLABEL= keyword is required and must be
immediately followed by the  tlslabel  value to be used to secure the TCP socket. The TLS secure session is
managed by z/VM TCP/IP System Services using the TCP/IP SSL server(s).  Therefore, you must have the TCP/
IP SSL server(s) configured and running to implement this functionality. Additionally, the  tlslabel  value specified
must be an installed valid certificate in the certificate database used by the TCP/IP SSL server(s) on this host
node (the client) and the  nodeid  specified on this RVSNODES file record (the server).

 Examples: RVSNODES File Record 

• A typical RVSNODES file record follows:
ENABLE VM1 VM1.COMPANYDOMAIN.COM 23456

In this example, the node connection starts automatically (ENABLE). The unique node ID is VM1 and the node is
hosted at vm1.companydomain.com:2345 6.

• In the following example, the site uses the Network Address Translation feature of TCP/IP. The site has three nodes,
VM1 - VM3. The home address of these sites is not the same as the IP address that is visible on the network. The
home addresses are 172.x.x.x, but the addresses on the network are 198.x.x.x. All nodes use port 23456 for TCP/IP.
Node VM1 has the following RVSNODES file:

ENABLE VM1 172.1.1.1 23456

ENABLE VM2 198.1.2.1 23456

ENABLE VM3 198.1.3.1 23456

Node VM2 has the following RVSNODES file:
ENABLE VM1 198.1.1.1 23456

ENABLE VM2 172.1.2.1 23456

ENABLE VM3 198.1.3.1 23456

Node VM3 has the following RVSNODES file:
ENABLE VM1 198.1.1.1 23456

ENABLE VM2 198.1.2.1 23456

ENABLE VM3 172.1.3.1 23456
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SYSLOGD Record
Use the SYSLOGD record to configure VM:Operator to work with SYSLOGD, SYSLOG-ng, or RSYSLOG message
loggers that are commonly used with Linux systems. VM:Operator can act either as a collector or as a sender of syslog
messages.

When VM:Operator is configured as a SYSLOGD sender a special routing table, the PRITABLE, is used to select
messages to be sent to a SYSLOGD collector running on a Linux system. The PRITABLE also controls the PRIority to be
assigned to the message when it is sent. The PRIority is a 1-3 digit number enclosed within angle brackets that prefixes
messages sent to remote SYSLOGD systems.

When VM:Operator is configured as a SYSLOGD collector a HOSTABLE is used to associate user IDs to messages
received from a remote SYSLOGD host. This user ID is used with message class *S to indicate that the message is a
remote SYSLOGD message in the VM:Operator syslog file.

Configuring a SYSLOGD Collector in the SYSLOGD Record

The SYSLOGD collector record syntax is as follows:

 SYSLOGD COLLECTOR filename hostname [port/protocol] [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

 

filename
Denotes the file name of the HOSTABLE file the collector process uses to translate a remote host IP address
into a user ID when VM:Operator handles the message. For more information, see HOSTABLE File and Record
Format.

hostname
Specifies the local host name or IP address of the network interface to be used to collect SYSLOG messages.

port/protocol
Denotes the optional port and IP protocol VM:Operator listens to in order to receive remote SYSLOG messages.
The default (and traditional) value that SYSLOGD typically uses is 514/UDP. The newer SYSLOG-ng or
RSYSLOG client is also capable of sending with TCP.
If you are not using the TLSLABEL=tlslabel  option, we recommend that you use the default port and protocol
setting (514/UDP) with SYSLOGD, SYSLOG-ng, or RSYSLOG when the UDP protocol is used. However, the
TCP protocol is often preferred with SYSLOG-ng and RSYSLOG. If you are using TCP,  use a different port
number, as 514/TCP is reserved for use with REXECD. No matter what port and protocol you use, adjust the IBM
TCP/IP Server Configuration file (typically named PROFILE TCPIP) to authorize and control the use of the port
and protocol you configure.

NOTE

If the TLSLABEL=tlslabel  option is specified, the  port/protocol  option must also be specified (is
required) and the  protocol  value must be TCP. The default values cannot be used.

TLSLABEL=
tlslabel
Specifies the TLSLABEL (certificate) that is to be used to encrypt and secure the TCP socket connection for
TLS data transmission over the TCP socket. If specified, the TLSLABEL= keyword is required and must be
immediately followed by the  tlslabel  value to be used to secure the TCP socket. The TLS secure session is
managed by z/VM TCP/IP System Services using the TCP/IP SSL server(s).  Therefore, you must have the TCP/
IP SSL server(s) configured and running to implement this functionality. Additionally, the  tlslabel  value specified
must be an installed valid certificate in the certificate database used by the TCP/IP SSL server(s). Because TLS
via TCP/IP System Services only supports TCP sockets, the default UDP socket cannot be used. Therefore the 
port/protocol  options are required (must be specified)  and  protocol  must be TCP. The same certificate must
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be installed and used by the SYSLOGD, SYSLOG-ng, or RSYSLOG client on the Linux server to encrypt/decrypt
the data and provide TLS data transmission.

HOSTABLE File and Record Format

The HOSTABLE file establishes a correspondence between the IP address that is associated with a remote SYSLOGD
sender and an arbitrary origin user ID to be used when the message is routed and written to the VM:Operator system log.
The HOSTABLE file is composed of variable length records, with a maximum length of 250 bytes. Blank lines and lines
starting with an asterisk are ignored.

The HOSTABLE file record is in the following format:

 originId IPaddress

originId
Specifies an origin ID which indicates a specific Linux system. If the Linux system is running on z/VM, we
recommended using this ID as  the user ID of the Linux virtual machine. The messages that are received from the
corresponding IP address are associated with this user ID.

IPaddress
Specifies the IP address of the sender of the message.
Note: If a matching IP address is found, VM:Operator reformats the message as follows:

1. The message origin ID is taken from the matching HOSTABLE file entry.
2. The message class is set to *S.
3. The message is prefixed by a symbolic interpretation of the PRIority field.

Example:
Consider the following SYSLOGD hypothetical message from host 10.0.0.99:

<92>Feb 5 17:32:18 Use the widget!

If a match of the IP address, 10.0.0.99, is found in the HOSTABLE file record and is associated with the user ID LINUX02,
this message is reformatted as follows:

17:32:18 LINUX02 *S ftp.warning Use the widget!

If a match of the hostname is not found, the SYSLOGD message remains unmodified and is  logged as follows:

17:32:18 OPERATOR *S <92>From 10.0.0.99: Feb 5 17:32:18 Use the widget!

TIP
Designate a user ID to associate with the IP address and set up the HOSTABLE file appropriately.

Configuring a SYSLOGD Sender in the SYSLOGD Record

The SYSLOGD sender record syntax is as follows:

 SYSLOGD SENDER remotehost filename [port/protocol] [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

 

remotehost
Specifies the remote hostname or IP address where the SYSLOGD collector is running.

filename
Denotes the file name of the PRITABLE routing table file which is automatically initialized when VM:Operator is
started.

port/protocol
Specifies the optional port and IP protocol of the remote SYSLOG collector is listening to. The default value is the
traditional 514/UDP used by SYSLOGD. The newer SYSLOG-ng collector can also using TCP.
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NOTE

If the TLSLABEL=tlslabel  option is specified, the  port/protocol  option must also be specified (is
required) and the  protocol  value must be TCP. The default values cannot be used.

TLSLABEL=
tlslabel
Specifies the TLSLABEL (certificate) that is to be used to encrypt and secure the TCP socket connection for
TLS data transmission over the TCP socket. If specified, the TLSLABEL= keyword is required and must be
immediately followed by the  tlslabel  value to be used to secure the TCP socket. The TLS secure session is
managed by z/VM TCP/IP System Services using the TCP/IP SSL server(s).  Therefore, you must have the TCP/
IP SSL server(s) configured and running to implement this functionality. Additionally, the  tlslabel  value specified
must be an installed valid certificate in the certificate database used by the TCP/IP SSL server(s). Because TLS
via TCP/IP System Services only supports TCP sockets, the default UDP socket cannot be used. Therefore the 
port/protocol  options are required (must be specified)  and  protocol  must be TCP. The same certificate must
be installed and used by the SYSLOGD, SYSLOG-ng, or RSYSLOG client on the Linux server to encrypt/decrypt
the data and provide TLS data transmission.

If you are not using the TLSLABEL=tlslabel  option, we recommend that you use the default port and protocol setting
(514/UDP) with SYSLOGD or SYSLOG-ng when the UDP protocol is used. However, if you are using the TCP protocol,
use a different port number, as 514/TCP is reserved for use with REXECD. To authorize and control the use of whichever
port and protocol you use, adjust the IBM TCP/IP Server Configuration file (typically named PROFILE TCPIP).

CONSOLE Record
Use a CONSOLE record to cause VM:Operator to initialize a particular console at system startup time. VM:Operator can
initialize as many consoles as is needed. Each console must have a unique CONSOLE filename and virtual address.

This record has the following format:

CONSOLE vaddr consoleid [REMOTE]

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the console.

consoleid
Specifies the filename of the CONSOLE file to initialize at system startup. This identifier becomes the name of the
console. Filenames of CONSOLE files cannot be the same as any user ID on the local system.
If your site uses VM:Secure, change the NEWUSER exit to prevent the creation of new user IDs that match
existing console names.

[ REMOTE ]
Optimizes the data stream. Use this parameter for all VTAM consoles, even if they are connected to local control
units.

DUMP Record
Use the DUMP record to specify the user ID you want dumps sent to whenever VM:Operator terminates abnormally. After
a VMDUMP is performed, the dump is spooled to the virtual reader of that user ID. If this record is not used, VMDUMPs
are sent to the user ID specified on the SYSTEM_USERIDS statement in the CP SYSTEM CONFIG file.

This record has the following format, where userid specifies the user ID whose virtual reader dumps are spooled to.

DUMP userid
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DUPLIMIT Record
Use the DUPLIMIT record to have VM:Operator detect duplicate messages. DUPLIMIT has VM:Operator invoke the
DUPMSG user exit when a specified number of messages is reached. This user exit prevents the operator from being
flooded with messages from an application in a loop.

Duplicate messages are messages that contain the same originating user ID, IUCV message class, and message text.

This record has the following format:

DUPLIMIT threshold seconds [windowsize]

threshold
Specifies the number of duplicate messages that you want to trigger the DUPMSG user exit.

seconds
Specifies the number of seconds within which the duplicate messages are received.

windowsize
Specifies the size of the window (that is, a block of messages) within which a message is considered a duplicate.
The window size parameter defaults to 1. This parameter is useful when examining multiple-line messages issued
by CP or a service virtual machine.

Examples

• Call the DUPMSG user exit if a user sends five or more duplicate messages within 3 seconds:
DUPLIMIT 5 3

• Call the DUPMSG user exit if a message appears more than twice within 10 seconds. The duplicates are counted only
if they appear within a window of three messages. (Up to two other messages could occur between the duplicated
messages.)
DUPLIMIT 2 10 3

Then say that this sequence of messages occurred:

00:11:22 HCPABC123I

00:11:22 HCPABC987E

00:11:22 HCPABC666S

00:11:23 HCPABC123I

00:11:23 HCPABC987E

00:11:23 HCPABC666S

00:11:24 HCPABC123I

00:11:24 HCPABC987E

00:11:24 HCPABC666S

00:11:25 HCPABC123I

00:11:25 HCPABC987E

00:11:25 HCPABC666S

Each message that is sent at 00:11:24 and 00:11:25 triggers the DUPMSG user exit by default. However, DUPMSG
can indicate by return code that only the first instance of a message that exceeds the DUPLIMIT triggers it . If the user
exit is so written, the messages that are sent at 00:11:25 are ignored. For more information, see DUPMSG User Exit.

LOGTABLE Record
Use the LOGTABLE record to specify the name of the LOGTABLE routing table file that VM:Operator loads upon
initialization. To load, query, or cancel a LOGTABLE after initialization, use the TABLE subcommand.
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The LOGTABLE record has the following format, where filename specifies the name of the LOGTABLE file. The filetype is
always LOGTABLE.

LOGTABLE filename

Example:

To use the SYSOPER LOGTABLE as the LOGTABLE when you initialize VM:Operator, place this record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file:

LOGTABLE SYSOPER

MESSAGE Record
Use the MESSAGE record to identify the CP command that VM:Operator uses to send messages. The default setting is
MSGNOH.

This record has the following format:

MESSAGE [MSG | MSGNOH]

MSG | MSGNOH
Specify MSG to have VM:Operator use the CP MSG command. Specify MSGNOH to have VM:Operator use the
CP MSGNOH command.
Note: If you use MSGNOH, the user ID running VM:Operator must have appropriate CP privilege classes to issue
the CP MSGNOH command. Otherwise, no messages are sent.

SYSLOG Record
Use the SYSLOG record to specify how VM:Operator logs the messages that it processes. Hardcopy logging and spooled
logging require a SYSLOG record. However, if no REVIEW processes are defined in the CONSOLE file, the SYSLOG
record is not required .

SYSLOG filemode [PRINT vaddr1] [SPOOL vaddr2]

filemode
The filemode of the minidisk to which VM:Operator is to write the system log file. The minidisk must be accessed
read/write. The file that VM:Operator produces has a file name in the format of yymmdd. The minidisk that
filemode specifies cannot be the A-disk.

PRINT vaddr1
Specifies that VM:Operator is to maintain hardcopy logging by a dedicated 3270-compatible printer at virtual
address vaddr1. If you do not specify PRINT, hardcopy printing is not performed.
Note: If the hardcopy printer is hung when VM:Operator terminates, an informational message is displayed.
Normal drain operation on the printer is bypassed. This behavior helps avoid indefinite hangs when the printer is
out of action or on an unattended system.
If the hardcopy printer is indefinitely out of action, remove the PRINT parameter and its operand from the
SYSLOG record.

SPOOL vaddr2
Specifies that VM:Operator is to spool the system log file to a virtual printer at virtual address vaddr2. This printer
must be defined as a 1403 device on a SPOOL record in the VM:Operator directory entry.
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If SPOOL is not specified, the system log is not spooled.Note: Specify a virtual address other than 00E for
vaddr2. Virtual printer 00E is used by the screen printing function. To set up spooled logging, use the DEFINE
command or add a SPOOL statement to the directory entry of the user ID running VM:Operator. We recommend
using virtual address 00F.

Example

Specify a SYSLOG record that has VM:Operator perform the following actions:

• Write the system log files to the OPERATOR B-disk.
• Send SPOOL files to the virtual printer at virtual address 00F.
• Define a dedicated hardcopy printer at virtual address 20F.

SYSLOG B SPOOL 00F PRINT 20F

Remote VM:Operator Support: RVS
Remote VM:Operator Support (RVS) is a VM:Operator-only system that replaces the RSCS-based Host/Node support
as the primary means of two or more VM:Operator systems interacting with each other. Unlike the RSCS Host/Node
based support, RVS is based on peer-to-peer architecture. This architecture means that any node can issue commands
or route messages to any other RVS node. The old RSCS Host/Node support has been deprecated and removed from the
documentation.

If you are currently using Host/Node support, consider replacing it with the new RVS feature. RVS is far more powerful
and flexible than Host/Node support.

RVS uses TCP/IP and supports interfaces that use IPv4 or IPv6 addresses. Some systems in the network may support
IPv6 while others use IPv4. For any given VM:Operator system to make use of RVS, the system must have a functional
TCP/IP stack. Also, the user ID running VM:Operator must have access to the TCPIP DATA file that describes the
interface.

PTF SO08021 provides TLS support to encrypt and secure data flowing over the RVS connections using z/VM TCP/
IP System Services and the TCP/IP SSL server(s). See the RVS VMOPER CONFIG file record for details of how to
implement TLS for RVS TCP connections.

 Contents 

  

Implement an RVS Network

Perform the following steps to implement the RVS network:

1. Insure the TCPIP DATA file is available to VM:Operator on an accessed minidisk or SFS directory.
2. Provide an RVSNODES control file to each participating VM:Operator system.
3. Add an RVS record to the VMOPER CONFIG file of each participating VM:Operator system.
4. Authorize one or more VM:Operator consoles or other user IDs to execute the REMOTE, REMOTEX, and RVS

commands. Use the AUTHORIZ record for each VM:Operator VMOPER CONFIG file.
5. Specify the commands that other VM:Operator systems in the RVS network can issue on the

local VM:Operator system. To specify these commands, add the relevant optional authorizations to
all VM:Operator VMOPER CONFIG files.

6. To route selected messages to specified remote VM:Operator systems, use the REMOTE routing table action on
LOGTABLE records.

NOTE

 More information: 
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•  RVS Record and RVSNODES File 
•  REMOTE and REMOTEX Subcommands 
•  RVS Subcommand 
•  AUTHORIZ Record 
• Routing Table Actions  

The TCPIP DATA File

The TCPIP DATA file is a part of the IBM implementation of TCP/IP in z/VM. If you install TCP/IP, you need a TCPIP
DATA file. VM:Operator requires this file to be present because the product reads certain parameters from the file. For
example, the product reads the userid of the server that runs the stack from the TCIP DATA file. If the TCPIP DATA file is
not available to this product, RVS does not initialize.

If your system has more than one TCP/IP server, you have more than one TCPIP DATA file. This product cannot use more
than one TCP/IP server. Ensure that this product has access to the TCPIP DATA file that belongs to the TCP/IP server
that you want to use with RVS.

Authorize Subcommands for Use by Remote Systems

In RVS, you have granular control over which local VM:Operator commands other remote VM:Operator systems can
issue. This granularity is a major difference between RVS and the RSCS Host-Node support. The syntax of the standard
AUTHORIZ record has been extended and enhanced for RVS.

All user IDs, console IDs, and RVS node IDs can be specified with extended pattern matching characters. This product
uses the same characters that CMS supports. An asterisk (*) matches any number of characters and a percent sign (%)
matches one non-blank character. You can use multiple asterisks and percent signs. However, be careful not to authorize
someone inadvertently.

Two types of authorizations are possible: Local and Remote.

You can define local authorizations by using extended pattern matching. Local authorizations do not work with remotely
issued commands, even if the user ID is the same. Similarly, remote authorizations cannot be used to authorize a local
user ID or console ID.

In a remote authorization in an AUTHORIZ record, the user ID or console ID ends with a period followed by an RVS node
ID.

To define a local authorization, create an AUTHORIZ record with the command name and the local user ID. To define a
remote authorization, create an AUTHORIZ record with the command name and a concatenation of the remote user ID
and the remote node ID.

 Example: Local and Remote Authorization 

The following record authorizes console USER01 on remote node ID VM1 to issue the QPCB command on the local
system:

AUTHORIZ QPCB USER01.VM1

If USER01 is also the user ID of a user on the local system, you can authorize that user to use QPCB as follows:

AUTHORIZ QPCB USER01 USER01.VM1

An AUTHORIZ record can accept a list of IDs (either local or remote).

Add RVS Nodes

To expand your RVS network, you can add RVS nodes.
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Follow these steps:

1. Add a node definition to all the RVSNODES files.
2. Add the RVS record to the VMOPER CONFIG file of the new node.
3. Restart that VM:Operator system.

The new node is added to your RVS network.

NOTE
 You do not need to restart the other VM:Operator systems in the network. If you updated their RVSNODES files,
those systems automatically restart RVS when the new RVS node attempts to connect to them.

RVS Reliability and Usability Features

RVS has significant features that enable it to provide reliable service. A heartbeat process automatically detects and
corrects various problems. Sites can implement customized procedures for dealing with situations where RVS is unable to
reach a remote system. RVS monitors the functioning of the local TCP/IP stack and automatically recovers from a stack
crash. Finally RVS automatically restarts itself when a new node attempts to connect which makes adding nodes to the
RVS network relatively easy.

The RVS Heartbeat

The RVS heartbeat process monitors the health of socket connections with other RVS nodes.

Normally, whenever a socket is closed the other end of that socket is notified of the reset. However, if the remote TCP/
IP server crashes or if the z/VM system is re-IPLed, this notification may not occur. This lack of notification can cause
unexpected problems for RVS.

To deal with this situation, the RVS heartbeat process periodically sends a special heartbeat message to each node. The
process also checks for receipt of such a message from each node.

Whenever a heartbeat message is received, the time of day that the message arrived is recorded. To determine whether a
node is functioning correctly, the heartbeat process calculates the time that has elapsed since the last heartbeat message
was received.

When the elapsed time is found to exceed two heartbeat intervals, the node is automatically forced to recover the
connection.

The heartbeat process also monitors the health of the local TCP/IP stack. If the stack fails it will automatically restart RVS
to recover communications.

Pending Connection Monitoring

The RVS heartbeat process monitors pending connections. Connections are considered pending when the normal
enabled state cannot be achieved. The reasons why a connection cannot be obtained include:

• The entire z/VM system is not running
• The TCP/IP stack is not running
• The VM:Operator user ID is not running
•  VM:Operator is not configured to use RVS
• The node is disabled on the remote system

If the heartbeat process discovers a pending connection, it sends message VMYRVS0029I to itself. The process sends
the message with the CP MESSAGE command. You can filter this message. You can also write an action routine. For
example, you can write an action routine to disable the node or notify a system administrator.
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Trapping Message VMYRVS0029I

Message VMYRVS0029I can quickly become annoying to operators when they are unable to facilitate an RVS
connection. You can trap message VMYRVS0029I with the HOLDMSG process so that a single copy of this message is
written and updated as a held line.

To use the HOLDMSG process, add two lines for each node you have defined in your RVS network to your HOLDMSG
control file. These lines appear as follows:

HOLD * *1 1 VMYRVS0029I Node nodeid

REMOVE * *1 1 VMYRVS0056I Node nodeid

In these lines, nodeid is the ID of a node in your network.

To prevent VMYRVS0029I and VMYRVS0056I from displaying in the SYSTEM window, add corresponding entries to your
LOGTABLE. Those entries appear as follows:

IGNORE MSG * *1 1 VMYRVS0029I 

IGNORE MSG * *1 1 VMYRVS0056I 

Using RVS Subcommands

Three subcommands can be used with RVS system: REMOTE, REMOTEX, and RVS.

The REMOTE and REMOTEX subcommands invoke commands on remote VM:Operator systems. The RVS
subcommand is used to control the RVS network.

User Exits
 VM:Operator provides you with basic template user exits written in both REXX and assembler.

User Exit Summary

The following table describes the various User Exits and names the templates that are provided with the installation:

 Exit Sample  Exit Name  What It Does 

 COMMAND VMYEXIT1 Examines commands before they are
interpreted by VM:Operator and optionally
modifies or rejects the commands

 DUPMSG VMYEXIT8 Supplies a facility for detecting and ignoring
consecutive duplicate messages

 MONITOR VMYEXIT2 Can notify an alternate user ID if a
message requiring intervention remains
unsatisfied for a given period of time

 SECUSER VMYEXIT5 Examines each command before it passes
to the secondary user ID and optionally
modifies or rejects the command

 SMSGMGR VMYEXIT3 Identifies SMSGMGR messages you want
to filter, hold, or roll off the SMSGMGR
window

SPOOLMON VMYEXITB Allows additional processing for messages
from VM:Spool.
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 TITLE VMYEXIT6 Allows your site to customize the
title line that appears at the top of
all VM:Operator consoles; called every
minute

 UMSGFULL VMYEXIT4 Identifies actions for UMSGMGR to take if
the message queue becomes full

 VMTCMD VMYEXITA Allows you to accept, modify, or reject
commands entered in a VM:Tape window

Customize User Exits

If you plan to use one of the supplied sample user exits, you must customize it for your site.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Move the sample user exit you want to use to a location where you can modify it. All sample exits supplied
with VM:Operator must be modified before they can be used. Assembler source files will also have to be assembled
to produce a TEXT file. Sample exits have filetypes: XEXEC or XASSEMBL. When you copy these files you must also
rename them to EXEC or ASSEMBLE.

2. Add a USEREXIT record to the configuration file for each user exit you plan to use.
Note: For more information, see USEREXIT Record. Additionally, you may also need to place corresponding records
in the configuration file or the appropriate CONSOLE or USERID file that cause the exit to be called.

Debugging Aid

Whenever an EXEC program (either a user exit or an action routine) enters a loop, the loop is noticed as a hang
and then the entire virtual machine rapidly accumulates virtual CPU time. To recover from the hang, you need to
restart VM:Operator. This procedure should be known to all system administrators.

You must not force VM:Operator or, even worse, restart CP when only VM:Operator is not responding due to a loop or a
hang.

Instead use the following procedure to dump the virtual machine and then restart it.

1. If you are using the OPERATOR logon console as a VM:Operator console, turn the console off or close the terminal
emulator to disconnect the OPERATOR virtual machine.

2. Reconnect to the OPERATOR virtual machine. This will display a terminal status of CP READ. Be sure to issue SET
RUN OFF as the first command.

3. Issue the VMDUMP command. The dump will be spooled to the OPERATOR virtual machine's reader.
4. Issue the IPL CMS command to restart CMS.

Follow IBM procedures to load and view the VMDUMP file. It is also a good idea to save the current day's SYSLOG file.
We may ask you to send both files to us for analysis. However, before calling Technical Support you may want to try to
determine if it is your own code that was looping.

As an aid in debugging customer written EXECs, VM:Operator stores the file name of the EXEC file in a fixed location
each time it invokes an EXEC. This field is cleared to blanks when the EXEC returns control thus enabling you to tell if
your code was in control at the time of the hang. The address of this 8-byte field is at offset X'1850' relative to the location
of where CMS loads VMYSYS.

The VMYSYS load point address varies depending on how storage is utilized. This address is displayed in a message at
startup time. For example:

VMYBEG0003I VMYSYS MODULE load point is: 01E72076.

It is also displayed in response to the CMS command PROGMAP that you can issue from the SYSTEM window. For
example:
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progmap vmysys

Name        Entry       Origin      Bytes        Attributes

VMYSYS      01E756D8    01E73000    0005C000    Amode 31  Reloc

VMYINI0006I 0.000 Ready;                                      

To locate this field you need to add the load point address that is specified in the message to the field offset. The resulting
address is of an 8-byte field that contains the file name of the currently executing EXEC. If this field is blank it indicates
that the problem was elsewhere. In that case contact Broadcom Support for assistance and be prepared to send us the
VMDUMP and the copy of the SYSLOG file that you saved.

COMMAND User Exit
Use the COMMAND user exit to modify commands you enter through SYSTEM windows or through the OPERATOR,
SMSG, or REMOTE commands. You can also use the COMMAND user exit to prevent specific commands from being
invoked.

This user exit is called by the process initialization routine before it is examined and parsed. The user exit is passed the
following parameter string:

id command

id
Indicates the console ID or user ID of the user who is invoking the command.

command
Indicates the command that is being invoked.

Modify the Template Command User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template COMMAND user exit to meet your specifications.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit either VMYEXIT1 EXEC or VMYEXIT1 ASSEMBLE and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template exit.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that the user ID running VM:Operator accesses.
3. Add a USEREXIT COMMAND record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.

Return Codes

The COMMAND user exit can influence further processing of commands through the following return codes:

Return code What It Means

0 Execute the command as specified by the user.

4 Read the modified command that the exit routine stacked.

8 Reject the command and display a message describing the
rejection.

DUPMSG User Exit
Use the DUPMSG user exit with the DUPLIMIT configuration file record to detect and ignore duplicate messages sent to
VM:Operator consoles.
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This exit is called when VM:Operator receives enough duplicate messages to exceed the threshold that is specified on the
DUPLIMIT record. The DUPMSG exit is passed a parameter string containing:

sysvmid count userid class message

sysvmid
Specifies the user ID running VM:Operator.

count
Specifies the number of duplicate messages received.

userid
Specifies the user ID that sent the duplicate messages.

class
Specifies the IUCV message class of the messages. Usually, this class is *1.

message
Specifies the text of the duplicate message.

Modify the Template DUPMSG User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template DUPMSG user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template DUPMSG user exit

1. Edit either VMYEXIT8 EXEC or VMYEXIT8 ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template file.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that the user ID running VM:Operator accesses.
3. Add a USEREXIT DUPMSG record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
4. Ensure that you have a DUPLIMIT record in the configuration file. For more information, see DUPLIMIT Record.

Return Codes:

The DUPMSG exit can determine how the system handles messages it identifies as duplicates with following return
codes:

Return Code Meaning

0 Process the message as if it were beneath the DUPLIMIT
threshold.

4 Ignore the indicated message and all consecutive duplicates.

MONITOR User Exit
When implemented with PROCESS MONITOR, you can use the MONITOR user exit to take a particular action, such as
notifying an alternate user ID, if an intervention-required message goes unnoticed.

The MONITOR process calls this user exit in intervals of minutes as specified on the PROCESS MONITOR record in the
CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. Calls continue as long as the intervention-required condition exists. When the exit
is called, it is passed a parameter string containing the following information:

consoleid minutes message

consoleid
Specifies the name of the console that the MONITOR process is associated with.
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minutes
Specifies the total number of minutes the intervention-required condition has been pending.

message
Specifies the text of the intervention-required message that is generated by CP.

Modify the Template MONITOR User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template MONITOR user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template MONITOR user exit

1. Edit either VMYEXIT2 EXEC or VMYEXIT2 ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template user exit file.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that the user ID running VM:Operator accesses.
3. Add the USEREXIT MONITOR record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
4. Add the PROCESS MONITOR record to the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file to enable this user exit on that

console. If you do not add this record, the MONITOR user exit is not activated.

Return Codes

None are acted on.

SECUSER User Exit
Use the SECUSER user exit to review, modify, or cancel commands that you enter in SECUSER windows.

If you have specified the EXIT parameter in the PROCESS SECUSER record in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE
file, the SECUSER user exit is called whenever you enter a command in the SECUSER window. When the exit is invoked,
it is passed the following parameter string:

consoleid userid command

consoleid
Specifies the name of the SECUSER console.

userid
Specifies the user ID for which user ID OPERATOR is defined as a secondary user (SECUSER).

command
Specifies the command that is entered in the SECUSER window.

Modify the Template SECUSER User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template SECUSER user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template SECUSER user exit

1. Edit either VMYEXIT5 EXEC or VMYEXIT5 ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template user exit file.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that is accessed by the user ID running VM:Operator.
3. Add a USEREXIT SECUSER record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
4. Ensure that you have a corresponding PROCESS SECUSER record in the appropriate CONSOLE, USERID, or

INCLUDE file. Also ensure that both console IDs agree. For more information about the SECUSER Window, see
Consoles and Windows.
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Return Codes

The SECUSER exit can alter the way commands are handled with the following return codes:

Return Code Meaning

0 Send the command as entered.

4 An alternative command has been stacked.

8 Reject the command and display a message describing the
rejection.

SMSGMGR User Exit
Use the SMSGMGR user exit to control how messages from users are displayed. Messages can be ignored, scrolled in
the window, or displayed as held lines.

If the EXIT parameter is specified on the PROCESS SMSGMGR record in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file,
this user exit is called by the SMSGMGR process upon receipt of each incoming message. When the exit is invoked, it is
passed the following parameter string:

consoleid userid *1 message

consoleid
Specifies the name of the console.

userid
Specifies the user ID for which the SMSGMGR window is running.

*1
Indicates that the message was received as a user message.

message
Specifies the text of the message received.

Modify the Template SMSGMGR User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template SMSGMGR user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template SMSGMGR user exit

1. Edit either VMYEXIT3 EXEC or VMYEXIT3 ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template user exit file.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that the user ID running VM:Operator accesses.
3. Add a USEREXIT SMSGMGR record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
4. Ensure that you have specified the PROCESS SMSGMGR record in the corresponding CONSOLE, USERID, or

INCLUDE file. Verify that both console IDs match.

Return Codes

The SMSGMGR exit can alter the way messages are handled with the following return codes:

Return Code Meaning

0 Scroll the message normally.

4 Display the message as a held line.
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8 Ignore the message.

TITLE User Exit
Use the TITLE user exit to customize the title line that appears on each screen.

NOTE
Restrict the amount of code in this user exit because the TITLE user exit is called every minute.

To enable the user exit, enter a USEREXIT TITLE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. When the exit is invoked, it is
passed the following parameter string:

consoleid columns

consoleid
Specifies the ID of the console.

columns
Indicates the width of the display screen in columns.

Modify the Template TITLE User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template TITLE user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template TITLE user exit

1. Edit either VMYEXIT6 EXEC or VMYEXIT6 ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template user exit.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that is accessed by the user ID running VM:Operator.
3. Add a USEREXIT TITLE record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.

Return Codes

The user exit must stack the text of the title and exit with return code 0. Titles must not exceed the width of the screen.
Title lines are written in high intensity. The intensity of fields within the title line can be changed by using the tab character
X'05'. Use of this character alternates the intensity of the display between high and low as follows: The intensity changes
from the initial high setting to low, and back again, whenever a tab character (attribute change) is encountered in the text
of the title line.

UMSGFULL User Exit
Use the UMSGFULL user exit to specify the actions you want taken when the message queue for the USERMSG window
is full.

The exit is called upon receipt of a message from a user when the message queue is full. For the exit to be called, the
EXIT parameter must be specified on the PROCESS UMSGMGR record in a USERMSG window definition.

UMSGFULL consoleid userid *1 message 

consoleid
Specifies the name of the console.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the virtual machine that sent the message.
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*1
Indicates that the message was received as an IUCV class 1 message.

message
Specifies the text of the message received.

Modify the Template UMSGFULL User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template UMSGFULL user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template UMSGFULL user exit

1. Edit either VMYEXIT4 EXEC or VMYEXIT4 ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template user exit file.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that   the user ID running VM:Operator accesses.
3. Add a USEREXIT UMSGMGR record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
4. Ensure that you have a corresponding PROCESS UMSGMGR record in the appropriate CONSOLE, USERID, or

INCLUDE file.

Return Codes

The user exit must exit with RC = 0.

VMTCMD User Exit
Use the VMTCMD user exit to accept, modify, or reject commands that are entered in the VM:Tape window.

If you have specified the EXIT parameter on the PROCESS TAPEMGR record in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE
file, the VMTCMD user exit is called whenever you or another user enter a command in the VM:Tape window.

VM:Operator directly executes CP commands that are issued from the TAPEMGR window . The commands do not go
through the VMTCMD user exit. When the exit is invoked, it is passed the following parameter string:

consoleid command

consoleid
Specifies the name of the VM:Operator console that issued the command in the VM:Tape window.

command
Specifies the command that is entered in the VMTCMD window.

Modify the Template VMTCMD User Exit

This section describes how you can modify the template VMTCMD user exit to meet your specifications.

To modify the template VMTCMD user exit:

1. Edit either VMYEXITA EXEC or VMYEXITA ASSEMBLE, and alter the file to your specifications. File your changes
under a different file name to distinguish your own user exit from the template user exit file.
If you are using the ASSEMBLE file, assemble the user exit file to create a TEXT file.

2. Move the EXEC or TEXT file to a minidisk that is accessed by the user ID running VM:Operator.
3. Add a USEREXIT VMTCMD record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
4. Make sure that you have entered a corresponding PROCESS TAPEMGR record to the appropriate CONSOLE,

USERID, or INCLUDE file. For more information, see Consoles and Windows.

Return Codes
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The VMTCMD exit can alter the way commands are handled in a TAPEMGR window with the following return codes:

Return Code Meaning

0 Send the command as entered.

4 Issue the alternative command that has been stacked.

8 Reject the command and display a message describing the
rejection.

Configuring VM:Operator in OBSERVER Mode as a SYSLOGD Sender
Many customers cannot easily solve Linux startup errors or Linux kernel panics. In the z/VM environment, these
messages are displayed only on the Linux virtual machine console rather than in a log file in the Linux system. Linux
system administrators typically do not have access to Linux virtual machine consoles. The SYSLOGD sender capability of
VM:Operator can solve this problem.

Set Up the Prerequisites

Set up the following prerequisites:

• Install VM:Operator Release 3.1 or newer on the z/VM system running the Linux guests.
• If using VM:Operator Release 3.1, apply PTF RO64429.This PTF adds the new observer mode support.
• Deploy VM:Operator to a new user ID named VMYSENDR. OBSERVER Mode cannot be used from the system

operator user ID.
• Determine the hostname or IP address of the Linux system that is to act as the syslogd message collector.
• Determine the port number and protocol the syslogd collector is using to receive messages from VM:Operator.
• PTF SO08021 provides TLS support to encrypt and secure data flowing over the SYSLOGD connections using z/VM

TCP/IP System Services and the TCP/IP SSL server(s). See the SYSLOGD VMOPER CONFIG file record for details
of how to implement TLS for SYSLOGD TCP connections.

Configure VMYSENDR to Send Linux Console Messages

To configure the VMYSENDR user ID so it can transmit Linux console messages to the syslogd collector, follow these
steps:

1. Verify that the current TCPIP DATA file is available to VMYSENDR on an accessed disk or directory. Add the
appropriate LINK and ACCESS commands to the VMYSENDR PROFILE EXEC before PROFRUN is invoked.

2. Verify IP connectivity between the z/VM system on which VMYSENDR is deployed and the Linux system which will act
as the syslogd message collector, by performing a “ping” between the two systems.

3. Create a VMYSENDR PRITABLE file on the VMYSENDR A-disk using XEDIT. This record selects the messages to be
sent to the syslogd collector. Use the KERN.INFO PRIORITY field value for all messages that are trapped. Doing so
allows the PRITABLE to consist of a single record as follows:

KERN.INFO  MSG  *  *3

4. Modify the VMOPER CONFIG file that is found on the VMYSENDR A-disk, using XEDIT.
Add the SYSLOGD configuration file record at the bottom of the file. This record causes VM:Operator to initialize the
syslogd sender logic when VM:Operator is started. The format of the SYSLOGD record is as follows:

SYSLOGD SENDER hostname VMYSENDR [port/protocol]

hostname
Specifies the remote syslogd collector hostname or IP address.
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[port/protocol]
Defines the optional port number where the syslogd daemon is located and the IP protocol that the daemon
uses. The default is 514/UDP. To use a different port number or TCP/IP protocol, specify this parameter.

VMYSENDR is configured.

NOTE
Due to a bug in VMANAGER, the SYSLOGD record must be added to the configuration file after the SYSLOG
record.

Complete the Setup

Add VMYSENDR to the list of user IDs to be autologged after the ESM has initialized. The AUTOLOG2 virtual machine
usually manages autologging.

Add the DISCONN OBSERVER keywords to the Server Startup Command field in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for
VMYSENDR on VMANAGER. Verify that this field contains VMYSYS DISCONN OBSERVER.

Set VMYSENDR as the observer for all user IDs whose console messages you want VM:Operator to send. (These user
IDs can include z/linux guests, CMS guests hosting SMAPI, and the CMS guest that hosts the directory manager.) Modify
the CONSOLE statement in the CP directory entry of each Linux virtual machine you want to observe. Specifying the
observer in the directory ensures that potentially important CP logon messages are not lost.

Example

The original CONSOLE statement is as follows:

CONSOLE 0009 3215 

Modify this statement to read:

CONSOLE 0009 3215 T VMYSENDR OBSERVER

VM:Operator is set up to relay Linux console messages.

NOTE
Every time that you create a new user ID whose console messages you want VM:Operator to send, set
VMYSENDR as the observer of that user ID. The modified directory entry takes effect as the Linux user ID logs
in.

NOTE
More information: See the section on CONSOLE Directory Statement in the IBM z/VM: CP Planning and
Administration guide.
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Programming
This section is intended for programmers who write custom applications in the VM:Operator environment. These
applications include:

• Custom subcommands
• Background message handling processes
• Interactive window manager processes
• Programs to drive a user ID running on a session.

To use this section, the reader requires a working knowledge of the following:

• CP and CMS
• Installation and use of VM:Operator 
• REXX

Macro Primitives, Functions, and Subroutines
Most VM:Operator processes are implemented in the VMYSYS MODULE. However, you can define custom processes to
run on VM:Operator by writing VM:Operator macros using REXX.

A macro is a REXX EXEC that runs under VM:Operator process control. To manipulate items that are specific to
VM:Operator, use the VM:Operator primitives, functions, and subroutines described in this section.

Primitives are implemented by the CMS SUBCOM facility and the REXX functions and subroutines are implemented as
nucleus extensions.

You can use these macro primitives, functions, and subroutines to:

• Obtain information about VM:Operator
• Manage VM:Operator windows
• Manipulate VM:Operator screens
• Process messages
• Control process execution in the VM:Operator system
• Communicate between processes
• Edit files on minidisks and directories accessed by VM:Operator

VM:Operator supports two types of macros, VMOPER macros and DIALOG macros. For clarity, this section refers to
VMOPER macros as macros and to DIALOG macros as dialogs.

Contents

Macro Applications

You can use any primitive, function, or subroutine that is described in VMOPER Primitives, Functions, and Subroutines.
You cannot use the primitives and functions that are described in DIALOG Primitives and Functions. Macros execute on
the VM:Operator service virtual machine. Use macros to manage or automate a task such as event management.

There are three types of standard VMOPER macro applications:

• User subcommands
• Background processes
• Window manager processes
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Subcommands

Subcommands are VM:Operator commands or macros invoked from any System window on any VM:Operator console,
from other VM:Operator systems connected in a Remote VM:Operator Support (RVS) network, or from user virtual
machines using the OPERATOR MODULE or the CP SMSG command. These subcommands can be line-mode or, if
invoked through the OPERATOR MODULE, full-screen.

Background Processes

Background processes are processes that wait for specified lengths of time or for events. When their wait criteria
are satisfied, they execute and either continue to wait for another event or exit. VM:Operator can run any number of
background processes. Each process can route messages to itself and thus become message-driven, reacting to events
as they arise or on a timed basis. Background processes can be invoked from console definition files, by a routing table
match, or as a subcommand entered in the SYSTEM window.

Background processes typically use the PROCESS, ROUTE, and TRANSFER primitives to accomplish their work.

Window Manager Processes

Window manager processes are unique to VM:Operator. These processes interact with or drive VM:Operator windows.
Windows can exist permanently on a console (by defining them in a CONSOLE or USERID file), or they can be defined
automatically by the window manager process.

Dialog Applications

Dialogs are specific to the VM:Operator logical device session manager. You can write dialogs to automatically drive a
session. Dialogs can interrogate the contents of the screen buffer and simulate keyboard interactions. Unlike VMOPER
macros, dialogs are invoked by the SESSION DIALOG subcommand or through a session definition in a SESSIONS file.

You can use any VM:Operator primitive, function, or subroutine, described in either VMOPER Primitives, Functions, and
Subroutines or DIALOG Primitives and Functions.

Using macros and dialogs together creates a powerful tool. A macro can invoke a dialog to perform a task on another user
ID so work is off-loaded from the VM:Operator service virtual machine.

NOTE

More information:

• VMOPER Primitives, Functions, and Subroutines
• DIALOG Primitives and Functions
• Communication Between Macros and Dialogs
• Session Support Facility

Writing Macros and Dialogs
You can write macros and dialogs to automate operations specific to your site. Macros and dialogs run on the
VM:Operator user ID. However, dialogs are used to drive programs that execute on another user ID running in a
VM:Operator session.

A macro typically follows this basic outline:

1. Define events
A macro specifies messages that are to be routed to its input queue.

2. Wait for events to occur
The process waits for a specific number of messages (events to occur) or for a time interval to expire.

3. Perform actions
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The macro responds to the events with specific actions. You can perform the specific actions by:
– Coding the actions in the macro
– Invoking a VM:Operator subcommand to perform the actions
– Invoking another macro to perform the actions
– Invoking a dialog to perform actions on another user ID

4. Exit or loop to start processing again

For a complete explanation and syntax of each primitive prefix, primitive, function, or subroutine, refer to other pages in
Programming.

VM:Operator Message Queue Functions
Message queue functions enable VM:Operator macros to make use of message queues rather than the CMS Program
Stack. Each process has three message queues numbered 1 to 3 that correspond to specific types of messages. The
following table defines the message queues and the types of messages received by each queue.

Message Queue Message Type
1 Command response
2 Operator console display manipulations
3 Routed from the CP *MSG System Service through the CMS

Program Stack

VM:Operator macros that make use of the message queue functions enjoy simplified programming. Display manipulation
messages and routed messages are received asynchronously, that is they can arrive at any time. This means the macro
may receive an externally routed message in the middle of a series of command response messages. In addition,
message queues can handle routed messages that are considerably longer than the 255 byte message length limit
imposed by the CMS Program Stack. The maximum message length that can be handled through message queues is
1024 bytes plus the 14 byte header that is added to describe the message origin and class.

Because of the advantages of multiple message queues and the REXX message queue functions, use of the PROCESS
WAIT primitive and the CMS Program Stack as an interface between VM:Operator and customer written macros is being
deprecated. Your existing macros will continue to run without changes. However, after a process starts using the message
queue functions it may no longer use PROCESS WAIT to wait for routed messages to be stacked because messages will
be queued for the process instead.

The following example shows how to wait for and then receive messages from the various message queues using the
REXX message queue functions:

 /* Example of using message queue functions */

 Do forever

  qn = qwait()

  select

 while qn = 1 then do /* Command responses */

  message = qread(1)

  if message = '' then iterate

  /* Do something with response message */

 end

  while qn = 2 then do /* Display interactions */

  message = qread(2)

  if message is '' then iterate

  /* Do something with display interaction */

  end

  while qn = 3 then do /* Routed message */
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  message = qread(3)

  /* Do something with routed message */

  end

  otherwise signal QWAIT_Error

  end

 end

Routing Messages to a Macro
To wait for one or more specific messages, a macro must indicate the messages it wants to receive. Use the ROUTE,
ROUTEX, or ROUTEY primitives to cause the macro to wait for specific messages. The macro can clear all route requests
by using the UNROUTE primitive.

 Contents 

  

Route Primitives

Route primitives tell VM:Operator to compare messages that are sent to the VM:Operator user ID against criteria that you
specify. When a message is found that matches your criteria, VM:Operator places the message in the program stack for
your macro. The route primitives identify messages as follows:

ROUTE
Specifies a character string contained in the message and the column in which you expect the string to begin.
You cannot specify pattern matching.

ROUTEX
Specifies a character string contained in the message and the column in which you expect the string to begin.
You can specify pattern matching.

ROUTEY
Uses scan-oriented criteria to:

• Check for character strings in upper or mixed case.
• Look for messages that do not contain a particular string.
• Check for character strings when you are not sure of the starting column.

The following diagram illustrates how the route primitives work:
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The following sections show how to use each of the route primitives to have a message routed to a macro. Each example
causes VM:Operator to route a message similar to:

  USER DSC LOGOFF AS FRED  USERS = 123 FORCED BY SYSTEM

This message has the following characteristics:

• The string "LOGOFF" starts at column 12.
• The contents from " FRED" to "FORCED" occupy 31 columns.

ROUTE Primitive

This example uses the ROUTE primitive to tell VM:Operator to route messages containing the phrase LOGOFF AS
regardless of the user ID from which the message is sent or its IUCV message class.
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'ROUTE * * 12 LOGOFF AS'

This primitive specifies the following criteria:

First *
Sending user ID can be any user ID.

Second *
Accept any IUCV message class.

12
String to start in column 12.

LOGOFF AS
String to match.

ROUTEX Primitive

This example uses the ROUTEX primitive to tell VM:Operator to route messages containing the phrase LOGOFF AS
where the user ID that was logged off begins with the characters FR. The message is sent from the user ID OPERATOR,
and the IUCV message class is *3.

'ROUTEX OPERATOR *3 ? 12 LOGOFF AS FR??????'

This primitive specifies the following criteria:

OPERATOR
Sending user ID

*3
IUCV message class

?
Pattern-matching character you are using

12
String to start in column 12

LOGOFF AS FR
String to match

??????
Pattern-matching character used as a single-character placeholder

ROUTEY Primitive

This example uses the ROUTEY primitive to tell VM:Operator to route messages containing the phrase LOGOFF AS and
the phrase FORCED regardless of the user ID from which the message is sent or the IUCV message class.

"ROUTEY * * @10.3='LOGOFF AS'.31='FORCED'"

This primitive specifies the following criteria:

First *
Sending user ID can be any user ID.

Second *
Accept any IUCV message class.

@10
Move scan pointer to column 10.
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.3
String can start in current column or in next two columns (columns 10 through 12).

=
Ensure that the following string is found (2x).

LOGOFF AS
First string to match.

.31
Search the next 31 columns for the next string to match.

FORCED
Second string to match.

UNROUTE Primitive

The UNROUTE primitive clears all requests to have messages routed to your process. If a macro does not use the
UNROUTE primitive to clear route requests, VM:Operator automatically clears the requests when execution of the macro
ends.

The following diagram illustrates how the UNROUTE process operates.

Event Waiting
Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to wait for messages to be routed to the process when using the CMS Program Stack.
Use the QWAIT function to wait for messages when using message queues. The primitive and the function cannot be
used interchangeably. Once a process uses a message queuing function, PROCESS WAIT can no longer be used to wait
for messages.

Both the primitive and the function can specify an optional timeout value for the wait.  If the timeout is not specified, the
process waits indefinitely.
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Specific Wait in Seconds

Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to specify the number of seconds you want the macro to wait. The following code
shows how to do so:

'TEST PROCESS WAIT 3600'    /* Wait for 1 hour.                             */

                                                                              

                        .   /* Place code here to perform the action        */

                        .   / * you want to take when 1 hour has            */

                        .   /* elapsed.                                     */

Use the TEST prefix with the PROCESS WAIT primitive because it can return a nonzero return code under normal
circumstances. The return code from the PROCESS WAIT primitive is the number of items in the program stack. The
return code is zero only when the specified time elapsed and no messages are in the program stack.

Wait for Specific Number of Messages

To wait for several messages, first identify which messages VM:Operator is to send to the macro. To do so, use the
ROUTE, ROUTEX, or ROUTEY primitive. Then use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to specify how many messages the
macro is to receive before it resumes processing. For more information about identifying the messages that you want
VM:Operator to send to your process, see Routing Messages to a Macro.

The QWAIT function does not accept a parameter corresponding to the number of messages that trigger resumption of
execution that can be specified with PROCESS WAIT.  The QWAIT function always returns whenever there are messages
in any of the message queues.

The following code shows how to use these primitives together:

'ROUTE VMTAPE *1'       /* Route any message sent from                    */

                        /* VMTAPE to this macro.                          */

'TEST PROCESS WAIT * 5' /* Wait for 5 messages to be placed              */

                        /* in the program stack.                          */

                                                                            

                                                                             

NumOfMsgs = queued()   /* Determine number of items in                    */

                       /* the program stack.                              */

                                                                             

                                                                             

Do i = 1 to NumofMsgs                                                        

   parse pull userid class message                                           

                                     /* Get a message from the program   */

                                     /* stack.                           */

        .                                                                  

        .                                                                  

                                                                           

End                                  /* Place code here to perform        */

                                     /* actions after the subcommand is   */

                                     /* complete.                         */

CMS and CP Commands
When using message queues, use the QEXEC function to invoke a CP, CMS, or VM:Operator command from a REXX
macro. The resulting response messages are placed in Queue 1 in FIFO order.
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Because of the advantages of message queues, use of the STACK LIFO | FIFO primitive prefix is being deprecated. 
Your existing programs that use STACK LIFO | FIFO will continue to work as before even when using the message queue
functions.  Command response messages are put in the CMS Program Stack. The following example uses the QEXEC
function to invoke a VM:Operator command. The response message is returned in message queue 1:

 /* Determine the release number of CA VM:Operator */

    X = qdrop(1)  /* Insure queue 1 is empty */

    X = qexec('VMOPER', 'VERSION')

    parse value qread(1) with . . . . release .

Use one of the following primitives to issue CMS or CP commands from a macro:

Primitive Use this Primitive to ...
CMS Invoke a CMS command
CMSNOLCK Invoke a CMS command without serializing use of the CMS user

area
CP Invoke a CP command
STKCP Invoke a CP command and stack the resulting output messages in

the program stack

Using the preceding primitives allows the CMS or CP command to be issued under VM:Operator process control. When
CMS and CP commands are issued under VM:Operator process control, VM:Operator maintains complete control over
the virtual machine environment. VM:Operator restores anything that can be modified while the CMS or CP command is
executing. For example, VM:Operator restores interrupt handlers and message settings.

You can use the following primitive prefixes when issuing CMS or CP commands. For more information, see Primitive
Prefixes.

Prefix Use this Prefix when...
TEST The CMS or CP command can result in a nonzero return code.

VM:Operator terminates a macro if a primitive results in a nonzero
return code and the primitive is not prefixed with the TEST prefix.

STACK LIFO | FIFO You want the response to the CMS or CP command to be placed
in the program stack, but the CMS or CP command does not
provide this function.

Examples: Invoking CMS Commands

• To issue the CMS QUERY DISK command from a macro and have the results displayed on the VM:Operator console,
use the following instruction:

'CMS QUERY DISK'

• To issue the CMS STATE command from a macro to determine if the file TEST FILE exists, use the following
instruction:

'TEST CMS STATE TEST FILE'

The STATE command returns a nonzero return code if the file does not exist. To prevent VM:Operator from ending the
macro abnormally if a nonzero return code is returned, the CMS primitive is prefixed with the TEST prefix.

• To issue the VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT command from a macro, use the following instruction:

'TEST CMSNOLCK VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT'
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Similar to the above example, the TEST prefix is used to prevent VM:Operator from ending the macro abnormally if a
nonzero return code is returned from the VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT command.

Examples: Invoking CP Commands

• To issue the CP QUERY TIME command from a macro and have the results displayed on the VM:Operator console,
use the following instruction:

'CP QUERY TIME'

• To issue the CP QUERY TIME command from a macro and have the results stacked in the program stack in first in,
first out order, use the following instruction:

'STACK FIFO CP QUERY TIME'

• Instead of using the STACK FIFO prefix with the CP primitive, you can use the STKCP primitive:

'STKCP FIFO QUERY TIME'

Invoke a Macro or Subcommand
You can invoke a subcommand or another macro when a function you want to perform has already been programmed into
the subcommand or macro.

The following table describes the primitives you can use to invoke a subcommand or macro from a macro and explains
when to use each primitive:

Primitive Use this Primitive to ...
PROCESS CALL Invoke a subcommand synchronously. The subcommand will

complete before your macro regains control.
PROCESS ENTER Invoke a subcommand asynchronously to execute as if it were

entered as a command in the System window. VM:Operator
creates a new process to execute the subcommand. The process
executing your macro remains the running process. Use the
primitive when the subcommand does not have to complete before
your macro regains control.

EXEC Invoke another macro synchronously. The macro that is invoked
will complete before your macro regains control.

PROCESS SPAWN Invoke another macro asynchronously to execute in the
background. VM:Operator creates a new process to execute the
macro that is invoked. The process executing your macro remains
the running process. Use this primitive when the macro you are
invoking does not have to complete before your macro regains
control.

Note: If the subcommand or macro you are invoking can result in a nonzero return code, prefix the primitive with the
TEST prefix.

Contents

Invoke a Subcommand and Wait for It to Complete

Use the PROCESS CALL primitive to invoke a VM:Operator subcommand synchronously. The subcommand executes as
if it were a routine in your macro; execution of your macro halts until the subcommand completes. The return code from
the PROCESS CALL primitive is the return code from the subcommand.
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The following code illustrates the use of the PROCESS CALL primitive:

 

'TEST PROCESS CALL TABLE',           /* Invoke the CA VM:Operator            */

 'LOAD LOG',                                                               

 'NEWLOG'                           /* TABLE LOAD subcommand to load a      */

                                    /* new LOGTABLE.                        */

                                                                            

                                                                            

                                                                             

TableLoadRC = rc                    /* Get the return code from the         */

                                    /* TABLE LOAD command.                  */

                                                                            

                                                                            

                                   /* Place code here to perform            */

       .                           /* actions after the subcommand          */

       .                           /* is complete.                          */

                                                                             

Subcommand Running in Parallel With the Calling Macro

Use the PROCESS ENTER primitive to invoke a VM:Operator subcommand asynchronously as if it were invoked from
the System window. Messages are displayed in the System window as if the command were invoked there. VM:Operator
creates a process to execute the macro. Your process remains the running process.

The return code from the PROCESS ENTER command reflects whether the process to execute the subcommand was
created successfully. This return code is not the return code from the subcommand.

The following code illustrates using the PROCESS ENTER primitive:

'TEST PROCESS ENTER',            /* Invoke the CA VM:Operator              */

'TABLE LOAD',                    /* TABLE LOAD subcommand to load a        */

'LOG NEWLOG'                     /* new LOGTABLE.                          */

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

PrimitiveRC = rc                 /* Get the return code from the          */

                                                           

                                 /* PROCESS ENTER primitive.              */

                                                                             

                                                                             

       .                        /* Place code here to execute in          */

 

       .                        /* parallel with the subcommand           */

Invoke a Macro and Wait for It to Complete

Use the EXEC primitive to invoke another macro synchronously. The macro executes as if it were a routine in the calling
macro; execution of the calling macro halts until the macro it calls completes.

The following code illustrates the use of the EXEC primitive:

'TEST EXEC PROCMSGS'                /* Invoke the macro, PROCMSGS VMOPER   */
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If rc < 10000 then Do               /* If the return code is less than    */

                                    /* 10000,this is the return code      */

   ProcMsgsRC = rc                  /* from the macro                     */

                                                                             

   MacroCodingError = 0                                                      

                                                                             

End                                                                          

                                                                             

                                                                             

Else MacroCodingError = 1          /* There is a coding error in the       */

                                   /* macro                                */

                                                                             

                                                                             

If ¬ MacroCodingError then Do     /* Place code here to perform after     */

                                  /* the macro is complete.               */

        .                                                                    

        .                                                                    

        .                                                                    

                                                                             

End                                                                          

                                                                             

Else Do                           /* Place code here to perform cleanup   */

                                  /* when the macro fails due to a        */

        .                         /* coding error.                        */

        .                                                                    

        .                                                                    

                                                                             

End

Invoke a Macro to Run in Parallel With the Calling Macro

Use the PROCESS SPAWN primitive to invoke a macro asynchronously in the background. VM:Operator creates a
process to execute the macro. Your process remains the running process.

The return code from the PROCESS SPAWN reflects whether the process to execute the macro or dialog was created
successfully. The following code illustrates the use of the PROCESS SPAWN primitive:

'TEST PROCESS SPAWN PROCMSGS'      /* Invoke the macro PROCMSGS VMOPER.   */

                                                                             

                                                                             

PrimitiveRC = rc                   /* Get the return code from the        */

                                   /* PROCESS SPAWN primitive.            */  

                                                                             

          .                        /* Place code here to execute in       */

          .                        /* parallel with the PROCMSGS macro.   */

Invoke a VMOPER MACRO in the LOGTABLE

VM:Operator macros can be invoked as action routines from a LOGTABLE entry using the SPAWN action. Once started,
these macros run in background processes independently of the process managing the LOGTABLE.
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Invoke an EXEC from a Routing Table

VM:Operator routing tables can invoke EXECs using the EXEC action. EXECs are invoked as subroutines and can
influence how VM:Operator processes a message with their return codes. EXECs that are invoked from a routing
table (including the LOGTABLE) can address the VMOPER subcommand to invoke primitives. There is one significant
exception however. An EXEC action invoked from the LOGTABLE cannot use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to wait for a
message or for a time period to expire.

Dialog-based Performance
Dialogs are macros that drive logical 3270 sessions that another user ID or full screen application is displaying. Use
dialogs to offload work from the VM:Operator user ID or to run an application on another user ID.

You can use dialogs to simulate user actions on a 3270 keyboard. For example, a dialog can log on a user ID by typing
the user ID and password and pressing Enter.

Invoke a Dialog and Wait for It to Complete

Use the PROCESS CALL primitive with the SESSION DIALOG subcommand to invoke a dialog synchronously from a
VMOPER macro. The dialog executes as if it is a routine in your macro; execution of your macro halts until the dialog
completes. The return code from the PROCESS CALL primitive is the return code from the dialog.

The following code illustrates how to use the PROCESS CALL primitive with the SESSION DIALOG subcommand to
invoke the TEST1 DIALOG in the session named OPER1:

'TEST PROCESS CALL SESSION DIALOG',            /* Invoke the dialog, TEST1   */

 'OPER1 TEST1'                                 /* DIALOG in the session OPER1*/

                                                                              

TableLoadRC = rc                               /* Get the return code from   */

                                               /* the dialog.                */

          .                                                                    

          .                                                                   

          .                                   /* Place code here to perform */

          .                                   /* actions after the dialog   */

          .                                   /* is complete.               */  

NOTE

More information:

• SESSION DIALOG
• Session Support Facility

Dialog Running in Parallel with the Calling Macro

Use the PROCESS ENTER primitive with the SESSION DIALOG subcommand to invoke a dialog asynchronously.
VM:Operator creates a process to execute the dialog. Your process remains the running process.

The return code from the PROCESS ENTER primitive reflects whether the process to execute the dialog was created
successfully. It is not the return code from the dialog.

The following code illustrates how to use the PROCESS ENTER primitive with the SESSION DIALOG subcommand to
invoke the TEST1 dialog in the OPER1 session:

'TEST PROCESS ENTER SESSION DIALOG',       /* Invoke the dialog, TEST1     */

 'OPER1 TEST1'                             /* DIALOG,in the session OPER1  */
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PrimitiveRC = rc                           /* Get the return code from     */

                                           /* the PROCESS ENTER            */

                                           /* primitive.                   */

                                                                              

          .                                                                   

          .                                /* Place code here to perform   */

          .                                /* actions after the dialog     */

          .                                /* is complete.                 */

                                                                              

For more information on the SESSION DIALOG subcommand and the VM:Operator Session Support Facility, see Session
Support Facility .

Sample Dialog

You can use dialogs to perform many types of tasks. This sample shows how to use some of the dialog-specific primitives
and functions to simulate user actions on a 3270 terminal.

This dialog enters the CP QUERY USERS command and logs the response to the system log.

/* QRYUSER DIALOG                     /* QRYUSER DIALOG                    */

                                                                           

'PRESS CLEAR'                         /* Clear the screen.                 */

                                                                           

                                                                            

'PAUSE 1'                             /* Wait for the screen to clear.     */

'TYPE QUERY USERS'                    /* Type the command to test.         */

                                                                  

'PRESS ENTER'                         /* Enter the command.                */

                                                                           

'PAUSE 1'                             /* Wait for the ENTER to complete.   */

                                      /* wait for the command response;    */

 

Do forever                            /* loop forever or until Leave is    */

                                      /* executed.                         */

                                                                           

msgptr = index(BUFFER( ),'READY')     /* Check for the CMS Ready message   */

                                      /* in the screen buffer; if it is    */

                                      /* found, then leave the loop.       */

                                                                           

                                                                           

if msgptr = 0 then leave              /* Wait 1 second or until the        */

                                      /* screen is updated before          */

                                      /* starting the Do forever loop again*/

                                                                           

'TEST PAUSE 1 UPDATE'                 /* End of actions in the Do forever  */

                                                           

                                                                           

                                        

 End                                  /* loop                               */ 
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'SYSLOG' BUFFER( )                    /* Write the screen with the          */

                                      /* response to the system log.        */

                                                                           

                                                                           

Exit 0                               /* Exit the dialog with return code 0. */

                                                                           

For more information on the dialog-specific primitives and functions, see DIALOG Primitives and Functions.

Communication Between Macros or Dialogs
The page Routing Messages to a Macro describes how to have VM:Operator place specific messages sent to
VM:Operator in the program stack for your macro. The macro indicates which messages it is to receive by using the
ROUTE, ROUTEX, or ROUTEY primitive.

Combining the route primitives with the PROCESS ROUTE primitive allows interprocess communication. Use the
PROCESS ROUTE primitive to send a message from a macro or dialog. The PROCESS ROUTE primitive creates a
message that VM:Operator handles like any message that is sent to VM:Operator. If a macro or dialog uses one of the
route primitives specifying criteria that matches the message sent by the PROCESS ROUTE primitive, VM:Operator
places the message in the program stack of that macro or dialog.

This interprocess communication is handy when a macro invokes another macro or dialog asynchronously. When the
asynchronously invoked macro or dialog completes its work, it can send a message back to the calling macro to let it
know processing is complete.

The following figure illustrates how the route primitives and the PROCESS ROUTE primitive work together for
interprocess communication:
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Set Up Communications

The following code shows how to call a macro asynchronously and perform steps to set up communication between this
macro and the macro being called.

/* Define the following variables before entering this code sample uniqueid */

/* contains a 1-8 character string used in place of a userid for the ROUTE  */

/* and PROCESS ROUTE primitives                                             */

                                                                             

                                                                             

'ROUTE' uniqueid '*  1'          /* Tell CA VM:Operator what                */

                                 /* messages you want passed to your macro  */

                                                                             

'TEST PROCESS SPAWN PROCMSGS',   /* Invoke the macro, PROCMSGS VMOPER       */

 uniqueid                        /* asynchronously.                         */

                                 

PrimitiveRC = rc                 /* Get the return code from the PROCESS    */

.                                /* SPAWN primitive.                        */

                                                                             

.                                /* Put instructions here to have this      */

 

.                                /* macro perform in parallel with the      */

 

.                                /* called macro.                           */

                                                                             

'TEST PROCESS WAIT *  1'         /* Wait for PROCMSGS macro to send one     */  

                                 /* message back                            */

parse pull routeuser routeclass ,/* Parse the message sent back             */

 

  MsgFromMacro                   /* from PROCMSGS. Routeuser is uniqueid,   */

                                 /* routeclass is *1, and                   */

                                 /* MsgFromMacro is COMPLETE.               */

                                                                             

'UNROUTE'                        /* Tell CA VM:Operator you no              */

                                 /* longer want messages passed to          */

                                 /* your macro.                             */

Send a Message Back to the Calling Macro

The second shows the macro that is invoked and how to send a message back to the calling macro.

/* PROCMSGS VMOPER                                                        */

                                                                             

/* This macro is passed a route identifier that is used with the          */

/* PROCESS ROUTE primitive to communicate back to the calling macro.      */

                                                                             

parse arg uniqueid             /* Parse the calling arguments.            */

       .                       /* Put instructions here to perform        */

       .                       /* the work to be done by this macro       */

       .                       /*                                         */

                                                                             

'PROCESS ROUTE' uniqueid '*1', /* Send a message back to the calling .    */
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'COMPLETE'                     /* macro.                                  */

System Information
VM:Operator retains information about the VM system and the VM:Operator system. For example, VM:Operator retains
the CP release level and the user ID of the VM:Operator service virtual machine. A macro sometimes must acquire some
of this information while processing. Your macro can request this information from VM:Operator by using the TRANSFER
primitive.

For more information about all the items you can request, see TRANSFER Primitive.

The following code illustrates how to use the TRANSFER primitive to acquire the following information:

• The current CP service level number (CPLEVEL)
• The VM:Operator release (SLU) number
• The user ID of the VM:Operator service virtual machine

'TRANSFER CPLEVEL SLU SYSID'    /* Request the information.                */

                                                                           

                                                                        

parse pull cplevel slu sysid    /* Get the information from the program    */

                                /* program stack                           */

 

 

Windows Management
Use the DISPLAY primitives to manipulate windows that are defined in CONSOLE or USERID files. You can also use the
DISPLAY primitives to define and manipulate a window that is not defined in a CONSOLE or USERID file.

If you define your window in a CONSOLE or USERID file, your macro does not need to use the DISPLAY OPEN and
DISPLAY WINDOW primitives to define the window. VM:Operator uses these primitives to establish the window for you.
For more information about defining windows using CONSOLE and USERID files, see Console and Window Definition
Files in Administrating.

The following code illustrates how to define a window dynamically and write a few lines to the window:

'TRANSFER LINES'                  /* Get the number of lines on the         */

 parse pull lines .               /* console.                               */

                                                                        

halflines = lines % 2             /* Window will be half the size of        */

                                  /* the console.                           */

                                                                        

'DISPLAY OPEN' halflines 'SAMPLE' /* Initialize the window. Specify         */

                                  /* the size of the window and             */

                                  /* its name.                              */

                                                                        

'DISPLAY WINDOW 1' halflines      /* Display the window starting on         */

                                  /* line 1 of the console; the size        */

                                  /* of the window is half the size         */

                                  /* of the console                         */
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'DISPLAY WRITE 3 This is a sample window'  /* Write a fixed line to the     */

                                           /* window in normal              */

                                           /* intensity.                    */

                                                                        

 

                                                                        

'DISPLAY SCROLL Scrolled lines are written'/* Write a scrolled line in      */

                                           /* normal intensity.             */

'DISPLAY SCROLLX To background lines'      /* Write a background line to the*/

                                           /* window in high intensity.     */

                                                                        

                                                                        

'DISPLAY UPDATE'                           /* Update the window to include   */

                                           /* the fixed and background lines.*/

'PROCESS WAIT 10'                         

                                     

'DISPLAY CLOSE'                            /* Close the window.              */

Create a file with filetype VMOPER to contain this code.

The following illustration shows what the window defined in the above code sample looks like after the DISPLAY UPDATE
primitive is issued:

                                     SAMPLE

 

This is a sample window

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scrolled lines are written

To background lines

 

 

Displaying Messages in Windows
VM:Operator offers several primitives you can use to display control messages in windows.

Routine Use when you want to ...
DROPMSG subroutine Remove a previously held line
HOLDMSG function Write a specified message as a held line
SYSLOG primitive Write a specified message to the system log and display it in the

SYSTEM window in normal intensity
SYSLOGX primitive Write a specified message to the system log and display it in the

SYSTEM window in high intensity
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UPDTMSG subroutine Update the text of a message on a held line

The following code illustrates how to use these primitives, functions, and subroutines:

'ROUTE * * 1 To Do:'        /* Route messages from any userid, any          */

                            /* class that start with the phrase To DO:      */

 

 

'TEST PROCESS WAIT * 1'     /* Wait for a message.                          */

 

 

parse arg message          /* Get the message.                              */

'SYSLOG' message           /* Log the message to the system log             */

                           /* and display in the SYSTEM window              */

                           /* with normal intensity                         */

handle = HOLDMSG(message)  /* Display the message in the SYSTEM             */

                           /* window as a held line.                        */

     .                     /* Place code here to perform                    */

     .                     /* additional actions.                           */

     .                                                                      

NewMessage = 'Processing' || message /* Add the word Processing to the      */

                                     /* original message                    */

call UPDTMSG handle , NewMessage     /* Update the message with the new     */

                                     /* message text                        */

                                     /* Place code here to perform          */

     .                               /* additional actions                  */

     .                                      

call DROPMSG handle              /* Remove the held line from the           */

                                 /* screen.                                 */

 

'SYSLOGX Finished with' message  /* Log that you are finished with          */

                                 /* the message to the system log           */

                                 /* and display in the SYSTEM window        */

                                 /* with high intensity                     */

Macro or Dialog Exit
If your macro or dialog encounters unexpected errors, use the PROCESS ABEND primitive.

Exit under Normal Circumstances

The REXX EXIT instruction causes execution of the current macro or dialog to end.

• If the current macro or dialog was invoked synchronously by a macro or dialog running in the same process, control is
returned to that macro or dialog.

• If the current macro or dialog is the only running program in the process, VM:Operator removes the process.

Example: Current macro invoked synchronously by a macro running in the same process

The running process contains three macros. MACRO1 runs 'TEST EXEC MACRO2'. MACRO2 runs 'TEST EXEC
MACRO3' and EXIT. MACRO3 runs only EXIT. The EXIT instruction in MACRO3 causes control to be returned to
MACRO2.

The following figure illustrates this processing:
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Example: Macro calling EXIT is only running program in process

The running process contains only one running macro. This macro runs EXIT. EXIT ends the process.

The following diagram illustrates this processing:
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Exit During Unexpected Errors

If your macro detects an unexpected condition, use the PROCESS ABEND primitive to cause the macro or dialog to
cease operation immediately. The PROCESS ABEND primitive removes the process from the VM:Operator system. You
can specify a message that explains the reason your macro is ending abnormally. VM:Operator displays this message in
the SYSTEM window.

When the PROCESS ABEND primitive is executed, VM:Operator uses the CMS HI command, which in turn causes CMS
to terminate the EXEC interpreter.

This processing is illustrated in the following example:
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To prevent macros from ending with a program interruption when the PROCESS ABEND primitive is used, use the REXX
SIGNAL ON HALT instruction in your macro or dialog. The next section describes this in more detail.

Macro Exit when VM:Operator ENDs

If your macro uses the PROCESS WAIT primitive to wait for an event, include the REXX SIGNAL ON HALT instruction
and an associated cleanup routine in your macro as well. The SIGNAL ON HALT instruction indicates that you want your
macro to enable the halt trap. When this condition is met, the routine you specify with the SIGNAL ON HALT instruction
receives control. Code a routine that performs any necessary cleanup operations, such as closing files or returning
resources, and then exits.
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If you include a SIGNAL ON HALT instruction when VM:Operator is ended, your cleanup routine gains control to perform
any necessary cleanup operations and allow the macro to end gracefully. If you do not include the SIGNAL ON HALT
instruction when VM:Operator is ended, your macro ends with a program interruption.

The following code illustrates how to use the REXX SIGNAL ON HALT instruction:

Signal on Halt Name Cleanup        /* Tell REXX to transfer control to   */

                                   /* the Cleanup routine if an external */

                                   /* attempt is made to interrupt       */

                                   /* execution of the macro.            */

       .                           /* Place code here to perform the     */

       .                           /* actions this macro is to           */

       .                           /* accomplish.                        */

Exit                               /* Exit from main program.            */

Cleanup:                           /* Cleanup routine which is invoked   */

      .                            /* when CA VM:Operator is             */

      .                            /* ended.                             */

      .                            /* Place code here to perform         */

      .                            /* Cleanup actions.                   */

'PROCESS ABEND Macro halted'       /* Exit the macro gracefully.         */

Return                             /* End the Cleanup routine.           */

For more information about the REXX SIGNAL instruction, see the REXX/VM Reference from IBM for your operating
system.

Checking User Authority to Run a VM:Operator Macro
If your site uses VM:Operator macros, code the macros to verify user authority. Otherwise, any user can run a
VM:Operator macro. For example, any user at your site can run the following macro:

/* A poorly written autolog macro */

parse arg userid

'TEST CP AUTOLOG' userid 'DIRECT'

exit rc

Add authorization checks before calling the AUTOLOG command, as in the following example.

/* A better written autolog macro */

'TEST PROCESS AUTHORIZE $ALOG'

if rc <> 0 then exit -1

parse arg userid

'TEST CP AUTOLOG' userid 'DIRECT'

exit rc

The PROCESS AUTHORIZE primitive checks for authorities encoded into the VMOPER CONFIG file. Using the previous
example, consider the effect of these three records in VMOPER CONFIG:

AUTHORIZ $ALOG MARGE LISA MAGGIE

PREVENT $ALOG HOMER BART

AUTHORIZ ALL SMITHERS
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In this example, the three users Marge, Lisa and Maggie are explicitly authorized to use the locally-written tool called
ALOG VMOPER. Also, Smithers is authorized because he has ALL authority, which always includes all locally-written
tools. However, Homer and Bart are explicitly prevented from running the local tool ALOG VMOPER. Although the system
administrator, Burns, is not mentioned in the config file records, he also is not allowed to run ALOG VMOPER, but only
because the macro itself is doing an authorization check. For more information about using this primitive, see PROCESS
Primitives-PROCESS AUTHORIZ Primitive.

Remember that VM:Operator will run macros that it finds on any accessed disk. We recommend that you place
VM:Operator macros on the operator's 191 A-disk and not onto other public disks, such as the MAINT 19E Y-disk.

Another way to enforce security of VM:Operator macros is to encode inside the macro itself limits on where the macro can
run. For example, you can encode a VM:Operator macro so it only runs from the operator's console itself. You can also
write a macro which is for you to use, but not for the operator to use. Examine the following stub and see how you can
choose where the macro can run:

'TEST TRANSFER TERM'

Parse Upper Pull term.

 

term = Translate( term, '40'x, '00'x )       /* ensure a clean parse */

Select                                       /* command received via ... */

When term = '' Then Nop                      /* running at start-up */

When term = 'CONSOLE' Then Nop               /* OPERATOR's console */

When term = 'DEDICATE' Then Nop              /* dedicated or dialed console */

When term = 'DISC' Then Nop                  /* drone on disconnected ID */

When term = 'IUCV' Then Nop                  /* VMYIAMOP console */

When term = 'LOCAL' Then Nop                 /* drone on local userid */

When term = 'REMOTE' Then Nop                /* drone on remote userid */

When term = 'TERM' Then Nop                  /* drone, not local or remote */

When term = 'SMSG' Then Nop                  /* via CP SMSG */

Otherwise Do

     Call PUTMSG 'Invalid attempt to perform this command.'

     Exit 16

     End

End

In this example, the TRANSFER primitive stacks a word describing how the macro was invoked. For example, if the
TRANSFER TERM primitive returns "CONSOLE," the macro was invoked because the command was invoked from the
operator's main console. On the other hand, if TRANSFER TERM returns "IUCV", the macro is being invoked by a user
running the VMYIAMOP command on his or her personal ID. If the user is trying to issue the macro from the OPERATOR
command on his or her personal ID, TRANSFER TERM returns either "DISC", "LOCAL", "REMOTE" or "TERM". For more
information, see TRANSFER Primitive.

The previous example allows a macro to be used no matter how it was invoked. The code adds no additional security.

The next example enforces a rule that the macro can be used only from the operator's console. Change the "select" block
to:

Select                                       /* command received via ... */

When term = 'CONSOLE' Then Nop               /* OPERATOR's console */

Otherwise Do

     Call PUTMSG 'Invalid attempt to perform this command.'

     Exit 16

     End

End
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This example ensures that the macro can be run only from the operator's MAINOPER window. This level of security is
enforced even if the user attempting to invoke the macro has an AUTHORIZ ALL record in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

Consider a macro that you do not want the operator to run. In this case, enforce a rule that the macro can be used only
from VMYIAMOP. To do so, change the "Select" block to:

Select                                       /* command received via ... */

When term = 'IUCV' Then Nop                  /* VMYIAMOP console */

Otherwise Do

     Call PUTMSG 'Invalid attempt to perform this command.'

     Exit 16

     End

End

Consider a command that you want to be invoked only from the CMS command line, via the OPERATOR command. In
this case, code:

Select                                      /* command received via ... */

When term = 'DISC' Then Nop                 /* drone on disconnected ID */

When term = 'LOCAL' Then Nop                /* drone on local userid */

When term = 'REMOTE' Then Nop               /* drone on remote userid */

When term = 'TERM' Then Nop                 /* drone, not local or remote */

Otherwise Do

     Call PUTMSG 'Invalid attempt to perform this command.'

     Exit 16

     End

End

You can mix and match the various "when" phrases to get the exact limits you need for your site. Using combinations of
these approaches helps to ensure that VM:Operator macros can be run only as intended.

Finally, perform testing until you are satisfied that the macro authorization is properly delimited.

Note: This page is based on Support document TEC380462.

VMOPER Primitives, Functions, and Subroutines
This section describes VMOPER primitives, functions, and subroutines in detail. Both macro applications and dialog
applications can use VMOPER primitives, functions, and subroutines.

The following table provides a list of various VMOPER primitives, functions, and subroutines:

Name Use to ...
ABEND Abnormally terminate the execution of VM:Operator.
CANCEL Terminate the execution of a process
CMS Invoke CMS commands on the VM:Operator virtual machine
CMSNOLCK Invoke CMS commands on the VM:Operator virtual machine

without serializing use of the CMS user area.
CONFIGUR Perform dynamic system reconfiguration
CONSOLE Change VM:Operator console configurations without restarting

VM:Operator
CP Invoke CP commands on the VM:Operator virtual machine
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DISPLAY ALARM Sound the console alarm
DISPLAY CLOSE Close a window
DISPLAY COLOR Specify the color and extended highlighting to use when writing

lines in any type of a window line
DISPLAY COMMAND Write or clear the command input area on the bottom line of the

window
DISPLAY COMMANDX Write or clear the two-line command input area on the bottom two

lines of a window
DISPLAY CURSOR Position the cursor on a particular line in a window
DISPLAY LIST Write a fixed line that begins with an unprotected field
DISPLAY NEXT Display the next window in a ring of windows defined in a

CONSOLE file
DISPLAY OPEN Initialize a window so it can be used by the other DISPLAY

primitives
DISPLAY PFKEY Define a specified program function (PF) key.
DISPLAY PROMPT Write a prompt line on a particular line of a window
DISPLAY RESERVE Write a message on a specified line and reserve that line in a

window
DISPLAY RESET Force a complete rewrite of a console screen
DISPLAY SCROLL Write message text in normal intensity at the lowest unused or

background line in a window
DISPLAY SCROLLX Write message text in high intensity at the lowest unused or

background line in a window
DISPLAY UPDATE Allow modified lines of a window to be written to the console

before it is updated
DISPLAY WINDOW Define the size and location of a window on the console screen
DISPLAY WRITE Write a line in a window at a fixed line number with normal

intensity
DISPLAY WRITEX Write a line in a window at a fixed line number with high intensity
DROPMSG Cause a previously written held line to be removed
EDIT ADD Insert a single line into the currently edited file following the

current line
EDIT BACK Move the current line pointer backward toward the top of the file
EDIT BOT Position the line pointer relative to the bottom of the file
EDIT CLOSE Terminate editing of the current file
EDIT DEL Delete one or more lines from a file
EDIT FILEID Alter the file name, file type, or file mode of the currently edited file
EDIT FIND Locate the first line that follows the current line and begins with

words matching the specified target words
EDIT HISTORY Update history statements of the currently edited file
EDIT NEXT Move the current line pointer forward the specified number of lines
EDIT OPEN Specify the file to be edited
EDIT REP Cause the current line to be replaced with the specified new line
EDIT SAVE Write the contents of the current file being edited to the specified

disk file
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EDIT SORT Sort the contents of the current file being edited
EDIT STACK Cause one or more lines from the current line downward to be

placed in the program stack of the process
EDIT TOP Position the line pointer relative to the top of the file
EXEC Invoke another macro
FORMAT Obtain and format a message with the specified operands
HOLD Generate a held message that can only be removed by operator

intervention
HOLDMSG Cause a message to be written as a held line
LOCK CLEAR Remove the locks set by the process
LOCK LIST List all the locks held by the process
LOCK PRIVATE Obtain an exclusive, private lock on a resource set
LOCK SHARED Obtain a shared lock on a resource set
LOGMSG Cause a message to be written to the system log without being

displayed in a window
LOGTABLE Manipulate LOGTABLE files
PFKEY Specify the number of buffers to be allocated for retrievable lines
PROCESS ABEND Abnormally terminate the execution of the current process.
PROCESS AUTHORIZ Determine if the user that issued the subcommand macro is

authorized for a particular purpose
PROCESS CALL Invoke a VM:Operator subcommand
PROCESS ENTER Cause a new process to be created that executes a subcommand

or macro as if the subcommand or macro were invoked through a
system window

PROCESS ROUTE Cause a message to be handled by the VM:Operator message
routing logic

PROCESS SPAWN Cause a new process to be created that executes a specified
macro

PROCESS SWITCH Cause the process to temporarily yield control to other runable
processes

PROCESS WAIT Cause a process to wait for a specified time interval or until a
specified number of messages arrive in the program stack

Product Communicate with other Broadcom product service virtual
machines through the Product-to-Product Interface (PPI)

PUTMSG Cause a message to be written to the system log and the window
of the process

QDROP Purge any messages that might be in one of the message queues
of the process

QEXEC Execute a CP, CMS or VM:Operator subcommand with the
response queued FIFO in the process's Queue 1

QREAD Read the next message from the message queue of the specified
process

QWAIT Wait if there are no messages in any of the message queues of
the process

ROUTE Cause VM:Operator to route messages received from the *MSG
IUCV system service matching the specified column-oriented
criteria to the requesting process
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ROUTEX Cause VM:Operator to route messages received from the *MSG
IUCV system service matching the specified column-oriented (with
pattern-matching character) criteria to the requesting process

ROUTEY Cause VM:Operator to route messages received from the *MSG
IUCV system service matching the specified enhanced format
criteria to the requesting process

SCREEN CLEAR Take the user's terminal out of full-screen mode temporarily so
results of CP or CMS commands can be displayed

SCREEN CLOSE Terminate the currently displayed screen and redisplay the
previous screen, if any

SCREEN DISPLAY Update the current screen to be displayed on the user's terminal
SCREEN FIELD Change the contents or attributes of a field on a screen
SCREEN OPEN Cause a SCREEN file to be read and initialized for use by a

process
SCREEN PRINT Print the contents of the current screen buffer on the user's virtual

printer
SCREEN PROMPT Display the current screen contents on the user's terminal and

wait for the user to press an action key before returning the
contents of all modified fields to the service virtual machine

SCREEN SKIP Alter the skip setting for screen fields
SCREEN STACK Cause the contents of screen fields to be placed in the program

stack of the process
SECSCAN Display (or not display) a message in a window
SECTABLE Load, reload, or cancel a SECTABLE routing table in a window
STKCP Invoke a specified CP command and stack the resulting output

messages for the issuing process
STKPOA Send a command to a VTAM service virtual machine using

the VM:Operator VTAM Program Operation Application (POA)
interface and stack the response in the CMS console stack

SYSLOG Cause a character string to be written to the system log and
displayed in the SYSTEM window with normal intensity

SYSLOGX Cause a character string to be written to the system log and
displayed in the SYSTEM window with high intensity

SYSTABLE Manipulate SYSTABLE files for a specified console
TRANSFER Stack certain system parameters LIFO in the program stack of the

process
UNROUTE Cause all routing requests made by the process to be cleared
UPDTMSG Update the text of a specified held message
USER APPEND Append a record to a file on the user's virtual machine
USER COPYFROM Copy a file from the user's virtual machine to a file on the service

virtual machine; the file on the user's virtual machine remains
unchanged

USER COPYFRME Copy a file from the user's virtual machine to a file on the service
virtual machine; the file on the user's virtual machine is then
erased

USER COPYTO Copy a file from the service virtual machine to a file on the user's
virtual machine; the file on the service virtual machine remains
unchanged
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USER COPYTOE Copy a file from the service virtual machine to a file on the user's
virtual machine; the file on the service virtual machine is then
erased

USER EMSG Display error messages on the user's terminal after being edited
according to the user's EMSG setting; the message is sent when
the message buffer is full

USER EMSGX Display error messages on the user's terminal after being edited
according to the user's EMSG setting; the message is sent
immediately

USER EXECUTE Execute any CP or CMS command on the user's virtual machine
USER FREEDISK Obtain the next free virtual address and access mode for

temporary minidisks
USER MSG Display messages on the user's terminal without being edited as

an error message
USER PASSWORD Prompt the user for a password with the password security mask
USER PROMPT Display a message on the user's terminal with EMSG editing

followed by a console read
USER READ Read one or more lines of data from the user's virtual machine

and place them in the program stack of the process
USER STACK Place a single line in the program stack of the user's virtual

machine
USER STKMSG Place a message on the program stack of the process
USEREXIT Invoke a site-defined EXEC or dynamically loaded exit routine
VMYPOA Send a command to a VTAM service virtual machine using the

VM:Operator POA interface

Primitive Prefixes
Contents

This page describes the TEST primitive prefix and the STACK prefix in detail.

TEST Primitive Prefix

VM:Operator terminates the macro when a primitive returns a non-zero return code. If you expect a primitive to return a
non-zero return code, prefix the primitive with the special TEST prefix. This prefix prevents VM:Operator from ending the
macro abnormally.

Example:

• If you want to determine whether the file MSGPARSE VMOPER exists on an accessed minidisk or directory, use the
TEST prefix with the CMS primitive.

'TEST CMS ESTATE MSGPARSE VMOPER *'

if rc <> 0 then call error1…

• If you are sure the macro exists and don't want to code a specific error routine should it not be found you can simply
omit the TEST prefix.

'CMS ESTATE MSGPARSE VMOPER *'

Forcing a macro to terminate abnormally after a primitive return a non-zero return code is an effective tool that you can
use to prevent a macro that has gone awry from damaging your OPERATOR user ID. Be careful to evaluate a command a
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macro is to execute before using the TEST prefix with it. Indiscriminate use of the TEST prefix can defeat the value of this
debugging aid.

STACK LIFO FIFO Prefix

The STACK prefix instructs VM:Operator to place the response returned by a primitive into the program stack of the
macro. Use the LIFO (last in, first out) and FIFO (first in, first out) parameters to direct the order in which the response is
placed in the program stack. If you do not specify either LIFO or FIFO, the response is stacked LIFO.

Example:

• If you want to issue the CMS QUERY DISK command and have the response placed in the program stack in LIFO
order, use the CMS primitive with the STACK prefix:

'STACK CMS QUERY DISK'

• You can also explicitly request LIFO by coding the following:

'STACK LIFO CMS QUERY DISK'

• You can use the TEST prefix with the STACK primitive. For example, if you want to determine if FRED is logged on
and, if so what his terminal address is, use the TEST prefix to allow the non-zero return code when FRED is not logged
on:

'TEST STACK CP QUERY FRED'

If rc = 0 then pull +11 term

Else say 'FRED is not logged on'

ABEND Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the ABEND primitive to abnormally terminate the execution of VM:Operator in a situation where an unexpected error
occurs.

When the VM:Operator server abnormally terminates, the server ceases operation immediately. VM:Operator produces a
VMDUMP file to aid in diagnosing the unexpected condition.

This primitive has the following format, where code specifies a code value that describes the cause of the ABEND. The
default ABEND code is ABN001.

ABEND [code]

Return codes

None.

CANCEL Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the CANCEL primitive to terminate the execution of a process without generating the descriptive message produced
by the PROCESS ABEND primitive. The CMS HI immediate command is used to terminate the EXEC interpreter. This
also writes message DMSREX452E to the system log.

When the CANCEL primitive is used, VM:Operator writes message VMYINI0184I to the system log. No messages are
displayed in the SYSTEM window.
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VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the CANCEL primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

CANCEL

Return codes

None.

CMSNOLCK Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the CMSNOLCK primitive to invoke CMS commands on the VM:Operator virtual machine without serializing access
to the CMS user area.

The return code is passed back to the macro exactly as it is received from CMS.

The CMSNOLCK command has the following format, where command specifies the CMS command to invoke and its
parameters.

CMSNOLCK command

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal completion
>0 Command error occurred
24 Invalid CMS command was specified.

CMS Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the CMS primitive to invoke a CMS command on the VM:Operator virtual machine. The CMS primitive ensures the
serial use of the CMS user area.

The return code is passed back to the macro exactly as it is received from CMS. If the specified CMS command results in
a nonzero return code, VM:Operator terminates the macro unless the TEST prefix was specified with the CMS primitive.

For more information about using the CMS commands, see the examples in Writing Macros and Dialogs.

This primitive has the following format, where command specifies the CMS command to invoke and its parameters.

CMS command

Return codes
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Meaning
-2 Invalid CMS SUBSET command was specified
0 Normal completion
>0 Command error occurred
24 Invalid CMS command was specified

CONFIGUR Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the CONFIGUR primitive to perform dynamic system reconfiguration using a specified configuration file.

Before you perform a reconfiguration, make a copy of the original configuration file. If the reconfiguration fails for any
reason, you can restore the original configuration file.

This primitive has the following format:

CONFIGUR filename [filetype | CONFIG] [filemode | *]

• filename
Specifies the file name of the configuration file.

• [ filetype | CONFIG ]
Specifies the file type of the configuration file.

• [  filemode | * ]
Specifies the file mode of the configuration file.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal completion
24 File name was not specified.
100 Error processing the VM:Operator configuration file. The problem

is detailed in an accompanying message.

CONSOLE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the CONSOLE primitive for the following purposes:

• To change VM:Operator console configurations without restarting VM:Operator.
• To start an inactive VM:Operator console
• To restart or stop an active VM:Operator console.

NOTE
To dedicate 3270 display consoles to VM:Operator, add the appropriate records to the CP user directory. To
attach a console device to VM:Operator temporarily, use the ATTACH or DIAL command. The macro that issues
the CONSOLE primitive is responsible for verifying that the correct console has been attached. VM:Operator
does not perform security validation.
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This primitive has the following syntax:

CONSOLE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CHECK vaddr filename

| START vaddr filename [REMOTE]

| RESTART vaddr filename [REMOTE]

| STOP vaddr

| SEVER userid

| Route vaddr {START | STOP}

| ROUTEUSER userid {START | STOP}

CHECK vaddr filename
Determines whether the console filename is currently active at vaddr.

START vaddr filename
Initializes the inactive 3270 console attached at vaddr using the console definition parameters found in the
filename CONSOLE file.

RESTART vaddr filename
Reinitializes the active 3270 console attached at vaddr using the console definition parameters found in the
filename CONSOLE file.

STOP vaddr
Terminates the active 3270 console attached at vaddr.

[ REMOTE ]
Causes the specified console to optimize its data streams.

SEVER userid
Cancels active processes on userid. If a VMYIAMOP user disconnects from VMYIAMOP and then logs off, the
user's processes from the VMYIAMOP session are still active. Use this parameter to cancel those processes.

ROUTE vaddr { START | STOP }
Starts or stops the routing of typed messages on the console attached at vaddr.

ROUTEUSER userid { START | STOP }
Starts or stops the routing of typed messages on the VMYIAMOP console for the specified user ID.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal completion
24 Command syntax invalid; parameters are either missing or invalid
40 Invalid console definition found in the specified CONSOLE file;

details of the error are found in an accompanying message
44 Error occurred in the CONSOLE file PF key definitions; alternate

PF keys are defined more than one time
45 Specified console address does not exist
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100 Error occurred processing an input file; details of the error are in
an accompanying message

CP Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the CP primitive to invoke CP commands on the VM:Operator virtual machine. VM:Operator passes back the return
code exactly as it is received from CP.

For more information about examples of using the CP primitive, see the examples in Writing Macros and Dialogs.

This primitive has the following syntax, where command specifies the CP command to invoke along with its related
parameters:

CP command

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
Rc -- Return code from the CP command
24 014E command IS AN INVALID CP COMMAND
24 038E MISSING PARAMETER

DISPLAY Primitives
Use DISPLAY primitives to define and manipulate windows on VM:Operator consoles.

Note: Do not confuse DISPLAY primitives with SCREEN primitives. SCREEN primitives are used to manipulate menus on
user virtual machines that have issued VM:Operator subcommands using the OPERATOR command.

Issuing Order

A macro must issue the DISPLAY OPEN primitive before using any other DISPLAY primitive (except DISPLAY RESET).
A macro must issue the DISPLAY WINDOW primitive before the window can be viewed on a console. The window
manager process can issue these primitives. However, VM:Operator usually issues them during console initialization for
the windows that are defined in the CONSOLE or USERID file.

Line Display

The basic window model consists of several lines of a length equal to the width of the screen. The number of lines range
from one to the maximum number of lines that can be displayed on the physical screen. The different lines that make up a
window are:

Title
VM:Operator writes the title on line 1 if the window origin line is at the top of the screen.

Fixed lines
Use DISPLAY WRITE or DISPLAY WRITEX to display fixed lines. You can write fixed lines on any line.

Background lines
Use DISPLAY SCROLL or DISPLAY SCROLLX to display background lines. These lines start at the bottommost
line. They fill unused lines scrolling up and off the top of the window.
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Held background lines
Use DISPLAY HOLD to prevent background lines from scrolling off the screen. When a held line reaches the
topmost unused line, it becomes a fixed line. Only a console operator or macro can remove the line.

Reserved lines
Lines reserved for use by the program.

Command input area
Use DISPLAY COMMAND or DISPLAY COMMANDX to display a one- or two-line command input area at the
bottom of the screen.

Not all windows use all these features of the window model. For example, the QNAMES window has neither a command
input area nor any background lines. This window consists entirely of fixed lines.

Color and Intensity

As VM:Operator prepares to display lines, it copies data into a line buffer. For all lines except lines in the command input
area, VM:Operator scans the text for tab characters (X'05'). These characters are the same as field-mark characters
when editing with XEDIT. This character signals a change in attribute or color. For example, the DISPLAY SCROLL
primitive alternates between low intensity and high intensity on monochrome consoles and switches between the two-
color specifications for extended color consoles. VM:Operator does not allow specific 3270 data stream attributes to be
written to window lines.

Window Organization

VM:Operator provides several means of determining which windows are viewed. Windows generally organize in a ring
structure in the same order in which they are defined in the CONSOLE or USERID file. They can be thought of as sheets
of paper in a pile. When a specific window is viewed, the topmost window (or sheet of paper) is removed from the pile and
placed on the bottom. The uncovered lines from the next window in the pile are thus revealed. This process is repeated
until the window you want becomes the topmost window in the pile.

When a process defines a window on the fly (instead of having it defined in the CONSOLE or USERID file), it becomes
the topmost window on the pile. When a window terminates, it is simply removed from the pile. Lines from the next
window in the pile replace any visible lines.

Other Display Mechanisms

In addition to these DISPLAY primitives, other primitives, REXX functions, and subroutines can write, update, and clear
held lines from the window. These primitives, REXX functions, and subroutines include:

• DROPMSG subroutine
• HOLD primitive
• HOLDMSG function
• PUTMSG subroutine
• UPDTMSG subroutine

Input Messages
Users can perform actions in the window such as pressing PF keys or Enter. This information is transferred to the window
manager process as input messages. These input messages are passed to the macro by VM:Operator through the
program stack and can consist of:

• Window commands or functions precoded on PF keys
• ENTER key message
• Data read from input fields in the window (most notably the command input area)
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The window manager process reads the input through the CMS program stack using the standard facilities for reading
console input, for example, the REXX PULL command. Window manager processes generally use the PROCESS WAIT
primitive to wait for information to be stacked. Window manager processes should not issue console reads unless there is
input data already stacked.

Use the DISPLAY primitives to update the screen based on the input messages received.

Screen Fields

When a user presses any Attention Identifier Key (AID), data is read from input fields and is passed to the appropriate
window manager as an input message with the following format:

FIELD line column [ data ]

FIELD
Indicates the origin of the data. For example, PFKEY.

line
Specifies the line number of the field.

column
Specifies the starting column number of the field.

[ data ]
Is the contents of the field with trailing blanks and nulls removed.

ENTER Key

When a user presses the Enter AID key, VM:Operator indicates this to the window manager by passing an input message
with the following format:

ENTER line column

ENTER
Indicates that ENTER key was pressed.

line
Specifies the line number of the cursor.

column
Specifies the column number of the cursor.

PF Keys

When a user presses a PF key that is coded to provide stacked data, VM:Operator indicates this by passing an input
message with the following format to the window manager:

PFKEY line column [ function ]

PFKEY
Indicates that PFKEY was pressed.

line
Specifies the line number of the cursor.

column
Specifies the column number of the cursor.
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[ function ]
Specifies the STACK function value coded with a particular PF key. The window manager defines the function.
Note: Some PF keys are handled by the console driver instead of the window manager. PF keys coded with the
STACK, REPEAT, RETRIEVE, or REMOVE functions are handled by window managers.

Retrieve Key

When a user presses the RETRIEVE PF key to retrieve previously entered message text, VM:Operator passes an input
message with the following format to the window manager:

RETRIEVE  messagetext

RETRIEVE
Indicates that RETRIEVE key was pressed.

messagetext
Specifies the retrieved message text. The window manager is expected to display this message text in the
command input area.

Repeat Key

When a user presses the REPEAT PF key to invoke the previously entered message text again, VM:Operator passes an
input message with the following format to the window manager:

REPEAT messagetext

REPEAT
Indicates that REPEAT key was pressed.

messagetext
Specifies the message text to invoke again.

Remove Key

When a user presses the REMOVE PF key to remove a held line, VM:Operator passes an input message with the
following format to the window manager:

REMOVE handle

REMOVE
Indicates that REMOVE was pressed.

handle
Specifies the handle which identifies the line to remove; handle is a four-byte address in column eight of
the control block representing the held line. The process can remove the held line by using the DROPMSG
subroutine.

NOTE

More information:

• Windows Management
• Consoles and Windows in Administrating
• DROPMSG Subroutine
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DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY ALARM Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY ALARM primitive to sound the console alarm for consoles equipped with the feature. The DISPLAY
ALARM primitive sounds the alarm even if the associated window is not visible.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the DISPLAY ALARM primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY ALARM

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
100 0109E subcommand NOT ASSOCIATED WITH A

CONSOLE

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY CLOSE Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY CLOSE primitive to close a window. When a window is closed, its storage is returned to the system and
the underlying window is revealed.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the DISPLAY CLOSE primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY CLOSE

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION

Note: When a window manager process terminates, VM:Operator automatically closes all windows opened by the
process that were not closed using the DISPLAY CLOSE primitive.

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY COLOR Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY COLOR primitive to specify the color and extended highlighting to use when writing lines in any type of
window line.

You can use the DISPLAY COLOR primitive for any type of 3270 display. However, if the display or control unit is not
equipped with both the extended color and extended highlighting feature, VM:Operator does not generate an extended
color data stream.
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When using the DISPLAY COLOR primitive to change the color or highlighting specifications, the changes affect only the
lines that are written or scrolled after the primitive is issued. When lines are physically redisplayed following a screen clear
revealing a new window, only the color attributes for lines written after issuing the DISPLAY COLOR primitive are affected.
Lines written before the DISPLAY COLOR primitive was issued are not changed.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the DISPLAY COLOR primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY COLOR linetype  attributes

linetype
Specifies the type of window line that you want to change the color or extending highlight attribute for. You can
specify one of the following:

Specify To Alter the Color of ..
BKGROUND Background lines
HILIGHT Highlighted lines
INPUT Lines in the command input area
TITLE Title line
HOLDING Held background lines
FIXED Fixed lines

attributes
Specifies colors and extended highlighting you want to use for the specified linetype. You can specify one or two
colors and a single extended highlight attribute in any order.

• BLUE
• RED
• WHITE
• GREEN
• TURQUOISE
• YELLOW
• PINK

The extended highlight attributes are:

• BLINK
• REVVIDEO
• UNDERLINE

Return codes

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter
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24 0127E linetype ATTRIBUTES HAVE ALREADY
BEEN SPECIFIED

24 0128E BOTH COLORS ALREADY SPECIFIED
FOR linetype LINES

24 0137E HIGHLIGHTING ALREADY SPECIFIED
FOR linetype LINES

24 0154E NO COLOR OR HIGHLIGHTING
ATTRIBUTES SPECIFIED

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY COMMAND Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY COMMAND primitive to write or clear the command input area on the bottom line of the window. If the
command input area is displayed over a fixed line, the fixed line is lost. If it is displayed over a scrolled line, the scrolled
line reappears when the next scrolled line is displayed.

This primitive has the following format, where text specifies text to place in the command input area. The cursor is set to
the character following the last nonblank character of text. If text is not specified, the command input area is cleared to null
characters and the cursor is set to the beginning of the line (following the ===>).

DISPLAY COMMAND [ text ]

The following table describes the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION

Note: When the RETRIEVE or PREPARE PF key is pressed, a RETRIEVE message is made available to the window
manager. The window manager must check the length of the message to determine if a DISPLAY COMMANDX is
required to display the entire text.

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY COMMANDX Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY COMMANDX primitive to write or clear the two-line command input area on the bottom two lines of
the window. If the command input area is displayed over a fixed line, the fixed line is lost. If the area is displayed over a
scrolled line, the scrolled line reappears when the next scrolled line is displayed.

You can use the two-line command area temporarily to input a long command or message. You typically display a one-line
command area with a reserved line immediately above it. VM:Operator automatically restores the contents of the reserved
line when a single-line command area is subsequently redisplayed.

This primitive has the following format, where text specifies the text to place in the command input area:

DISPLAY COMMANDX [text]

The cursor is set to the character following the last nonblank character of text. If text is not specified, the command input
area is cleared to null characters and the cursor is set to the beginning of the line (following the ===>).
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY CURSOR Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY CURSOR primitive to position the cursor on a particular line in the window.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the DISPLAY CURSOR primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY CURSOR line column

• line
Identifies the line number of a line in the window that you want to place the cursor on. Specify a whole number from 1
through the number of lines in the window.

• column
Identifies the column number of a column in the window that you want to put the cursor in. Specify a whole number
from 1 through 80.

Return codes

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Notes:

• The DISPLAY COMMAND and DISPLAY COMMANDX primitives automatically set the cursor at the end of any text in
the command input area. 

• If a DISPLAY CURSOR is not used, VM:Operator positions the cursor in the first unprotected field displayed on the
screen.

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY LIST Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY LIST primitive to write a fixed line that begins with an unprotected field. This field is not used for
input, but provides a means of writing lists of lines that can be tabbed to. For example, this type of line is used in the
VM:Operator SESSIONS window to hold the names of the available sessions.
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DISPLAY LIST line [text]

line
Identifies the line number of a line in the window that you want to write the list line on. Specify a whole number
from 1 through the number of lines in the window.

[ text ]
Specifies the text to write on the list line. If text is not specified, VM:Operator writes a blank line.
VM:Operator writes the line unprotected with high intensity. If you want to control highlighting, specify tab (X'05')
characters in text. VM:Operator switches to protected and displays in alternate intensity as it encounters tab
characters in text.

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY NEXT Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY NEXT primitive to display the next window in the ring of windows defined in a CONSOLE file.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the DISPLAY NEXT primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY NEXT

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY OPEN Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY OPEN primitive to initialize a window. Have your macro issue the DISPLAY OPEN primitive before it
uses any other DISPLAY primitive (except DISPLAY RESET). This primitive is invoked by a window manager process or
by VM:Operator when windows are predefined in a CONSOLE or USERID file.

Processes invoking DISPLAY OPEN must run on a console. Background and user subcommand processes cannot open
windows.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the DISPLAY OPEN primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY OPEN lines [ name ]
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lines
Specifies the size of the window being defined. If the screen origin is at screen line one, the length includes the
title line. The number of lines must not exceed the number of lines on the screen. For more information about
setting the screen origin, see Display Primitives-Display Window Primitive.

[ name ]
Specifies the name of the window being created. If not specified, it defaults to notnamed.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0069E WINDOW IS ALREADY OPEN
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter
41 0051S INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO INITIALIZE

CONSOLE

Note: Use the TRANSFER LINES primitive to obtain the number of lines on a given console. For more information, see
TRANSFER Primitive.

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY PFKEY Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY PFKEY primitive to define a specified program function (PF) key. Normally PF keys are defined in
a window definition in a CONSOLE, USERID or INCLUDE file. This primitive allows a window manager to define PF
dynamically.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY PFKEY nn function

• nn
Identifies the PF key number 1-24.

• function
Indicates the PF key definition.

The following table lists the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS subcommand HAS NO

WINDOW DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

NOTE
More information about PF keys:

• Consoles and Windows
• PFnn Record
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DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY PROMPT Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY PROMPT primitive to write a prompt line on a particular line of the window. You can write multiple
prompt lines.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY PROMPT line [promptmessage]

• line
Identifies the line number of a line in the window that you want to write the prompt line on. Specify a whole number
from 1 through the number of lines in the window.

• [ promptmessage ]
Specifies the text of the prompt message. Specify nulls as bytes of x'00'. VM:Operator writes the prompt line protected
and in high intensity. If you want to control highlighting, specify tab (X'05') characters in  promptmessage  .
VM:Operator switches to unprotected and displays in alternate intensity as it encounters tab characters in the prompt
message.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Note: For more information about the format of input data read from input fields, see Input Messages.

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY RESERVE Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY RESERVE primitive to write a message on a specified line and reserve that line in the window.
Reserved lines, such as PF key definition lines, cannot be removed from the window. For more information about reserved
lines, see RESERVE Record in Administrating.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY RESERVE line [messagetext]

• line
Identifies the line number of a line in the window that you want to write the reserved line on. Specify a whole number
from 1 through the number of lines in the window.

• [ messagetext ]
Specifies the text of the message that you want to display in the reserved line.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
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24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW
DEFINITION

24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY RESET Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY RESET primitive to force a complete rewrite of the console screen after executing another full screen
command. Doing so reestablishes the VM:Operator screen environment.

Note: You do not need to issue the DISPLAY RESET primitive after invoking XEDIT. VM:Operator detects all XEDIT calls
and automatically performs a DISPLAY RESET when it regains control.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters that are specified with the DISPLAY RESET primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY RESET

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY SCROLL Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY SCROLL primitive to write a specified message text. The text appears in normal intensity at the lowest
unused or background line in the window. When the DISPLAY SCROLL primitive executes, VM:Operator writes all
previous scrolled lines on background lines in correspondingly higher line numbers.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text to scroll in the window.

DISPLAY SCROLL messagetext

VM:Operator writes the scrolled line in low intensity. To control highlighting, specify tab (X'05') characters in messagetext.
VM:Operator alternates between low and high intensity as it encounters tab characters in the message text.

The following table displays the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY SCROLLX Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager
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Use the DISPLAY SCROLLX primitive to write a specified message text. The text appears in high intensity at the lowest
unused or background line in the window. When the DISPLAY SCROLLX primitive executes, VM:Operator writes all
previous scrolled lines on background lines in correspondingly higher line numbers.

This primitive has the following format, where  messagetext  specifies the text to scroll in the window:

DISPLAY SCROLLX  messagetext

VM:Operator writes the scrolled line in high intensity. If you want to control highlighting, specify tab (X'05') characters in 
messagetext  . VM:Operator alternates between high and low intensity as it encounters tab characters in the message
text.
The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY UPDATE Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY UPDATE primitive to allow the console driver process to perform console I/O after you have made
modifications to a window. Do this only if the window manager does not give up control by issuing a PROCESS WAIT
primitive. DISPLAY UPDATE allows the screen changes to be written to the console while additional screen updates are
made by the window manager.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the DISPLAY UPDATE primitive. This primitive has the following
format:

DISPLAY UPDATE

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY WINDOW Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY WINDOW primitive to define the size of a window and its location on the console screen. VM:Operator
does not display the window until the DISPLAY WINDOW primitive is invoked. A window manager can change the window
size and location anytime by reissuing the DISPLAY WINDOW primitive.

VM:Operator automatically displays the title line on the top line of windows that have a screen origin line on line one of the
window. Window managers must take this into account.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the DISPLAY WINDOW primitive.

This primitive has the following format:
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DISPLAY WINDOW line [lines  [topline | 1]] 

line
Identifies the line number of a line in the window that you want the top line of the window to be displayed on. This
is referred to as the screen origin line. Specify a whole number from 1 through the number of lines in the window.

[ lines ]
Specifies the number of lines of the window to display. If lines is not specified, this value defaults to the size of the
window specified on the display open primitive.

[ topline | 1 ]
Identifies the line number of the window line to display on the screen origin line defined by line.

The following table lists the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY WRITE Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY WRITE primitive to write a line in a window at a fixed line number with normal intensity.

Lines written with this primitive are considered fixed lines. When written, they cannot be removed.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY WRITE line [messagetext]

• line
Identifies the line number of a line, in the window where you want to write the line on. Specify a whole number from 1
through the number of lines in the window.

• [ messagetext ]
Specifies the text of the message to write at the indicated line number in the window.

VM:Operator writes the line in low intensity. If you want to control highlighting, specify tab (X'05') characters in 
messagetext  . VM:Operator alternates between low and high intensity as it encounters tab characters in the text
message.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter
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DISPLAY Primitives-DISPLAY WRITEX Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the DISPLAY WRITEX primitive to write a line in a window at a fixed line number with high intensity.

Lines written with this primitive are termed as fixed lines. When written, they cannot be removed.

This primitive has the following format:

DISPLAY WRITEX line [messagetext]

line
Identifies the line number of a line, in the window where you want to write the line on. Specify a whole number
from 1 through the number of lines in the window.

[ messagetext ]
Specifies the text of the message to write at the indicated window line number.

VM:Operator writes the line in high intensity. If you want to control highlighting, specify tab (X'05') characters in 
messagetext  . VM:Operator alternates between high and low intensity as it encounters tab characters in the message
text.

The following table describes the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

DROPMSG Subroutine
Types of processes: Background, DIALOG, Window Manager

Use the DROPMSG subroutine to remove a previously written held line. The DROPMSG subroutine can be used only by
a macro written in REXX.

Only the process that issues the HOLDMSG function to hold a particular message can issue the DROPMSG subroutine to
remove the message.

If the held line has scrolled to the topmost unused line and become a fixed line, the DROPMSG subroutine removes the
line from the window. If the held line has not yet reached the topmost unused line and has not become a fixed line, the
DROPMSG subroutine converts the line to normal intensity and allows the line to scroll off the top of the screen.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the DROPMSG subroutine.

This subroutine has the following format, where handle specifies the value returned by the HOLDMSG function. This value
uniquely identifies the held line.

CALL DROPMSG  handle
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER

NOTE

More information:

• Displaying Messages in Windows
• HOLDMSG Function

EDIT Primitives
The EDIT primitives provide macros with a powerful means of manipulating data files residing on minidisks accessed by
the VM:Operator service virtual machine. Any type of process can use the EDIT primitives.

Most traditional editor capabilities are not provided because this function was designed to be used from macros only.
Facilities are provided to:

• Add lines
• Delete lines
• Replace lines
• Find lines containing matching words at specific relative positions
• Position the current line pointer relative to its current location
• Position the current line pointer to the top or bottom of the file

Note: The file being edited has to be RECFM V.

EDIT Primitives-EDIT ADD Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT ADD primitive to insert a single line into the currently edited file following the current line. If the file is empty,
the line is added as the first line of the file. The added line becomes the new current line.

This primitive has the following format, where line specifies the line to add to the currently edited file. The line is a string of
1 through 71 characters. If line is not specified, VM:Operator adds a blank line to the file.

EDIT ADD [line ]

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
3 -- Line truncated
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Example
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A sample file before  EDIT ADD is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line before EDIT ADD

0003 Last line of the file

0004 * * * End of File * * *

The following EDIT ADD primitive is issued:

'EDIT ADD The new line becomes the current line'

The same file after the EDIT ADD is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line before EDIT ADD

0003 The new line becomes the current line

0004 Last line of the file

0005 * * * End of File * * *

EDIT Primitives-EDIT BACK Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT BACK primitive to move the current line pointer backward, that is, toward the top of the file.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT BACK primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT BACK [number | 1]

[ number | 1 ]
Specifies the number of lines backward to move the current line pointer.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
4 -- Top of file
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Notes:
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• If the number of lines specified causes the line pointer to move above the first line of the file, the EDIT BACK primitive
generates an error and positions the line pointer at the logical top of file (before the first line).

• If the current line pointer is at the logical end of file when the EDIT BACK primitive is issued, the movement of the
line pointer is equivalent to issuing the EDIT BOT 1 primitive. For more information, see EDIT Primitives--EDIT BOT
Primitive.

Example

Before EDIT BACK is issued, the current line of the file is line five:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT BACK is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line before EDIT BACK is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

Issue the following EDIT BACK primitive to move the current line pointer to line two:

'EDIT BACK 3'

The same file after EDIT BACK is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT BACK is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line before EDIT BACK is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

EDIT Primitives-EDIT BOT Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT BOT primitive to position the line pointer relative to the bottom of the file. The bottom of the file is not the
same as the last line of the file; it is a pseudo line that follows the last line of the file.

When the current line pointer is either at the bottom of the file or at the last line of the file, lines added to the file are added
in equivalent positions.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT BOT primitive.

This primitive has the following format, where number specifies the number of lines to move the line pointer back (upward)
relative to the bottom of the file. If number is not specified, the line pointer is placed at the bottom of the file.

EDIT BOT [number]
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
4 -- Top of file
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Example

Before EDIT BOT is issued, the current line of the file is line 5:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT BOT is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line before EDIT BOT is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

Issue the following EDIT BOT primitive to move the current line pointer to line 2:

'EDIT BOT 5'

The following shows the same file after EDIT BOT is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT BOT is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line before EDIT BOT is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

EDIT Primitives-EDIT CLOSE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT CLOSE primitive to terminate the editing of the current file. If a file was open previously, it becomes the
currently edited file. VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the EDIT CLOSE primitive.

NOTE
The EDIT CLOSE primitive does not rewrite the file to disk. You must use the EDIT SAVE primitive to write
records to a disk file.

This primitive has the following format:
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EDIT CLOSE

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

EDIT Primitives-EDIT DEL Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT DEL primitive to delete one or more lines from the file.

The EDIT DEL primitive deletes the line pointed to by the current line pointer and subsequent lines toward the bottom of
the file for the specified number of lines. The line following the last line deleted becomes the new current line.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters that are specified with the EDIT DEL primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT DEL [number | * | 1]

[ number | * | 1 ]
Specifies the number of lines to delete. Specify an asterisk (*) to indicate that you want to delete all lines from the
current line pointer to the end of the file.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty.
4 -- End of file
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Note: If the current line pointer is at the logical top of file (before the first line), RC=4 is indicated, and no lines are deleted.

Example:

A sample file before EDIT DEL is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line before EDIT DEL is issued

0003 This line will be deleted

0004 This line will be deleted

0005 The current line after EDIT DEL is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

Issue the following EDIT DEL primitive to delete lines 2, 3, and 4:
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'EDIT DEL 3'

The same file after the EDIT DEL is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT DEL is issued

0003 Last line of the file

0004 * * * End of File * * *

EDIT Primitives-EDIT FILEID Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT FILEID primitive to alter the file name, file type, or file mode of the currently edited file.

Note: Because this primitive sets the changed flag on the file, the next EDIT SAVE primitive causes a replacement or
creation of a file with the specified file name.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT FILEID primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT FILEID filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ]

• filename
Specifies the new file name for the file. Use an equal sign (=) to leave the file name unchanged.

• [ filetype ]
Specifies the new file type for the file. Use an equal sign (=) to leave the file type unchanged.

• [ filemode ]
Specifies the new file mode for the file. Use an equal sign (=) to leave the file mode unchanged.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER filemode

24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

EDIT Primitives-EDIT FIND Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT FIND primitive to locate the first line following the current line that begins with words matching the specified
target words. The target words are scanned position-wise without regard to their column locations or the number of blanks
between them.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT FIND [targetwords]...
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[ targetwords ]...
Specifies a string of words to match word for word against each line of the file until a match is found. If
targetwords is not specified, the line pointer is advanced to the next line.
A trailing asterisk in target words indicates only the preceding characters of that word are to be compared
regardless of the actual length of the corresponding line word.
Target words beginning with asterisks must be followed by at least one nonblank character. It is not possible to
find a target consisting of a single asterisk.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
4 -- End of file
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Example

Your file contains the following line:

word1  word2    word3        word4                word5   

Use the following EDIT FIND primitive to locate the line in the file:

'EDIT FIND word1 word2 word3 word4 word5'

EDIT Primitives-EDIT HISTORY Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT HISTORY primitive to update history statements of the currently edited VM:Operator directory entry file,
rules file, or control file.

The EDIT HISTORY primitive deletes the last history statement and adds the new history statement as the first history
statement. If no history statements are found, the primitive does nothing.

This primitive has the following format, where text specifies the history information to place on the history statement. If
necessary, this data is truncated to fit on the statement.

EDIT HISTORY text

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED
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EDIT Primitives-EDIT NEXT Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT NEXT primitive to move the current line pointer forward toward the bottom of the file the specified number of
lines.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT NEXT primitive.

This primitive has the following format, where number specifies the number of lines forward to move the current line
pointer. The default is one.

EDIT NEXT [number | 1]

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
4 -- End of file reached
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER number

24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Example

Before EDIT NEXT is issued, the current line of the file is line 2:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line before EDIT NEXT is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line after EDIT NEXT is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

Issue the following EDIT NEXT primitive to move the current line pointer to line 5:

'EDIT NEXT 3'

The following shows the same file after EDIT NEXT is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line before EDIT NEXT is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line after EDIT NEXT is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *
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EDIT Primitives-EDIT OPEN Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT OPEN primitive to specify the file you want to edit. A process must issue the EDIT OPEN primitive before it
can issue any other EDIT primitives.

A process can edit multiple files. However, EDIT primitives refer only to the current (most recently opened) file.
VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT OPEN primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT OPEN filename  filetype  [filemode | A1]

filename
Specifies the file name of the file to edit. You cannot use pattern matching.

filetype
Specifies the file type of the file to edit. You cannot use pattern matching.

[ filemode | A1 ]
Specifies the file mode of the file to edit.

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
40 -- File name or file type is an asterisk
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
Other -- Possible problem occurred with the CMS

FSSTATE macro

EDIT Primitives-EDIT REP Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT REP primitive to replace the current line with the specified new line. The replaced line remains the current
line.

This primitive has the following format, where data specifies the line to replace the current line with. If data is not specified,
the EDIT REP primitive replaces the current line with a blank line.

EDIT REP [data]

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
3 -- Line is truncated
4 -- Top or end of file
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED
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EDIT Primitives-EDIT SAVE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT SAVE primitive to write the contents of the currently edited file to the specified minidisk file.

If the process made no changes to the file, the EDIT SAVE primitive performs no action unless a new field is specified. If a
new field is given, EDIT SAVE primitive writes the file to disk with the new name.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT SAVE primitive.

WARNING
Warning! If the EDIT SAVE primitive is not used, any changes the process made to the file are lost when the
EDIT CLOSE primitive is issued.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT SAVE [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

[ filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ]
Specifies the file to write. If filename, filetype, or filemode is not specified, the EDIT SAVE primitive uses the file
name, file type, or file mode of the currently edited file, respectively.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER filemode

24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED
100 0020S ERROR code WRITING FILE field

EDIT Primitives-EDIT SORT Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT SORT primitive to sort the contents of the currently edited file. After the sort completes, the current line
pointer is reset to the top of the file.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT SORT primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT SORT A | D  scol1 ecol1  [scol2 ecol2]

A | D
Specifies the sorting order. Specify A for ascending or D for descending.

scol1 ecol1
Specifies the starting and ending columns of the first fields to sort on.

[
scol2 ecol2 ]
Specifies the starting and ending columns of the secondary sorting specification.
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER
24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

EDIT Primitives-EDIT STACK Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT STACK primitive to place one or more lines from the current line downward in the program stack. You can
use the REXX QUEUED() function to determine how many lines are in the program stack.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the EDIT STACK primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

EDIT STACK  [number | * | 1  [FIFO | LIFO]]  

[ number | * | 1 ]
Specifies the number of lines to place in the program stack. If you specify an asterisk, the edit stack primitive
stacks all lines from the current line to the end of file.

[ FIFO | LIFO ]
Specifies the direction of stacking. Specify FIFO for first in, first out; specify LIFO for last in, first out.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty
4 -- End of file
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Note: If the current line is at the logical top of file (before the first line), RC=4 is returned, and no lines are stacked.

Example

A sample file:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line will be stacked

0003 Stack line three

0004 Last line of the file

0005 * * * End of File * * *
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Issue the following EDIT STACK primitive to place the current line and the one line following the current line in the
program stack in first in, first out order:

'EDIT STACK 2 FIFO'

The following shows the data that is placed in the program stack:

The current line will be stacked

Stack line three

EDIT Primitives-EDIT TOP Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EDIT TOP primitive to move the current line pointer to a specific line number relative to the top of the file.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters that are specified with the EDIT TOP primitive.

This primitive has the following format, where number specifies the number of lines below the top of the file to position the
line pointer. If number is not specified, the line pointer is placed at the top of the file.

EDIT TOP [ number ]

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- File is empty.
4 -- End of file
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

24 0075E NO FILE BEING EDITED

Note: Use the TRANSFER primitive to obtain the current line number of the edited file.

Example

Before EDIT TOP is issued, the current line of the file is line 5:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT TOP is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line before EDIT TOP is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

Issue the following EDIT TOP primitive to move the current line pointer to line 2:

'EDIT TOP 2'
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The same file after EDIT TOP is issued:

0000 * * * Top of File * * *

0001 Line one of the file

0002 The current line after EDIT TOP is issued

0003 Line three of the file

0004 Line four of the file

0005 The current line before EDIT TOP is issued

0006 Last line of the file

0007 * * * End of File * * *

EXEC Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the EXEC primitive to invoke another macro synchronously. Use the CMS EXEC primitive to invoke an EXEC file.
Macros can invoke both other macros and EXECs, but EXECs cannot invoke macros.

For more information about using the EXEC primitive, see Invoke a Macro or Subcommand.

This primitive has the following format:

EXEC macro [parameters]

macro
Specifies the name of the macro to invoke.

[ parameters ]
Specifies the parameters to pass to the macro.

Return code Meaning
<10000 The REXX EXIT statement generated the code.
>10000 Indicates that a macro coding error was detected.

Note: Four VM:Operator primitives provide similar but distinct functions when issued by a macro:

• PROCESS CALL-Calls a VM:Operator subcommand synchronously
• PROCESS ENTER-Issues a VM:Operator subcommand asynchronously as if issued through a SYSTEM window
• PROCESS SPAWN-Issues a VM:Operator macro asynchronously in the background
• EXEC-Calls a VM:Operator macro synchronously

FORMAT Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the FORMAT primitive to perform the following actions:

• Obtain a message from the VMOPER MESSAGES file.
• Format the message using specified criteria.
• Process it using the specified USER primitive subfunction.
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Because the FORMAT primitive invokes the USER primitive, the message can be displayed on only the invoking user
ID. Additionally, for the messages to display, the user ID must invoke the subcommand using the OPERATOR command
module.

This primitive has the following format:

FORMAT [CHAR8]  subfunction  nnnl  [tokenwords]

[ CHAR8 ]
Specifies that the data in  tokenwords  is tokenized, meaning a blank is inserted after every eight bytes of
data. Using CHAR8 limits the length of each token in  tokenwords  to eight bytes.

subfunction
Specifies the USER primitive subfunction to invoke to handle the formatted message. Use one of the following
values for  subfunction:

Message Meaning
MSG Displays the message on the user's virtual console
EMSG Displays the message on the user's virtual console with error

message editing
STKMSG Stacks a line in the program stack of the process

nnnl
Specifies the message to obtain from the VMOPER MESSAGES file.

[ tokenwords ]
Specifies words to substitute into the specified message. Word substitution is performed in fields that are
indicated by consecutive periods (...) in the text of the message in the VMOPER MESSAGES file. A special type
of field that is indicated by consecutive underscore characters (___) is treated as a string field. VM:Operator
places all remaining token words in this field.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

HOLDMSG Function
Types of processes: Background, DIALOG, Window Manager

Use the HOLDMSG function to write a specified message as a held line. You can use HOLDMSG only from a process
written in REXX. The function returns the handle, a unique identifier, for the held line. Use the handle to remove or update
the message later.

If the process invoking the HOLDMSG function is a window manager, the HOLDMSG function writes the message in
the process window. Otherwise, HOLDMSG writes the message in the SYSTEM window of the console with which the
process is associated.

For more information about using the HOLDMSG function, see Displaying Messages in Windows.

This function has the following format:
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handle = HOLDMSG(messagetext)

• handle
A REXX variable you use to hold the handle returned by the HOLDMSG function. The handle is a four-byte value that
specifies the address of the data structure containing the line. This four-byte value uniquely identifies the held line. The
returned handle can contain a blank (X'40').
Note: Save the handle that the HOLDMSG function returns in a variable. You can then supply this variable on a
DROPMSG subroutine call to remove the held line.
Only the process that holds a message with the HOLDMSG function can update or remove the message. If a user
presses the REMOVE PF key to remove the held message, VM:Operator does not remove the held line. Instead,
VM:Operator stacks the line REMOVE handle  in the program stack of the macro that held the line.

• messagetext
Specifies the text of the message to write as a held line. Specify 1 through 80 characters for messagetext. If you need
to specify more than 80 characters, split the message into two or more segments and display them separately.

Error Handling

When a function call fails, the calling macro or dialog terminates and no return code is generated. This is because
VMOPER considers failure of a function call to be a syntax error. If no syntax error is received, the function was
successful.

To help with error recovery, if your macro or dialog uses a function call (HOLDMSG or BUFFER), you can use the
REXX SIGNAL ON SYNTAX instruction. This instruction catches the syntax error, allowing you you to display diagnostic
information or implement corrective action. If the error is not caught, the calling macro or dialog terminates.

HOLD Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use this primitive to generate a held message that only an operator can remove, through use of a REMOVE PF key.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message to write as a held line:

HOLD messagetext

Return codes

This primitive returns 0 in all cases.

LOCK Primitives
Use the LOCK primitives to prevent the simultaneous manipulation of serially reusable resources. Resources are
identified by up to four levels of arbitrarily agreed upon names. Each level of names represents a nested set of resources
with the leftmost being the most inclusive.

A process can request a conditional lock that returns an error code if another process has a lock that blocks the requested
lock. Unconditional locks cause processes to wait until the lock is complete.

Locks can be  private or shared. A private lock prevents other processes from obtaining a lock on the resource. A shared
lock allows other processes to obtain a shared lock on the same resource, but not a private lock.

Use the QLOCK subcommand to display the lock that a process is waiting on, and the existing lock that is blocking it.
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LOCK Primitives-LOCK CLEAR Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the LOCK CLEAR primitive to remove locks that are held by a process.

This primitive has the following format, where  lockwords  identifies the resource set whose lock you want to clear:

LOCK CLEAR [ lockwords ]

Specify one through four words for  lockwords  . Each word can contain one through eight characters. If no lock words
are specified, the LOCK CLEAR primitive clears all locks that the process holds.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and their associated messages:

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal completion
28 Lock not found

Note: When a lock that is blocking a process is cleared, the waiting process resumes execution. In other words, the
waiting process is removed from the process wait queue and is placed on the active process queue. The process thus
becomes eligible to run. For more information about process queues, see Processes.

LOCK Primitives-LOCK LIST Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the LOCK LIST primitive to list all the locks that the process holds. LOCK LIST lists this information using message
VMYLCK1270I. This primitive is used at process cleanup time to display any leftover locks.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the LOCK LIST primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

LOCK LIST

The following table describes the return code and the associated message:

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal completion

LOCK Primitives-LOCK PRIVATE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the LOCK PRIVATE primitive to obtain an exclusive, private lock on a resource set. Identify the resource set with lock
words. When a process has a PRIVATE lock on a resource, no other process can obtain a PRIVATE or SHARED lock on
the resource.

This primitive has the following format:

LOCK  [COND]  PRIVATE  [lockwords]
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[ COND ]
Specifies that the lock is conditional on no existing locks blocking your request. If COND is specified and another
process holds a lock that blocks your request, the lock private primitive does not wait for the other lock. In this
case, control returns to your macro and the lock is not obtained. If COND is not specified, the lock private primitive
waits until the lock is obtained. When the lock is obtained, the lock private primitive returns control to your macro.

[ lockwords ]
Identifies the resource set to which the private lock applies. To identify the resource set, specify one through
four words for lockwords. Each word can contain one through eight characters. If lockwords is not specified, the
process obtains a private lock on all resources.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Meaning
0 Normal completion
4 Conditional lock is blocked

Note:

• A private lock is blocked if the resource is already locked in either the private or shared mode.
• The private lock is set only on the most specific (right-hand) lock word. Shared locks are set on all specified lock

words.
• If no lock words are specified, a global lock on everything is attempted. If this global lock succeeds, unpredictatable

results occur.

LOCK Primitives-LOCK SHARED Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the LOCK SHARED primitive to obtain a shared lock on the resource set identified by the specified lock words. When
a process has a SHARED lock on a resource, other processes can obtain a SHARED lock on the same resource set.
However, other processes cannot obtain a PRIVATE lock on the same resource.

This primitive has the following format:

LOCK  [COND]  SHARED  [lockwords]

[ COND ]
Indicates that the lock is conditional on no existing locks blocking your request. If COND is specified and another
process holds a lock that blocks your request, the LOCK SHARED primitive does not wait for the lock. In this
case, control returns to your macro and the lock is not obtained. If COND is not specified, the lock shared
primitive waits until the lock is obtained. When the lock is obtained, the lock shared primitive returns control to
your macro.

[ lockwords ]
Identifies the resource set to which the shared lock applies. Specify one through four words for  lockwords 
. Each word can contain one through eight characters. If  lockwords  is not specified, the process obtains a
shared lock on all resources.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Meaning
0 Normal completion
4 Conditional lock is blocked.
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Note:

• A shared lock is blocked if the indicated resource is already locked in private mode by another process.
• The shared lock is set on all specified lock words. If no lock words are specified, a global lock on everything is

attempted. If this global lock succeeds, unpredictable results occur.

LOGMSG Subroutine
Type of process: Any

Use the LOGMSG subroutine from a process written in REXX to write the specified message to the system log without
being displayed in a window. The message has the following prefixes, in order:

• A timestamp
• The name of the console (or the name of the window if invoked from a window manager process)
• The process number.

If a window manager process uses the LOGMSG subroutine, the console ID is the window name.

This subroutine has the following format, where  messagetext   specifies the text of the message to write in the
system log:

CALL LOGMSG  'messagetext'

Specify 1 through 255 characters for  messagetext  . Place single quotation marks before and after  messagetext.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER

LOGTABLE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the LOGTABLE primitive to manage a LOGTABLE file. This primitive has the following format:

LOGTABLE { CHECK filename | LOAD filename | CANCEL [filename] }

CHECK filename
Specifies that you want to determine if the filename LOGTABLE file exists.

LOAD filename
Specifies that you want to load the filename LOGTABLE file into storage and make it the active LOGTABLE.

CANCEL [ filename ]
Specifies that you want to cancel the currently active LOGTABLE.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter
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28 0218E THERE IS NO LOGTABLE CURRENTLY
LOADED

PFKEY Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the PFKEY primitive to initialize buffers for retrievable lines and to specify the number of buffers to allocate. Also
use PFKEY to save character strings in these buffers. The RETRIEVE PF key can place these character strings in the
command input area.

The buffers are arranged in a ring. The RETRIEVE and REPEAT PF key functions obtain information from the most
recently saved, unretrieved buffer. Pressing the RETRIEVE PF key successively obtains information from successively
older buffers. When the oldest buffer is reached, the alarm sounds.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters that are specified with the PFKEY primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

PFKEY {INIT [number] | SAVE text}

INIT [ number ]
Initializes buffers for retrievable lines in the window that the process is managing. The default number of buffers is
ten. To allocate a different number of buffers, specify a whole number greater than zero.

SAVE text
Specifies the text to save in the next available buffer. You can specify from 1 through 155 characters for text. If the
exact text is already saved in the previous buffer, text is not saved in a buffer.

NOTE
You must initialize the buffers with PFKEY INIT before you save text with PFKEY SAVE.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

41 0051S INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO INITIALIZE
process

24 0186E function FUNCTION IS INVALID IN THE
window WINDOW

PROCESS Primitives
When a macro executes, VM:Operator creates a process to manage the work being done. Use PROCESS primitives to
manage the execution of this process or to create additional processes dynamically. The following lists each PROCESS
function with a description of each:

Process Description
PROCESS ABEND Abnormally terminate the execution of the current process.
PROCESS AUTHORIZ Determine if the user that issued the subcommand macro is

authorized for a particular purpose.
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PROCESS CALL Invoke a VM:Operator subcommand.
PROCESS ENTER Cause a new process to be created. This process executes a

subcommand or macro as if the subcommand or macro were
invoked through a system window.

PROCESS ROUTE Cause a message to be handled by the VM:Operator message
routing logic.

PROCESS SPAWN Cause a new process to be created. This process executes a
specified macro.

PROCESS SWITCH Cause the process to yield control temporarily  to other runable
processes.

PROCESS WAIT Cause a process to wait for a specified time interval or until a
specified number of messages arrive in the program stack.

For more information about how VM:Operator manages processes, see Processes.

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS ABEND Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS ABEND primitive to abnormally terminate the execution of a process in a situation where an
unexpected error occurs.

When the process abnormally terminates, the macro ceases operation immediately. VM:Operator uses the CMS
HI immediate command, which in turn causes CMS to terminate the EXEC interpreter. The CMS error message
DMSREX452E normally results from the HI command.

If the process is executing a subcommand invoked using the OPERATOR command on the user's service virtual machine,
the OPERATOR command is also ended abnormally by issuing a DMSABN 222 (effectively an HX ABEND).

For more information about how the PROCESS ABEND primitive works, see "Exit during Unexpected Errors" in Macro or
Dialog Exit.

This primitive has the following format, where message specifies a message that describes the cause of the PROCESS
ABEND. The text you supply is incorporated into message VMYINI0079S. This message is written in the SYSTEM
window and the system log file.

PROCESS ABEND [ message ]

Return codes

None

Note: If a macro invokes a VM:Operator primitive without using the TEST prefix and the primitive returns a nonzero return
code, VM:Operator uses the PROCESS ABEND primitive to abnormally terminate the process. VM:Operator supplies
the name of the macro and the actual primitive that produced the nonzero return code in the message specified on the
PROCESS ABEND primitive.

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS AUTHORIZ Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS AUTHORIZ primitive to determine whether the user or console invoking the subcommand macro
is authorized for a specified function. VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters that are specified with the PROCESS
AUTHORIZ primitive.

This primitive has the following format:
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PROCESS AUTHORIZ function

function
Specifies the function you want to determine whether the user is authorized to perform. If function does not start
with a dollar sign ($), the word must be one of the defined authorization words. Function words starting with
a dollar sign ($) are reserved for local site use and are not verified as defined authorization words. For more
information about the defined authorized words, see AUTHORIZ Record in Administrating.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- User is authorized
4 0368E Function word is invalid
8 0032E User is not authorized
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS CALL Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS CALL primitive to invoke another VM:Operator subcommand.

For more information about using the PROCESS CALL primitive, see Invoke a Macro or Subcommand.

This primitive has the following format:

PROCESS CALL  subcommand [ parameters ]

subcommand
Specifies the VM:Operator subcommand to invoke.

[ parameters ]
Specifies the parameters to pass to the subcommand.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
N -- Return code from the subcommand that

was invoked
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Note: Four VM:Operator primitives provide similar but distinct functions when issued by a macro:

• PROCESS CALL-Synchronously calls a VM:Operator subcommand
• PROCESS ENTER-Asynchronously invokes a VM:Operator subcommand as if it were invoked by a SYSTEM window
• PROCESS SPAWN-Asynchronously invokes a VM:Operator macro
• EXEC-Synchronously invokes a VM:Operator macro.

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS ENTER Primitive
Type of process: Any
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Use the PROCESS ENTER primitive to create a new process that executes the specified subcommand or macro as if the
subcommand were invoked through a system window. The current running process remains in control until it terminates or
gives up control.

For more information about using the PROCESS ENTER primitive, see Invoke a Macro or Subcommand.

This primitive has the following format:

PROCESS ENTER  subcommand  [ parameters ]

subcommand
Specifies the name of the subcommand or macro that the new process is to invoke.

[ parameters ]
Specifies the parameters to pass to the subcommand or macro that the new process is to execute.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Note: Four VM:Operator primitives provide similar but distinct functions when issued by a macro:

• PROCESS CALL-Synchronously calls a VM:Operator subcommand
• PROCESS ENTER-Asynchronously invokes a VM:Operator subcommand as if it were invoked by a SYSTEM window
• PROCESS SPAWN-Asynchronously invokes a VM:Operator macro
• EXEC-Synchronously invokes a VM:Operator macro

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS SPAWN Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS SPAWN primitive to create a new process that executes the specified macro.

For more information about using the SPAWN primitive, see Communication Between Macros or Dialogs.

PROCESS SPAWN  subcommand  [ parameters ]

subcommand
Specifies the name of the macro that the new process is to invoke; subcommand cannot start with a dollar sign
($). The dollar sign is reserved for internal processes. VM:Operator does not allow you to spawn macros that
begin with a dollar sign or to execute them from the command line.

[ parameters ]
Specifies the parameters to pass to the macro that the new process is to execute.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter
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Note: Four VM:Operator primitives provide similar but distinct functions when issued by a macro:

• PROCESS CALL-Synchronously calls a VM:Operator subcommand
• PROCESS ENTER-Asynchronously invokes a VM:Operator subcommand as if it were invoked by a SYSTEM window
• PROCESS SPAWN-Asynchronously invokes a VM:Operator macro
• EXEC-Synchronously invokes a VM:Operator macro

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS ROUTE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS ROUTE primitive to create a message that you want to be handled as though it had been received
through the *MSG CP system service.

This primitive has the following format:

PROCESS ROUTE  {userid | *} class messagetext

userid | *
Specifies the simulated message origin user ID. If an asterisk (*) is specified, the user ID running VM:Operator is
used.

class
Specifies the simulated IUCV message class. The value of class must be a two-character field starting with an
asterisk. The second character is either:

• A digit (1-8) that corresponds to the *MSG IUCV message class
• An R to indicate a message received from a remote VM:Operator system

messagetext
Specifies the partial text segment that uniquely identifies the message to route.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Notes:

• PROCESS ROUTE provides a handy means of interprocess communication. The receiving process can use the
ROUTE primitive to define the message it is waiting to receive, and the sending process can then send it. You can
specify a LOGTABLE entry with IGNORE NOLOG to prevent the message from being logged or displayed in SYSTEM
windows.
For more information about using the PROCESS ROUTE primitive for interprocess communication, see
Communication Between Macros or Dialogs.

• PROCESS ROUTE provides a means by which you can supply a message to the VM:Operator message router. For
example, you can use the following macro, TESTMSG VMOPER, to route any message:

/* TESTMSG VMOPER * Code to route any message */

pause upper arg messagetext

'TEST PROCESS ROUTE'messagetext

exit

To route a sample message, enter:
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testmsg rscs *1 DMTTST001T Just testing

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS SWITCH Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS SWITCH primitive to give control temporarily to other processes. Use this primitive to yield control
temporarily of processes that can run for long periods at a time, preventing other processes from running.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the PROCESS SWITCH primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

PROCESS SWITCH

Return codes

PROCESS SWITCH returns 0 in all cases.

 

PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS WAIT Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to cause the process to wait for a specified time interval or until the indicated number
of messages arrive in the program stack of the process.

If the specified number of messages is already in the program stack when your macro invokes the PROCESS WAIT
primitive, the process does not wait.

Messages can continue to arrive for the process such that when the process resumes execution, the program stack of
the process might contain more messages than were expected. Best practice is to read in and verify all messages before
issuing this primitive.

The PROCESS WAIT primitive returns a return code equal to the number of messages in the program stack. If you do not
precede the PROCESS WAIT primitive with the TEST prefix, the macro ends abnormally if messages exist in the program
stack.

For more information about using the PROCESS WAIT primitive, see Event Waiting.

PROCESS WAIT [seconds | *   [num_

messages]] 

[ seconds | * ]
Specifies the maximum number of seconds the process is to wait. If no messages exist or if an asterisk (*) is
specified, the process waits indefinitely. Indefinite waiting is the default behavior.

[ num_messages  ]
Specifies the number of messages for which the process is to wait. The default number of messages is 1.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
N -- Number of messages in program stack
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
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24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Notes:

A return code of 24 from the PROCESS WAIT primitive can indicate either an error or that there are 24 messages stacked
in the program stack. If you receive return code 24, examine the contents of the program stack to determine if messages
were stacked or if there was an error.

The PROCESS WAIT primitive cannot be issued from an EXEC action routine that the message router process invokes.

Example:

• Use the following code to have the process wait five minutes:

'TEST PROCESS WAIT 300'   

• Use the following code to have the process wait until it receives nine messages:
'TEST PROCESS WAIT * 9'

• Use the following code to have the process wait two minutes or until it receives four messages, which ever occurs first:

'TEST PROCESS WAIT 120 4'

Product Primitives
Type of process: Any

Use the product primitives to communicate with other Broadcom product service virtual machines through the Product-to-
Product Interface (PPI). Each primitive bears the name of one of the defined products.

When a process issues a product command, the process only waits for the other service virtual machine to complete the
specified command.

The product primitives have the following formats, where command specifies the PPI command string:

VMACCOUN command

VMARCHIV command

VMBACKUP command

VMBATCH command

VMDIRECT command

VMOPERAT command

VMSCHEDU command

VMSECURE command

VMSPOOL command

VMTAPE command
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Note: Usually, you can issue all product commands through PPI. However, because response messages are generally
stacked for the invoking process, some specific architectural limitations can exist.

You can issue VM:Operator subcommands from any VM:Operator console using the VMOPERAT primitive.
Subcommands can include full-screen menus.

WARNING
Warning! Do not issue the END command with any of the product primitives. Doing so causes unpredictable
results.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Meaning
0 Normal PPI subcommand completion
>0 PPI subcommand error
<0 Abnormal PPI subcommand completion

PUTMSG Subroutine
Types of processes: Background, DIALOG, Window Manager

Use the PUTMSG subroutine to write the specified message to the system log and a window. PUTMSG can be used only
from a process written in REXX. If the process is a window manager, the message is written to the window controlled by
the window manager. Otherwise, the message is written in the SYSTEM window of the console on which the process is
running. If a window manager process uses the PUTMSG subroutine, the console ID is the window name.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message to write to the system log file
and to the window:

CALL PUTMSG messagetext

If the message is to be written in the system window, the maximum length for the message text is 80 characters.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER

QDROP Function
Type of process: Any

Use the QDROP function from a macro written in REXX to purge any messages in the specified message queue.

Each process has three message queues.  Queue 1 contains response messages from commands that were invoked
by means of the QEXEC function.  Queue 2 contains display manipulation messages that are sent to window manager
processes when the operator presses an AID key.  Queue 3 contains messages received through the CP *MSG system
service that the process requested be sent to it by using one of the ROUTE, ROUTEX or ROUTEY primitives.

value = QDROP(queue)

• value
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Either 0 or 1. Zero means no messages were in the specified queue. One means that messages were dropped from
the specified queue.

• queue
Indicates the process input queue number (1 - 3) that is to be dropped.

QEXEC Function
Type of process: Any

Use the QEXEC function from a macro that is written in REXX to execute a CP, CMS, or VM:Operator subcommand. The
resulting response messages are queued FIFO in queue 1 of the process. The function returns the signed RC from the
command execution.

QEXEC performs no authorization checking. Therefore, REXX macros that use the QEXEC function must perform
authorization checking using the PROCESS AUTHORIZ primitive.

This function has the following format:

retcode = QEXEC('domain', 'command-string')

• retcode The return code that is generated by the command execution. The return code is a signed integer that
indicates how the command executed. A return code of 0 generally means the command executed successfully.
For CP commands, a non-zero return corresponds to the message number of an error message that the command
generated. In this case, the error message is also placed in queue 1.

• domain 
Indicates the type of command to be invoked. Domains are CP, CMS, and VMOPER.

• command-string
The command to be executed. CP commands are executed as they are with the CP primitive. That is, certain
commands that could damage VM:Operator execution (like LOGOFF) are prevented from executing. Normally, CP
commands are converted to upper case except for those commands invoked through the SEND command. CMS and
VM:Operator subcommands are translated to uppercase.

NOTE

More information:

• PROCESS Primitives-PROCESS AUTHORIZ Primitive
• CP Primitive

 

 

QREAD Function
Type of process: Any

Use the QREAD function from a macro written in REXX to read the next message from the specified message queue. The
function returns the message or null if no message exists.

Each process has three message queues. Queue 1 contains response messages from commands that were invoked
by means of the QEXEC function.  Queue 2 contains display manipulation messages that are sent to window manager
processes when the operator presses an AID key. Queue 3 contains messages received through the CP *MSG system
service that the process requested be sent to it by using one of the ROUTE, ROUTEX or ROUTEY primitives.

This function has the following format:
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message = QREAD(queue)

• message
The message string to be read from the specified message queue. If no messages were in the specified message
queue, the function returns a null value.  Messages are read in FIFO order.  No facility is provided for peeking at or
rereading messages.

• queue
Indicates the number (1 - 3) of the message queue to be read.

 

QWAIT Function
Type of process: Any

Use the QWAIT function from a macro written in REXX to wait when there are no messages in any of the process's
message queues. The QWAIT function always returns immediately if any messages are queued. The wait operation can
timeout if an optional number of seconds is specified. The function returns a value indicating which queue, if any, was
found to contain a message.

Each process has three input message queues. Queue 1 contains response messages from commands that were invoked
by means of the QEXEC function.  Queue 2 contains display manipulation messages that are sent to window manager
processes when the operator presses an AID key. Queue 3 contains messages received through the CP *MSG system
service that the process requested be sent to it by using one of the ROUTE, ROUTEX or ROUTEY primitives.

queue = QWAIT([seconds])

queue
Indicates the queue number (1 - 3) of the lowest numbered queue found to contain messages. If the optional time
interval is specified and expires with no messages being queued, the function returns 0 indicating the wait timed
out.

seconds
The optional number of seconds (0 - 99999999) that the process will wait without receiving a message in any
queue. If seconds are not specified or specified as 0, the process waits indefinitely when there are no queued
messages.

 

ROUTE Primitive
Type of process: Any 

Use the ROUTE primitive to request the message routing system route all messages that match the specified column-
oriented criteria to the requesting process.

ROUTE [{userid | *} {class | *} [indexstring]] 

userid | *
Specifies the user ID to compare to the origin user ID during message routing. If you specify an asterisk (*), all
userids are considered a match. If no parameters are specified the primitive removes all routing requests made by
the process.

class | *
Specifies the message class to compare the IUCV message class with during message routing; class must be
a two-character field starting with an asterisk. The second character can be a digit (1-8) that corresponds to the
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*MSG IUCV message class or an R to indicate a message from a remote VM:Operator system. If you specify an
asterisk (*), all message classes are considered a match.

[ index string ]
Specifies an index and character string to compare to the message text during message routing. If you do not
specify index string, the message text is not compared.

• index
Specifies an index that is the column in which you expect the string to begin. Use 1 to begin the comparison at
the first character of the actual message text. Message headers begin in column 1. If you do not specify index,
no text comparison occurs.

• string
Specifies text to be matched. Message text comparison is made character-by-character. You cannot use
pattern matching.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning 
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter 

 Notes: 

• If you use the ROUTE primitive without parameters, VM:Operator clears all routing requests that the process has
made. You can also perform this function by using the UNROUTE primitive. For more information, see UNROUTE
Primitive.

• Input data routed to a process is read through the CMS program stack as input messages. Input messages have the
following format:
– Columns 1-8: Originating user ID
– Columns 10-13: IUCV message class
– Columns 15+: Text of the routed message

• Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to wait for a message to be routed. For more information about using the ROUTE
primitive with the PROCESS WAIT primitive, see Event Waiting.

• For more information about the ROUTE, ROUTEX, and ROUTEY primitives, see Routing Messages to a Macro.

ROUTEX Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the ROUTEX primitive to request the message routing system to route all messages that match the specified column-
oriented criteria to the requesting process. The message routing system ignores place holder characters.

This primitive has the following format:

ROUTEX  {userid | *} {class | *}  char  [index  string]

userid | *
Specifies the user ID to compare to the origin user ID during message routing. If you specify an asterisk (*), all
userids are considered a match.

class | *
Specifies the message class to compare the IUCV message class with during message routing. The value of
class must be a two-character field starting with an asterisk. The second character is either:
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• A digit (1-8) that corresponds to the *MSG IUCV message class
• An R to indicate a message from a remote VM:Operator system.

If you specify an asterisk (*), all message classes are considered a match.
char

Specifies a single-character placeholder that is ignored when the message text comparison is made. This
character tells VM:Operator not to compare the corresponding positions in the message text when looking for a
match; char must be a single character. For example, if char is a question mark, to log those messages beginning
with HCP and ending with 501A, specify HCP???501A.

[
index string ]
Specifies an index and character string to compare to the message text during message routing. If you do not
specify index string, any message text is considered a match.
index

Specifies an index that is the column in which you expect the string to begin. Use 1 to begin the
comparison at the first character of the actual message text. Message headers begin in column 1.

string
Specifies text to be matched; char stands for any single character. Message text comparison is made
character-by-character except in positions occupied by a placeholder char. Placeholder characters match
any existing character in the message text.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Notes:

• Input data routed to a process is read through the CMS program stack as input messages. Input messages have the
following format:
– Columns 1-8: Originating user ID
– Columns 10-13: IUCV message class
– Column 15+: Text of the routed message

• Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to wait for a message to be routed. For more information, see Event Waiting.
• For more information about the ROUTE, ROUTEX, and ROUTEY primitives, see Routing Messages to a Macro.

ROUTEY Primitive
Contents

Type of process: Any

Use the ROUTEY primitive to request the message routing system route all messages that match the specified Scan
Oriented criteria to the requesting process.

ROUTEY {userid | *} {class | *} criteria
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userid | *
Specifies the user ID to compare to the origin user ID during message routing. If you specify an asterisk (*), all
userids are considered a match.

class | *
Specifies the message class to compare the IUCV message class with during message routing; class must be
a two-character field starting with an asterisk. The second character can be a digit (1-8) that corresponds to the
*MSG IUCV message class or an R to indicate a message from a remote VM:Operator system. If you specify an
asterisk (*), all message classes are considered a match.

criteria
Specifies the criteria to use to match the message text. For information about how to specify criteria, see Scan
Oriented Criteria.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
4 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
4 0262E MISSING STRING DELIMITER
8 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

8 0258E INVALID SCAN OPERATOR AT:
parameters

8 0260E INVALID STRING DELIMITER AT:
parameters

8 0261E INVALID DECIMAL DIGIT AT: parameters

12 0259E TOO MANY CHARACTERS AND
OPERATORS AT: parameters

Note:

• Input data routed to a process is read through the CMS program stack as input messages. Input messages have the
following format:
– Columns 1-8: Originating user ID
– Columns 10-13: IUCV message class
– Columns 15+: Text of the routed message

• Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive to wait for a message to be routed.

Scan Oriented Criteria

Scan oriented matching criteria offers advantages over the column-oriented methods. In addition to the capabilities of the
column-oriented methods, the enhanced format criteria allow you to:

• Check for character strings in upper or mixed case.
• Look for messages that do not contain a particular string.
• Check for character strings when you are not sure of the starting column.
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Operators

The Scan Oriented matching criteria uses five operators to control column positioning, scan range specifications, and
string matching. You can combine and repeat these operators. The following table describes the operators and the
functions they perform:

Operator Function
@n Sets the position of the scan pointer. For example, @10 tells

VM:Operator to start comparing the string in the tenth column. The
scan position is initially set to the first column.

+n Moves the scan pointer to the right n columns.
.n Specifies the range (in columns) to use to perform the next string

match. For example, @10.2 tells VM:Operator to look for a string
that begins in either column 10 or 11. The range is initially set to 1
and is reset to 1 after every string match.

='string'
='string'

Causes a string comparison to ensure the specified string is found
at the current scan pointer in the scan range. If the specified string
is not found at the current scan pointer in the scan range, the
message match fails. If a string matches, the scan pointer is left at
the column immediately following the matching position.

\'string'
\''string''

Causes a string comparison to ensure that the specified string
is not found at the current scan pointer in the scan range. If the
string is found at the current scan pointer in the scan range, the
message match fails. If the string is not found, the scan pointer is
not moved from its original position.

Specifying Case

Enclose character strings with apostrophes to match case-sensitive strings. VM:Operator ignores blanks outside the
apostrophes.

Enclose character strings with quotes to match case-insensitive strings. VM:Operator ignores blanks outside the quotes.

Searching for Strings Containing Delimiters

Specify two apostrophes together to include an apostrophe in a string delimited by apostrophes. VM:Operator uses only
one apostrophe when matching the string. Specify two quotes together to include a quote in a string delimited by quotes.
VM:Operator uses only one quote when matching the string.

Specifying Blank and Null Strings

Specify two adjacent apostrophes to match a null string.

NOTE

For more information about the ROUTEY primitive, including examples, see Routing Messages to a Macro.

SCREEN Primitives
Use the SCREEN primitives from the following subcommands:

• Subcommand processes that the OPERATOR command invoked from user virtual machines
• Subcommands that the VMOPERAT primitive invoked from VM:Operator consoles
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If the user's terminal is a 3270 graphics display, the system can use it in full-screen mode with the SCREEN primitives.
The PAINT subcommand creates the screens to display. These screens are stored on the VM:Operator service virtual
machine A-disk. The SCREEN primitives perform the following functions:

• Set field contents and attributes.
• Stack field contents.
• Update the screen on the user's terminal.
• Prompt the user to enter data to return to the process running on the service virtual machine.

Note: If you have developed SCREEN files for VM:Operator releases before r3.0, convert these files to the new format.
Do so with the PAINT subcommand. Simply enter the screen painter and save the updated SCREEN file. For more
information, see PAINT Subcommand in Administrating.

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN CLEAR Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN CLEAR primitive to take the user's terminal out of full-screen mode temporarily. Use this primitive to
allow the results of a CP or CMS command being executed on the user's virtual machine to display.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the SCREEN CLEAR primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

SCREEN CLEAR

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0082E SCREEN NOT OPENED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

Note: When the user's terminal is in full-screen mode and a CP or CMS command is invoked by the USER EXECUTE
primitive, messages typed by the command are suppressed. An exception occurs when the CMS command performs a
full-screen display of its own, such as XEDIT, FLIST, and BROWSE, and when a program displays an error message with
a severity code of S or T.

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN CLOSE Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN CLOSE primitive to terminate the currently displayed screen and redisplay the previous screen, if any.

VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the SCREEN CLOSE primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

SCREEN CLOSE

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
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24 0082E SCREEN NOT OPENED

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN DISPLAY Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN DISPLAY primitive to display the current screen contents on the user's terminal. When this primitive is
executed, VM:Operator rewrites the screen and immediately returns control to the macro on the service virtual machine.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the SCREEN DISPLAY primitive.

This primitive has the following format, where ALARM specifies that you want the terminal alarm to ring when the screen
is displayed.

SCREEN DISPLAY [ ALARM ]

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0082E NO SCREEN OPENED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

Note: If the macro does not post a read on the user's console after using this primitive and the user presses Enter,
VM:Operator treats this action as an unsolicited interrupt and ignores the action. (A macro posts a read on a user's
console by issuing the SCREEN PROMPT primitive.)

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN FIELD Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN FIELD primitive to change a field's contents or attributes.

This primitive has the following format:

SCREEN FIELD name [attributes] { INIT [string] | CENTER [string] }

• name
Specifies the name of the field to change, as defined by the screen painter program.

• [ attributes ]
Specifies a list of keywords indicating the attributes to set for the specified field. The following table describes the valid
attribute keywords:

Attribute Description

PROTECT Protects the field from operator input

HILIGHT Displays the field in high intensity

MDT Sets the modified data tag bit without the operator actually
entering anything

NONE Resets the field attribute to the default unprotected, normal
intensity, alphanumeric, unmodified condition

NUMERIC Causes the field to accept only numeric data
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NONDISP Causes the contents of the field not to be displayed

CURSOR Does not affect the attribute byte, but does position the cursor at
the beginning of the field

If attributes other than CURSOR are specified, VM:Operator resets any old attributes.
• [ INIT [ string ] ]

Specifies a string to move into the field after it has been nulled (zeroed out). If string is omitted, the field is nulled.
Note: If the INIT parameter is specified, it must be the last keyword on the line. All characters following the blank after
the INIT keyword are assumed to be data to move into the field.

• [ CENTER [ string ] ]
Specifies a string to center in the field. If string is omitted, the field definition changes so that data entered in the field
later is centered.
Note: If the CENTER parameter is specified, it must be the last keyword on the line. All characters following the blank
after the CENTER keyword are assumed to be data to move into the field.

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
4 -- Data truncated
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

24 0082E NO SCREEN OPENED
24 0085E FIELD name IS UNDEFINED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN OPEN Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN OPEN primitive to read a SCREEN file and initialize it for use by the process. A process must issue the
SCREEN OPEN primitive before it can use any other SCREEN primitives.

If a screen is already opened when a process issues the SCREEN OPEN primitive to open a new screen, VM:Operator
saves the original screen's buffers until the new screen is closed. When the process closes the new screen, VM:Operator
restores the original screen from the saved buffers.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the SCREEN OPEN primitive.

This primitive has the following format, where filename is the name of the SCREEN file for the screen that you want to
open:

SCREEN OPEN filename

Note: SCREEN files contain the background text field definitions and default attributes of one display screen or panel.
Create a SCREEN file using the PAINT subcommand. To use a SCREEN file, it must be on a disk accessed by the
service virtual machine.
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
28 0021E FILE file NOT FOUND
100 0020S ERROR code READING FILE file
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN PRINT Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN PRINT primitive to print the contents of the current screen buffer on the user's virtual
printer.VM:Operator ignores any parameters specified with the SCREEN PRINT primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

SCREEN PRINT

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0082E NO SCREEN OPENED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN PROMPT Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN PROMPT primitive to display the current screen contents on the user's terminal, and to wait for the user
to press an action key before returning the contents of all modified fields to the service virtual machine. Action keys are
those that cause the display terminal to signal an attention interrupt. VM:Operator supports all PF keys, all PA keys, Clear,
and Enter as action keys.

When control returns to the macro after the user updates the screen, a single line is stacked LIFO in the program stack of
the process. This line contains:

• Name of the key the user pressed
• Line number and column number that the cursor is on
• Name of the field the cursor is in; if the cursor is not in a named field, the field name is represented by an asterisk (*)

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the SCREEN PROMPT primitive.

This primitive has the following format, where ALARM specifies that you want the terminal alarm to ring when the screen
is updated:

SCREEN PROMPT [ALARM]
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
4 -- User pressed the CLEAR or PA1-PA3 key
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

24 0082E NO SCREEN OPENED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

Note: If the CLEAR or PA1-PA3 key is pressed, no data is read from the screen.

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN SKIP Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN SKIP primitive to alter the skip setting for screen fields.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the SCREEN SKIP primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

SCREEN SKIP [ ON | OFF | DEFAULT ]

ON
Forces the skip setting on all fields of all screens.

OFF
Removes the skip setting on all fields of all screens.

DEFAULT
Causes the skip settings as defined in the SCREEN files to be used.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

24 0082E NO SCREEN OPENED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

SCREEN Primitives-SCREEN STACK Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the SCREEN STACK primitive to place the contents of a field or fields in the program stack of the process.

This primitive has the following format:

SCREEN STACK  [FIFO | LIFO] [MIXED] [fields]

[ FIFO | LIFO ]
Specifies the direction of stacking. If specified, it must be the first parameter.
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[ MIXED ]
Specifies that the data extracted from the list of field names is not be translated to uppercase before being placed
in the stack. The data is placed in the stack in mixed case.

[ fields ]
Specifies a list of field names to extract data from. If fields is not specified, VM:Operator returns with a return code
of zero and does not stack any data.
For each field name, VM:Operator stacks one line containing the data extracted from the field. For example, if you
request three fields, VM:Operator stacks three lines, one for each field.
If a specified field has not been modified (the terminal operator did not enter data into it), VM:Operator stacks
a null line. If a specified field name does not exist, VM:Operator generates an error and does not stack any
subsequent fields.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0085E FIELD name IS UNDEFINED
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0082E NO SCREEN OPENED
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

SECSCAN Primitive
Type of process: Window Manager

Use the SECSCAN primitive to process a message in the window according to criteria specified in the currently active
SECTABLE routing table.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message:

SECSCAN messagetext

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 035E PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW

DEFINITION

SECTABLE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the SECTABLE primitive to load, reload, or cancel a SECTABLE routing table in the window. The process that loads
or cancels the routing table must be the window manager process. VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified
with the SECTABLE primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

SECTABLE [ LOAD filename | CANCEL]
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LOAD filename
Specifies that you want to load the SECTABLE file with the indicated filename as the current SECTABLE for the
window.

CANCEL
Specifies that you want to cancel the currently loaded SECTABLE, if any.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Return Code Meaning
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
28 0021E FILE filename NOT FOUND
28 0218E THERE IS NO SECTABLE CURRENTLY

LOADED
29 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

41 0051S INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO INITIALIZE
CONSOLE

100 0020S ERROR READING FILE filename

STKCP Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the STKCP primitive to invoke the specified CP command and stack the resulting output messages for the issuing
process. For more information about using the STKCP primitive, see CMS and CP Commands.

This primitive has the following format:

STKCP  [FIFO | LIFO]  command

[ FIFO | LIFO ]
Specifies the direction of stacking.

command
Specifies the CP command to invoke. The following CP commands, which can disrupt VM:Operator execution,
cannot be invoked:

• AUTOLOG (without a password)
• BEGIN
• DEFINE STORAGE | CHANNEL
• DISCONN (VM console only)
• ECHO
• IPL
• LINK (without a password)
• LOGOFF
• LOGOUT
• NETWORK LOAD
• SET ECMODE | LOGMSG
• SHUTDOWN
• SLEEP
• SYSTEM
• TERMINAL BRKKEY | CONMODE
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Return Code Meaning
N -- Command return code from the command

you executed
N 0053I COMMAND RESPONSE TRUNCATED
0  Normal completion
24 0014E command IS AN UNRECOGNIZED

COMMAND
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0189E command REJECTED BY VM:OPERATOR
40 0196E command COMMAND REQUIRES

PASSWORD SPECIFICATION
40 0198E command COMMAND ALLOWED ONLY

FROM THE VM CONSOLE

STKPOA Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the STKPOA primitive to send a command to a VTAM service virtual machine. STKPOA uses the VM:Operator VTAM
Program Operation Application (POA) interface. STKPOA stacks the response in the CMS console stack.

This primitive has the following format, where command specifies the VTAM command:

STKPOA command

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message number Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0081E NO SUBCOMMAND SPECIFIED
24 0147E VTAM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS

NOT AVAILABLE
100 0067E FILE filename, filetype, filemode INVALID

RECORD FORMATS
100 0148E INVALID ORDER order RECEIVED FROM

VTAM
100 0149E VTAM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS

UNDEFINED
100 0305E IUCV ERROR error ON CONNECT

Note: The STKPOA primitive is identical to the VMYPOA primitive except the results are placed in the CMS console
stack.

SYSLOG Primitive
Type of process: Any
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Use the SYSLOG primitive to write the specified character string in the system log. If a console is available, SYSLOG also
displays the message in normal intensity.

SYSLOG displays the message according to the following circumstances:

• If the process that invokes SYSLOG is associated with a console, the message is displayed in the SYSTEM window of
that console.

• If the process that invokes SYSLOG is not associated with a console, the message appears on the SYSTEM window
of the console having the lowest device address. However, if one of the consoles is the VM logon console, the
message is displayed there regardless of device address. 

• If no consoles are active, the message is only logged.

For more information about using the SYSLOG primitive, see Displaying Messages in Windows.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message:

SYSLOG  messagetext

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER

SYSLOGX Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the SYSLOGX primitive to write the specified character string in the system log. If a console is available, SYSLOGX
also displays the message string in high intensity.

SYSLOGX displays the message according to the following circumstances:

• If the process that invokes SYSLOGX is associated with a console, the message is displayed in the SYSTEM window
of that console.

• If the process that invokes SYSLOGX is not associated with a console, the message appears on the SYSTEM
window of the console having the lowest device address. However, if one of the consoles is the VM logon console, the
message is displayed there regardless of device address. 

• If no consoles are active, the message is only logged.

For more information about using the SYSLOGX primitive, see Displaying Messages in Windows.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message to log and display:

SYSLOGX messagetext

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
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SYSTABLE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the SYSTABLE primitive to manage the SYSTABLE for a specified console.

This primitive has the following format:

SYSTABLE [ LOAD filename consoleid | CANCEL]

LOAD filename consoleid
Loads the filename SYSTABLE file into storage and associates it with consoleid.

CANCEL consoleid
Cancels the currently active SYSTABLE for consoleid.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
24 0021E FILE NOT FOUND
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
28 0218E THERE IS NO SYSTABLE CURRENTLY

LOADED

TRANSFER Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the TRANSFER primitive to stack certain system parameters LIFO in the program stack of the process.

For more information about using the TRANSFER primitive, see System Information.

This primitive has the following format, where  tokenlist  specifies the list of tokens whose values you want placed in
the program stack:

TRANSFER tokenlist

If you specify more than one token, all values are stacked on one line. If an invalid token is specified, the invalid token is
stacked and an error code is generated.

Tokens

The following table describes each token:

Token VM:Operator Stacks…
COLUMNS The width of the console or zero if the process is not associated

with a console
EDITLEVEL Edit recursion level, or zero if no file is currently being edited
FIXED Number of fixed lines written to the window, or zero if the process

is not a window manager
FM File mode of the current file being edited, or asterisk (*) if no file is

currently being edited
FN File name of the current file being edited, or asterisk (*) if no file is

currently being edited
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FT File type of the current file being edited, or asterisk (*) if no file is
currently being edited

LEVEL Macro recursion level (the number of nested macros invoked by
the process)

LINE Current line number, or asterisk (*), if the file is empty or if there is
no file currently being edited

LINES Number of lines on the console, or zero if the process is not
associated with a console

NAME Name of the window, or asterisk (*), if the process is not a window
manager

ORIGIN Window origin line number or zero if the process is not a window
manager

PAGES Number of pages available for storage
SELF Name of the process; if the process is associated with a console, it

takes on the console ID; otherwise it is the name of the requesting
user ID or the VM:Operator user ID if the process is an internal
process

SESSIONS File name of the SESSIONS file currently in use
SIZE Number of lines in the window or asterisk (*) if the process is not a

window manager
SYSID User ID of the VM:Operator service virtual machine
TERMTYPE Terminal device type of the user's terminal

This is stacked: If the command was issued from:
CONSOLE-From the logon console
DEDICATE-From a dedicated console
IUCV-From a VMYIAMOP console
DISC-Through the drone from a disconnected user ID
LOCAL-Through the drone from a local user ID
REMOTE-Through the drone from a remote user ID
TERM-Through the drone; the user ID is not local, remote, or
disconnected
SMSG-Through CP SMSG

USER User ID of the user's virtual machine
VMACCOUN VM:Account product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is

defined in the configuration file
VMARCHIV VM:Archiver product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is

defined in the configuration file
VMBACKUP VM:Backup product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is

defined in the configuration file
VMBATCH VM:Batch product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is defined

in the configuration file
VMOPERAT VM:Operator product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is

defined in the configuration file
VMSCHEDU VM:Schedule product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is

defined in the configuration file
VMSECURE VM:Secure (with security or without security) product master user

ID, or asterisk (*) if none is defined in the configuration file
VMSPOOL VM:Operator product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is

defined in the configuration file
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VMTAPE VM:Tape product master user ID, or asterisk (*) if none is defined
in the configuration file

Return codes

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 1116E The TRANSFER command needs more

information.

UNROUTE Primitive
Type of process: Any

Use the UNROUTE primitive to clear all message routing requests made by the process. VM:Operator ignores any
parameters that are specified with the UNROUTE primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

UNROUTE

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal Completion

Note: Using the UNROUTE primitive performs the same function as using the ROUTE primitive without specifying
parameters.

UPDTMSG Subroutine
Types of processes: Background, DIALOG, Window Manager

Use the UPDTMSG subroutine from a process written in REXX to update the text of a held message with the specified
message text. Only the process that holds a message with the HOLDMSG function can update it with the UPDTMSG
subroutine.
For more information about using the UPDTMSG primitive, see Displaying Messages in Windows.

This subroutine has the following format:

CALL UPDTMSG  handle,  messagetext

handle
Specifies the value returned by the HOLDMSG function that identifies the held line.

messagetext
Specifies the message text to use to update the held line

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
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24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER

USEREXIT Primitive
Type of process: ANY

Use the USEREXIT primitive to invoke a site-defined EXEC or dynamically loaded exit routine.

NOTE
Define the user exit properly in the VM:Operator configuration file before you use this primitive. For more
information, see User Exits in Administrating.

EXEC exits are called with the EXEC command. Loaded exit routines are called directly with a BALR R14,R15 instruction.
Register 13 (R13) is used as a standard 18-word save area. Register 0 (R0) points to an extended parameter list, and
register 1 (R1) points to a standard tokenized CMS PLIST.

The user ID or console ID invoking the exit is passed as the first parameter to the exit. The parameters that are specified
on the USEREXIT primitive follow.

This primitive has the following format:

USEREXIT exitname parameters

• exitname
Identifies the generic name of the user exit. Specify one of the following values for exitname:
– COMMAND
– DUPMSG
– MONITOR
– SECUSER
– SMSGMGR
– TITLE
– UMSGFULL
– VMTCMD

• parameters
Specifies the parameters for the exit routine.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Meaning
-1 User exit is not defined in the configuration file.
24 Missing or invalid parameter

Note: User exits return a return code either of 0, 4, 8, or 12. Based on the return code, VM:Operator expects a specific
number of lines in the program stack. If a process invokes a user exit that does not stack the proper number of lines for
the return code, VM:Operator ends the process abnormally.

The following table shows the number of stacked lines that are required for each applicable return code:

Name RC=0 RC=4 RC=8 RC=12
COMMAND 0 1 1 n/a
DUPMSG 0 0 n/a n/a
MONITOR 0 n/a n/a n/a
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SECUSER 0 1 1 n/a
SMSGMGR 0 0 0 n/a
TITLE 0 n/a n/a n/a
UMSGFULL 0 0 0 n/a
VMTCMD n/a 0 0 n/a

USER Primitives
Use the USER primitives from subcommand processes invoked from user virtual machines by the OPERATOR command.

The USER primitives control or operate on the user's virtual machine. These primitives can do the following:

• Display messages at the user's terminal
• Invoke any command on the user's virtual machine and return the completion code
• Prompt the user to respond to a message and stack the reply in the program stack of the process
• Place lines in the program stack of the user's virtual machine
• Read lines from the program stack of the user's virtual machine and place them in the program stack of the process
• Prompt the user to enter a password with masking suitable for the user's terminal type
• Obtain the next free device address and access mode for temporary minidisks
• Copy files back and forth between a minidisk on the user's virtual machine and a disk on the VM:Operator service

virtual machine

USER Primitives-USER APPEND Primitive
Type of command: User Subcommand

Use the USER APPEND primitive to append a record to a file on the user's virtual machine.

This primitive has the following format:

USER APPEND  filename  filetype  filemode  [text]

filename filetype filemode
Specifies the file on the user's virtual machine to which you want to append data. If the file does not exist, then it
is created.

text
Specifies the text you want to append to the user's file. Specify 1-71 characters for text. The text is truncated at 71
characters. If no text is specified, a blank line is added.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED
 1115E item CANNOT BE USED WITH THE

command COMMAND.

USER Primitives-USER COPYFROM and COPYFRME Primitives
Type of process: User Subcommand
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Use the USER COPYFROM or USER COPYFRME primitive to read records from a file on the user's virtual machine and
place them in a file on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. To erase the file from the user's virtual machine after
copying it, use the USER COPYFRME primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

USER COPYFROM  userfile  [ systemfile ]

USER COPYFRME  userfile [ systemfile ]

userfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and file mode of the file to copy from the user's virtual machine. The filename
and filetype can contain 1 - 8 characters each. The file mode can contain 1 - 2 characters. The maximum record
length that the input file can have is 255 bytes. The record format of the input file can be fixed or variable length.

[systemfile]
Specifies the file name, filetype, and file mode of the target file to write on the VM:Operator service virtual
machine. The filename and filetype can contain 1 - 8 characters each. The file mode can contain 1 - 2 characters.
If  systemfile  is not specified or is partially specified, the missing fields default to the corresponding fields of
the input  userfile  .

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
 1116E THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE

INFORMATION

USER Primitives-USER COPYTO and COPYTOE Primitives
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER COPYTO or USER COPYTOE primitive to read records from a file on the VM:Operator service virtual
machine and place them in a file on the user's virtual machine. To erase the file from the VM:Operator service virtual
machine after copying it, use USER COPYTOE.

This primitive has the following format:

USER COPYTO  systemfile  [ userfile ]

USER COPYTOE  systemfile  [ userfile ]

systemfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and file mode of the file to copy from the VM:Operator service virtual machine.
The filename and filetype contain 1 - 8 characters each. The file mode contains 1 - 2 characters. The maximum
record length that the input file can have is 255 bytes. The record format of the input file can be fixed or variable
length.

[ userfile ]
Specifies the file name, file type, and file mode of the target file to write on the user's virtual machine. You can
specify a file name and file type containing 1 through 8 characters each and a file mode of 1 or 2 characters. If 
userfile  is not specified or is partially specified, the missing fields default to the corresponding fields of the
input  systemfile  .
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
 1116E THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE

INFORMATION

USER Primitives-USER EMSG and EMSGX Primitive
Type of function: User Subcommand

Use the USER EMSG or the USER EMSGX primitives to display error messages on the user's terminal after the
messages are edited according to the user's EMSG setting. If you use USER EMSGX, VM:Operator drains the message
buffer. Doing so causes the message to be sent to the user immediately.

These primitives have the following formats:

USER EMSG VMYSYSnnns  messagetext.

USER EMSGX VMYSYSnnns  messagetext.

VMYSYSnnns
Specifies the standard 10-character message header where nnn indicates the message number and s indicates
the message severity code.

messagetext
Specifies the message text to display following the message header.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
 1116E THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE

INFORMATION

USER Primitives-USER EXECUTE Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER EXECUTE primitive to execute any CP or CMS command on the user's virtual machine. USER EXECUTE
sends the return code back to the macro when the command completes.

Because the OPERATOR command module relocates itself to free storage, the USER EXECUTE primitive can invoke any
CMS command.

This primitive has the following format, where command specifies the CMS or CP command to invoke:

USER EXECUTE command

NOTE
To issue a CP command, specify CP or CPX as the first parameter of command. Use CPX only if you do not
want to suppress the output of the CP command.
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
-1 -- Unknown CP command
3 1137E Unknown CMS command
+n -- Command error condition
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

USER Primitives-USER FREEDISK Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER FREEDISK primitive to obtain the next free virtual address and access mode for temporary minidisks. The
primitive returns the information in the CMS program stack in the following format:

vaddr filemode

The search for a free virtual address starts at virtual address 100; the search for a free access mode starts at file mode A.

This primitive has the following format:

USER FREEDISK [ FIFO | LIFO ]

[ FIFO | LIFO ]
Indicates the order the lines are to be stacked. Specify FIFO for first in, first out; specify LIFO for last in, first out.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 1115E item CANNOT BE USED WITH THE

command COMMAND
36 -- Either a free virtual address or access

mode was not available; a blank line is
stacked

100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

USER Primitives-USER MSG Primitive
Type of message: User Subcommand

Use the USER MSG primitive to display messages on the user's terminal. These messages are not edited as error
messages.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message to display on the user's
terminal:

USER MSG messagetext
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The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

USER Primitives-USER PASSWORD Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER PASSWORD primitive to prompt the user for a password with the password security mask. After the
response is obtained, it is stacked in first in, first out order in the program stack of the process.

This primitive has the following format, where messagetext specifies the text of the message to use to prompt for the
password:

USER PASSWORD messagetext

Note: On line terminals, no carriage return is performed after the prompt message is displayed. The prompt message is
edited for a message header according to the SET EMSG setting on the user's virtual machine.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Response was obtained normally.
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

USER Primitives-USER PROMPT Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER PROMPT primitive to display a message on the user's terminal with EMSG editing followed by a read.
After the response is obtained, it is stacked FIFO in the program stack of the process.

This primitive has the following format, where  messagetext  specifies the text of the message to display on the user
terminal.

USER PROMPT messagetext.

Note: On line terminals, no carriage return is performed after the prompt message is displayed.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Response was obtained normally
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

USER Primitives-USER READ Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand
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Use the USER READ primitive to read one or more lines of data from the user's virtual machine and place them in the
program stack of the process. Lines are read from the user's program stack first, then the console stack, if any, and finally
from the console.

The lines are buffered in a 4096-byte buffer before being sent to the service virtual machine. This imposes a limit on the
amount of data that can be read. This limit depends on the length of each line.

This primitive has the following format:

USER READ  [  number | *    [ FIFO | LIFO ]  ]

[ number | * ]
Specifies the number of lines to read from the user's virtual machine. Use an asterisk (*) to read all lines in the
program stack of the user's virtual machine program. If number is greater than the number of lines in the program
stack of the user's virtual machine, lines are read first from the console stack, then from the console.

[ FIFO | LIFO ]
Specifies the direction in which the lines are to be stacked in the program stack of the process. Specify FIFO for
first in, first out; specify LIFO for last in, first out.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED
100 0192I BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED

USER Primitives-USER SENDBUF Primitive
Type of command: User Subcommand

Use the SENDBUF function of the USER primitive to send any messages in the IUCV buffer to the user by draining the
buffer.

This primitive has the following format:

USER SENDBUF

USER Primitives-USER STACK Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER STACK primitive to place a single line in the program stack of the user's virtual machine. This primitive
facilitates invoking CMS commands in the user's virtual machine (such as FORMAT) that prompt for data.

Use the TEST USER EXECUTE MAKEBUF primitive to create a program stack buffer in the user's virtual machine. For
more information, see USER Primitives-USER EXECUTE Primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

USER STACK [ FIFO | LIFO ]  [ line ]

[ FIFO | LIFO ]
Specifies the direction in which the line is to be stacked in the program stack of the user's virtual machine. Specify
FIFO for first in, first out; specify LIFO for last in, first out.
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[ line ]
Specifies the line to place in the program stack of the user's virtual machine. If line is not specified, a null line is
stacked.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

USER Primitives-USER STKMSG Primitive
Type of process: User Subcommand

Use the USER STKMSG primitive to place a message on the program stack of the process.

This primitive has the following format, where  messagetext  specifies the message text to place in the program stack
of the process.

USER STKMSG messagetext

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Message number Return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 1116E THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE

INFORMATION
100 0084E USER RESET DETECTED

VMYPOA Primitive
Type of process: ANY

Use the VMYPOA primitive to send a command to a VTAM service virtual machine using the VM:Operator VTAM Program
Operation Application (POA) interface.

This primitive has the following format, where command specifies the VTAM command:

VMYPOA command

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Message number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0081E NO SUBCOMMAND SPECIFIED
24 0147E VTAM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS

NOT AVAILABLE
100 0067E FILE filename filetype filemode INVALID

RECORD FORMATS
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100 0148E INVALID ORDER order RECEIVED FROM
VTAM

100 0149E VTAM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS
UNDEFINED

100 0305E IUCV ERROR error ON CONNECT

Note: The VMYPOA primitive is identical to the STKPOA primitive except the results are not placed in the CMS console
stack.

DIALOG Primitives and Functions
Dialog applications use DIALOG primitives and functions, in addition to the VMOPER primitives and functions. Macro
applications cannot use DIALOG primitives and functions. For more information, see Macro Primitives, Functions, and
Subroutines.

The following table lists all the DIALOG primitives and functions.

Primitive or Function Use to ...
BUFFER Function Extract lines of uppercase character information from a session

screen image
PAUSE Primitive Cause a process to wait for the keyboard to be unlocked and

optionally wait for a specific period of session inactivity to expire
PRESS Primitive Simulate an attention interrupt caused by pressing a specified

attention key
SESSION Function Obtain information relating to a logical device session
STATUS Primitive Update the status field associated with a session in the

SESSIONS window; the status field is displayed with normal
intensity

STATUSX Primitive Update the status field associated with a session in the
SESSIONS window; the status field is displayed with high intensity

TAB Primitive Move the cursor for a session to an input field
TYPE Primitive Enter a character string in the current input field

BUFFER Function
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the BUFFER function from a process written in REXX to extract lines of uppercase character information from the
session screen image.

VM:Operator converts all alphabetic characters that are returned to uppercase by default. VM:Operator converts all non-
printable characters to blanks.

For more information about example of using the BUFFER function, see the sample dialog in Dialog-based Performance.

This function has the following format:

BUFFER( [ line [ , M ] ] )

[ line ]
Specifies the line number of the line to extract. If you specify line, the BUFFER function returns a single line. If you
do not specify line number, the BUFFER function returns the contents of the entire buffer; the entire screen image
is returned.
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Specify a number from 1 through the number of lines in the session buffer for line number. If you specify a
negative value, the line is addressed relative to the bottom of the session screen.

[ M ]
Requests that the line be left as it was taken from the screen (that is, not translated to uppercase).

Error Handling

When a function call fails, the calling macro or dialog terminates and no return code is generated. This is because
VM:Operator considers failure of a function call to be a SYNTAX error. If no syntax error is received, the function was
successful.

To help with error recovery, if your macro or dialog uses a function call (HOLDMSG or BUFFER), you can use the REXX
SIGNAL ON SYNTAX instruction. This instruction catches the syntax error, allowing you to implement corrective action. If
the error is not caught, the calling macro or dialog terminates.

PAUSE Primitive
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the PAUSE primitive to wait for the keyboard to unlock and, optionally, for a specific period of session inactivity to
expire.

Most full-screen applications (like XEDIT) unlock the keyboard when the screen is fully ready for the next operator
input. However if the screen is managed by CP in pseudo line mode, the exact opposite is true. In that case, specify a
generous elapsed interval to ensure the screen is fully updated, particularly when invoking long running CMS commands.
In addition, verify the contents of the screen buffer using the BUFFER function before proceeding with keyboard input.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the PAUSE primitive. For more information about using the
PAUSE primitive, see the sample dialog in Dialog-based Performance.

This primitive has the following format:

PAUSE [seconds [UPDATE]] 

[ seconds ]
Specifies the number of elapsed seconds of inactivity which must occur before the primitive returns control.

[ UPDATE ]
Specifies that you want to wait until the number of seconds elapses or until the screen is updated.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text or Return Code Meaning
0 -- Normal completion
1 -- The UPDATE parameter was specified, and

the screen was updated before the number
of seconds specified elapsed

24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Note: If the PAUSE primitive waits for the entire time interval specified in seconds, the return code is set to zero. If the
UPDATE parameter is specified and the PAUSE primitive exits before the number of seconds specified has elapsed, the
return code is set to one.
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PRESS Primitive
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the PRESS primitive to simulate an attention interrupt caused by pressing a specified attention key.

A dialog simulating the pressing of an attention key cannot trigger the session RETURN, NEXT, BACK, or TOGGLE
functions. These functions can be invoked only from an actual keyboard when the session is being displayed on a
console.

VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters specified with the PRESS primitive. For more information about using the
PRESS primitive, see the sample dialog in Dialog-based Performance.

This primitive has the following format, where keyname specifies the name of the 3270 console key that you want to
cause the attention interrupt.

PRESS keyname

Valid key names are:

• CLEAR
• ENTER
• PA1- PA3
• PF1-PF24
• SYSREQ

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Message number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING PARAMETER
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

SESSION Function
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the SESSION function from a process written in REXX to obtain information relating to the logical device session
being controlled by the process.

This function has the following format, where option indicates the type of information to return:

SESSION [( option]

Session options

The default option returns the session name. Supply the options that are listed in the following table to obtain alternative
session information.

Specify this ... To Obtain This... Description
C Cursor Current cursor address in the form line

column; line is the line number and column
is the column number, both relative to 1.
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L Lines Number of lines on the session screen
that corresponds to the size of the console
for which the session was initialized; the
number is returned as a three character
string.

N Name Name of the session as a left-justified, 8-
byte character string (default)

W Width Number of columns on the screen that
corresponds to the size of the console
for which the session was initialized; the
number is returned as a three-character
string.

Return codes

The following table describes the return code and the associated message number and description.

Return code Message Number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0039E INVALID PARAMETER parameter

STATUS Primitive
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the STATUS primitive to update the status field that is associated with the session being driven by the process. The
SESSIONS window displays the status field with normal intensity.

VM:Operator updates SESSIONS windows every minute, when the REFRESH PF key is pressed, or when control returns
from a session.

The STATUS primitive has the following format, where info specifies the arbitrary status information to associate with the
session. VM:Operator displays info in the information field of the session in normal intensity.

STATUS  info

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Message number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING parameter

STATUSX Primitive
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the STATUSX primitive to update the status field that is associated with the session being driven by the process. The
SESSIONS window displays the status field with high intensity.

VM:Operator updates SESSIONS windows at the following times:
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• Every minute
• When the REFRESH PF key is pressed
• When control returns from a session

This primitive has the following syntax, where info specifies the arbitrary status information to associate with the session.
VM:Operator displays this information in the Information field of the session, in high intensity.

STATUSX info

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Message number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING parameter

TAB Primitive
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the TAB primitive to move a session's cursor to following or preceding input fields of the session being controlled by
the process. Tabbing will wrap around when the end of the screen is reached. VM:Operator ignores any extra parameters
specified with the TAB primitive.

This primitive has the following format:

TAB { [FORWARD | BACKWARD ] [number | 1] }

[ FORWARD | BACKWARD ]
Specifies the direction of the tab operation. If not specified, the cursor is tabbed forward to the next unprotected
field.

[ number | 1 ]
Specifies the number of fields over which the cursor is to be tabbed.

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Message number Message text or return code meaning
0 -- Normal completion
24 0038E MISSING parameter

TYPE Primitive
Type of process: DIALOG

Use the TYPE primitive to enter the specified character string in the current input field. The current input field is indicated
by the cursor position of the session being controlled by the process.

When the last character of the string is entered, VM:Operator clears the remaining character positions in the field, if any,
to nulls.

Note: The auto-skip feature is not simulated. An error will occur if additional string characters exist after the end of the
field has been reached.

For more information, see Dialog-based Performance.

This primitive has the following format, where string specifies the arbitrary character string to enter into the input field:
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TYPE [ string ]

The following table describes the return codes and the associated messages:

Return code Meaning
0 Normal completion
4 Attempt to input into a protected field

Format for VMOPER Primitives, Subroutines, and Functions
The following table lists and describes the format for VMOPER primitives, subroutines, and functions:

Format

ABEND [code]

CALL DROPMSG handle;

CALL UPDTMSG handle, messagetext

CANCEL

CMS command

CMSNOLCK command

CONFIGUR filename [ filetype | CONFIG [ filemode | *] ]
CONSOLE {"Parms"}
Parms:
  Add CHECK
| START vaddr filename [ REMOTE ]
| RESTART vaddr filename [ REMOTE ]
| STOP vaddr
| SEVER userid
| ROUTE vaddr { START | STOP }
| ROUTEUSER userid { START | STOP }

CP command

DISPLAY ALARM

DISPLAY CLOSE

DISPLAY COLOR linetype attributes

DISPLAY COMMAND [ text ]
DISPLAY COMMANDX [ text ]
DISPLAY CURSOR line column

DISPLAY LIST line [ text ]

DISPLAY NEXT

DISPLAY OPEN lines [ name ]
DISPLAY PFKEY nn STACK string

DISPLAY PROMPT  line [ promptmessage ]
DISPLAY RESERVE line  [ messagetext ]

DISPLAY RESET
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DISPLAY SCROLL messagetext

DISPLAY SCROLLX messagetext

DISPLAY UPDATE

DISPLAY WINDOW line [ lines  [ topline | 1 ] ]
DISPLAY WRITE line [ messagetext ]
DISPLAY WRITEX line [ messagetext ]
EDIT ADD [ line ]
EDIT BACK [ number | 1 ]
EDIT BOT [ number ]

EDIT CLOSE

EDIT DEL [ number | 1 ]
EDIT FILEID filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ]
EDIT FIND [ targetwords ]
EDIT HISTORY text

EDIT NEXT [ number | 1 ]
EDIT OPEN filename filetype [ filemode | A1 ]
EDIT REP [ data ]
EDIT SAVE [ filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ]
EDIT SORT A | D scol1 ecol1 [ scol2 ecol2 ]
EDIT STACK [ number | 1 [ FIFO | LIFO ] ] 
EDIT TOP [ number ]
EXEC macro [ parameters ]
FORMAT [ CHAR8 ] subfunction nnnl [ tokenwords ]
HOSTABLE { LOAD filename | CANCEL }

HOLD messagetext

handle = HOLDMSG(messagetext)
LOCK CLEAR [ lockwords ]

LOCK LIST

LOCK [ COND ] PRIVATE [ lockwords ]
LOCK [ COND ] SHARED [ lockwords ]
LOGTABLE {"Parms"}
  CHECK filename
| LOAD filename
| CANCEL [ filename ]

PFKEY { INIT [ number ] | SAVE text }
Default number = 10
PRITABLE { LOAD filename | CANCEL }

PROCESS ABEND message

PROCESS AUTHORIZE function

PROCESS CALL subcommand [ parameters ]
PROCESS ENTER subcommand [ parameter ]
PROCESS ROUTE userid | * class messagetext
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PROCESS SPAWN subcommand [ parameters ]

PROCESS SWITCH

PROCESS WAIT [ seconds | * [ number_of_messages] ]
CALL PUTMSG messagetext

value = QDROP(queue)

retcode = QEXEC('domain', 'command-string')

message = QREAD(queue)

queue = QWAIT([seconds])

ROUTE [userid | * class | * [ index string ]]
ROUTEX userid | * class | * char  [ index string ]
ROUTEY userid | * class | * criteria

SCREEN CLEAR

SCREEN CLOSE

SCREEN DISPLAY [ ALARM ]

SCREEN FIELD name [ attributes ] [ INIT [ string] | CENTER [string] ]
SCREEN OPEN filename

SCREEN PRINT

SCREEN PROMPT [ ALARM ]

SCREEN SKIP [ ON | OFF | DEFAULT ]

SCREEN STACK [ FIFO | LIFO ] [ fields ]
SECSCAN messagetext

SECTABLE { LOAD filename | CANCEL }

STKCP [ FIFO | LIFO ]  command

STKPOA command

SYSLOG messagetext

SYSLOGX messagetext

SYSTABLE { LOAD filename consoleid | CANCEL }

TRANSFER tokenlist

UNROUTE

CALL UPDTMSG handle, messagetext

USER APPEND filename filetype filemode text

USER COPYFROM userfile [ systemfile ]
USER COPYFRME userfile  [ systemfile ]

USER COPYTO systemfile  [ userfile ]
USER COPYTOE systemfile  [ userfile ]

USER EMSG VMYSYSnnns messagetext.
USER EMSGX VMYSYSnnns messagetext.

USER EXECUTE command

USER FREEDISK [ FIFO | LIFO ]
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USER MSG messagetext.

USER PASSWORD messagetext

USER PROMPT messagetext.

USER READ [  number | * [ FIFO | LIFO ] ]
USER STACK [ FIFO | LIFO ] [ line ]
USER STKMSG messagetext

USEREXIT exitname parameters

VMACCOUN command
VMARCHIV command
VMBACKUP command
VMBATCH command
VMDIRECT command
VMOPERAT subcommand
VMSCHEDU command
VMSECURE command
VMSPOOL command
VMTAPE command

Converting EXECs to Macros
This page summarizes the procedure to convert an EXEC to a Macro.

Comparison Between an EXEC and a Macro

When an EXEC runs under VM:Operator, the EXEC gains control of the virtual machine. Control is not returned to
VM:Operator until the EXEC completes. VM:Operator macros can be designed to return control to the VM:Operator
environment at strategic points. Doing so results in better performance of action routines that run under VM:Operator.

Convert an EXEC to a Macro

You can convert an action routine to a macro. Doing so allows VM:Operator to gain better control of the environment,
which improves the performance of the action routines.

To convert an EXEC to a macro

1. Copy or rename the EXEC to make the filetype VMOPER.
2. Remove any REXX address clauses.

When REXX encounters an address clause or command prefix, it passes control directly to the environment
addressed, bypassing the VMOPER SUBCOM environment.

3. Prefix any command that can end in a nonzero return code with the TEST prefix.
Without the TEST prefix when a command ends in a nonzero return code, VM:Operator ends the macro abnormally.
Using the TEST prefix prevents the macro from ending abnormally.

4. Use the CP primitive for all CP commands. To do so, prefix all CP commands with CP. For example:

'CP QUERY TIME'

Use the CMS primitive for all CMS commands. To do so, prefix all CMS commands with CMS. For example:

'CMS QUERY DISK'

Using the CP or CMS primitive allows the command to be issued under VM:Operator process control. Doing so
ensures that VM:Operator maintains complete control over the virtual machine environment and can restore anything
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that can be modified while the CP or CMS command is executing. For example, VM:Operator can restore interrupt
handlers and message setting.
If the CP or CMS command can result in a nonzero return code, use the TEST prefix with the CP or CMS primitive. If a
command that is not prefixed with TEST results in a nonzero return code, VM:Operator ends the macro abnormally.

5. If you want the results of a CP or CMS command to be returned in the program stack for the macro, use the STACK
LIFO or STACK FIFO prefix. For example:

'STACK LIFO CP QUERY TIME'

6. Use the CMSNOLCK primitive with the TEST prefix for calls to other Broadcom products. To do so, prefix the calls with
TEST CMSNOLCK. For example:

'TEST CMSNOLCK VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT'

The CMSNOLCK primitive avoids the need to serialize access to the CMS User Area.
7. Use the CMS and EXEC primitives with the TEST prefix for calls to other EXECs. To do so, prefix all EXEC commands

with TEST CMS EXEC. For example:

'TEST CMS EXEC RECEIVE'

Using the CMS primitives allows the EXEC to be executed under VM:Operator process control. Doing so ensures that
VM:Operator maintains complete control over the virtual machine environment and can restore anything that can be
modified while the EXEC is executing. For example, VM:Operator can restore interrupt handlers and message setting.

8. Use the EXEC primitive with the TEST prefix for calls to other VM:Operator macros. To do so, prefix the calls with
TEST EXEC. For example:

'TEST EXEC VMYLOGO'

9. Replace any CP SLEEP nnn SEC commands with TEST PROCESS WAIT nnn primitive commands.
The CP SLEEP command causes the entire service virtual machine to stop until the sleep interval elapses. During
this time, no message interrupts, timer interrupts, IUCV communications, or console updates can take place on the
user ID. Use the PROCESS WAIT primitive in a macro to place the process in a wait state to allow other processes to
function.

10. Replace any DESBUF commands with TEST CMS MAKEBUF and TEST CMS DROPBUF commands.
The DESBUF command clears the console stack and the program stack. If there is console input waiting to be
processed, DESBUF clears this information. In addition, MAKEBUF and DROPBUF give you more control over
managing the program stack.

11. Analyze the DO/END loops in the EXEC. If there are any loops that perform long-running tasks, add
TEST PROCESS SWITCH primitives to the loop to allow VM:Operator to regain control and multithread more
efficiently.
Examples of long-running tasks are:

12. Sorting through large arrays
13. Reading in large files

Other important considerations are as follows:
14. Avoid executing programs that modify low storage to establish IUCV or VMCF connections. Avoid executing programs

that do not use preferred CMS macros such as HNDIUCV and CMSIUCV. Programs that perform these functions run
a very high risk of causing VM:Operator to end abnormally or to hang.

15. If the EXEC is long-running and cannot be easily converted to a macro, do not run the EXEC on the VM:Operator user
ID.
If the EXEC is a line-mode application that interacts with operators, set up VM:Operator to use the CP XAUTOLOG
command to log on automatically  to another user ID to run the application. Use the VM:Operator SECUSER Facility
to monitor the application from a VM:Operator console. For more information about the SECUSER Facility, see the
VM:Operator documentation on administration.
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If the EXEC is a full-screen application, you can run the program using the VM:Operator Session Facility. The
Session Facility allows you run the application on a user ID that is logged on using a logical device. You can write a
VM:Operator dialog to drive the full-screen application. For more information about the VM:Operator Session Facility,
see the VM:Operator documentation on administration.

16. At initialization, VM:Operator connects to the CP *MSG Facility. Using this connection, VM:Operator traps all
messages sent to the VM:Operator user ID. CP allows only one connection to the CP *MSG Facility for a single
user ID. EXECs that attempt to trap messages using either programs such as MSGTRAP or certain pipelines fail. To
obtain specific messages, use the VM:Operator ROUTE primitive to have the messages that are placed in the macro
program stack.

Example

The following table compares examples of EXEC code to the equivalent macro code.

EXEC Code Macro Code

/* EXEC to query VM:Tape mounts and send information

 to the REPORT EXEC for processing */

/*Macro to query VM:Tape mounts and send information

 to the REPORT EXEC for processing.*/

FoundVMTapeModule = 0 FoundVMTapeModule = 0

do while FoundVMTapeModule do while FoundVMTapeModule

'ESTATE VMTAPE MODULE *' 'TEST CMS ESTATE VMTAPE MODULE *'

if rc = 0 then FoundVMTapeModule = 1 if rc = 0 then FoundVMTapeModule = 1

else 'CP SLEEP 900' else 'TEST PROCESS WAIT 900'

End end

 LinesBeforeQuery = queued()

'DESBUF'

'TEST CMS MAKEBUF'
BufferNumber = rc

'VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT (STACK LIFO' 'TEST CMSNOLCK VMTAPE MOUNT' , '(STACK LIFO'

if rc = 0 then do if rc = 0 then do

QueryLines = queued() QueryLines = queued() - LinesBeforeQuery

do i = 1 to QueryLines do i = 1 to QueryLines

pull line pull line

'REPORT' line 'TEST CMS EXEC REPORT' line

End end

End end

 

'TEST CMS DROPBUF' BufferNumber

exit 0 exit 0

Note: 'TEST CMS MAKEBUF 'and 'TEST CMS DROPBUF' replace 'DESBUF.'
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The following table lists the summary of changes to convert EXECs to Macros.

Exec Command Macro Equivalent Reason for Change

Commands that result in a nonzero return
code

TEST command Prevents the macro from ending abnormally
if the command results in a nonzero return
code.

Invoking CP commands 'CP command' Allows VM:Operator to maintain control
of the virtual machine environment and
restore anything that can be modified while
the CP command executes.

Invoking CMS commands 'CMS command' Allows VM:Operator to maintain control
of the virtual machine environment and
restore anything that can be modified while
the CMS command executes.

Calls to other Broadcom products 'TEST CMSNOLCK product' command Prevents the command from gaining an
exclusive lock on the CMS user area.

CMS EXEC calls 'TEST CMS EXEC filename'
 

Allows VM:Operator to maintain control
of the virtual machine environment and
restore anything that can be modified by the
EXEC.

Calls to other macros 'TEST EXEC filename' Allows VM:Operator to maintain control
of the virtual machine environment and
restore anything that can be modified by the
EXEC

CP SLEEP nnn 'TEST PROCESS WAIT nnn' Allows VM:Operator to continue to do work
while the macro waits; CP SLEEP causes
the entire service virtual machine to stop
until the SLEEP interval elapses.

DESBUF 'TEST CMS MAKEBUF'
'TEST CMS DROPBUF'

Does not clear console input; DESBUF
clears any console input waiting to be
processed.

Common Nucleus Guide for TCP/IP Sockets and TLS (Secure Socket)
Support Functions
This guide provides the available TCP/IP socket primitives available for coding VM:Operator action routines and macros

Overview

In addition to providing basic TCP/IP socket primitives for establishing socket connections to read and write data over
TCP/IP connections, VM:Operator also provides TLS (Secure Socket) primitives to dynamically secure and encrypt the
data before it is sent over the TCP/IP connection using TCP/IP System Services.

Broadcom recommends using VM:Operator TCP/IP socket primitives to code action routines and macros instead of
CMS REXX sockets to avoid possible problems that may occur between REXX sockets multitasking and VM:Operator
multitasking.

 VM:Operator uses these primitives for the RVS and SYSLOGD features provided in the product. PTF SO08021
implements the TLS (Secure Socket) primitives for use by VM:Operator and the PTF must be applied before the TLS
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primitives can be used in action routines and macros. Additionally, PTF SO08479 enhanced the RVS and SYSLOGD
features so they can now be configured to secure their TCP/IP connections with TLS.

The VM:Operator TCP/IP socket primitives are similar to the corresponding CMS REXX socket functions, so in most
cases an existing CMS REXX socket EXEC can be converted to use the VM:Operator primitives without needing to
change the program logic.

The following diagram shows the basic structure and flow of a typical client/server socket application. In most cases the
server program starts by initializing a socket then waits, or listens, for incoming client connections. The client program
starts by initializing a socket then issues a connect to the server program. The server program will then evaluate the
incoming client connection and accepts (or rejects) the connection. Assuming the client connect is accepted, the client
and server programs exchange requests and data using one or more read and write socket calls, until the client program
completes and closes the socket connection. In most cases the server program continues to run so it is available to
accept other, perhaps multiple concurrent, client connections; whereas the client program starts, gets the data it needs,
then terminates.

CLIENT                                  SERVER

                                        Socket()

                                        Bind()

                                        Listen()

Socket()

Connect()------------------------------>Accept()

Write()-------------------------------->Read()

Read()<---------------------------------Write()

Write()-------------------------------->Read()

Read()<---------------------------------Write()

Close()---------------------------------Close()

Delete()--------------------------------Delete()

To secure and encrypt the data for the application, simply insert the TLS socket primitives into the existing program logic
as follows:

CLIENT                                  SERVER

                                        Socket()

                                        Bind()

                                        Listen()

Socket()

Connect()------------------------------>Accept()

SCLIENT(MYCERT)  >>Secure Connection<<  SSERVER(MYCERT)

Write()-------------------------------->Read()

Read()<---------------------------------Write()

Write()-------------------------------->Read()

Read()<---------------------------------Write()

SSCLOSE() <<Close Secure Connection>>   SSCLOSE()

Close()---------------------------------Close()

Delete()--------------------------------Delete()

Functions Corresponding to the Socket Primitives

SOCKET() - both Client and Server

• Issue: SOCKET INIT primitive to create the socket_group for this application.
• Issue: SOCKET CREATE to obtain a new socket_handle (a new socket) from the socket_group. 

BIND() - generally used with UDP Client and Server type sockets, not needed for TCP type sockets
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• Issue: SOCKET BIND to restrict a UDP connection to a specific IP address and port number.

LISTEN() - Server

• Issue: SOCKET LISTEN to establish a ‘listener” for incoming client TCP connections for the socket_group and port.
• Issue: SOCKET WAIT to wait for incoming connect picked up by the “listener”. 

ACCEPT() - Server

• Issue: SOCKET ACCEPT to accept the client TCP connection picked up by the “listener” and obtain the new
socket_handle (a new socket) for data transfer with this client connection.

• Optional: SOCKET SSERVER to dynamically secure the server-side TCP connection using TLS.

CONNECT() - Client

• Issue: SOCKET CONNECT to establish a TCP connection to a remote server at the specified IP address and port.
• Optional: SOCKET SCLIENT to dynamically secure the client-side TCP connection using TLS.

READ() - both Client and Server

• Optional: SOCKET WAIT to wait for data to be read to post to the established client/server connection. The use of
SOCKET WAIT depends on you program logic.

• Issue: SOCKET READ to read data posted by a corresponding SOCKET WRITE to the established client/server
connection.

WRITE() - both Client and Server

• Issue: SOCKET WRITE to post data to be read to the established client/server connection.

CLOSE() - both Client and Server

• Optional: SOCKET SSCLOSE; if the connection was dynamically secured using SOCKET SSERVER (server-side)
and SOCKET SCLIENT (client-side), then SOCKET SSCLOSE should be issued to terminate TLS operations for both
the server-side and client-side.

• Issue: SOCKET CLOSE to terminate the established client/server connection on both the server-side and client-side.

DELETE() - both Client and Server

• Issue: SOCKET DELETE to delete the socket and free up the corresponding socket_handle for use by new connection
requests. This must be done on both the server-side and client-side.

General Considerations for Implementation

Usually, you write client-type socket action routines to transfer messages or data to some “well-known” server running
in your enterprise. However, both the client-type and the server-type socket action routines and macros can be written
and implemented. Following are the references that provide a sample socket application that includes a client-type socket
macro that interfaces with a server-type socket macro.

• SOCKCLNT - Client Request (Connects to Sever SOCKSERV)
• SOCKSERV  - Sever LISTEN (ATTACHes SOCKSRVR to run Client Request)
• SOCKSRVR - Sever Request (Runs Client Request; Returns response data to Client)

If you want to set up long running or complex utility routines using the TCP/IP socket primitives that are not related to the
operation of your production VM:Operator server, we recommend you to define another VM:Operator server to run these
utility programs.
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Base TCP/IP Socket Primitives
These are the base Socket Primitives that can be used to create a socket program or routine to transfer data over a TCP/
IP connection.

Base Socket Primitives Socket Program Transfer Data Over a TCP/IP Connection 
ACCEPT Accept an incoming TCP connection 
BIND Bind a socket to a specific IP address and port
CLOSE Close a socket gracefully
CONNECT Connect a socket
CREATE Create a new socket 
DELETE Terminate a socket and free resources
GET Obtain socket information
GIVE Extend socket ownership
INIT Prepare to use sockets (add socket group)
LISTEN Listen for incoming connections
OPTIONS Set socket options
READ Read from a socket 
REMOVE Remove a socket group
RESOLVE Look up DNS information
STATS Obtain socket statistics
TAKE Accept socket ownership
WAIT Wait for a single socket to be ready
WRITE Write to a socket
VMYCONS Returns TCP/IP data values and socket defaults
DEBUG VM:Operator DEBUG commands to aide with problem diagnosis

ACCEPT

>>--SOCKET--ACCEPT--base_socket_handle--(--.-STACK--------------.--><

                                           |-STEM—stem_prefix.--|

                                           '-VAR—var_name-------'

Purpose

This primitive accepts an incoming TCP connection on a socket previously prepared by the SOCKET LISTEN primitive. 

This primitive creates a new socket for the connection, and returns the following information as blank-delimited tokens
according to the output option specified:

new_socket_handle
The socket handle for the new socket.

remote_address
The IP address of the remote end of the connection.

remote_port
The TCP port number of the remote end of the connection.
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Operands
base_socket_handle

The socket handle of a socket prepared for connections by the SOCKET LISTEN primitive.

Options
STACK

Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

None. 

Return Codes
0       Success.

4       No socket numbers left.

9       TCP/IP error code EBADF.

14      TCP/IP error code EFAULT.

22      TCP/IP error code EINVAL.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

35      TCP/IP error code EWOULDBLOCK.

45      TCP/IP error code EOPNOTSUPP.

55      TCP/IP error code ENOBUFS.

1004    TCP/IP error code EIBMIUCVERR.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1183    Unexpected IUCV int code. 

BIND

 >>--SOCKET--BIND--socket_handle--local_address--local_port------><

Purpose

This primitive binds the socket to a specific IP address and port number.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.
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local_address
Specifies the IP address that the socket will be bound to.

local_port
Specifies the port number that the socket will be bound to.

Options

None.

Notes

• For TCP type sockets, a BIND is not required because the SOCKET LISTEN (server) and SOCKET CONNECT (client)
primitives require a port number to be specified; and, can specify a specific IP address for the connection.

• The BIND primitive is typically used for UDP type sockets to restrict UDP connections to a specific port number and IP
address.

Return Codes
  0     Success.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSBI.

CLOSE

                                     .-BOTH--.

>>--SOCKET--CLOSE--socket_handle--(--|-READ--|----------------------><

                                     '-WRITE-'

Purpose

This primitive closes a socket, informing the other end that the close has occurred. After this primitive, the only operation
that is allowed is SOCKET DELETE.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options
BOTH

Close both the input and output sides of the socket.
READ

Close the input side of the socket (that is disallow further input from the socket).
WRITE

Close the output side of the socket (that is disallow further output to the socket).

Notes

None.
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Return Codes
0       Success.

9       TCP/IP error code EBADF.

22      TCP/IP error code EINVAL.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1183    Unexpected IUCV int code.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1188    IUCV SEND error.

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1349    Unexpected audit code.

1350    Bad data length from TCP.

other   TCP/IP error code

CONNECT

>>--SOCKET--CONNECT--socket_handle--remote_IP_address--remote_port--><

Purpose

This primitive creates an outgoing TCP connection to the specified host and port.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an existing unopened socket.
remote_IP_address

The IP address of the remote end of the connection.
remote_port

The TCP port number of the remote end of the connection.

Options

None.

Notes

None.

Return Code
0       Success.

9       TCP/IP error code EBADF.

14      TCP/IP error code EFAULT.

22      TCP/IP error code EINVAL.

24      Invalid socket handle.

28      Socket has been severed by TCP SVM.

36      TCP/IP error code EINPROGRESS.

37      TCP/IP error code EALREADY.

47      TCP/IP error code EAFNOSUPPORT.

49      TCP/IP error code EADDRNOTAVAIL.

51      TCP/IP error code ENETUNREACH.
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56      TCP/IP error code EISCONN.

60      TCP/IP error code ETIMEDOUT.

61      TCP/IP error code ECONNREFUSED.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1183    Unexpected IUCV int code.

1188    IUCV SEND error.

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1349    Unexpected audit code.

1350    Bad data length from TCP.

other   Undocumented TCP/IP error code.

CREATE

                                   .-STREAM---.  .-IPV4-.

>>--SOCKET--CREATE--group_name--(--|----------|--|------|------------>

                                   '-DATAGRAM-'  .-IPV6-.

>--.-STACK--------------.--><

   |-STEM--stem_prefix.-|

   '-VAR--var_name------'

Purpose

This primitive creates a stream (that is TCP) or datagram (that is UDP) socket for later use by the SOCKET CONNECT,
SOCKET LISTEN, SOCKET READ, or SOCKET WRITE primitives. This primitive creates a new socket for the
connection, and returns the following information as blank-delimited tokens according to the output option specified:

new_socket_handle
The socket handle for the new socket.

Operands
group_name

The name assigned to this socket group on the SOCKET INIT primitive. This is a mixed case operand.

Options
DATAGRAM

Specifies that the socket is to be a UPD (DATAGRAM) socket. If neither STREAM nor DATAGRAM is specified,
STREAM is the default.

IPV4
Specifies that the socket is to be a AF_INET (IPV4) socket. If neither IPV4 nor IPV6 is specified, IPV4 is the
default.

IPV6
Specifies that the socket is to be an AF_INET6 (IPV6) socket. If neither IPV4 nor IPV6 is specified, IPV4 is the
default.

STACK
Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.
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NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STREAM
Specifies that the socket is to be a TCP (STREAM) socket. If neither STREAM nor DATAGRAM is specified,
STREAM is the default.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

None. 

Return Codes
0       Success.

1       Unable to establish IUCV path.

4       No such socket group (NUCIUSFG).

4       No socket numbers left (NUCIUTSN).

32      Invalid socket type.

43      TCP/IP error code EPROTONOSUPPORT.

1004    TCP/IP error code EIBMIUCVERR.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1183    Unexpected IUCV int code.

1188    IUCV SEND error.

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1321    Missing stem name.

1322    Missing variable name.

1349    Unexpected audit code.

1350    Bad data length from TCP.

1358    Data too long for stack.

other   Undocumented TCP/IP error code.

other   Failure RC from SOPPDT.

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSCR.

DELETE

>>--SOCKET--DELETE--socket_handle-----------------------------------><

Purpose

This primitive deletes the socket, causing any remaining untransmitted or unread data to be discarded.
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Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options

None.

Notes

• To ensure that data waiting to be transmitted is received at the other end of the socket, issue a SOCKET CLOSE
primitive before deleting the socket.

Return Codes
0       Success.

4       SSBSECT was not on chain.

9       TCP/IP error code EBADF.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1183    Unexpected IUCV int code.

1188    IUCV SEND error.

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1349    Unexpected audit code.

1350    Bad data length from TCP.

other   Undocumented TCP/IP error code.

GET

>>--SOCKET--GET--.-LCLADDR----.--socket_handle--(-------------------->

                 |-LCLNAME----|

                 |-LCLPORT----|

                 ‘-RMTADDR----'

>--.-STACK--------------.-------------------------------------------><

   |-STEM--stem_prefix.-|

   '-VAR--var_name------'

Purpose

This primitive obtains information about the specified socket.

Operands
LCLADDR

Requests the IP address of the host on this end of a socket.
LCLNAME

Requests the hostname of the host on this end of a socket.
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LCLPORT
Requests the port number of this end of a socket.

RMTADDR
Requests the IP address of the host on the remote end of a socket.

socket_handle
The socket handle of an open socket.

Options
STACK

Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

None.

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1321    Missing stem name.

1322    Missing variable name.

1358    Data too long for stack.

other   Failure RC from SOPPDT.

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSLA.

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSLN.

GIVE

>>--SOCKET—GIVE--socket_handle--PROCESS--process_id-----------------><

Purpose

This primitive passes a socket from one process to another. The receiving process must issue the SOCKET TAKE
primitive.
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Operands
PROCESS process_id

Specifies the processid of a process in the SVM which should be given ownership of the socket.
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options

None

Notes

• This primitive does not return until the socket has been taken by the receiving process.
• The process_id can be that of an existing running process, or one that is obtained from the STACK as the result of

issuing the ATTACH primitive:
/* Attach a process to drive the socket */

   test 'ATTACH ROOT CONS PRIO SYSTEM' ,

      'NAME SYDRIVER EXEC SYDRIVER' newSocket ,

      ipAddress

      pull processID

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSGP.

INIT

                                <-----------------------------------<

>>--SOCKET--INIT--group_name--(---+-------------------------------+-><

                                  |          .-TCPIP------.       |

                                  |-SVM------|------------|-------|

                                  |          '-tcp_userid-'       |

                                  |                               |

                                  |          .-50----------.      |

                                  |-MAXSOCK--|-------------|------|

                                  |          .-max_sockets-'      |

                                  |                               |

                                  |-DNSADDR--ipaddr_of_DNS_server-|

                                  |                               |

                                  |          .-53----.            |

                                  |-DNSPORT--|-------|------------|

                                  |          '-nnnnn-'            |

                                  |                               |

                                  |           .-UDP----.          |
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                                  |-DNSPROTO--|--------|----------|

                                  |           '-TCP(1)-'          |

                                  |                               |

                                  |           .-3--.              |

                                  |-DNSTIME---|----|--------------|

                                  |           '-nn-'              |

                                  |                               |

                                  |           .-1--.              |

                                  |-DNSTRIES--|----|--------------|

                                  |           '-nn-'              |

                                  |                               |

                                  |           .-NO--.             |

                                  '-DNSTRACE--|-----|-------------'

                                              '-YES-'

NOTE
Specifying DNSPROTO TCP is accepted but will be overridden and UDP will be substituted.

Purpose

This primitive initializes SOCKET communications.

Operands

• group_name
The name to be assigned to this socket group. Future calls to SOCKET CREATE, SOCKET CONNECT, SOCKET
LISTEN, and SOCKET RESOLVE must specify this group name. This is a mixed case operand.

Options
SVM

The name of the TCPIP server virtual machine.
MAXSOCK

The maximum number of sockets allowed on an IUCV path to TCPIP. Since each process has a separate IUCV
path, this is the limit on the number of sockets allowed for each process in the server, not a server wide limit. The
number can be between 1 and 256. If not specified, the maximum value of 256 will be used.

DNSADDR
The IP address of the DNS server for SOCKET RESOLVE requests to be resolved through. This option is
required for SOCKET RESOLVE to be enabled.

DNSPORT
The port at DNSADDR which the DNS server is active on. The default is the standard port for DNS servers to
operate on. Must be a positive integer <=32767.

DNSPROTO
The protocol to use in communication with the DNS server.

NOTE
Specifying DNSPROTO TCP is accepted but will be overridden and UDP will be substituted.

DNSTIME
When using UDP, the time in seconds between attempts to resolve the request. Must be a positive integer.

DNSTRIES
When using UDP, the maximum number of attempts to resolve the request before failing the request. Must be a
positive integer.
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DNSTRACE
Controls extra progress messages out of SOCKET RESOLVE. Currently only NO is implemented. YES is
accepted, but no code inspects this flag.

Notes

• Only DNSPROTO UDP is supported at this time, and is the preferred protocol. TCP is accepted, but generates a
message that UDP will be used.

• The DNSADDR option may be specified up to 10 times to provide an ordered list of DNS servers to be contacted for
DNS lookup requests. The servers will be contacted in the order specified.

•  The data string returned from VMYCONST function VMYStartDnsParms can be used directly for the options of the
INIT primitive.

Return Codes
0       Success.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSIN.

LISTEN

>>--SOCKET--LISTEN--group_name--port_number-------------------------->

    <--------------------------------<

>-(---.----------------------------.----.-STACK--------------.------><

      |          .-0-----------.   |    |-STEM--stem_prefix.-|

      |-BACKLOG--|-------------|---|    '-VAR--var_name------'

      |          '-num_sockets-'   |

      |                            |    

      |          .-0.0.0.0-------. |                   

      |-LCLADDR--|---------------|-|         

      |          '-local_address-' |  

      |-NOREUSEAddr----------------|

      '-REUSEADDr------------------'                          

Purpose

This primitive prepares a process to receive incoming TCP connections to the specified port number.

Operands
group_name

The name assigned to this socket group on the SOCKET INIT primitive. This is mixed case operand.
port_number

Specifies the TCP port number on which to listen.
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Options
BACKLOG

Specifies the number of outstanding connections that should be queued for processing by the SOCKET ACCEPT
primitive.

LCLADDR
Close the input side of the socket (i.e., disallow further input from the socket).

REUSEADDR
Specifies that the listen should not be rejected by the TCP/IP SVM if the port has been used "recently" for another
listen.

NOREUSEADDR
Specifies that the listen should be rejected by the TCP/IP SVM if the port has been used "recently" for another
listen.

STACK
Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

None.

Return Codes
0       Success.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1321    Missing stem name.

1322    Missing variable name.

1358    Data too long for stack.

other   Failure RC from SOPPDT.

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSLS.

OPTIONS

                                    <-------------------<

>>--SOCKET--OPTIONS--socket_handle---+------------------+-----------><

                                     |-BROADCASt-ON|OFF-| 

                                     |-DONTROUTe-ON|OFF-|  

                                     |-LINGER-ON|OFF----|   
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                                     |-NODELAY-ON|OFF---|    

                                     |-OOBINLINe-ON|OFF-|  

                                     +-REUSEADDr-ON|OFF-+

Purpose

This primitive sets the specified socket option.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options
BROADCAST

Controls the ability to send broadcast messages over the socket. The initial setting is OFF.
LINGER

Controls whether the SOCKET CLOSE primitive will linger if unsent data is present on the socket. The initial
setting is OFF:

• If LINGER is OFF, a SOCKET CLOSE returns without blocking the CLOSE call. TCP/IP will still try to send any
data that is present, but the transfer cannot be guaranteed. 

• If LINGER is ON and there is unsent data present when SOCKET CLOSE is called, the CLOSE is blocked
until the data transfer is completed, or the connection times out.

NODELAY
Controls whether TCP/IP can send small packets as soon as they are available instead of buffering and
accumulating them. The initial setting is OFF.

OOBINLINE
Controls how out-of-band data is to be received. This option applies to TCP sockets only. The initial setting is
OFF:

• If OOBINLINE is OFF, out-of-band data is placed in a priority data input queue as it is received. The SOCKET
READ must enable the MSG_OOB flag to receive the data. 

• If OOBINLINE is ON, out-of-band data is placed in the normal Data input queue as it is received. The SOCKET
READ can then receive the data without the MSG_OOB flag.

REUSEADDR
Controls whether local addresses can be reused. When REUSEADDR is ON, local addresses that are already in
use can be bound. TCP/IP will check at CONNECT time instead of BIND time to ensure that the local address and
port are not the same as the remote address and port. If the address and port are the same at CONNECT time,
CONNECT returns error code 48 (EADDRINUSE) and the CONNECT request fails.
The initial setting is OFF.

Notes

• Only one OPTION may be set per call. To set multiple OPTIONs, issue a call for each option to be set.

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

other   Reason.
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READ

>>--SOCKET--READ--socket_handle-------------------------------------->

 

      <--------------------------------<

>--(--.---------------------------.--.-STACK--------------.---------><

      |-MAXLEN--byte_count--------|  |-STEM--stem_prefix.-|

      |-PEEK----------------------|  '-VAR--var_name------'

      |            .-USENGLISH--. |

      |-TRANSLATE--|------------|-|

      |            |-table_name-| |

      |            '-NONE-------' |

      | .-CRLF----.               |

      '-|---------|---------------'

        |-CR------|

        |-CRLF+LF-|

        |-CRNL----|

        |-LF------|

        |-LFCR----|

        '-LFCR+CR-'

Purpose

This primitive reads data from a socket.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options
CR

Specifies that a line terminated by a Carriage Return control character should be read.
CRLF

Specifies that a line terminated by a Carriage Return, Line Feed control character sequence should be read.
CRLF+LF

Specifies that a line terminated by a Carriage Return, Line Feed control character sequence or a Line Feed
control character should be read.

CRNL
Specifies that a line terminated by a Carriage Return, New Line

LF
Specifies that a line terminated by a Line Feed control character should be read.

LFCR
Specifies that a line terminated by a Line Feed, Carriage Return control character sequence should be read.

LFCR+CR
Specifies that a line terminated by a Line Feed, Carriage Return control character sequence or a Carriage Return
control character should be read.
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MAXLEN
Limits the amount of data to be read. The default is an unlimited length of data is read; "read unlimited" can be
specified as “MAXLEN *". What is meant by "read unlimited" is to read all the data presented to the socket by a
single corresponding WRITE to the socket.
If a specific number of bytes is specified and more data is present to read, the number of bytes specified are
returned. One or more additional SOCKET READs may be issued to return the remainder of the data starting from
the point where the previous read left off.
If a specific number of bytes is specified and there is less data present on the socket to read, another SOCKET
READ is internally generated and waits for the remainder of the data to be posted from another WRITE to the
socket.

PEEK
Specifies that data should be returned but should not be removed from the input stream.

STACK
Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

TRANSLATE
Specifies that the data should be translated through the specified table. If NONE is specified, no translation
occurs. USENGLISH is the default.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

• The default, TRANSLATE USENGLISH, will result in the data that is received (read) being translated from ASCII
to EBCDIC. If the primitive call includes one of the output options, the output data is the translated representation.
Therefore, the default assumes the data being sent from the remote side of the connection is in ASCII format.

• If the PEEK option is specified using the default or specification of TRANSLATE USENGLISH, this results
in the data received (but not actually read/removed from the buffer) being translated from ASCII to EBCDIC.
Therefore, if a subsequent READ primitive is issued retrieve the data using one of the output options, you should
specify TRANSLATE NONE because the data in the buffer has already been translated.

•  If both the client-side and server-side are using EBCDIC as their character set, then specify TRANSLATE NONE.
• The default TRANSLATE table, USENGLISH, is automatically loaded at server initialization. USENGLISH is equivalent

to TCP/IP TRANSLATE table 09240923 TCPXLBIN (EBCDIC ISO 8859-15/ASCII ISO 8859-15).
• To use other TRANSLATE tables, see the LOADXLAT primitive.

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1321    Missing stem name.
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1322    Missing variable name.

1358    Data too long for stack.

other   reason

  

REMOVE

>>--SOCKET--REMOVE--socket_group------------------------------------><    

Purpose

This primitive removes a previously defined socket group from the current TCP/IP configuration.

Operands
socket_group

The socket group to be removed from the current TCP/IP configuration.

Options

None.

Notes

None.

Return Codes
0       Success.

4       Specified Socket_Group was not found.

8       SGBSECT is Invalid (NUCIUTDG).

24      Socket handle is invalid.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSDG.

RESOLVE

>>--SOCKET--RESOLVE--group_name-------------------------------------->

>--.-ADDRESS--FOR--NAME--host_name---.-(-.-STACK--------------.-----><

   '-NAME--FOR--ADDRESS--ip_address--'   |-STEM--stem_prefix.-|

                                         '-VAR--var_name------'

Purpose

This primitive queries the Domain Name Server(s) (DNS) for information about domain-names and IP addresses.
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Operands
group_name

The name assigned to this socket group on the SOCKET INIT primitive. This is a mixed case operand.
ADDRESS

The socket handle of an open socket.
NAME

Specifies that the "canonical" host name (DNS "PTR" records) should be obtained.
FOR ADDRESS

Specifies the IP address for which the information is to be obtained.
FOR NAME

Specifies the host name for which the information is to be obtained.

Options
STACK

Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

• Short lived processes/macros will find it preferable to "cache" results of this macro for their duration rather than
issuing the same macro call repeatedly. Long live processes/macros must not perform such caching as the results of
subsequent resolutions may not be the same as the first resolution. Basically, each connection should have its own call
to RESOLVE and not use the results from other resolutions.

Return Codes
0       Success.

4       DNSTRIES were exhausted w/no response.

8       Response from DNS server was truncated.

16      Bad/reserved QNAME format in response.

20      No answer section entries.

24      More than 1 answer entry.

28      Wrong RR type in answer.

32      CLAS <> "IN" in answer.

36      Too many IP addresses for buffer (i.e. more than 62).

40      Success, but hostname doesn't map back to IP address.

44      Success, but couldn't map hostname back to IP address.

48      Success, but couldn't get hostname's IP addresses.

101     RC 1 from DNS server (RFC1035). Format error - The name 

        server was unable to interpret the query.

102     RC 2 from DNS server (RFC1035). Server failure - The name
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        server was unable to process this query due to a problem 

        with the name server.

103     RC 3 from DNS server (RFC1035). Name error - Meaningful 

        only for responses from an authorative name server, this 

        code signifies that the domain name referenced in the query

        does not exist.

104     RC 4 from DNS server (RFC1035). Not implemented - The name

        server does not support the requested kind of query.

105     RC 5 from DNS server (RFC1035). Refused - The name server

        refuses to perform the specified operation for policy reasons.

106-115 RC 6-15 from DNS server (RFC1035). Reserved for future use.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1321    Missing stem name.

1322    Missing variable name.

1358    Data too long for stack.

1555    DNSADDR option not set at SOCKET INIT.

1556    Unexpected rc x from ep y.

other   Failure RC from SOPPDT.

other   Failure RC from NUCDNSIC.

other   Failure RC from NUCDNSNI.

STATS

>>--SOCKET--STATS--socket_handle--(--.-STACK--------------.---------><

                                     |-STEM--stem_prefix.-|

                                     '-VAR--var_name------'

Purpose

This primitive obtains socket I/O statistics. The output is a single line containing fields in the following order:

• IUSCalls 
• IUCVTrans
• IUSRDCalls
• IUCVReadTrans
• BytesRead
• IUSWRCalls
• IUCVWriteTrans
• BytesWritten
• IUSWTCalls
• IUCVWaitTrans

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of the socket.
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Options
STACK

Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process' program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var-name.

Notes

None.

Return Codes
0       Success.

4       No such socket group.

1115    Extra parameter(s).

1116    Missing parameter.

1319    Invalid parameter.

1321    Missing stem name.

1322    Missing variable name.

1358    Data too long for stack.

other   Failure RC from SOPPDT.

TAKE

>>--SOCKET--TAKE--socket_handle-------------------------------------><

Purpose

This primitive receives a socket from another process or TCP/IP client.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options

None

Notes

None.
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Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   Failure RC from NUCIUSTP.

WAIT

                                 .-BOTH---.

>>--SOCKET--WAIT--socket_handle--|--------|--(-.------------------.-><

                                 |-ANY----|    |          .-0----.|

                                 |-EXCEPT-|    '-TIMEOUT--|------|'

                                 |-READ---|               '-nnnn-'

                                 '-WRITE--'

Purpose

Wait for a single socket to be ready or the indicated optional timeoutperiod to expire.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

NOTE
The current implementation only allows one socket to be specified.

ANY
Indicates either EXCEPT, READ, or WRITE. It is suggested that this option not be used as it is not definitive.

BOTH
Indicates either READ or WRITE. It is suggested that this option not be used as it is not definitive.

EXCEPT
Wait for an "exception condition" on the socket.

READ
Wait for data to become available on the socket.

WRITE
Wait for permission to transmit data on the socket.

Options
TIMEOUT

Specifies the maximum time to wait in seconds. The default value is 0 indicating that no timeout value is set; wait
indefinitely.

Notes

None.
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Return Codes
0       Success.

4       Request timed out.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   reason

WRITE

Contents

                                     .-CRLF---.

>>--SOCKET--WRITE--socket_handle--(--|--------|---------------------->   

                                     '-NOCRLF-'

                                   

>--.---------------------------.--.-STEM--stem_prefix.-.------------><   

   '-TRANSLATE--.-USENGLISH--.-'  |-STRING--data-------|                

                |-table_name-|    '-VAR--var_name------'                

                '-NONE-------'

Purpose

This primitive writes data to a TCP or UDP socket.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options
CRLF

Specifies that a Carriage Return, Line Feed control character sequence should be inserted at the end of the data
buffer. This is the default.

NOCRLF
Specifies that a Carriage Return, Line Feed control character sequence should not be inserted at the end of the
data buffer.

STEM
Specifies that the input should be obtained from the REXX stem stem-prefix.

STRING
Specifies that the input should be obtained from the remainder of the command line.

TRANSLATE
Specifies that the data should be translated through the specified table. If NONE is specified, no translation
occurs. USENGLISH is the default.

VAR
Specifies that the input should be obtained from the REXX variable var_name.
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Notes

• The default, TRANSLATE USENGLISH, will result in the data to be sent being translated from EBCDIC to ASCII
before it is transmitted. Therefore, the default assumes the data being sent to the remote side of the connection must
be in ASCII format. This includes any of the appended line-end option characters (CRLF, LF, etc.) if specified.

• If both the client-side and server-side are using EBCDIC as their character set, then specify TRANSLATE NONE.
• The default TRANSLATE table, USENGLISH, is automatically loaded at server initialization. USENGLISH is equivalent

to TCP/IP TRANSLATE table 09240923 TCPXLBIN (EBCDIC ISO 8859-15/ASCII ISO 8859-15).
• To use other TRANSLATE tables, see the LOADXLAT primitive.

Return Codes
0       Success.

4       Request timed out.

24      Socket handle is invalid.

28      Socket has been closed by TCP/IP.

1115    Missing parameter(s).

1116    Extra parameter(s).

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

other   reason

TLS - Secure Socket Primitives
The TLS functions are provided by TCP/IP System Services and the TCP/IP SSL Severs. Following are the TLS (Secure
Socket) Primitives that can be used to dynamically secure and encrypt data before your socket program or routine
transfers the data over the TCP/IP connection:

TLS (Secure Socket) Primitives Socket Program Transfer Data Over a TCP/IP Connection 
LOADXLAT Primitive to load TCP/IP format TRANSLATE tables for use with

SOCKET READ/WRITE
QTLS Verify TLS connections can be established 
SCLIENT Establish a TLS client connection
SSERVER Establish a TLS server connection
SSCLOSE Terminates TLS for a connection
SSTATUS Returns the secure status of a socket

QLS (TLS Support Function Primitive)

>>--SOCKET--QTLS--socket_handle--.----------.-----------------------><                                 

                                 '-tlslabel-'

Purpose

This primitive verifies a TLS connection can be established with TCP/IP system services.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.
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NOTE
This will not establish a TLS session on the specified socket, it only verifies that all facilities are available
to establish a TLS session.

Options
tlslabel

The value of a certificate’s TLSLABEL. If specified, also verifies the specified TLSLABEL is available for use by
the SSL Servers.

Notes

• TLS primitives require that the TCP/IP SSL Servers are configured and running to establish dynamic TLS connections.
• TLS primitives can only use the TLSLABELs (certificates) that are available to the TCP/IP SSL Servers.
• TLS primitives must specify TCP type sockets; UDP type sockets are not supported.

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Invalid socket type.

28      Invalid socket handle.

1016    TLSLABEL not recognized (EIBMLABNR).

1115    Extra parameter(s).

1116    Missing parameter.

1319    Invalid parameter.

other   Failure RC from TCP/IP or SSL.

SCLIENT (TLS Support Function Primitive)

Contents

>>--SOCKET--SCLIENT--socket_handle--TLSLABEL--tlslabel--------------->

Optional Parameters

    <-------------------------------------<

 |---+---------------------------------+----|    

     |                                 |    

     |-REQCC----------------------(1)--|     

     |       '-requestclientcert-'     |    

     |                                 |    

     |       .-FULL-------.            |    

     |-VALPC-|------------|------------|    

     |       |-NO---------|            |    

     |       '-PREF(2)----'            |    

     |                                 |    

     |         .-NOV2-------.          |    

     |-CIPHREQ-|------------|----------|    

     |         '-V2OK-------'          |    

     |                                 |    

     '-BUFFER--------------------------'             

              '-buffer----'
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NOTE

• REQCC (Request Client Certificate) is not yet supported by TCP/IP System Services.
• The "PREFerred" value of the VALPC keyword is not yet supported by TCP/IP System Services.

Purpose

This primitive establishes a TLS client connection using the specified TLSLABEL (certificate) for the specified open
socket.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.
TLSLABEL

tlslabel
The TLSLABEL (certificate) to be used to secure and encrypt the data transmitted over the socket.

Optional Parameters
REQCC

value
Specifies if the client must provide the certificate to the server.

NOTE
This parameter is not yet supported by TCP/IP System Services.

VALPC
value
Specifies if peer's certificate must be validated. The default, if not specified is FULL:

• If FULL is specified, a client certificate will be requested and authenticated. If the client certificate is not
received, the TLS connection will be terminated. If the certificate received fails authentication the SSL
handshake will fail. This is the default.

• If NO is specified, a client certificate will not be requested. If a client certificate is received, it will be ignored;
the connection will proceed in clear text.

• If PREFerred is specified, a client certificate will be requested. If a certificate is not received the connection will
proceed in clear text. If a certificate is received but cannot be validated, the SSL handshake will continue, and
if successful, the server's certificate will be used to secure connection.

NOTE
This value is not yet supported by TCP/IP System Services.

CIPHREQ
value
Specifies the cipher suites that can be used by TCP/IP System Services to secure the connection. The default, if
not specified is NOV2.

• If NOV2 is specified, SSL Version 2 ciphers cannot be used; SSL Version 3 or TLS ciphers must be used. This
the default.

• If V2OK is specified, the SSL Server's default cipher suite is used.

BUFFER
value
Specifies a 1 to 255 byte string of user data that is to be used as part of the SSL handshake between the client
and server.
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Notes

• TLS primitives require that the TCP/IP SSL Servers are configured and running to establish dynamic TLS connections.
• TLS primitives can only use the TLSLABELs (certificates) that are available to the TCP/IP SSL Servers.
• TLS primitives must specify TCP type sockets; UDP type sockets are not supported.

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Invalid socket type.

28      Invalid socket handle.

1016    TLSLABEL not recognized (EIBMLABNR).

1115    Extra parameter(s).

1116    Missing parameter.

1319    Invalid parameter.

other   Failure RC from TCP/IP or SSL.

SSERVER (TLS Support Function Primitive)

Contents

>>--SOCKET--SSERVER--socket_handle--TLSLABEL--tlslabel--------------->

Optional Parameters

  <-------------------------------------<

|---+---------------------------------+----|   

    |                                 |

    |-REQCC----------------------(1)--|

    |       '-requestclientcert-'     |

    |                                 |

    |         .-NOV2-------.          |

    |-CIPHREQ-|------------|----------|

    |         '-V2OK-------'          |

    |                                 |

    '-BUFFER--------------------------'

              '-buffer----'                         

NOTE

• REQCC (Request Client Certificate) is not yet supported by TCP/IP System Services.

Purpose

This primitive establishes a TLS server connection using the specified TLSLABEL (certificate) for the specified open
socket.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.
TLSLABEL

tlslabel
The TLSLABEL (certificate) to be used to secure and encrypt the data transmitted over the socket.
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Optional Parameters
REQCC

value
Specifies if the client must provide the certificate to the server.

NOTE
This parameter is not yet supported by TCP/IP System Services.

CIPHREQ
value
Specifies the cipher suites that can be used by TCP/IP System Services to secure the connection. The default, if
not specified is NOV2.

• If NOV2 is specified, SSL Version 2 ciphers cannot be used; SSL Version 3 or TLS ciphers must be used. This
the default.

• If V2OK is specified, the SSL Server's default cipher suite is used.

BUFFER
value
Specifies a 1 to 255 byte string of user data that is to be used as part of the SSL handshake between the client
and server.

Notes

• TLS primitives require that the TCP/IP SSL Servers are configured and running to establish dynamic TLS connections.
• TLS primitives can only use the TLSLABELs (certificates) that are available to the TCP/IP SSL Servers.
• TLS primitives must specify TCP type sockets; UDP type sockets are not supported.

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Invalid socket type.

28      Invalid socket handle.

1016    TLSLABEL not recognized (EIBMLABNR).

1115    Extra parameter(s).

1116    Missing parameter.

1319    Invalid parameter.

other   Failure RC from TCP/IP or SSL.

SSCLOSE (TLS Support Function Primitive)

Contents

>>--SOCKET--SSCLOSE--socket_handle----------------------------------->

Optional Parameters

    <-------------------------------------<

|---+---------------------------------+----|

    |                                 |

    '-BUFFER--------------------------'

               '-buffer----'
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Purpose

This primitive terminates TLS security and encryption for the specified client or server socket; the connection reverts to
clear text.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Optional Parameters
BUFFER

value
Specifies a 1 to 255 byte string of user data that is to be used as part of the SSL handshake between the client
and server.

Notes

• TLS primitives require that the TCP/IP SSL Servers are configured and running to establish dynamic TLS connections.
• TLS primitives can only use the TLSLABELs (certificates) that are available to the TCP/IP SSL Servers.
• TLS primitives must specify TCP type sockets; UDP type sockets are not supported. 

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Invalid socket type.

28      Invalid socket handle.

1115    Extra parameter(s).

1116    Missing parameter.

1319    Invalid parameter.

other   Failure RC from TCP/IP or SSL.

SSTATUS (TLS Support Function Primitive)

>>--SOCKET--SSTATUS--socket_handle--(--.-VAR--var_name------.-------><                                       

                                       |-STACK--------------|                                       

                                       '-STEM--stem_prefix.-'

Purpose

This primitive returns the secure status of the specified socket in a Blank-delimited tokenized string as follows:

SECLEVEL value (Token 1)  NotSecure | StaticallySecured | DynamicallySecured

CIPHERCLASS value (Token 2)

   NULLclass | SSLV2 | SSLV3 | TLS | TLS10 | TLS11 | TLS12

CIPHERHASH value (Token 3)

   SHA1 | MD5 | NULL | SHA2 | SHA256 | SHA384

CIPHERALGORITHM value (Token 4)

   NULL | RC4 | DES3 | AES | AESGCM | AES128 | AES128GCM | AES256 | AES256GCM

CIPHERPKALGORITHM value (Token 5)

   NULL | RSA | DH_DSS | DH_RSA | DHE_DSS | DHE_RSA | ECDH_ECDSA |  ECDHE_ECDSA | ECDH_RSA | ECDHE_RSA

CIPHERKEYLENGTH value (Token 6)
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   Value is a number between 0 and 4096.

Operands
socket_handle

The socket handle of an open socket.

Options
STACK

Specifies that the output should be returned as a single line in the process program stack.

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

STEM
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable stem_prefix.1, and that the variable stem-
prefix.0 should be set to "1".

NOTE
For performance reasons, VAR is the preferred option.

VAR
Specifies that the output should be returned in the REXX variable var_name.

Notes

• TLS primitives require that the TCP/IP SSL Servers are configured and running to establish dynamic TLS connections.
• TLS primitives can only use the TLSLABELs (certificates) that are available to the TCP/IP SSL Servers.
• TLS primitives must specify TCP type sockets; UDP type sockets are not supported

Return Codes
0       Success.

24      Invalid socket type.

28      Invalid socket handle.

1115    Extra parameter(s).

1116    Missing parameter.

1319    Invalid parameter(s).

1321    Missing stem name.

1322    Missing variable name.

1349    Unexpected audit code.

1350    Bad data length from TCP.

1358    Data too long for stack.

other   Failure RC from TCP/IP or SSL.

LOADXLAT (Load A TCP/IP Format TRANSLATE TABLE)

>>--LOADXLAT--xlate_fn--xlate_ft--.----------.----------------------><                                  

                                  |-*--------|                                  

                                  ‘-xlate_fm-'
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Purpose

This primitive loads a TCP/IP format TRANSLATE table for use by the service virtual machine. Before a TRANSLATE
table can be referenced on any other primitive, it must first be loaded using this primitive. The exception is USENGLISH;
the USENGLISH TRANSLATE table is loaded when the server initializes.

Operands
xlate_fn

The filename of the TCP/IP format TRANSLATE table to be loaded.
xlate_ft

The filetype of the TCP/IP format TRANSLATE table to be loaded.
xlate_fm

The filemode of the TCP/IP format TRANSLATE table to be loaded. If not specified, then the default is * indicating
to load the file from the first disk or directory in the CMS search order where the file is found.

Notes

• What is implied by “TCP/IP format TRANSLATE table” is the translate tables supplied with TCP/IP. By default, they are
located on the TCP/IP “Client Disk” and have a filetype of TCPXLBIN.

•  The format of the TRANSLATE table must be a binary file containing three (3) records with a fixed record length of
256-bytes. The 3 records must be:
– The literal “*TCP/IP translate tables” 
– The 256-byte string for the ASCII to EBCDIC conversion 
– The 256-byte string for the EBCDIC to ASCII conversion 

• The default TRANSLATE table that is automatically loaded at server initialization, USENGLISH, is equivalent to TCP/IP
TRANSLATE table 09240923 TCPXLBIN (EBCDIC ISO 8859-15/ASCII ISO 8859-15). 

• You can use subcommand DEBUG TRANSTBL to display the current list of loaded, available TRANSLATE tables. 
• To ensure specific TRANSLATE tables are always available to the server, include the appropriate LOADXLAT

statements in the PROFILE VMOPER file that is executed at server initialization. 

Return Codes
0       TRANSLATE table loaded successfully.

4       Specified TRANSLATE table is already loaded.

8       I/O error reading file.

12      Missing input parameter.

28      File not found.

36      Filemode not accessed.

VMYCONST Utility Routine For TCP/IP and VM:Operator Defaults
>>--VMYCONST--function--(--VAR-var_name--------------------------->

Purpose

This routine returns various data from the TCPIP DATA file and VM:Operator socket defaults. The response data is
returned in REXX variable var_name.
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Functions
VMYListnPortBacklogLimit

The filename of the TCP/IP format TRANSLATE table to be loaded.
VMYListnRetryInterval

Returns the default number of outstanding connections that can be queued for processing by the SOCKET
ACCEPT primitive.

VMYStartRetryInterval
Returns the default number of seconds to wait before retrying a socket connect after a failure.

VMYStartMaxSock
Returns the maximum number of concurrent sockets (IUCV paths) that can exist for a socket group.

VMYStartTcpSvm
Returns the name of the TCP/IP service virtual machine.

NOTE
This information is obtained from the TCPIP DATA file.

VMYStartDnsParms
Returns a string of DNS parms suitable for usage by SOCKET INIT.

NOTE
This information is obtained from the TCPIP DATA file.

The data mapping is as follows:
TCPIP DATA keyword   SOCKET INIT keyword

      ------------------   -------------------

      NSINTERADDR          DNSADDR             (1 to 10 occurrences)

      NSPORTADDR           DNSPORT

      RESOLVEVIA           DNSPROTO

      RESOLVERTIMEOUT      DNSTIME

      RESOLVERUDPRETRIES   DNSTRIES

      TRACE RESOLVER       DNSTRACE YES

DnsDomainOrigin
Returns the value of DOMAINORIGIN from the TCPIP DATA file.

NOTE
This information is obtained from the TCPIP DATA file.

Notes

• The VMYCONST routine requires access to the TPCIP DATA file for the TCP/IP stack you are using. Therefore, the
minidisk or directory where the TCPIP DATA file resides must be accessed.

Return Codes
0       Success.

other   Failure; see console messages for details.

DBUG Commands
The following VM:Operator DEBUG commands may be set ON to aide with problem determination when implementing
TCP/IP socket primitives.

• DEBUG NETDATA ON
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Setting DEBUG NETDATA ON displays all SOCKET READ and SOCKET WRITE data buffer contents in both
character and hex format. 

• DEBUG DMSG ON
Setting DEBUG DMSG ON turns on additional diagnostic messages that by default are suppressed. 

• DEBUG TRANSTBL
There are no options for DEBUG TRANSTBL; it is a display command. DEBUG TRANSTBL displays the currently
loaded, available TRANSLATE tables for use by the VM:Operator service virtual machine. 

SOCKSERV VMOPER (Server (LISTEN) macro example)

* * * Top of File * * *

/*----------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                          */

/*  MACRO: SOCKSERV VMOPER                                  */

/*  Starts simple SERVER process (SOCKET) that LISTENs for  */

/*  incoming Client Request on its PORT and IPAddress.      */

/*                                                          */

/*  When a Client Request comes in, this process does a     */

/*  SOCKET ACCEPT that creates a new SOCKET, then does an   */

/*  ATTACH to start an instance of SOCKSRVR, and does a     */

/*  SOCKET GIVE to give the new SOCKET to the SOCKSRVR      */

/*  instance that runs the Client Request. This process     */

/*  (SOCKSERV) then waits (LISTENs) for the next incoming   */

/*  Client Request.                                         */

/*                                                          */

/*  Syntax:                                                 */

/*                                                          */

/*    SOCKSERV hostname port <TLSLABEL=tlslabel>            */

/*                                                          */

/*  Where:                                                  */

/*                                                          */

/*    hostname                                              */

/*            is the HOST NAME of the local VM system.      */

/*    port                                                  */

/*            the port and protocol to be used by the       */

/*            server.                                       */

/*    TLSLABEL=tlslabel                                     */

/*            the "TLSLABEL=" keyword indicates the TCP     */

/*            connection is to be secured via TCP/IP System */

/*            Services using TLS. The tlslabel value        */

/*            specifies the TLSLABEL (Certificate) to be    */

/*            used with the TLS connection.                 */

/*                                                          */

/*----------------------------------------------------------*/

signal on NoValue

signal on Syntax

'TRANSFER TRACE'

pull      trace

trace value trace
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/* Initialize variables */

tls = 0

tlslabel= ''

host = ''

port = ''

protocol = ''

arg host port "TLSLABEL=" tlslabel .

/* Verify PORT */

If datatype(port, 'W') Then Do

   If port > 65534 Then signal PortError

End

   Else signal PortError

/* Verify we got a HOSTNAME parameter */

If host = '' Then Do

   mode = 'SERVER'

   parameters = 'HOSTNAME not specified'

   signal InvalidParameters

End

hostname = host

/* Are we using TLS? */

If tlslabel <> '' Then

   tls = 1

/* Initialize our SOCKET_GROUP */

call SocketInit

/* Set up the SERVER (listener) to accept new client     */

/* connections for processing.                           */

   parse value GetIPAddress(hostName) with family ipAddress

   /* Get some constants from VMYCONST */

   'EXEC VMYCONST VMYListnPortBacklogLimit (VAR' ,

      'portBacklogLimit'

   'EXEC VMYCONST VMYListnRetryInterval (VAR' ,

      'retryInterval'

   /* Become a listener for incoming Client Requests  */

   primitive = 'SOCKET LISTEN SOCK_GRP' port '(' ,

               'REUSEADDR' ,

               'BACKLOG' portBacklogLimit ,

               'LCLADDR' ipAddress ,

               'VAR SERVERSOCKET'

   call Execute primitive

   /* We loop here listening for connections */

   do forever

      primitive = 'SOCKET WAIT' serverSocket 'READ'
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      call Execute primitive

      /* Now accept the new connection */

      primitive = 'SOCKET ACCEPT' serverSocket '(' ,

                  'VAR SOCKETINFO'

      call Execute primitive

      parse var socketinfo newSocket ipAddress .

      /* Running with TLS? Validate TLSLABEL Value!      */

      If tls Then Do

         primitive = 'SOCKET QTLS' newSocket tlslabel

         call Execute primitive

         /* Secure the Socket!                           */

         primitive = 'SOCKET SSERVER' newSocket ,

                     'TLSLABEL' tlslabel

         call Execute primitive

         /* Get TLS info (SSTATUS)                       */

         primitive = 'SOCKET SSTATUS' newSocket '(' ,

                     'VAR TLS_INFO'

         call Execute primitive

         parse var tls_info sl cc ch ca cp kl .

         call Message '389I Session' sl 'using:' tlslabel ,

                      '('cc'_'ch'_'ca'_'cp'_'kl')'

      End

      /* PEEK at the data ... Is it the "END" command?   */

      /* This only "looks", doesn't satisfy READ         */

      ans_leng = '*'

      primitive = 'SOCKET READ' newSocket '( PEEK' ,

                  'MAXLEN' ans_leng ,

                  'TRANSLATE NONE' ,

                  'CRLF',

                  'VAR MESSAGE'

      call Execute primitive

      parse var message peek_cmd .

      /* ATTACH a process to drive the socket */

      primitive = 'ATTACH ROOT CONS PRIO SYSTEM' ,

                  'NAME SOCKSRVR EXEC SOCKSRVR' ,

                  newSocket ipAddress tls

      call Execute primitive

      pull processId

      /* Now give the socket to new driver process */

      primitive = 'SOCKET GIVE' newSocket 'PROCESS' ,

                  processId

      call Execute primitive

      'YIELD'

      /* Was it the "END" command? DELETE the Listener */

      If peek_cmd = 'END' Then Do

         socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET DELETE' serverSocket

         call Execute socketPrimitive
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         Leave  /* END the process */

      End

   End

Exit 0

SocketInit: procedure expose hostname seconds

/* Gets info from VMYCONST and initialize socket services */

   do until socketInit

      'TEST CMS STATE TCPIP DATA *'

      if rc <> 0 then signal NoDataFile

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartRetryInterval ( VAR seconds'

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartMaxSock ( VAR maxSock'

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartTcpSvm ( VAR tcpSvm'

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartDnsParms ( VAR dnsParms'

      /* Initialize our SOCKET_GROUP */

      socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET INIT SOCK_GRP' ,

         '( SVM' tcpSvm 'MAXSOCK' maxSock dnsParms

      'TEST' socketPrimitive

      initRc = rc

      /* SOCKET_GROUP already initialized; OK -> initRC = 0 */

      if rc = 4 then initRC = 0

      If initRC = 0 then do

         /* Check if TCPIP is running by creating a socket */

         socketInit = 1

         socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET CREATE SOCK_GRP (VAR HANDLE'

         'TEST' socketPrimitive

         createRC = rc

         if createRC = 0 then do

            socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET DELETE' handle

            call Execute socketPrimitive

            socketInit = 1

         end

         else do

            call Message '387E SOCKET CREATE failed' ,

                 'RC='createRC

            call Message '387E Retry in' seconds 'seconds'

            'WAITSEC' seconds

            socketInit = 0

         end

      end

      else do

         /* Wait a bit and try again. */

         call Message '387E SOCKET INIT failed, RC='initRc ,

            ||', retry in' seconds 'seconds'

         'WAITSEC' seconds

         socketInit = 0

      end

   end
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   Return

GetIPAddress: procedure expose mode seconds

/* Returns addressing family and a normalized ipaddress */

   arg host

   if verify(host, '0123456789.') > 0 & ,

      verify(host, '0123456789ABCDEF:') > 0 then do

      /* It is not an IP address so we have to resolve it */

      socketPrimitive = ,

         'SOCKET RESOLVE SOCK_GRP ADDRESS FOR NAME' host ,

         '( STEM IPADDR.'

      do forever

         'TEST' socketPrimitive

         sRc = rc

         if Src = 0 then leave

         if src = 103 then signal UnknownHost

         if src <> 0 then do

            call Message '387E SOCKET RESOLVE failed' ,

               'RC='sRC

            call Message '387E Retry in' seconds 'seconds'

            'WAITSEC' seconds

         end

      end

      ipAddress = IPADDR.1

   end

   else ipAddress = host

   if verify(ipAddress, '0123456789.') = 0 then

      family = 'IPV4'

   else if verify(host, '0123456789ABCDEF:') = 0 then

      family = 'IPV6'

   else family = '????'

   return family ipAddress

Execute:

/* Invokes the specified primitive with a TEST prefix */

   'TEST' arg(1)

   if rc = 0 then return

   call Message '387E' mode 'RC='rc 'executing:' arg(1)

   exit 1000 + rc

InvalidPRITABLE:

   call Message '387E Error detected loading',

      pritable 'PRITABLE'

   exit 900

ProtocolError:

   call Message '387E An invalid protocol was specifid:' ,

      protocol

   exit 800
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InvalidParameters:

   call Message '387E Invalid parameters:' mode parameters

   exit 700

UnknownHost:

   call Message '387E Unknown host:' host

   exit 600

PortError:

   call Message '387E Port' port 'is invalid'

   exit 500

ResolveError:

   call Message '387E Unexpected RC='sRc 'resolving' host

   exit 400

NoDataFile:

   'WAITSEC 1'

   call Message '387E The TCPIP DATA file is not found'

   exit 300

AttachError:

   call Message '387E Unexpected RC='rc 'at line:' sigl ,

      'processing:' attachPrimitive

   exit 200

QueuedOver10:

   call Message '387E Queued message count of ' errcnt ,

      'exceeds maximum of' maxqueued

   exit 150

NoValue:

   parse source . . macro .

   saveLine = sigl

   call Message '387E Error in' macro 'at line' saveLine':',

      'Variable "' || condition('D') || '" is uninitialized'

   exit 100

Syntax:

   parse source . . macro .

   saveRc = rc

   saveLine = sigl

   call Message '387E Syntax error in' macro ,

      'at line' saveLine':' ErrorText(saveRc)

   exit 100 + saveRc
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Message: procedure

   parse upper source . . filename .

   parse arg string

   'TEST FORMAT STKMSG' string

   parse pull header message

   say       header filename':' message

   return

* * * End of File * * *

SOCKSRVR VMOPER (Server (Request) macro example)

* * * Top of File * * *

/*----------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                          */

/*  MACRO: SOCKSRVR VMOPER                                  */

/*  This is the new process that is ATTACHED by SOCKSERV    */

/*  (the LISTENER) and is GIVEN the new SOCKET created by   */

/*  the SOCKET ACCEPT. This is the SOCKET that actually     */

/*  processes and responds to the CLIENT (SOCKCLNT).        */

/*                                                          */

/*  Syntax: (parms passed on ATTACH from SOCKSERV)          */

/*                                                          */

/*    handle ipAddress tls                                  */

/*                                                          */

/*  Where:                                                  */

/*                                                          */

/*    handle                                                */

/*            is the handle of the socket that performs the */

/*            client request (SOCKCLNT).                    */

/*    ipAddress                                             */

/*            is the ipAddress of the host/server VM system */

/*    tls                                                   */

/*            indicates if TLS is OFF (0) or ON (1)         */

/*                                                          */

/*----------------------------------------------------------*/

signal on NoValue

signal on Syntax

'TRANSFER TRACE'

pull      trace

trace value trace

arg handle ipAddress tls

/* First we take the socket from the listener */

   primitive = 'SOCKET TAKE' handle

   call Execute primitive

/* Process the Incoming Client Request ...       */
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   /* Set some SOCKET OPTIONS */

   primitive = 'SOCKET OPTIONS' handle 'LINGER ON'

   call Execute primitive

   primitive = 'SOCKET OPTIONS' handle 'NODELAY ON'

   call Execute primitive

   primitive = 'SOCKET OPTIONS' handle 'REUSEADD ON'

   call Execute primitive

/* Read the Request from Client */

   req_len = '*'

   primitive = 'SOCKET READ' handle '(' ,

               'MAXLEN' req_len ,

               'TRANSLATE NONE' ,

               'CRLF' ,

               'VAR MESSAGE'

   'TEST' primitive

   src = rc

   If src <> 0 Then Do

      call Message '387E Error' src 'from:' primitive

      Exit 3000 + src

   End

/* Decide what to do based on CMD from Client */

   parse var message cmd .

   /* Reset response msg. */

   msg.0 = 0

   Select

      When cmd = 'END' Then

         Nop    /* Client says "END" */

      When cmd = 'CMS' Then Do  /* Issue CMS Q DISK */

         address command 'PIPE CMS QUERY DISK' ,

                            '| stem msg.'

      End

      When cmd = 'CP'  Then Do  /* Issue CP Q NAMES */

         address command 'PIPE CP QUERY NAMES' ,

                            '| stem msg.'

      End

      Otherwise  /* Unknown/Unexpected CMD */

         msg.0 = 1

         msg.1 = 'Unknown/Unexpected Command Input'

   End  /* Select */

   /* Send the Response lines back to Client */

   Do m = 1 to msg.0

      msg_left = msg.0 - m

      primitive = 'SOCKET WRITE' handle '(' ,

                  'TRANSLATE NONE' ,

                  'CRLF' ,

                  'STRING' msg_left msg.m

      call Execute primitive

   End
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   /* Wait a second (or so) for Client to READ ... */

   'WAITSEC' 1

   /* Client Request is complete, shutdown socket */

   If tls Then

      'TEST SOCKET SSCLOSE' handle

   'TEST SOCKET CLOSE' handle

   'TEST SOCKET DELETE' handle

Exit 0

Execute:

/* Invokes the specified primitive with a TEST prefix */

   'TEST' arg(1)

   if rc = 0 then return

   call Message '387E RC='rc 'from:' arg(1)

   exit 1000 + rc

NoValue:

   parse source . . macro .

   saveLine = sigl

   call Message '387E Error in' macro 'at line' saveLine':',

      'Variable "' || condition('D') || '" is uninitialized'

   exit 100

Syntax:

   parse source . . macro .

   saveRc = rc

   saveLine = sigl

   call Message '387E Syntax error in' macro ,

      'at line' saveLine':' ErrorText(saveRc)

   exit 100 + saveRc

Message: procedure

   parse upper source . . filename .

   parse arg string

   'TEST FORMAT STKMSG' string

   parse pull header message

   say       header filename':' message

   return

* * * End of File * * *

SOCKCLNT VMOPER (Client macro example)

* * * Top of File * * *

/*----------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                          */
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/*  MACRO: SOCKCLNT VMOPER                                  */

/*  Starts a simple CLIENT process to the specified PORT    */

/*  and IPAddress (SOCKSERV).                               */

/*                                                          */

/*  Supports 3 commands:                                    */

/*  CMS -> Client asks Server for 'CMS QUERY DISK' output   */

/*  CP  -> Client asks Server for 'CP QUERY NAMES' output   */

/*  END -> Client tells Sever to END                        */

/*                                                          */

/*  Syntax:                                                 */

/*                                                          */

/*    SOCKCLNT rmthost rmtport cmd <TLSLABEL=tlslabel>      */

/*                                                          */

/*  Where:                                                  */

/*                                                          */

/*    rmthost                                               */

/*            is the HOSTNAME of the VM system where the    */

/*            Server (SOCKSERV) is running.                 */

/*    rmtport                                               */

/*            the PORT that the Server (SOCKSERV) is        */

/*            listening on.                                 */

/*    cmd                                                   */

/*            the command the server is to run: CMS|CP|END  */

/*    TLSLABEL=tlslabel                                     */

/*            the "TLSLABEL=" keyword indicates the TCP     */

/*            connection is to be secured via TCP/IP System */

/*            Services using TLS. The tlslabel value        */

/*            specifies the TLSLABEL (Certificate) to be    */

/*            used with the TLS connection.                 */

/*                                                          */

/*----------------------------------------------------------*/

signal on NoValue

signal on Syntax

'TRANSFER TRACE'

pull      trace

trace value trace

/* Initialize variables */

tls = 0

tlslabel= ''

host = ''

port = ''

protocol = ''

mode = 'CLIENT'

arg host port cmd "TLSLABEL=" tlslabel .

/* Verify PORT */

If datatype(port, 'W') then  do

   If port > 65534 Then signal PortError

End

   Else signal PortError
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/* Verify we got a RMTHOST parameter */

If host = '' then do

   mode = 'SERVER'

   parameters = 'RMTHOST not specified'

   signal InvalidParameters

End

hostname = host

/* Verify we got a CMD parameter */

If cmd  = '' then do

   mode = 'CLIENT'

   parameters = 'COMMAND not specified'

   signal InvalidParameters

End

If wordpos(cmd,'CMS CP END') = 0 then do

   mode = 'CLIENT'

   parameters = 'COMMAND "'cmd'" is invalid'

   signal InvalidParameters

End

/* Save the Client command */

clientCMD = cmd

/* Are we using TLS? */

If tlslabel <> '' Then

   tls = 1

/* Initialize our SOCKET_GROUP */

call SocketInit

/* Create the Client SOCKET to run the Request */

   parse value GetIPAddress(hostname) with family ipAddress

   /* Get some constants from VMYCONST */

   'EXEC VMYCONST VMYListnRetryInterval (VAR' ,

      'retryInterval'

   /* Create the SOCKET to run the Client Request    */

   primitive = 'SOCKET CREATE SOCK_GRP (STREAM' ,

               family 'STACK'

   call Execute primitive

   pull handle

   /* Set some SOCKET OPTIONS */

   primitive = 'SOCKET OPTIONS' handle 'LINGER ON'

   call Execute primitive

   primitive = 'SOCKET OPTIONS' handle 'NODELAY ON'

   call Execute primitive

   primitive = 'SOCKET OPTIONS' handle 'REUSEADD ON'

   call Execute primitive

   /* Issue CONNECT to the RMTHOST and PORT (SOCKSERV) */
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   primitive = 'SOCKET CONNECT' handle ipAddress port

   call Execute primitive

   /* Running with TLS? Validate TLSLABEL Value!      */

   If tls Then Do

      primitive = 'SOCKET QTLS' handle tlslabel

      call Execute primitive

      /* Secure the Socket!                           */

      primitive = 'SOCKET SCLIENT' handle ,

                  'TLSLABEL' tlslabel

      call Execute primitive

      /* Get TLS info (SSTATUS)                       */

      primitive = 'SOCKET SSTATUS' handle ,

                  '(VAR TLS_INFO'

      call Execute primitive

      parse var tls_info sl cc ch ca cp kl .

      call Message '389I Session' sl 'using:' tlslabel ,

                   '('cc'_'ch'_'ca'_'cp'_'kl')'

   End

   /* Send the Command to Server */

   primitive = 'SOCKET WRITE' handle '(' ,

               'TRANSLATE NONE' ,

               'CRLF',

               'VAR CLIENTCMD'

   'TEST' primitive

   src = rc

   If src <> 0 Then Do

      call Message '387E Error' src 'from:' primitive

      Exit 3000 + src

   End

   /* Was the Command "END"? Sever is shut down! EXIT */

   If clientCMD = 'END' Then Do

      If tls Then

         'TEST SOCKET SSCLOSE' handle

      'TEST SOCKET CLOSE' handle

      'TEST SOCKET DELETE' handle

      Exit 0

   End

   /* Read the Response lines from Server */

   Do Until msg_left = 0

      ans_leng = '*'

      primitive = 'SOCKET READ' handle '(' ,

                  'MAXLEN' ans_leng ,

                  'TRANSLATE NONE' ,

                  'CRLF' ,

                  'VAR MESSAGE'

      'TEST' primitive

      src = rc

      If src <> 0 Then Do

         call Message '387E Error' src 'from:' primitive
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         Exit 4000 + src

      End

      parse var message msg_left msg

      /* Print Server Response Lines */

      say 'SERVER Response:' msg

   End

   /* Request Complete, Response Complete, DONE! */

   If tls Then

      'TEST SOCKET SSCLOSE' handle

   'TEST SOCKET CLOSE' handle

   'TEST SOCKET DELETE' handle

   Exit 0

SocketInit: procedure expose hostname seconds

/* Gets info from VMYCONST and initialize socket services */

   do until socketInit

      'TEST CMS STATE TCPIP DATA *'

      if rc <> 0 then signal NoDataFile

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartRetryInterval ( VAR seconds'

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartMaxSock ( VAR maxSock'

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartTcpSvm ( VAR tcpSvm'

      'EXEC VMYCONST VMYStartDnsParms ( VAR dnsParms'

      /* Initialize our SOCKET_GROUP */

      socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET INIT SOCK_GRP' ,

         '( SVM' tcpSvm 'MAXSOCK' maxSock dnsParms

      'TEST' socketPrimitive

      initRc = rc

      /* SOCKET_GROUP already initialized; OK -> initRC = 0 */

      if rc = 4 then initRC = 0

      If initRC = 0 then do

         /* Check if TCPIP is running by creating a socket */

         socketInit = 1

         socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET CREATE SOCK_GRP (VAR HANDLE'

         'TEST' socketPrimitive

         createRC = rc

         if createRC = 0 then do

            socketPrimitive = 'SOCKET DELETE' handle

            call Execute socketPrimitive

            socketInit = 1

         end

         else do

            call Message '387E SOCKET CREATE failed' ,

                 'RC='createRC

            call Message '387E Retry in' seconds 'seconds'

            'WAITSEC' seconds
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            socketInit = 0

         end

      end

      else do

         /* Wait a bit and try again. */

         call Message '387E SOCKET INIT failed, RC='initRc ,

            ||', retry in' seconds 'seconds'

         'WAITSEC' seconds

         socketInit = 0

      end

   end

   Return

GetIPAddress: procedure expose mode seconds

/* Returns addressing family and a normalized ipaddress */

   arg host

   if verify(host, '0123456789.') > 0 & ,

      verify(host, '0123456789ABCDEF:') > 0 then do

      /* It is not an IP address so we have to resolve it */

      socketPrimitive = ,

         'SOCKET RESOLVE SOCK_GRP ADDRESS FOR NAME' host ,

         '( STEM IPADDR.'

      do forever

         'TEST' socketPrimitive

         sRc = rc

         if Src = 0 then leave

         if src = 103 then signal UnknownHost

         if src <> 0 then do

            call Message '387E SOCKET RESOLVE failed' ,

               'RC='sRC

            call Message '387E Retry in' seconds 'seconds'

            'WAITSEC' seconds

         end

      end

      ipAddress = IPADDR.1

   end

   else ipAddress = host

   if verify(ipAddress, '0123456789.') = 0 then

      family = 'IPV4'

   else if verify(host, '0123456789ABCDEF:') = 0 then

      family = 'IPV6'

   else family = '????'

   return family ipAddress

Execute:

/* Invokes the specified primitive with a TEST prefix */

   'TEST' arg(1)

   if rc = 0 then return

   call Message '387E' mode 'RC='rc 'executing:' arg(1)

   exit 1000 + rc
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InvalidPRITABLE:

   call Message '387E Error detected loading',

      pritable 'PRITABLE'

   exit 900

ProtocolError:

   call Message '387E An invalid protocol was specifid:' ,

      protocol

   exit 800

InvalidParameters:

   call Message '387E Invalid parameters:' mode parameters

   exit 700

UnknownHost:

   call Message '387E Unknown host:' host

   exit 600

PortError:

   call Message '387E Port' port 'is invalid'

   exit 500

ResolveError:

   call Message '387E Unexpected RC='sRc 'resolving' host

   exit 400

NoDataFile:

   'WAITSEC 1'

   call Message '387E The TCPIP DATA file is not found'

   exit 300

AttachError:

   call Message '387E Unexpected RC='rc 'at line:' sigl ,

      'processing:' attachPrimitive

   exit 200

QueuedOver10:

   call Message '387E Queued message count of ' errcnt ,

      'exceeds maximum of' maxqueued

   exit 150

NoValue:

   parse source . . macro .

   saveLine = sigl

   call Message '387E Error in' macro 'at line' saveLine':',
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      'Variable "' || condition('D') || '" is uninitialized'

   exit 100

Syntax:

   parse source . . macro .

   saveRc = rc

   saveLine = sigl

   call Message '387E Syntax error in' macro ,

      'at line' saveLine':' ErrorText(saveRc)

   exit 100 + saveRc

Message: procedure

   parse upper source . . filename .

   parse arg string

   'TEST FORMAT STKMSG' string

   parse pull header message

   say       header filename':' message

   return

* * * End of File * * *
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Messages
This section introduces you to various messages that are generated while working with VM:Operator. The messages
perform the following tasks:

• Inform you of a function's or task's status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

Message Format

Messages that are displayed in line mode are in the following format:

• The first three letters are the product identifier.
• The second three letters are the routine or module that issued the message.
• The following four numerals are the message number.
• The single letter after the message number is the severity code. This code completes the message identifier.
• A space follows the message identifier, after which is the message text.

 Note:  VM:Operator does not recognize the CP SET EMSG command, so all VM:Operator messages shown in this
section include the message code.

This format is illustrated in the following diagram:

  

You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code.
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Severity Codes

The severity code can be one of the following:

 Severity Code  Meaning 

A Action message
You need to perform an action, for example, move the cursor or
enter information.

E Error message
The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error.
The function or task may end.

I Informational message
Introduction initialization has completed or a task
that VM:Operator is executing has completed. When an
informational message appears immediately after a severe error
message (severity code S), it tells you how to correct the problem
the severe error message identified.

R Response message
 VM:Operator requests information. The function or task continues
after you supply the required information.

S Severe error message
An error that prevents the function or task from continuing has
occurred. You are returned to CMS and must restart the procedure
after correcting the error.

T Terminal error message
A serious internal error has occurred, preventing
the VM:Operator service virtual machine from continuing
execution.

W Warning message
An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task
continues, although the results may be affected by the abnormal
condition.

System Messages
While using VM:Operator, you receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the function’s or task’s status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

Notational Conventions

Words in all lowercase letters in the message text, for example, vaddr, indicate that VM:Operator substitutes variable
information when displaying the message.

The variable vmoperator in a message text indicates the user ID of the
VM:Operator  service virtual machine, usually OPERATOR.

Brackets around an item (for example, FILE IS [NOT] AVAILABLE) indicate that the item might not appear when
VM:Operator displays the message.
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Brackets surrounding several items that are separated by vertical bars (for example, ERROR [READING | WRITING]
FILE) indicate that one of the items will appear.

Help With System Messages

You can access HELP for any VMOPER message generated from VM:Operator.

To use CMS HELP

1. Type help followed by a space, then vmy, the message number, and the severity code.
For example, to get help on the message VMYTAP0146E, enter the following:

HELP VMY0146E

2. When you are finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

For more information on using the CMS HELP facility, see the CMS user guide appropriate for your system.

VMOPER Messages File

Most VM:Operator message texts are kept in file VMOPER MESSAGES on the VMOPER ADMIN minidisk. Only
VM:Operator system administrators have access to this file.

0001E
THE RVS COMMAND CANNOT BE INVOKED REMOTELY

Reason:

Someone attempted to invoke the RVS command remotely using the REMOTE or REMOTEX command. Remote
invocation of RVS is not allowed.

Action:

None.

0002E
RVS IS CURRENTLY action

Reason:

This message is generated in response to an RVS command that is issued while RVS is performing the indicated "action."

Action:

None.

0003I
VMYSYS MODULE LOAD POINT IS: address

Reason:

This message is generated at startup time and displays the address where CMS loads the VMYSYS MODULE. This
information may be useful during debugging.

Action:

None.
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0004E
command IS AN UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND

Reason:

You entered an invalid VM:Operator, CP, CMS, or EXEC command from the SYSTEM window, or an invalid VM:Operator
command with the OPERATOR module. Execution continues.

Action:

Enter a valid command.

0005I
cputime ERROR (code);

Reason:

A VM:Operator subcommand terminated with the indicated nonzero return code. The message also shows the amount of
virtual CPU time that the command used. The subcommand execution terminates.

Action:

None.

0006I
cputime READY;

Reason:

A VM:Operator subcommand completed normally. The message also shows the amount of virtual CPU time that the
command used. The subcommand completes normally.

Action:

None.

0007I
<SENT|SMSG> TO userid: command

Reason:

This message is logged for every command that is entered on a SECUSER or SMSGMGR window. userid is the user ID
with which the SECUSER or SMSGMGR window is communicating; command is the command that was typed on the
command line of the SECUSER or SMSGMGR window.

Action:

None.

0008I
subcommand COMPLETION CODE=code

Reason:

A VM:Operator subcommand entered through the OPERATOR, VMYIAMOP, or CP SMSG command did not complete
successfully. This error occurs because communications paths were severed or never existed. Execution continues.
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Action:

Reenter the command.

0009S
NODE nodeid IS ATTEMPTING TO RECONNECT

Reason:

The RVS node indicated by node ID has attempted to connect but it appears that it already is connected. The new
connection is not accepted. This condition can be caused by running a very back leveled TCP/IP stack on the other
system.

Action:

To recover you must restart VM:Operator on this system.

0010I
RVS HAS state

Reason:

The state indicates whether RVS is starting or stopping. This message is generated in response to an RVS command to
start, stop, or restart the RVS subsystem.

Action:

None.

0011E
USER userid HAS NO COMMUNICATIONS BUFFER

Reason:

VM:Operator detected an internal error condition that should not occur during normal use. VM:Operator execution
continues, but the subcommand terminates with an error condition.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

0012E
RVS IS state

Reason:

This message is generated in response to an RVS command that is issued when RVS is not in the expected state.

Action:

The RVS command is not executed.

0013I
COMMAND USER EXIT CHANGED COMMAND TO: new command

Reason:
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The COMMAND user exit has been implemented and has changed the command as indicated by the "new command".
This message confirms the change.

Action:

None.

0014E
command IS AN UNRECOGNIZED environment COMMAND

Reason:

A user entered an EXEC or a CP or CMS command from a SYSTEM window, or entered an OPERATOR or CP SMSG
command. VM:Operator did not recognize the command in the indicated environment. The command does not execute.

Action:

Enter a valid command.

0015W
VMYCOM MODULE INCOMPATIBLE WITH VM:OPERATOR MACHINE; COMMAND RESULTS

UNPREDICTABLE

Reason:

Your communication module, VMYCOM MODULE, is incompatible with the release of VM:Operator that your site is
running. Either the version on the public disk was not updated when VM:Operator was upgraded, or you have an old
module on a disk accessed before the correct version. VM:Operator will attempt to execute the subcommand you entered
but the results will be unpredictable.

Action:

If you have a copy of the module on one of your own disks, erase or rename it and retry the subcommand. If that does not
correct the problem, tell your system administrator that the version of the module on the public minidisk is incompatible
with your VM:Operator system.

0016E
device vaddr DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The console or hardcopy printer, indicated by device, does not exist at the virtual address specified in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. If there is at least one other console with a SYSTEM window, system initialization continues. Otherwise,
VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to attach the required device. If this does not correct the problem, remove the
device definition from the VMOPER CONFIG file.

0017E
type device vaddr IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:
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The console or hardcopy printer, indicated by type device, at the indicated virtual address is not a supported device type.
VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make the appropriate corrections to the VMOPER CONFIG file.

0018R
REPLY number TO READ ISSUED BY command:

Reason:

The VM:Operator macro or EXEC invoked by the indicated command has issued a read. To continue, you must reply. The
variable number is the number of the process under which the command was issued. The process execution stops. The
message is held in the SYSTEM window until you reply.

Action:

Enter the REPLY subcommand, specifying the process id number (number) and the appropriate response, for example,
REPLY 11 UNLOAD.

0019R
ENTER: subcommand

Reason:

An operator entered the indicated subcommand through a SYSTEM window. The subcommand is executed.

Action:

None.

0020S
ERROR code <READING|WRITING|CLOSING> FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An unexpected I/O error occurred while reading, writing, or closing a file. The indicated error code is generated by the
CMS RDBUF, WRBUF, or FINIS function. Execution continues if the process can recover. If the error occurs during
system initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. Look up FSREAD, FSWRITE, or FSCLOSE in the CMS application
development reference documentation for an explanation of the error code.

0021E
FILE filename filetype filemode NOT FOUND

Reason:

VM:Operator could not find the indicated CMS file when required. If this message is generated by a review window, it
indicates that VM:Operator has erased the log file under review. This is normal. When your system log disk starts to fill up,
VM:Operator will erase the oldest log file on the disk to make room for additions to today's log file. Execution continues if
the process can recover. If the error occurs during system initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:
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If you received this message while viewing a review window, no action is required. Otherwise, ask your VM:Operator
system administrator to place the required file on a minidisk accessed by the VM:Operator virtual machine.

0022T
VM:OPERATOR INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

An error has prevented successful VM:Operator initialization. VM:Operator returns control to CMS with return code 88.
Additional diagnostic messages are displayed on the virtual machine console.

Action:

Ask the VM:Operator system administrator to correct the problem using the diagnostic messages. Reinitialize
VM:Operator.

0023I
INITIALIZATION COMPLETE AT hh:mm:ss ON ddmmyy

Reason:

VM:Operator initialized successfully at the indicated time and date. System execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

0024E
INVALID record RECORD PARAMETER parameter

Reason:

An invalid parameter exists on the indicated record in a VM:Operator control file. If VM:Operator detects the error during
system initialization, it displays the record in error and does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console or
routing table file, the console or routing table does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the record in error and reinitialize VM:Operator or the console or
routing table in question.

0025E
INVALID RECORD TYPE record

Reason:

VM:Operator found an invalid record while processing a VM:Operator control file. If VM:Operator detects the error during
system initialization, it displays the record error and does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console or
routing table file, the console or routing table does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the record in error and reinitialize VM:Operator or the console or
routing table in question.
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0026E
MISSING PARAMETER(S) ON record RECORD

Reason:

A required parameter is missing from a record in a VM:Operator control file. If VM:Operator detects the error during
system initialization, it displays the record in error and does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console or
routing table file, the console or routing table does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the record in error and reinitialize VM:Operator or the console or
routing table in question.

0027E
UNABLE TO PROCEED, CONSOLE devno IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

During execution of the CONSOLE START or RESTART command it was discovered that the console specified by
"devno" was not available to be started. This is caused by the console either being in intervention required state or being
not operable as indicated by the previous 0040A message. The CONSOLE command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Examine the log for the 0040A message indicating why the device is not available. If intervention is required then ready
the device. Otherwise attach a new console with similar attributes to VM:Operator at the specified devno. VM:Operator will
then continue using the console with no loss of information.

0028T
REMOTE nodeid COMMAND TERMINATED

Reason:

The system lost a connection to a remote node while a REMOTE command was running. The command ends with return
code 2000.

Action:

Reissue the command after the system reestablishes communication with the remote node.

0029I
NODE nodeid CONNECTION HAS BEEN PENDING FOR number HEARTBEATS

Reason:

The specified RVS "nodeid" connection is pending. The heartbeat process generates this message at every heartbeat
when the connection is pending. The heartbeat process sends this message with the CP MESSAGE command.

You can filter or process this message with an active LOGTABLE entry or a HOLDMSG process. If you use a HOLDMSG
process, you can also use message 0056I to remove the held line automatically when the node becomes enabled.

Action:

If you want to enable the connection, determine the reason why the connection remains pending. Examine the remote
VM:Operator system for this reason.
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If you do not want to enable the connection, issue the RVS DISABLE command.

0030T
subcommand CANCELED, VM:OPERATOR TERMINATING

Reason:

Processing of the indicated subcommand has been canceled because VM:Operator is terminating. The subcommand
terminates with return code 100.

Action:

None.

0031I
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE; RESPONSE MESSAGES PURGED

Reason:

This message appears when there are less than five pages of free dynamic storage remaining and a message is about to
be handled by a CMDENTRY window. The messages previously being handled by the CMDENTRY window are purged.

Action:

If this message displays frequently, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to increase your memory on the virtual
machine that runs VM:Operator, then restart VM:Operator.

0032E
consoleid DOES NOT HAVE VM:OPERATOR subcommand AUTHORIZATION

Reason:

The indicated user or console tried to use a subcommand without the required authorization. The requested subcommand
is not executed.

Action:

If appropriate, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to give that userid or consoleid authorization for the
subcommand in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

0033E
DEVICE vaddr IS ALREADY ACTIVE

Reason:

You tried to start a console or hardcopy printer at virtual address vaddr, but VM:Operator is already using that address.
If the error is detected during system initialization, the record in error is displayed and VM:Operator does not initialize. If
the error is detected while initializing a console or hardcopy printer, the console or printer does not initialize, but system
execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the VMOPER CONFIG file and assign unique virtual addresses on
CONSOLE and SYSLOG records.
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0034E
consoleid IS ALREADY ACTIVE ON vaddr

Reason:

You tried to start a console, but consoleid was already started on virtual device addr. If the error is detected during system
initialization, the record in error is displayed and VM:Operator does not initialize. If the error is detected while initializing a
console, the console does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to assign a unique consoleid to each console defined in the VMOPER
CONFIG file.

0035E
PROCESS name HAS NO WINDOW DEFINITION

Reason:

The indicated process tried to control a window, but is not defined on a PROCESS record that follows a WINDOW
record. This error is often caused by appropriate use of the DISPLAY primitive in a site-written process. The function is
suppressed, and an error code is returned to the requesting process.

Action:

If the problem cannot be corrected by fixing a site-written process, ask your system administrator to contact Technical
Support for assistance.

0036E
WINDOW window DOES NOT HAVE LINE number

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to write to line number in the indicated window, but the window does not contain that line. This message
could indicate a problem with a RESERVE record in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. The function is suppressed,
and an error code is returned to the requesting process. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it
displays the record in error and does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not
initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the RESERVE record in the appropriate file.

0037I
SESSION session ON Lnum HAS BEEN TERMINATED

Reason:

The indicated logical session running on logical device Lnum has been terminated. This may have occurred because the
user ID running on the session logged off or disconnected.

Action:

None.
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0038E
MISSING PARAMETER

Reason:

A required parameter was missing from a VM:Operator subcommand or system primitive. The function is suppressed, and
an error code is returned to the requesting program or macro subcommand.

Action:

If you entered the command incorrectly, check the command syntax and reenter the command. If the error occurred
while invoking a site-written subcommand, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to trace the macro execution
to determine whether the primitive was incorrectly invoked. If these steps do not resolve the problem, your system
administrator should contact Technical Support for assistance.

0039E
INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Reason:

An invalid parameter was specified on a VM:Operator subcommand or system primitive. The function is suppressed, and
an error code is returned to the requesting program or macro subcommand.

Action:

If you entered the subcommand incorrectly, check the syntax and enter it again. If the error occurred while invoking a site-
written subcommand, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to trace the macro execution to determine whether
the primitive was incorrectly invoked. If these steps do resolve the problem, your system administrator should contact
Technical Support for assistance.

0040A
condition ON VIRTUAL DEVICE vaddr

Reason:

VM:Operator detected condition on the device attached to VM:Operator at virtual address vaddr. The indicated conditions
and their causes are:

INTERVENTION REQUIRED
The console or printer I/O cannot be performed because the device is not ready.

NOT OPERABLE
The virtual device has been detached from VM:Operator or is no longer defined at the indicated virtual address.

COMMAND REJECT
The device is no longer a printer or 3270 console. This can occur if VM:Operator is disconnected after it has
initialized. VM:Operator execution continues. The I/O driver for the device waits. When an interrupt is received for
the device, the I/O is tried again.

Action:

Correct the problem on the indicated device. This could entail turning the device on, pressing a ready button, or pressing
the ENTER key on a display console. If the printer will be out of order indefinitely, remove the PRINT parameter and its
operand from the SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONF IG file and restart VM:Operator.
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0041T
PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON device vaddr,<SCSW¯CSW>=status, SENSE=sense

Reason:

There is a permanent error on the device at virtual device address vaddr. The message indicates channel status and
device sense data. VM:Operator system execution continues, but the various processes associated with the device are
canceled.

Action:

Fix the device.

0042I
action RVS NODE nodeid

Reason:

The RVS command has been issued to perform the specified action of starting or ending the indicated RVS nodeid.

Action:

None.

0043S
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT TYPE code FROM userid

Reason:

A VM:Operator process unexpectedly received an IUCV interrupt (other than a sever). There is a problem with user ID.
The IUCV path is severed and the process is canceled.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. VM System Facilities for Programming explains the IUCV code.

0044E
NO CONSOLES DEFINED

Reason:

During system initialization it was found that no LOGTABLE was loaded and no consoles were defined. The system does
not initialize because without any consoles or LOGTABLE it cannot work properly.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make sure there is at least one CONSOLE record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file.

0045I
RESTARTING RVS BECAUSE RVSNODES FILE HAS BEEN UPDATED

Reason:

The RVSNODES file was updated after RVS started. A node that was defined in RVSNODES after startup is attempting to
connect to the RVS network. VM:Operator is initiating an automatic restart of RVS to pick up the new RVS node definition.
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Action:

Wait for the RVS RESTART to complete before you issue any remote commands.

0046E
type WINDOW NOT DEFINED FOR consoleid CONSOLE

Reason:

The type window definition is incorrect, improperly placed, or was omitted from the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE
file. For example, if the first PROCESS record in the file is not a window manager, subsequent windows specified in the
file will not be defined. The variable type is the name on the PROCESS record, not the name on the WINDOW record.
VM:Operator does not initialize. If the error is detected during initialization of an IUCV console, the console does not
initialize. If the error is detected by a process after initialization, the process terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the appropriate CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

0047E
INVALID PROGRAM FUNCTION function

Reason:

The function specified on a PFnn record is not a valid function. If the error is detected during system initialization,
VM:Operator does not initialize. If the error is detected while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but
system execution continues. Additional messages identify the record in error and the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE
file being processed.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the program function definition on the indicated record. The section
"PFnn Record" in the VM:Operator documentation on administration lists valid functions.

0048S
ERROR code INITIALIZING <node PRINTER|consoleid CONSOLE> (vaddr)

Reason:

During system initialization or initialization of a VMYIAMOP console, the driver process received the indicated error code
while trying to initialize a console or printer. This error may have occurred while trying to establish an interrupt exit. If
VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while trying to connect
an IUCV console, the console does not initialize. vaddr indicates the virtual address of the printer or console.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. The error code may be from the HNDIO CMS macro. Messages issued
before this one should provide additional information. Check the IBM documentation for return code values from the
HNDIO macro.

0049I
STARTING CONSOLE PRINTER vaddr

Reason:

The console printer at virtual address vaddr has initialized successfully. Initialization continues normally.
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Action:

None.

0050S
NODE nodeid IS USING INCOMPATIBLE PROTOCOL LEVEL: level

Reason:

The specified remote node wishes to use an RVS protocol level that is incompatible with the level that the local system
supports. This message is generated in response to a handshake message from the remote node.

Action:

The local system refuses the connection. All VM:Operator systems in an RVS network must be at the same release level.

0051S
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO INITIALIZE process

Reason:

There was not enough virtual storage available to initialize the indicated process. If the error is detected during system
initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize. If the error is detected during an IUCV console initialization, the console
does not initialize. If the error is detected after initialization, the process terminates.

Action:

You should never see this message. VM:Operator is capable of exploiting ESA architecture including 31 bit addressing.
Ask your system administrator to increase the amount of virtual memory to at least 32M.

0052T
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO CONTINUE; process TERMINATED

Reason:

If, after purging the message queue due to insufficient storage, there are not at least 10 free pages of dynamic storage,
the CMDENTRY window is terminated and this message is displayed in the SYSTEM window. If this occurs, VM:Operator
is not running with a sufficiently large virtual memory size for the number of consoles and processes that are running.

Action:

You should never see this message. VM:Operator is capable of exploiting ESA architecture including 31 bit addressing.
Ask your system administrator to increase the amount of virtual memory to at least 32M.

0053I
<CP|CMS|EXEC> COMMAND RESPONSE TRUNCATED

Reason:

The response to a CP, CMS, or EXEC command exceeded the size of the command response buffer. The command was
entered through the OPERATOR command or from the SYSTEM window. Some response messages are lost. Execution
continues normally.

Action:

Commands such as QUERY PRINT and QUERY READER can generate a large number of response messages on large
systems. One way to avoid this problem is to restart VM:Operator and increasing the DIAG8K startup parameter. Another
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way to avoid this problem is to enter such commands with qualifying parameters. For example, instead of entering
QUERY PRINT ALL, which displays information about all spool files in the system, you might be able to obtain the
required information by specifying an additional parameter such as NOHOLD. In this example, the response messages
would refer only to those files that are not on hold and are therefore likely to be printed.

0054I
SCIF USERID: userid STATUS: status

Reason:

This message indicates the user ID being run in the SECUSER window, as well as the last known status of the console for
that virtual machine.

The console status values and meanings are:

RUNNING
The virtual console is in a normal state.

VM READ
The virtual machine is waiting to receive information. When entered, the data will be processed by the virtual
machine. If running CMS, enter the SET AUTOREAD OFF command to prevent CMS from issuing a read for each
new command. This causes the RUNNING status to appear normally after command execution.

CP READ
The virtual machine is waiting to receive information. When entered, the data will be processed by CP. If the
status persists, enter the CP BEGIN command to return control to the virtual machine.

NOT LOGGED ON
The virtual machine is not currently logged on. The virtual machine should be autologged. VM:Schedule has
several features that can be used to initialize the virtual machine automatically.
Note: VM:Schedule is a scheduling system for the VM environment.

NOT DISCONNECTED
The virtual machine is logged on but is not disconnected from its terminal. The virtual machine must be
disconnected before it can be used by a SECUSER window.

HAS CONSOLE INPUT WAITING
The virtual machine was autologged. CP stacks the first command (or a null line) to ensure CMS initialization.
However, if the IPL statement in the user ID's directory entry contains the AUTOCR parameter, or if the IPL
statement initializes a system other than CMS (such as RSCS) that does not require a command to be entered
to begin operation, the stacked command is never read and no further commands can be received by the virtual
machine. You can clear this condition by entering the #CP ATTN command in the SECUSER window. To avoid
this condition, change the IPL statement in the virtual machine's directory entry. If you IPL CMS, be sure to omit
PARM AUTOCR. If you IPL GCS then IPL GCS PARM AUTOLOG.

HAS NOT AUTHORIZED SENDER
The user ID running VM:Operator (usually OPERATOR) is not authorized as a secondary user ID for userid.
To correct the problem, add the OPERATOR user ID to the CONSOLE record in user ID's directory entry, for
example:

CONSOLE 009 3215 T OPERATOR

VM:Operator execution continues. Depending on the console state, the disconnected virtual machine may or may not be
usable.

Action:

If necessary, correct the state of the console as indicated above.
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0055I
PFnn IS UNDEFINED IN window WINDOW

Reason:

You pressed a PF key that is not defined in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. The PF key is ignored and
execution continues normally.

Action:

If you pressed the wrong PF key by mistake, press the correct one. If the key should be defined in the window but is not,
ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add a PFnn record to the appropriate CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE
file and reinitialize the console. When defining PF keys, have the window display the available PF keys at the bottom of
the window.

0056I
NODE nodeid IS NOW AVAILABLE

Reason:

The specified node, whose connection had been pending, is now successfully connected to the RVS network.

Earlier, the RVS heartbeat process sent message 0029I to itself with the CP MESSAGE command. This message
indicated that the connection status of the specified node was pending. Now the node has completed the connection and
the heartbeat process sends this message.

You can use the HOLDMSG process to write and update message 0029I as a held line. You can also use HOLDMSG to
remove the held line automatically when message 0056I is sent.

Action:

None.

0057E
TOO MANY SESSIONS HAVE BEEN INITIALIZED

Reason:

Too many sessions are defined in the SESSIONS file for this console. The limit for logical devices (4096 for the system,
512 for a virtual machine) has been exceeded. Console or system initialization fails.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to eliminate or reduce the number of sessions defined in the SESSIONS file.

0058E
INVALID function PF-KEY OPERAND parameter IN window WINDOW

Reason:

An invalid parameter was specified for a STACK program function in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. The
function is ignored. The process waits for you to press another key.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the invalid parameter.
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0059E
EXTRACT FUNCTION VALID ONLY IN SCAN MODE

Reason:

You pressed the EXTRACT key but the REVIEW window is not in scan mode. The EXTRACT key is used to enter extract
mode from scan mode, or to exit extract mode. The REVIEW window remains in scroll mode. The REVIEW program waits
for you to press another key.

Action:

To extract messages containing a particular string, you must first enter scan mode. To enter scan mode, move the cursor
to the bottom of the REVIEW screen and enter the string you want to search for next to message 120R ENTER SEARCH
STRING. To extract the resulting messages, press the EXTRACT key. VM:Operator displays a window containing just
those messages containing the requested string. At the same time, VM:Operator creates a temporary file yymmdd
EXTRACT containing the same messages on its A-disk. You can use the VMYPRLOG utility to print the extract file if
desired.

0060E
function NOT VALID IN EXTRACT MODE

Reason:

You pressed a PF key associated with a function that is not supported in extract mode. The function is ignored. The
REVIEW process waits for you to press another key.

Action:

Press the EXTRACT key again to exit extract mode before pressing the key that caused the error.

0061E
program CANNOT BE A WINDOW MANAGER PROGRAM

Reason:

The program specified on the first PROCESS record in a window definition is not a window manager. Valid window
manager programs supplied with VM:Operator are MAIN, QNAMES, REVIEW, SECUSER, SMSGMGR, UMSGMGR,
TAPEMGR, and VMYWINDO. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects
the error during an IUCV console initialization, the console does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

0062I
CONSOLE PRINTER vaddr HAS BEEN TERMINATED

Reason:

The process that drives console printing is terminating printing on the device at virtual address vaddr. This happens during
normal system termination or when the process receives a permanent I/O error. The driver process terminates. System
termination completes.

Action:

None.
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0063I
UNEXPECTED ERROR code FROM: primitive

Reason:

A window manager program invoked a system primitive and received an unexpected error code. System operation
continues normally.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. If the problem is with a site-written window manager program, correct the
program. Otherwise, contact Technical Support for assistance.

0064E
ALTERNATE SET OF PF KEYS ALREADY DEFINED FOR window WINDOW

Reason:

More than one set of alternate PF keys is defined for the indicated window in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.
Only one ALTERNAT record may be specified in a window definition.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove the additional alternate PF key definitions.

0065I
DRAINING THE CONSOLE PRINTER

Reason:

VM:Operator is terminating, and the console printer is printing the remaining messages. Termination completes when the
printer has completed printing the pending log messages.

Action:

None. If desired, you can issue the CMS HX command at this point to terminate VM:Operator.

0066E
ALREADY REVIEWING THE OLDEST LOG FILE

Reason:

You pressed the PREVDAY PF key in a REVIEW window to view the previous day's log file, but you are already viewing
the oldest log file on the system log disk.

Action:

None.

0067E
FILE filename filetype filemode INVALID RECORD FORMAT

Reason:
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While processing a file, VM:Operator found a record with an invalid format. This problem may have been caused by
manual manipulation of the file. The processing program terminates abnormally. VM:Operator continues normally if
possible.

Action:

Ask the VM:Operator system administrator to compare this file to similar files to determine what is different about the
format. If the file cannot be fixed, either erase or restore it, depending on whether it is critical to VM:Operator system
operation.

0068E
VM:TAPE NOT DEFINED IN CONFIGURATION

Reason:

A PROCESS TAPEMGR record was specified in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file, but a PRODUCT VMTAPE
record was not specified in the VMOPERCONFIG file. If the error is detected during system initialization, VM:Operator
does not initialize. If the error is detected while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution
continues.

Action:

If VM:Tape is installed on your system, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add the PRODUCT VMTAPE record
to the VMOPER CONFIG file. If VM:Tape is not installed on your system, have your system administrator delete the
PROCESS TAPEMGR record from the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

0069E
WINDOW ALREADY OPENED

Reason:

A window manager program tried to open a window that has already been opened on the console. The problem is
probably due to incorrect use of the DISPLAY OPEN primitive in a site-written window manager program.

The window manager program receives the error indication. The window is not opened.

Action:

If your VM:Operator system administrator cannot fix the problem by correcting a site-written window manager program,
contact Technical Support for assistance.

0070I
THERE ARE number1 MOUNTS AND number2 ALLOCATIONS PENDING

Reason:

This message indicates the number of pending mounts and drive allocations. If there is a TAPEMGR window defined, this
message is displayed constantly in the TAPEMGR window. If no allocations or mounts are pending number1 and number2
are shown as zero. If there is no TAPEMGR window, the message appears in the SYSTEM window only when there are
allocations pending. Execution continues normally.

Action:

Perform the actions indicated elsewhere in the window.
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0071E
INVALID record RECORD SEQUENCE

Reason:

There are two or more consecutive HOLD/HOLDX statements in the HOLDMSG file. Each HOLD or HOLDX statement
must be followed by one or more REMOVE records. In addition, the file must begin with a HOLD or HOLDX record.
Console or system initialization fails.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the HOLDMSG file.

0072E
VM:TAPE SUBCOMMAND subcommand INVALID FROM THIS WINDOW

Reason:

You entered a restricted VM:Tape subcommand (END or ABEND) from the TAPEMGR window. The subcommand does
not execute.

Action:

None.

0073I
TOTAL VIRTCPU USED IS seconds SECONDS

Reason:

This message is the final response line generated by the QPCB subcommand. The variable seconds is the total amount of
virtual CPU time used by all processes since VM:Operator initialization. The QPCB subcommand completes normally.

Action:

None.

0074E
LINE number CANNOT BE REMOVED FROM window WINDOW

Reason:

You used the REMOVE PF key to remove the indicated line from the specified window, but the line is not a held line and
cannot be removed. Held lines are generally messages that start off as scrolled lines. The line is not removed. Execution
continues normally.

Action:

Place the cursor on the held line you want to remove. If you press the PA2 key, all background lines that roll up and off the
SYSTEM window are cleared, leaving fixed lines and held lines.

0075E
NO FILE BEING EDITED

Reason:
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A command macro issued an EDIT primitive, but the macro was not editing a file. This error should not occur. The
command macro abends.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to look at the VM:Operator console log to determine what commands and
messages were issued before this message, and who issued them. Contact Technical Support if appropriate.

0076W
TCP/IP SERVER PROBLEMS DETECTED

Reason:

The TCP/IP server is not responding. The heartbeat process sends this message and initiates a recovery by issuing an
RVS RESTART command.

Action:

If RVS does not restart, check the TCP/IP server for the reason.

0077E
WINDOW name IS ALREADY ACTIVE FOR consoleid

Reason:

The indicated window name is defined on more than one window record in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. All
of the windows defined for a given console must have unique names. If VM:Operator detects the error during system
initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error during an IUCV console initialization, the console does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file and ensure that each
WINDOW record specifies a unique name.

0078E
IUCV ERROR code CONNECTING TO CP *MSG SYSTEM SERVICE

Reason:

During system initialization, VM:Operator was not able to connect to the CP *MSG system service. The IUCV error code
code indicates why this connection was unsuccessful. VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. VM System Facilities for Programming explains the IUCV code.

0079S
PROCESS ABEND condition

Reason:

A VM:Operator subcommand or window manager terminated abnormally because of the stated abend condition.
VM:Operator continues execution without the terminated process.

Action:
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Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. Messages issued before this one should provide enough information to
resolve the problem. If not, contact Technical Support.

0080I
name IS CURRENTLY EXTRACTED BY consoleid

Reason:

You cannot extract the current log file because a REVIEW window on another console is already doing so. The function is
not performed. The REVIEW program waits for you to press another key.

Action:

Check with the operator at the specified console. Someone may have left the REVIEW window in extract mode.

0081E
Contents

NO SUBCOMMAND SPECIFIED

Reason:

You entered the OPERATOR command without any parameters. The command terminates.

Action:

Check the command syntax and reenter the command.

082S

OBSERVER MODE NOT VALID ON SYSTEM OPERATOR

Reason:

VM:Operator was started with the OBSERVER parameter specified on the VMYSYS command. OBSERVER mode is
not valid on the system operator because the observer message class (*3) can conflict with normal asynchronous CP
messages sent to the system operator.

Action:

Do not user observer mode on the system operator user ID. Deploy a different server for that purpose.

083I

userid HAS STARTED IN OBSERVER MODE

Reason:

VM:Operator was started with the OBSERVER parameter specified on the VMYSYS command. OBSERVER mode
causes VM:Operator to process observed messages received in IUCV class 3 like it does with secuser messages
received in IUCV class 8.

Action:

None.

0087I
STARTING source type: parameters
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Reason:

A process (other than a command process entered in a SYSTEM window) is starting. The message indicates the source
of the command (VMCF, IUCV, CP SMSG, SYSTEM, or NCCF) as well as the type of command (console, subcommand,
command, process, or macro). This message is logged for archival reasons. Execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

0088I
ENDING subcommand, RC=code, VIRTCPU=cputime

Reason:

A process (other than a command process entered in a SYSTEM window) is terminating with the indicated return code,
and has consumed virtual-cputime CPU time. This message is logged for archival reasons. Execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

0094S
PROCESS LEFT number FILE(S) BEING EDITED

Reason:

This message can occur after a process abend or the improper completion of a command that was editing files.
VM:Operator automatically closes the edited files.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to call Technical Support.

0096W
DNS RESOLVED number IP ADDRESSES FOR: host

Reason:

You specified a host name in the RVSNODES file for which DNS  returned a number of IP addresses. If the number is 0,
DNS could not resolve the address. If number is more than 1, RVSSTART uses the first address that is returned.

Action:

Ask your network administrator if the indicated host name is valid.

 

0097E
THE COMMAND INPUT AREA IS ALREADY EXPANDED

Reason:

You pressed the EXPAND PF key, but the command input area is already displayed as a two-line area.

Action:

None.
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0098E
CONSOLE consoleid IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The consoleid referred to on a subcommand is not currently active. The subcommand terminates.

Action:

If you mistyped the consoleid, enter the command again with the correct consoleid. Otherwise, determine why the console
is not active.

0099E
CMDENTRY PF KEY INVALID FROM window WINDOW

Reason:

The CMDENTRY PF key is only valid from windows that display scrolled lines, such as SYSTEM or SECUSER.

Action:

Go to a valid window to use the CMDENTRY PF key.

0100E
ACTION ROUTINE name ENDED WITH RC=4 BUT STACKED NO LINES OR MORE THAN ONE LINE

Reason:

The name action routine, which was invoked from the current LOGTABLE or PRITABLE routing table, exited with return
code 4, but didn't stack the expected information. VM:Operator was expecting a single stacked line, but the action
routine stacked nothing, or it stacked two or more lines. The original message text is not changed and processing of the
unmodified message continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the action routine so that it stacks a single line that contains no
more than 243 characters.

0101W
USER userid SPECIFIED ON record <name> RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

While initializing, VM:Operator found a non-existent user ID on the indicated record in a control file.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove the user ID from the control file or to define the user ID in the CP
directory. For security reasons, make sure that control files do not contain any undefined user IDs.

0102E
window WINDOW HAS BEEN CANCELED

Reason:
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You tried to view a window that terminated due to a previous error. The window is not displayed. System execution
continues normally.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to review the system log file to determine why the window terminated. Restart
VM:Operator after the problem has been corrected.

0103E
NO WINDOWS DEFINED FOR consoleid CONSOLE

Reason:

While initializing the indicated CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file, VM:Operator determined that the console has no
windows defined. The console does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add the appropriate records to the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.
Each console must have at least one window defined.

0104I
OPERATOR COMPLETED userid vaddr MOUNT IN mm:ss MINUTES

Reason:

A tape mount has been completed. The TAPEMGR process measures the amount of time it takes the operator to
complete a mount. The elapsed time is measured from the time the mount message is displayed to the time the mount is
completed. The count does not include allocation wait time. VM:Tape attaches the tape to the requesting user ID at the
indicated virtual address.

Action:

None.

0107I
ERASING FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The minidisk that contains the system log file has filled up. VM:Operator erases the oldest log file on the minidisk to make
room for the current log file. After the indicated file is erased, execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

0108I
RETURN UNLOADED TAPE ON raddr TO name SCRATCH POOL

Reason:

A user has just detached a scratch tape that was mounted through VM:Tape. The TAPEMGR program detects this and
tells the operator where to return the tape.

Action:
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Return the tape to the indicated scratch pool area.

0109E
userid NOT ASSOCIATED WITH A CONSOLE

Reason:

Using the OPERATOR command, you entered a subcommand or invoked a macro that manipulates a window. Windows
can be manipulated from VM:Operator consoles only. An error code is returned to the process. The process may
terminate.

Action:

If possible, enter the command from a VM:Operator console instead.

0110E
mode-DISK IS NOT ACCESSED READ/WRITE

Reason:

The SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONFIG file specifies a minidisk, accessed at filemode mode, that is not accessed
read/write. VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to ensure that the minidisk indicated on the SYSLOG record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file is accessed in read/write mode before VM:Operator is initialized.

0111E
SUBCOMMAND subcommand REQUIRES USE OF A DISPLAY TERMINAL

Reason:

You entered subcommand from a line-mode terminal. This command must be used from a terminal that supports full-
screen applications. The subcommand ends with RC=100.

Action:

Enter the command from a display terminal.

0112E
SUBCOMMAND subcommand REQUIRES USE OF vmoperator COMMAND

Reason:

You must enter subcommand through the VM:Operator communication module, OPERATOR. The subcommand ends with
RC=100.

Action:

Using the OPERATOR command, enter the subcommand from another user ID. If the subcommand is ADMIN, that user
ID must have ADMIN authorization in the VMOPER CONFIG file.

0113I
LOST DATA SPOOLING FILE filename filetype filemode
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Reason:

A spooling error prevented VM:Operator from spooling the system log to a virtual printer. This message probably indicates
that system spool space is full. Other CP messages may appear to inform you of this condition. VM:Operator does
not write the contents of the current buffer to spool space. Although it cannot write the buffer contents to spool space,
VM:Operator continues overwriting the buffer as it becomes full. Therefore, messages that are overwritten in the buffer are
lost.

Action:

To reclaim the needed spool space, ask users to purge unneeded spool files.

0114E
INSTALLATION EXIT filename filetype filemode NOT FOUND

Reason:

VM:Operator cannot find the user exit file specified on a USEREXIT record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. VM:Operator
does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to verify that the indicated user exit file exists on an accessed minidisk.

0115I
READING FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered an error reading the indicated file. The error was documented by a previous message.
Processing of the control file stops and initialization terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make the appropriate corrections to the indicated control file.

0116E
MACRO name NOT FOUND

Reason:

During system initialization, VM:Operator tried to load a macro command into storage, but could not locate file name
MACRO on an accessed minidisk. VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to verify that all required minidisks are properly accessed.

0117I
A TOTAL OF pages FREE PAGES ARE LEFT FROM extents EXTENT ALLOCATIONS

Reason:

This message is produced by the QSTORE subcommand. It shows how many unallocated pages are available for use.
These pages are allocated from two megabyte extents (512 pages) of memory. VM:Operator allocates one extent at
startup and will allocate additional extents as they are required. Once an extent is allocated it is never released but the
pages it contains are reused.
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Action:

None.

0118I
THERE IS A TOTAL OF total BYTES UNALLOCATED (LARGEST IS largest) located THE 16M LINE

Reason:

This message is produced by the QSTORE subcommand. It shows approximately how much free storage there is
available for CMS and VM:Operator use. "total" is the total size of all free storage areas and "largest" is the size of the
largest single free block of memory. This message is displayed twice, to report on the usage of memory "located" above or
below the 16M line.

Action:

None.

0119I
REVIEWING: yymmdd sysnode userid <FORWARD|BACKWARD> SCROLLING

Reason:

This message appears in the status line of a REVIEW window when the window is in scroll mode. The message indicates
the filename, filetype, and user ID of the log file you are reviewing. The filename of the log file, yymmdd, is the date when
the file was created. The filetype, sysnode, represents the system node ID. This message also indicates the direction of
the last scroll operation.

Action:

None.

0120R
ENTER SEARCH STRING:

Reason:

This message prompts you to enter a character string for the REVIEW program to use when scanning the log file.

Action:

Enter the character string you want to search for.

0121I
<TOP | END-OF-FILE>

Reason:

This message appears in a REVIEW window when you reach the top or bottom of the file being reviewed.

Action:

None.

0124I
COMMAND command CANCELED BY EXIT; reason
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Reason:

A user exit routine, written by your site, is set up to review each command entered in a SYSTEM or VM:Tape window or
with the OPERATOR command. The user exit determined that it should cancel the command. This message ends with an
explanation of why the user exit canceled the command. The command is not executed.

Action:

None.

0125I
REVIEWING: yymmdd sysnode userid <FORWARD|BACKWARD> SCANNING FOR: string

Reason:

This message appears in the status line of a REVIEW window when the window is in scan mode. The message indicates
the filename, filetype, and user ID of the log file you are reviewing. The filename of the log file, yymmdd, is the date when
the file was created. The filetype, sysnode, represents the system node ID. This message also indicates the direction of
the last scan and the string you are scanning for.

Action:

None.

0126E
INVALID WINDOW AREA KEYWORD keyword

Reason:

While initializing a color console, VM:Operator found a window area keyword that it did not recognize. If VM:Operator
detects the error during system initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the
console does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the COLOR record in the affected CONSOLE, USERID, or
INCLUDE file. For more information, see COLOR Record in the  VM:Operator documentation on administration.

0127E
linetype ATTRIBUTES HAVE ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED

Reason:

More than one COLOR record exists for the linetype area in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. You can specify a
given linetype keyword only once for each window definition. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization,
it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution
continues.

Action:

Ask your  VM:Operator system administrator to correct the COLOR records in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.
For more information, see COLOR Record in the VM:Operator documentation on administration.

0128E
TWO COLORS HAVE ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED FOR linetype LINES
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Reason:

More than two colors are specified for the linetype area. You can specify a maximum of two colors for a given screen area.
If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not initialize. If VM:Operator detects the error while
initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the COLOR records in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.
For more information, see COLOR Record in the VM:Operator documentation on administration.

0129E
WINDOW window IS NOT LARGE ENOUGH

Reason:

During initialization, a window manager process discovered that its window was not large enough to function properly. The
window manager process terminates. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but
system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the CONSOLE, USERID or INCLUDE file to increase the size of the
specified window. Window sizes are specified on WINDOW records.

0130E
record MUST BE PRECEDED BY A WINDOW DEFINITION

Reason:

During initialization of a console, VM:Operator found a record that must follow a window definition, but either no windows
are defined, or the record comes before the window definition. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization,
it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution
continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the CONSOLE, USERID or INCLUDE file and ensure that the record
follows a window definition.

0131E
<ALARM|NOTIME|SERVER> KEYWORD REQUIRES USE OF A DISPLAY ACTION KEYWORD

Reason:

While processing a routing table file, VM:Operator found a message definition that contained ALARM, NOTIME, or
SERVER as the only specified action. You must specify these keywords with another keyword that describes how
the message is to be displayed. The routing table does not initialize. If VM:Operator detected the error during system
initialization, it does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the appropriate routing table file and add a display action keyword
after the ALARM, NOTIME, or SERVER keyword.
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0132E
NO ACTIVE PROCESSES FOUND

Reason:

This is the response to the QPCB subcommand when no processes are found for the user ID.

Action:

None.

0133E
NO PROCESS STARTED IN window WINDOW

Reason:

While processing a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file, VM:Operator reached a new window definition or end-of-file
before finding any PROCESS records for the previously defined window. If VM:Operator detects the error during system
initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but
system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file. Each window definition in
the file requires at least one PROCESS record.

0135E
COMMAND REJECTED BY EXIT; reason

Reason:

The SECUSER or AOMUSER user exit rejected a command that was entered in a SECUSER or AOMUSER window for
the indicated site-specified reason. The command is not sent to the disconnected virtual machine or AOM server.

Action:

None.

0136W
PROGRAM STACK CONTAINS UNRECOGNIZED DATA: data

Reason:

The SECUSER window manager read unexpected and unrecognized stacked data from its program stack. The data
should start with one of the following PF key commands: ENTER, FIELD, REPEAT, RETRIEVE, ALARM, or EXPAND. The
condition could be caused by a faulty user exit or action routine. The unrecognized data is ignored.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to check user exits and action routines that may be causing the problem. If
these steps do not resolve the problem, your system administrator should call Technical Support.

0137E
HIGHLIGHTING ALREADY SPECIFIED FOR linetype LINES

Reason:
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More than one highlighting attribute exists on the COLOR record for the linetype area. You can specify only one type
of highlighting for each of the six types of lines available in a window definition. If VM:Operator detects the error during
system initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize,
but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file and remove the duplicate
specification. For more information, see COLOR Record in the VM:Operator documentation on administration.

0138E
PF KEY PRINTER ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

There is more than one PRINTER record in a CONSOLE or USERID file. If VM:Operator detects the error during system
initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but
system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the CONSOLE or USERID file.

0139E
ERROR code SPOOLING PF KEY PRINTER

Reason:

The PRINTER record contains incorrect SPOOL parameters. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization,
it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution
continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the SPOOL parameters in the CONSOLE or USERID file.

0140E
PF KEY PRINTER vaddr IS NOT OPERABLE

Reason:

VM:Operator detected an error while processing the PRINT program function. The PRINT function is ignored.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to see whether the virtual printer defined at this address has been detached
or redefined.

0141E
SYSLOG NOT SPECIFIED IN CONFIGURATION

Reason:

During the initialization of a REVIEW window, VM:Operator determined that there is no SYSLOG record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. The REVIEW window cannot be used without system log files. The REVIEW window is canceled. If the error
is detected during system initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize.
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Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add a SYSLOG record to the VMOPER CONFIG file, or remove the
REVIEW window definition from the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

0142E
MISSING keyword KEYWORD OPERAND

Reason:

A VM:Operator control file contains a record that is missing a required parameter. VM:Operator sends additional
messages that identify the control record involved. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not
initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the indicated record.

0143E
keyword KEYWORD PARAMETER ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The indicated keyword is specified more than once on a control file record. VM:Operator sends additional messages that
identify the control record involved. If VM:Operator detected the error during system initialization, it does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove all but one occurrence of the keyword from the record.

0144E
command COMMAND TERMINATED; INTERFACE IN USE BY consoleid

Reason:

A user tried to use command, a command provided for another product, but consoleid was using the interface. This
message may indicate that a full-screen operation is currently being performed on that console. The product command is
not invoked.

Action:

Retry the command. If the problem persists, check the indicated console for an ongoing full-screen operation.

0145I
PRESS REFRESH OR BOTTOM PF-KEY TO BEGIN REVIEWING

Reason:

When a REVIEW window begins execution, no information is displayed until you press the REFRESH key for the first
time.

Action:

Press the REFRESH or BOTTOM key to view the most recently logged messages. Your site might have set up the PF
keys to perform the REFRESH function automatically whenever you view the window.
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0146E
vmoperator IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE product

Reason:

During initialization of the TAPEMGR program, TAPEMGR received an error from VM:Tape while attempting to query
its tape drive status. This message indicates that the user ID running VM:Operator is not configured as a tape operator
user ID on the VM:Tape virtual machine, or that VM:Tape for 370 is running at a release earlier than Release 3.1. The
TAPEMGR window is canceled.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to check the TAPEOPER authorizations specified in the VM:Tape
configuration file, and the VM:Tape version level. (VM:Tape for 370 should be running at Release 3.1 or later at your site.

0147E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE product NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

A process running on VM:Operator tried to communicate with another product service virtual machine, but the user ID that
runs the product was not available. This message is held in the TAPEMGR or SYSTEM window until the service virtual
machine is initialized.

The VM:Operator process waits until the service virtual machine completes its initialization.

Action:

Determine if the indicated user ID is logged on. If the user ID is permanently unavailable or is incorrect, ask your
VM:Operator system administrator to make sure the user ID is correctly specified in the VMOPER CONFIG file. If it is,
notify the system administrator for that product.

0148E
INVALID ORDER code RECEIVED FROM product

Reason:

VM:Operator detected an error while communicating with another Broadcom product's service virtual machine. The
communicating process terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0149E
THE product SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

A process running on VM:Operator tried to communicate with another product service virtual machine, but the service
virtual machine was not identified by a PRODUCT record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. The communicating process
terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add the appropriate PRODUCT record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.
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0150E
parameter PARAMETER CONFLICTS WITH PREVIOUS PARAMETER(S)

Reason:

The parameter, parameter, on the command conflicted with another parameter that preceded it in the parameter list. The
function is not performed. Control returns to the screen from which the conflicting parameter was entered. The command
terminates with return code 24 if the conflicting parameter was specified on a line-mode command.

Action:

Consult the VM:Operator documentation on administration to determine which parameter conflicted with parameter.
Reenter the command with compatible parameters.

0151E
WINDOW window DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

You entered a subcommand that referred to a window that does not exist or has been canceled. The subcommand
terminates.

Action:

Determine if the window name is correct. If it is, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to review the system log to
determine why the window was canceled.

0152E
consoleid CONSOLE ALREADY HAS window WINDOW

Reason:

The indicated window is already running on the consoleid console. If VM:Operator detects the error during system
initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but
system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove one of the window definitions from the CONSOLE, USERID, or
INCLUDE file. Note that only one SYSTEM window can be defined for each console.

0154E
NO COLOR OR HIGHLIGHTING ATTRIBUTES SPECIFIED

Reason:

A CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file contains a COLOR record that specifies one or more linetypes but no color or
highlighting attributes. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the
error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the record so that it specifies color or highlighting attributes or both
in addition to a linetype. For more information, see COLOR Record in the VM:Operator documentation on administration.
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0155E
consoleid SCREEN SIZE EXCEEDS THE 16K VM:OPERATOR MAXIMUM

Reason:

This message is generated at console start time (or when VM:Operator is started) if it is determined that the total
number of character positions on the specified consoleid display is too many for VM:Operator to handle. This will cause
VM:Operator startup or the CONSOLE START command to fail. VM:Operator can handle a maximum of 16K (or 16384)
characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of lines on the screen and/or the width of the screen (columns) and restart the console or
VM:Operator.

0156E
userid PROCESS ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

A user invoked the VMYIAMOP utility to connect his terminal to VM:Operator as an IUCV console. During initialization,
VM:Operator found that a process already exists for that user ID. A previous VMYIAMOP connection may not have
completely terminated due to an outstanding communication with another product service virtual machine. This situation
can occur if the other service virtual machine is hung. The VMYIAMOP console connection is not established.

Action:

If the problem with the other service virtual machine cannot be corrected, use the CONSOLE SEVER user ID command to
sever your VMYIAMOP connection to VM:Operator.

0157E
TITLE EXIT RETURNED A LINE THAT WAS TOO LONG

Reason:

The site-defined TITLE user exit returned a title line that is more than the width of the display console. Note that
VM:Operator can support console of different widths. The width of the current console is passed to the exit as a
parameter. If the user exit returns the line during VM:Operator initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize. If the user exit
returns the line after initialization has completed, execution continues, but the title line is not updated.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the TITLE user exit program and restart VM:Operator.

0158W
MESSAGE QUEUE FULL - number MESSAGES MISSED SINCE hh:mm:ss; USE REVIEW

Reason:

The user message queue used by the UMSGMGR window is full. The indicated numbers of messages have been
received since the indicated time. To view these messages, you must use the REVIEW window. VM:Operator holds and
updates this message in the SYSTEM window until you clear the messages that are already in the message queue.

Action:
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View the UMSGMGR window and process the message in that window. Use the REVIEW window to read messages
received since the specified time. To view user messages only, scan for lines containing *1, which is the IUCV message
class code for these messages.

0159I
MESSAGE QUEUE IS percent FULL - number MESSAGE REPLIES PENDING

Reason:

This message indicates the number of messages in the user message queue that have not been processed. The
message is updated whenever a new message is received.

Action:

View the UMSGMGR window and reply to the messages.

0160I
THERE ARE NO MESSAGE REPLIES PENDING

Reason:

This message indicates that there are no messages in the user message queue. This message is replaced with message
159I when a message is received from a user.

Action:

None.

0161I
PROCESS name ENDING WITH RC=retcode.

Reason:

This message is logged when an internal VM:Operator process terminates. The specified retcode may be useful for
determining why the process terminated.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0162I
ERROR IN RECORD: record

Reason:

VM:Operator detected an error while processing a VM:Operator control file. This message displays the record in error. If
the error is detected during system initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make the necessary changes to the control file, then restart VM:Operator.

0163E
UNDEFINED WINDOW NAME ON PFnn IN window WINDOW

Reason:
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A PFnn record in a CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file contains an undefined window name. The record is located in
the indicated window group. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects
the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the file so that all PFnn VIEW records refer to valid window names.

0165T
STACK EMPTIED PROCESSING: argstring

Reason:

A routing table action routine invoked by the indicated argstring SVC 202 command attempted to read data from its
program stack, but the data was not in the stack. The routing table action routine terminates. This message indicates a
programming error in the action routine.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator.

0166I
PRESS ENTER KEY TO CONTINUE

Reason:

The PFKEYS window displays the PF key definitions for the current window. VM:Operator waits for you to press the
ENTER key to return to the previous window.

Action:

Press the ENTER key when you have finished reading the PFKEYS window.

0167E
LINE number NOT CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO A WINDOW

Reason:

You pressed the PFKEYS PF key when the cursor was on a line that is not assigned to any window.

Action:

Move the cursor to another line before pressing the PFKEYS PF key again.

0168I
THE FOLLOWING PF KEYS ARE DEFINED FOR window WINDOW:

Reason:

The PFKEYS subcommand displays the PF key definitions for the indicated window.

Action:

None.
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0169E
ALREADY REVIEWING TODAY'S LOG FILE

Reason:

You pressed the NEXTDAY PF key to switch the REVIEW program to the next day's log file, but you are already viewing
the most current log file. The REVIEW program waits for you to press another key.

Action:

Press a key other than the NEXTDAY PF key.

0170E
record nodeid ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The indicated nodeid is specified on more than one HOST record or more than one NODE record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. VM:Operator displays the duplicate record and does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the record or remove it from the configuration file.

0171E
TARGET NOT FOUND

Reason:

The REVIEW program could not locate any or another occurrence of the specified scan target. The REVIEW program
waits for you to press another key.

Action:

Attempt a different function.

0172E
CONSOLE consoleid INVALID, USER EXISTS IN DIRECTORY

Reason:

A CONSOLE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file specifies a console ID that is the same as a user ID in the CP directory.
User IDs and console IDs are treated the same as far as authorizations are concerned. This check is made for security
reasons. VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator edit the VMOPER CONFIG file and assign another name to the console, then
rename the appropriate CONSOLE file.

0173E
TAPEMGR NOT STARTED ON CONSOLE WITH A SYSTEM WINDOW

Reason:
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The TAPEMGR process was started in a window for which it was not the window manager, and there was no SYSTEM
window defined for it to display messages in. If VM:Operator detects the error during system initialization, it does not
initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to edit the CONSOLE or USERID file to add a SYSTEM window or a
TAPEMGR window to the console.

0174E
keyword KEYWORD CONFLICTS WITH parameter PARAMETER

Reason:

Conflicting parameters exist in a VM:Operator control file. The control file processing fails. If the error occurs during
system initialization, VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make the necessary corrections to the control file, then restart
VM:Operator.

0175E
NO ACTION KEYWORDS WERE SPECIFIED

Reason:

While processing a routing table file, VM:Operator found a record that did not contain an action keyword such as IGNORE
or ANYCHAR. The routing table processing fails. If the error occurs during system initialization, VM:Operator does not
initialize. VM:Operator sends additional messages to show you where the problem occurred.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make the necessary corrections to the indicated routing table record, the
restart VM:Operator.

0176I
name ROUTING TABLE LOADED FOR window WINDOW ON consoleid CONSOLE

Reason:

VM:Operator has loaded the name routing table for the indicated window on the specified console. Execution continues
normally.

Action:

None.

0177E
NUCLEUS EXTENSION name NOT LOADED

Reason:

A routing table contains a reference to a nucleus extension program on a NUCX name record, but that program has not
been loaded using the NUCXLOAD command. Processing of the routing table file fails. If VM:Operator detects the error
during initialization of a console, the console does not initialize.
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Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to use the NUCXLOAD command to load the program. Then, depending on
the point at which the error occurred, reload the routing table, restart the console, or reinitialize VM:Operator.

0181W
LOST DATA WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

VM:Operator is configured to write the system log to a minidisk. While performing this operation, VM:Operator
encountered an error from which it could not recover. This message can occur when the system log disk fills up and
there are no other files on the disk for VM:Operator to erase (VM:Operator will not erase the last log file on the disk).
VM:Operator stops writing to the log disk, and, therefore, data is lost.

Action:

If the system log disk filled up, have your VM:Operator system administrator increase the size of the disk. Otherwise,
check with system support personnel to determine the problem with the minidisk.

0182I
RETURN UNLOADED TAPE ON raddr TO FOREIGN TAPES

Reason:

A user has detached tape drive raddr, which was attached during a previous VM:Tape mount. VM:Operator indicates that
the previously mounted tape is a foreign tape that does not belong to the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog. Normal
execution continues.

Action:

Return the tape to the location designated for foreign tapes.

0183I
UNLOADED TAPE ON raddr IS A product VOLUME OWNED BY userid

Reason:

A user has detached tape drive raddr, which was attached during a previous VM:Tape mount. VM:Operator indicates that
the previously mounted tape is a VM:Tape volume owned by the indicated user ID. Normal execution continues.

Action:

Return the tape to the tape library.

0184I
CANCELING program PROGRAM

Reason:

An IUCV-connected console has been terminated. VM:Operator cancels the programs running on that console. Execution
continues normally.

Action:

None.
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0185I
NO LOGTABLE LOADED

Reason:

There is no LOGTABLE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. VM:Operator initialization continues without loading a
LOGTABLE. However, in this case, initialization may fail if there are no consoles defined.

Action:

None.

0186E
function FUNCTION IS INVALID IN THE window WINDOW

Reason:

The indicated function was defined with a STACK PF key record in the window, but the window manager does not support
that function. The window manager ignores the function.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to examine the window definition and correct or remove the unsupported
function.

0187I
NO LINES SELECTED

Reason:

You ran the VMYPRLOG utility to create a subset of a VM:Operator log file, but the utility could not find any records in the
file that matched your selection criteria. The VMYPRLOG utility terminates.

Action:

Check your selection criteria and try again.

0188E
NO TAPE DRIVES FOUND WITHIN RANGE

Reason:

VM:Tape indicated that there were no tape drives defined within the ranges specified on the RANGE parameter for the
TAPEMGR process. When the RANGE parameter is used, VM:Tape must be configured to use tape drives whose real
addresses fall within at least one of the specified ranges. If all ranges specified are invalid, this message will be written to
the console and displayed as a highlighted message in the TAPEMGR window.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to verify that the addresses specified with the RANGE parameter correspond
to those controlled by VM:Tape.

0189E
command COMMAND EXECUTION REJECTED BY VM:OPERATOR

Reason:
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You are trying to invoke a command that would disrupt VM:Operator's execution or console display. The command is not
invoked.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. You might be able to invoke the command from a SECUSER window.

0190I
USER userid IS NOW AN IUCV-CONNECTED CONSOLE

Reason:

This message informs you that the indicated user ID has connected to VM:Operator as an IUCV console. Execution
continues normally.

Action:

None.

0191E
consoleid IS NOT AN IUCV-CONNECTED CONSOLE

Reason:

The CANCEL PF key function was invoked for a dedicated console. Dedicated consoles cannot be canceled. This
message may also result from an incorrect specification of a user ID performing a CONSOLE SEVER.

Action:

None.

0192I
TERMINATING consoleid CONSOLE, RC=code

Reason:

The indicated VMYIAMOP console has terminated with the return code shown. If the return code is not equal to zero,
then see preceding messages for more explanation. A zero return code indicates that the indicated console has been
canceled.

Action:

None.

0193I
PRESS FORWARD, BACKWARD, OR EXTRACT PF-KEY TO START SCANNING

Reason:

You entered a scan character on the command line of the REVIEW screen, but did not press a PF key to indicate a scroll
direction. The REVIEW window waits for you to press a scroll key or to exit from scan mode by pressing the ENTER key.

Action:

Press the FORWARD, BACKWARD, or EXTRACT key to scan for the next occurrence of the specified string, or press
ENTER to leave scan mode.
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0194T
SUPPRESSING FURTHER SPOOLING OF SYSTEM LOG

Reason:

An I/O error other than an intervention-required error has occurred while printing the system log on a spooled printer. This
message might indicate that the virtual printer is detached or redefined. VM:Operator stops spooling the system log.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make sure the virtual printer is attached at the correct virtual address.

0195E
record RECORD ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

There is more than one record in a VM:Operator control file. VM:Operator does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove the duplicate record.

0196E
command COMMAND REQUIRES PASSWORD SPECIFICATION

Reason:

You entered a CP command that prompts you for a password. VM:Operator does not let you enter the command this way,
because it would disrupt the VM:Operator console display. The command is not executed.

Action:

When entering the LINK or AUTOLOG command, specify the password on the command line. You might be able to
use VM:Secure or VM:Schedule to invoke the command without providing a password, in which case you can specify a
dummy password.

0197E
process PROCESS ALREADY DEFINED ON CONSOLE

Reason:

The indicated process has been defined more than once on the console. If VM:Operator detects the error during system
initialization, it does not initialize. If it detects the error while initializing a console, the console does not initialize, but
system execution continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove the duplicate process from the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE
file.

0198E
command COMMAND ALLOWED ONLY FROM THE VM CONSOLE

Reason:
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You tried to invoke a full-screen command from a dedicated or VMYIAMOP console. If the command were allowed
to execute, it would write its display on the virtual machine console and prevent further VM:Operator execution. The
command is not invoked.

Action:

None.

0199A
CONSOLE PRINTER NEEDS ATTENTION

Reason:

The console printer does not appear to be printing, and there are messages being queued in virtual memory. This
message is held in the SYSTEM window until the console printer begins to print again.

Action:

Correct the problem on the console printer. If the console printer is permanently broken, detach the printer, or remove the
PRINT parameter from the SYSLOG record in the VMOPER CONFIG file and restart VM:Operator.

0200I
CANCELING CONSOLE PRINTER DRAIN

Reason:

VM:Operator has been shut down while the console printer was not working. To prevent an indefinite hang, VM:Operator
does not wait for the printer to finish. VM:Operator terminates immediately.

Action:

None.

0201W
SCIF USERID userid IS NOT IN DIRECTORY

Reason:

While initializing a SECUSER window, VM:Operator determined that the indicated user ID was not in the CP directory.
Initialization continues normally.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator either to add the indicated user ID to the CP directory, or to correct the
spelling of the user ID specified in the CONSOLE, USERID, or INCLUDE file.

0202E
SPOOLED PRINTER vaddr DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

During system initialization, the spooled printer at address vaddr was not attached to the VM:Operator virtual machine.
Initialization continues. VM:Operator bypasses spooled printing.

Action:
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Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to attach the spooled printer at the indicated address and restart
VM:Operator.

0203I
CANCELING table ROUTING TABLE FOR window WINDOW ON consoleid CONSOLE

Reason:

You used the CANCEL subcommand to cancel a SYSTABLE or SECTABLE routing table. Without an active SYSTABLE,
IUCV class determines how a message appears in SYSTEM windows. Without an active SECTABLE, SECUSER
messages appear in SECUSER windows in normal intensity.

Action:

None.

0204E
HOST NODEID IS UNKNOWN

Reason:

A process or active LOGTABLE asked VM:Operator to send a message to the host VM:Operator system, but the
configuration definition did not specify the host. Execution continues normally.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add the HOST definition record to the VMOPER CONFIG file.

0205E
INSTALLATION EXIT name ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The indicated user exit name is specified on more than one USEREXIT record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. VM:Operator
does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove the duplicate USEREXIT record from the configuration file.

0206I
TABLE filename filetype  LOADED

Reason:

The system loaded the LOGTABLE, PRITABLE, or HOSTABLE table that the filename and filetype specifies. The system
loaded the table during initialization or as the result of the TABLE subcommand.

Action:

None.

0207I
CANCELING filename filetype

Reason:
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You used the TABLE subcommand to cancel the current LOGTABLE, PRITABLE or HOSTABLE indicated by the specified
filename and filetype.

Action:

None.

0209E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO HOLD LINE: message

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to write a message as a held line in a window, but no storage was available. System operation
continues.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. This error may indicate that VM:Operator should be run in larger virtual
memory. It may also indicate that an unanticipated event flooded VM:Operator with messages that routing tables intended
to be written as held lines.

0210I
QNAMES WINDOW REQUIRES A nnK DIAG8 BUFFER TO DISPLAY number USERS

Reason:

While initializing, the QNAMES window manager noticed the DIAG 8 response buffer was not large enough to contain
all the response lines from QUERY NAMES. (The window manager issues QUERY NAMES to obtain the names of the
user IDs currently logged on). The message indicates the approximate number of nn K units that the DIAG 8 buffer would
need with the indicated number of user IDs. The QNAMES window manager continues initialization. Some user IDs will
probably not be included in the QNAMES display.

Action:

If your system is running on VM/SP Release 5 or higher, you can start VM:Operator using the DIAG8K keyword parameter
on the VMYSYS command line to override the default 8K buffer size.

0211E
NODE nodeid IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

You used the NODE command to invoke a command on a nodeid that was not properly defined in the VMOPER CONFIG
file. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

If misspelled, enter the command again with the correct spelling. If the nodeid has not been defined in the configuration
file, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add it to the file before you reenter the NODE command.

0212I
LOCAL RSCS USERID rscsid NOT AVAILABLE FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Reason:
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The NODECHK process or NODE command could not communicate with the local RSCS user ID, rscsid. VM:Operator
logs the message and displays it in the SYSTEM window. If the message is the result of a NODE command, the command
ends without completing, and message 212I eventually rolls off the screen.

If the message is the result of a NODECHK query, the NODECHK process retries the query until RSCS is available.
VM:Operator holds the message in the SYSTEM window until RSCS is available. System operation continues normally.

Action:

If necessary, take appropriate steps to initialize RSCS.

0213W
RESPONSE FROM NODE nodeid NOT RECEIVED

Reason:

You used the NODE command to send a command to the indicated nodeid. It did not perform its task within the required
time interval. The NODE command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

This may indicate a problem in the RSCS network. If the problem persists, notify the appropriate network personnel.

0214S
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MESSAGE IDENTIFIERS TO NODE nodeid EXCEEDED

Reason:

You entered the NODE command to invoke a command on the indicated nodeid when 100 outstanding NODE commands
were already active at that node. The new NODE command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Wait for the other NODE commands to finish before you issue additional commands to that nodeid.

0215S
UNRECOGNIZED ACTION: message

Reason:

A NODE command received an unexpected message that indicated a system malfunction. The unexpected message is
ignored.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support for assistance.

0216I
rscsid NODE nodeid IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Reason:

The NODECHK process could not communicate with the VM:Operator system at RSCS node nodeid. VM:Operator logs
the message and holds it in the SYSTEM window. System operation continues normally. VM:Operator will remove the line
when the remote nodeid becomes available.

Action:
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None.

0217I
filename filetype WAS LOADED AT hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

You used the TABLE command to determine the filename and filetype of a currently active routing table, as well as the
time and date it was loaded. System execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

0218E
THERE IS NO table CURRENTLY LOADED

Reason:

You used the TABLE command to query or cancel the indicated routing table, but the table has not been loaded.
Execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

0221W
IGNORING LOG PARAMETER SPECIFIED IN window WINDOW

Reason:

The PROCESS SECUSER record specifies the LOG parameter. Since the LOGTABLE now controls logging of SECUSER
messages, this parameter is no longer needed. VM:Operator ignores the parameter, and initialization continues normally.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to remove the LOG parameter from the PROCESS SECUSER record for the
indicated window.

0223E
command COMMAND REJECTED; CMS COMMAND LOCK HELD BY id

Reason:

You entered the indicated CMS command, or it was issued by a VM:Operator macro that was handling your command.
The CMS command was rejected because another CMS command is already being executed by the indicated console or
user ID, which currently holds the exclusive CMS command lock. VM:Operator can execute only one CMS command at
a time because CMS is not a multi-tasking operating system. Your command, command, is rejected with a return code of
100.

Action:

Wait for a few seconds and reissue the command. If several attempts fail and the same console or user ID holds the CMS
command lock each time, that console or user ID may have issued a full-screen subcommand to another product. Have
your system administrator contact the owner of the console or user ID so that the person can complete the command and
release the CMS command lock.
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0224E
INVALID DATA STREAM DETECTED, CODE=103

Reason:

A datastream was generated containing an attribute that is not supported for the logical device type. This problem has
several causes, such as console not supporting extended attributes.

This message documents any sort of error condition found in an output data stream. Usually these bad data streams
cause a 3270 programming error.

Action:

Use a console or emulator that supports extended color and highlighting.

0225E
UNSUPPORTED WSF DATA: ______________________________

Reason:

 

Action:

 

0226E
INVALID IP ADDRESS: ipaddress.

Reason:

The indicated ipaddress is not in valid IPv4 or IPv6 format.

Action:

Correct the IP address in the RVSNODES file or specify a symbolic domain name instead of an IP address if a Domain
Name Server is available.

0227E
PEER CLOSED SOCKET BEFORE SENDING HANDSHAKE.

Reason:

This message is generated by VM:Operator when a new socket connection is reset before handshake messages are
exchanged. It might indicate the remote VM:Operator terminated for some reason. The remote system will reconnect
automatically.

Action:

Contact Technical Support if the problem persists.

0228S
INVALID HANDSHAKE MESSAGE: message.

Reason:

This message is generated by if a handshake message appears to be invalid.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0229I
REMOTE NODE nodeid HAS DISCONNECTED.

Reason:

This message is generated when the VM:Operator RVS connection to the specified remote node is lost. Possible causes
include:

• Issue of an RVS DISABLE, RVS STOP, or RVS RESTART command
• Termination of the remote system

Action:

Contact your VM:Operator administrator if you do not know why the node connection was lost.

0230E
REMOTE NODE nodeid IS NOT DEFINED.

Reason:

This message indicates the REMOTE or RVS command was invoked specifying an invalid remote system nodeid. If the
nodeid is actually a valid nodeid defined in the RVSNODES file the message may indicate the RVSSTART process has
not completed execution.

Action:

Issue the QPCB command to see if RVSSTART is still running or reissue the REMOTE or RVS command specifying a
correct nodeid.

0231E
REMOTE NODE nodeid IS NOT ENABLED.

Reason:

This message indicates that the specified remote system is not available to the REMOTE command or the RVS command
because it has not completed a connection with the local system.

Action:

Check the status of the connection with the RVS QUERY command. If the connection is disabled, issue RVS ENABLE.
Alternatively, the remote system can have one of the following problems:

• The remote system is not configured for RVS.
• The remote system disabled the connection or shut down.

0232E
INVALID SESSIONS RECORD IN userid USERID FILE.

Reason:

This message indicates a SESSIONS record found in the indicated user ID USERID file does not specify the filename (or
specifies an incorrect filename) of a
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SESSIONS file that defines the DEFCON sessions to be initialized. System initialization fails.

Action:

If the SESSIONS file is missing you must define one.

0233W
NODE nodeid IS NOT ENABLED; UNABLE TO ROUTE MESSAGE.

Reason:

One or more messages are routed to the specified remote node, but that node does not have an enabled connection. This
message is only generated once regardless of how many successive messages failed to be routed to the same remote
node.

Action:

Determine why the remote system connection is not enabled. To determine the connection status, use RVS QUERY. If the
connection is disabled, use RVS ENABLE. If the connection is pending, the problem is probably on the remote system.
The remote system may be down or disabled, or the system may not be configured for RVS.

0234E
NO SESSIONS RECORD FOUND IN userid USERID FILE.

Reason:

The specified user ID USERID file does not contain a SESSIONS record that indicates the SESSIONS file that defines the
DEFCON sessions. System initialization fails.

Action:

A DEFCON USERID file must indicate the filename of the SESSIONS file that defines the DEFCON sessions. Correct the
SESSIONS record in the USERID file.

0235I
DEFCON userid SESSIONS INITIALIZED.

Reason:

This indicates that the sessions for the specified DEFCON user ID have been initialized successfully. System initialization
continues.

Action:

None.

0236E
RVSSTART: error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has prevented RVSSTART from completing execution and starting the RVS network.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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0237S
ERROR code READING FROM NODE nodeid.

Reason:

An unexpected read error code was received attempting to read from the specified remote nodeid.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0238S
ERROR code WRITING TO NODE nodeid.

Reason:

An unexpected read error code was received attempting to write to the specified remote node ID.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0239S
UNEXPECTED ERROR code FROM CALL TO service AT location.

Reason:

The indicated internal service routine returned an unexpected error code in a call made from the address specified by
location.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0240I
NODE nodeid ISSUED: command.

Reason:

This message is logged to indicate the command, invoked by the remote VM:Operator system indicated by node ID, was
started.

Action:

None.

0241I
NODE nodeid COMMAND COMPLETED, RC=retcode.

Reason:

This message is logged to indicate that the command invoked by the specified remote node ID completed with the return
code indicated by retcode.

Action:

None.
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0242E
DEVICE devno NOT STARTED - HAS INTREQ

Reason:

During a CONSOLE START, RESTART, or CHECK command an intervention required condition was detected on the
specified terminal device.

Action:

Ready the device and retry the command.

0243E
DEVICE devno IS INACTIVE

Reason:

During a CONSOLE START, RESTART, or CHECK command an inactive condition was detected on the specified terminal
device.

Action:

Ready the device and retry the command.

0244E
(console) IS ALREADY ACTIVE ON (vaddr)

Reason:

In response to a CONSOLE CHECK command, VM:Operator is reporting that console file (console) is loaded and running
on the terminal at (vaddr).

Action:

If this is desired configuration then nothing need be done. Otherwise, examine the CONSOLE statements in the VMOPER
CONFIG file and make any necessary changes.

0245E
SESSION session HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED

Reason:

The indicated session is specified twice in the SESSIONS file.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the SESSIONS file so that each session defined for the console
has a unique name.

0247E
NO SESSIONS HAVE BEEN DEFINED FOR console

Reason:

You used the SESSION subcommand from a console that has no sessions defined. With the exception of the WATCH
function, the SESSION subcommand cannot be used on consoles without defined sessions.
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Action:

Consult your VM:Operator system administrator if you want to set up sessions for this console, or enter the command
from a console that has sessions defined.

0248E
SESSION session IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

You entered the SESSION subcommand for session, but that session has not been defined in the SESSIONS file for this
console.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to check the session names in the SESSION file. Reenter the SESSION
subcommand with the correct name. Alternatively, you can use the SESSIONS window to display a list of sessions you
can access.

0249E
keyname1 KEY NAME ALSO DEFINED AS THE keyname2 KEY

Reason:

The attention key specified for the keyname1 key is the same as the attention key specified for the keyname2 key. The
return, next, back, and toggle keys must all have unique attention keys defined.

Action:

If entering the SESSION VIEW subcommand, specify unique attention keys for the keyname1 and keyname2 keys. If you
received this message while using the SESSIONS window, you can use the RETURN, NEXT, BACK, or TOGGLE window
commands to reset the values of these keys. If the keys were incorrect when you first viewed the SESSIONS window,
ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the PROCESS SESSIONS record in the appropriate CONSOLE,
USERID, or INCLUDE file.

0250E
SESSION session SCREEN SIZE INCOMPATIBLE WITH CONSOLE

Reason:

You are trying to watch a session using a console of a different size or with different features that cannot be displayed on
your console.

Action:

Use a different console with of the same size and with the same features.

0251E
INVALID function KEY NAME: key

Reason:

The key name you specified on the SESSION VIEW or SESSION WATCH subcommand for the return, next, back, or
toggle key is not a valid key name. Valid key names are: SYSREQ, ENTER, CLEAR, PA1-PA3 and PF1-PF24. OFF may
also be specified for the NEXT, BACK or TOGGLE keys, but not for the RETURN key.
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Action:

Enter the subcommand with a valid key name.

0252E
SESSION session HAS BEEN TERMINATED

Reason:

You entered the SESSION WATCH command for a terminated session. You cannot watch a terminated session.

Action:

To reinitialize the session, simply view it on the console for which it is defined.

0253E
SESSION session ALREADY HAS AN ACTIVE DIALOG

Reason:

You tried to start a DIALOG process for a session that already has a DIALOG process started. Only one DIALOG process
can run on a session at a time.

Action:

None.

0254I
SESSION session TRACE STARTED ON vaddr

Reason:

Tracing has started for the indicated session. The output is being spooled on the virtual printer at vaddr.

Action:

None.

0255I
SESSION session TRACE ENDED

Reason:

Tracing of the indicated session has ended.

Action:

None.

0256E
SESSION session IS NOT BEING TRACED

Reason:

You entered the SESSION TRACE subcommand to terminate tracing of the indicated session, but tracing was not active.

Action:
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None.

0257I
CONSOLE console CANNOT DISPLAY SESSIONS

Reason:

You tried to initiate or watch a session from a console that does not support sessions. VM:Operator cannot display
sessions on a console defined to have fewer than 24 lines.

Action:

Use a console with 24, 32, or 43 lines.

0258E
INVALID SCAN OPERATOR AT: text

Reason:

While processing a routing table, HOLDMSG file, or VM:Operator primitive, VM:Operator found an Enhanced-Format
specification containing an invalid operator character, shown in text. The first character of text must be one of these scan
operators: "@", "+", ".", "=", or "^".

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the file in error.

0259E
TOO MANY CHARACTERS AND OPERATORS AT: text

Reason:

While processing a routing table, HOLDMSG file, or VM:Operator primitive, VM:Operator found too many operators and
character strings on an Enhanced-Format specification.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to shorten the character strings or use fewer operators.

0260E
INVALID STRING DELIMITER AT: text

Reason:

While processing a routing table, HOLDMSG file, or VM:Operator primitive, VM:Operator found an Enhanced-Format
specification containing an invalid string delimiter, shown in text.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the file in error. The equal (=) or not equal (^) operator must be
followed by a character string, which must be surrounded by apostrophes ('), or double quote characters (").

0261E
INVALID DECIMAL DIGIT AT: text

Reason:
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While processing a routing table, HOLDMSG file, or VM:Operator primitive, VM:Operator found an Enhanced-Format
specification containing an invalid decimal digit, shown as the first character in text.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the file in error. The "@", "+", and "." operators must be followed by
a decimal number followed by a blank, another operator, or by the end of the record.

0262E
MISSING STRING DELIMITER

Reason:

While processing a routing table, HOLDMSG file, or VM:Operator primitive, VM:Operator found an Enhanced-Format
specification containing a character string that is not terminated by a matching apostrophe (') or double quote character
(").

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add the missing apostrophe or double quote.

0263E
SESSION session IS ALREADY BEING WATCHED BY console

Reason:

You entered the SESSION WATCH subcommand for a session that is already being watched from the indicated console.
A session may be watched by only one console at a time.

Action:

None.

0266T
SESSION session HAS BEEN TERMINATED DUE TO A PERMANENT I/O ERROR

Reason:

A non-recoverable screen format error was encountered on the indicated session. This message indicates that
VM:Operator had a problem writing information to the console because of I/O errors on the device. The session has been
terminated.

Action:

Check EREP for errors on the console. Initialize VM:Operator on a different console by performing the following steps:

1. Issue the END command to end VM:Operator if it is not already ended.
2. Issue the CP DISCONNECT command to disconnect VM:Operator.
3. Log on to the VM:Operator user ID using a different terminal.
4. Restart VM:Operator.

0267E
UNABLE TO WATCH session SESSION ON CONSOLE console

Reason:
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VM:Operator issues this message in situations where the SESSION WATCH subcommand may create a circular condition
resulting in an endless loop. For example, a session on a VM:Operator console could log on to a user ID and create a
VMYIAMOP console. That VMYIAMOP console could watch the original console, which is displaying the session running
VMYIAMOP, which is watching the original console, and so on.

Action:

Watch the session from another console. The SESSION WATCH subcommand is normally used to watch sessions
defined on other consoles.

0268I
SESSION session DIALOG PROCESSING HAS COMPLETED

Reason:

The DIALOG process executing on the indicated session has completed.

Action:

None.

0269E
UNKNOWN VMYPOA FUNCTION: function

Reason:

You entered the VMYPOA GCS command specifying an invalid function. Valid functions are START, END, and ABEND.

Action:

Reenter the VMYPOA command specifying a valid function.

0270E
VMYPOA00 IS ALREADY STARTED

Reason:

You entered the VMYPOA START command when the VMYPOA00 task was already in operation. Only one VMYPOA00
task can execute at a time.

Action:

None.

0271I
VMYPOA00 HAS BEEN STARTED AT hexlocation

Reason:

The VMYPOA00 task has started successfully. The module load point is at hexlocation in the GCS virtual machine.

Action:

None.
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0272E
VMYPOA00 IS NOT RUNNING

Reason:

You entered the VMYPOA END command but the VMYPOA00 task was not running.

Action:

None.

0273I
VMYPOA00 HAS TERMINATED

Reason:

The VMYPOA END command has successfully terminated the VMYPOA00 task.

Action:

None.

0274I
THERE ARE number PATHS AVAILABLE

Reason:

The VMYPOA00 task has been initialized. This message shows the maximum number of IUCV paths available. The
number of paths determines the number of VTAM operator commands that can be executed simultaneously.

Action:

None.

0275I
operid path STARTING: command

Reason:

User ID operid has issued a VTAM command through the VMYPOA00 task on the indicated IUCV path.

Action:

None.

0276I
path ENDING, RC=code

Reason:

The VTAM operator command started on the indicated IUCV path has completed with the return code shown.

Action:

None.
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0277T
VMYPOA00 OPEN FAILED, code=X'hex'

Reason:

The VMYPOA00 task failed to open its VTAM ACB. The two-digit hexadecimal number, hex, indicates the open error
code.

Action:

Consult the IBM book VTAM Programming for the meaning of the open error code.

0278A
SESSION session ALERT: message

Reason:

VM:Operator is notifying you of an important message received on the indicated session. A VM:Operator SYSALERT
window is being displayed on the session; message indicates the condition that raised the alert. ALERT processing is
usually specified by a SPAWN ALERT record in a routing table.

Action:

View the session and take the necessary corrective action. You can clear the ALERT message and message 278A by
pressing ENTER in the SYSALERT window.

0279E
PRIMITIVE MAY NOT BE USED BY $ROUTER PROCESS

Reason:

An EXEC action routine invoked by the $ROUTER process as the result of LOBTABLE entry match has invoked a
restricted VM:Operator primitive. The primitive terminates with -1 return code.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to correct the EXEC or program.

0282I
THE LOGON CONSOLE HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED

Reason:

The operator entered the CP DISCONN command from the SYSTEM window of the VM:Operator logon console. The
logon console is the console from which VM:Operator was initialized. (VM:Operator is usually initialized on user ID
OPERATOR.) The message is recorded in the system log to note when VM:Operator was disconnected.

Action:

None.

0283S
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO ROUTE MESSAGE. INCREASE VIRTUAL MEMORY SIZE

Reason:
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This message indicates that a serious problem has developed within VM:Operator. There is not enough virtual memory
available for VM:Operator to route a message to an internal process. It is displayed in the SYSTEM window as a held
message unless you specify otherwise in a routing table.

Action:

Use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command to increase the size of the VM:Operator virtual machine, then restart
VM:Operator.

0284W
ONLY number PAGES OF STORAGE AVAILABLE. END VM:OPERATOR AND INCREASE STORAGE

Reason:

The number of free pages available to the user ID running VM:Operator has dropped below the threshold specified in the
SYSTEM VMOPER file.

Action:

End VM:Operator. Use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command to increase the virtual machine size of the user ID running
VM:Operator. For a permanent solution, change the machine size in the user ID's directory entry.

0285E
LENGTH OF LINES READ FROM STACK EXCEEDS LENGTH OF REPLY BUFFER

Reason:

VM:Operator was communicating with another Broadcom product. That product requested that VM:Operator read more
than one line from the program stack. The length of all lines read from the program stack exceeded the size of the buffer
that was to hold them. A return code of 100 is passed to the product that requested the read from the stack.

Action:

Examine the command that was being executed by the other Broadcom product. Perhaps that product was running a
macro that issued a primitive like USER READ. If so, perhaps the use of several USER READ primitives to obtain all
stacked lines is preferable to using one USER READ primitive.

0286I
FILE filename filetype UPDATED

Reason:

The file you updated with the ADMIN EDIT subcommand has been successfully copied to OPERATOR's A-disk.

Action:

As appropriate, use the CONSOLE RESTART or TABLE LOAD command to put the changes into effect.

0287I
VM:OPERATOR RECONFIGURATION COMPLETED

Reason:

You used the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand to dynamically reconfigure VM:Operator. Reconfiguration has
completed successfully. Processing continues.

Action:
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None.

0288I
VM:OPERATOR CONFIGURATION NOT CHANGED

Reason:

You used the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand to dynamically reconfigure VM:Operator, but you exited the VMOPER
CONFIG file without making any changes. The subcommand ends with return code 8.

Action:

None.

0289E
ERROR COPYING CONFIGURATION FILE TO userid'S A-DISK; RC=code

Reason:

The ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand could not copy the updated version of the VMOPER CONFIG file to the A-disk of
the user ID running VM:Operator. The return code is from the USER COPYFRME primitive. The subcommand ends.

Action:

A message describing the error may have been issued on the user ID that issued the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand.
Examine that message. For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0290S
INVALID MODIFICATION OF CONFIGURATION FILE DETECTED

Reason:

There is an invalid record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. VM:Operator detected the error during dynamic reconfiguration.
Most likely, someone manually made an incorrect change to the VMOPER CONFIG file on the VM:Operator 191 disk
between the time VM:Operator was initialized and the time you entered the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand. The
subcommand ends.

Response:

End VM:Operator. Check the VMOPER CONFIG file for invalid records. If the error is not apparent, try initializing
VM:Operator. The initialization process should flag the record in error.

0291W
THE MACRO FILETYPE CANNOT BE DYNAMICALLY CHANGED

Reason:

You tried to change the filetype on the SYSNAME record while using the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand to edit the
VMOPER CONFIG file. Reconfiguration continues, but the filetype on the SYSNAME record does not take effect.

Action:

To change the filetype of VM:Operator macros, you must end and reinitialize VM:Operator.
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0292E
UPDATE OF FILE filename filetype ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

You entered the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand to dynamically reconfigure VM:Operator, or the ADMIN EDIT
subcommand to change a file but another user is already performing a reconfiguration or editing the file. The
subcommand ends with return code 4.

Action:

Enter the command again after the other user has finished.

0293I
FILE filename filetype NOT CHANGED

Reason:

You entered the ADMIN EDIT subcommand to change the indicated file, but you exited the file without making any
changes. The subcommand ends with return code 8.

Action:

None.

0294E
ERROR COPYING FILE filename filetype TO userid'S A-DISK; RC=code

Reason:

The ADMIN EDIT subcommand could not copy the updated version of the indicated file to the A-disk of the user ID
running VM:Operator. The return code is from the USER COPYFRME primitive. The subcommand ends.

Action:

A message describing the error may have been issued on the user ID that issued the ADMIN EDIT subcommand.
Examine that message. For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0295W
INVALID RETURN CODE code FROM name USER EXIT

Reason:

VM:Operator does not recognize the return code issued by the indicated user exit. If the user exit was called by an internal
process or if the TITLE user exit was called, that process continues; otherwise, the process that called the user exit
terminates.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to refer to the VM:Operator documentation on administration for a list of valid return codes
and their implications.

0296W
EXPECTED VALUE NOT STACKED BY name USER EXIT

Reason:
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The user exit ended with a return code that implies that one or more lines were stacked by the exit. Too few lines were
stacked. If the user exit was called by an internal process, or the TITLE user exit was called, that process continues;
otherwise, the process that called the user exit terminates.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to determine why the user exit is stacking too few lines, and if necessary, to
correct the user exit.

0297W
LINE(S) LEFT ON STACK BY name <USER EXIT|ACTION ROUTINE>; LINE(S) DELETED

Reason:

The name user exit or action routine stacked more lines than expected. VM:Operator discards the additional lines and
continues processing.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to determine why the user exit or action routine is stacking the extra lines,
and if necessary, to correct the user exit.

0298E
INSUFFICIENT CP PRIVILEGE CLASS TO ISSUE command COMMAND

Reason:

The user ID running VM:Operator does not have the appropriate CP privilege class. This privilege class is required by
VM:Operator to issue the specified CP command.

Action:

Ask your directory maintenance personnel to give the user ID running VM:Operator the required CP privilege class.

0299E
THE COMMAND WOULD DISPLAY A FULL SCREEN AND MUST BE ISSUED FROM A MAIN CONSOLE

Reason:

You attempted to use the OPERATOR command to issue a command to another Broadcom product. Because this
command would display a full screen, it must be issued from a VM:Operator console.

Action:

Enter the command from a VM:Operator console.

0300E
TYPED MESSAGES ARE CURRENTLY BEING ROUTED FOR <CONSOLE vaddr|USERID userid>

Reason:

You entered the CONSOLE ROUTE or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER subcommand to start routing typed messages for a
console or VMYIAMOP user ID, but VM:Operator is already routing typed messages for another console or VMYIAMOP
user ID. VM:Operator can route typed messages for only one console or VMYIAMOP user ID at a time. The subcommand
ends.

Action:
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When typed message routing is no longer required on the other console or VMYIAMOP user ID, enter the CONSOLE
ROUTE STOP or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER STOP subcommand for that console or user ID. Then reenter the CONSOLE
ROUTE START or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER START subcommand for the desired console or user ID.

0301I
TYPED MESSAGES WILL NOW BE ROUTED FOR <CONSOLE vaddr|USERID userid>

Reason:

You entered the CONSOLE ROUTE or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER subcommand to start the routing of typed messages on
the indicated console or VMYIAMOP user ID. The command completed successfully. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0302E
TYPED MESSAGES ARE NOT BEING ROUTED FOR <CONSOLE vaddr|USERID userid>

Reason:

You entered the CONSOLE ROUTE or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER subcommand to stop typed-message routing, but
VM:Operator is not currently routing typed messages for this console or user ID. The subcommand ends.

Action:

If you mistyped the virtual address or user ID name, enter the command again with the correct value. Otherwise, no action
is necessary.

0303I
TYPED MESSAGES WILL NO LONGER BE ROUTED FOR <CONSOLE vaddr|USERID userid>

Reason:

You entered the CONSOLE ROUTE or CONSOLE ROUTEUSER subcommand to stop typed-message routing for the
indicated console or VMYIAMOP user ID. The command completed successfully. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0304E
userid IS NOT A VALID USERID

Reason:

An invalid user ID, such as *, was detected on a PROCESS SECUSER record, an NCCF record, or some other record on
which a user ID can be specified. If the error is detected during initialization, then initialization fails. If the error is detected
during reconfiguration, the user ID that issued the ADMIN CONFIGURE subcommand is prompted to correct the error.

Action:

Correct the error containing the invalid user ID. This record may be identified in a subsequent message.
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0305E
IUCV ERROR code ON CONNECT TO userid

Reason:

While issuing a command to a Broadcom product running on user ID, VM:Operator tried to establish an IUCV connection.
This attempt failed with the indicated return code.

Action:

Look up the IUCV CONNECT macro in IBM documentation to determine what the problem is.

0306E
FILE filename filetype * ALREADY EXISTS, SO TEMPLATE OPTION IS INVALID

Cause:

You tried to use the ADMIN EDIT subcommand to create a file that already exists.

Response:

Remove the TEMPLATE option from ADMIN EDIT subcommand or erase the existing file with the same name as the one
you are trying to create.

0307E
ERROR PRESERVING RECFM AND LRECL OF FILE filename filetype; COPYFILE RC = code

Reason:

You used the ADMIN EDIT subcommand to edit a file with a fixed record format (RECFM F). The VM:Operator primitives
for copying files to and from user disks work only with variable record format (RECFM V) files. VM:Operator preserves the
record format and logical record length (LRECL) of a RECFM file by first copying the file and then issuing a COPYFILE
command with RECFM and LRECL options. VM:Operator issued this COPYFILE command on the indicated file but the
command failed with the indicated return code.

Action:

Look up the return code in the IBM documentation for the COPYFILE command to determine why it failed. If you can
correct the problem that caused the failure, do so, and then enter the command COPYFILE filename filetype A (REPLACE
OLDDATE RECFM F LRECL lrecl on behalf of the machine running VM:Operator, where lrecl is the logical record length
to be assigned to the fixed format file.

0308W
FILE filename filetype LEFT AS RECFM V ON svmid's A-DISK

Reason:

You used the ADMIN EDIT subcommand to edit a file with a fixed record format (RECFM F). The VM:Operator primitives
for copying files to and from user disks work only with variable record format (RECFM V) files. VM:Operator preserves the
record format and logical record length (LRECL) of a RECFM file by first copying the file and then issuing a COPYFILE
command with RECFM and LRECL options. VM:Operator issued this COPYFILE command on the indicated file but the
command failed with the indicated return code.

Action:
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Look up the return code in the IBM documentation for the COPYFILE command to determine why it failed. If you can
correct the problem that caused the failure, do so, and then enter the command COPYFILE filename filetype A (REPLACE
OLDDATE RECFM F LRECL lrecl on behalf of the machine running VM:Operator, where lrecl is the logical record length
to be assigned to the fixed format file.

0332E
INVALID RANGE lowad TO hiad ON PROCESS TAPEMGR RECORD

Reason:

A PROCESS TAPEMGR record includes a RANGE parameter for which the low address is higher than the high address.
The range is thus invalid. If at least one valid range is specified, the TAPEMGR process is not canceled.

Action:

Replace the invalid RANGE parameters with valid parameters.

0334E
VM:ARCHIVER FULL-SCREEN COMMANDS CAN BE ISSUED ONLY FROM A LOGON CONSOLE

Reason:

You tried to enter a full-screen VM:Archiver command from somewhere other than the VM:Operator logon console.
Because VM:Archiver menus use XEDIT, you can enter these commands only from the VM:Operator logon console.

Action:

Enter a line-mode VM:Archiver command from your terminal, or the full-screen VM:Archiver command from the
VM:Operator logon console.

0335E
command COMMAND IS IN USE BY ANOTHER CONSOLE.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a command to a Broadcom product using that product's user module. However, VM:Operator is
already running a command that is using that user module. When a VM:Operator console is processing a command that
was issued using a product's user module, another console cannot issue a command that uses the same user module.

VM:Operator issues this message and terminates the command with RC=100.

Response:

Wait for the first command that was issued using the user module to complete before issuing a second command that
uses the user module.

0351W
FILE filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS ON userid'S A-DISK.

Reason:

You issued the ADMIN EDIT subcommand to edit the specified file. The file already exists on your A-disk. When
VM:Operator processes the ADMIN EDIT subcommand, it copies the file you want to edit from the VM:Operator service
virtual machine to your A-disk. VM:Operator will not overlay an existing file on your A-disk. VM:Operator issues this
message followed by message 293I and terminates the command with rc=44.
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Action:

Erase or rename the file on your A-disk and issue the ADMIN EDIT subcommand again.

0355I
SCREEN OUTPUT OPERATION: operation, nnnn BYTES; KEYBOARD IS <LOCKED | UNLOCKED>

Reason:

VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued to indicate the screen output operation that
was performed (WRITE, ERASE WRITE, ERASE WRITE ALTERNATE, ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED, or UNKNOWN),
the number of bytes in the data stream, and the final state of the keyboard (locked or unlocked).

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0356I
KEYBOARD IS NOW LOCKED

Reason:

VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued after an AID key is simulated in the
incoming data stream to indicate that the logical keyboard is locked.

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0357I
VIG SESSION message

Reason:

VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued to indicate the start of a transaction.

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0358I
INVOKING ACTION action, PRESSING KEY key

Reason:

VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued to indicate the initiation of a transaction
named action and the simulation of pressing the key key.

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0359I
ERROR(returncode);

Reason:
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VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued to indicate a non-zero return code from a
session command.

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0360I
VIG SESSION <PRESS | WAIT> COMPLETED

Reason:

VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued to indicate the completion of the specified
operation.

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0361I
SCREEN INPUT OPERATION: operation, nnnn BYTES

Reason:

VM:Operator was tracing a VM:Webgateway session. This message is issued to indicate the screen input operation that
was performed (READ MODIFIED or READ BUFFER) and the number of bytes in the data stream.

Action:

None. This message is issued only if session tracing is active.

0365E
RVS NODE nodeid1 IS NOT DEFINED ON NODE nodeid2

Reason:

This message is generated when a non-reciprocal node definition is detected between two VM:Operator systems. For
example, the VM:Operator system indicated by nodeid1 found that node nodeid1 is not defined in the RVSNODES file of
the VM:Operator system indicated by nodeid2. When this occurs, the system indicated by nodeid1 will attempt to make
the connection again after one minute.

Action:

You can correct this problem by defining nodeid1 in the RVSNODES file for nodeid2 and then restarting that VM:Operator
system.

0366E
INVALID REMOTE USER IDENTIFCATION: identification

Reason:

This message is generated at configuration time if an AUTHORIZ or PREVENT configuration file record specifies an
invalid remote identification. A remote user identification must have a single period separating the user ID or consoleid
from the nodeid field. The faulty configuration file record is displayed and initialization fails.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Technical support.

0367E
keyword AUTHORIZATION IS LACKING FOR REMOTE COMMANDS ISSUED BY Consoleid|userid ON nodeid

Reason:

This message is generated by a VM:Operator system if its configuration lacks the required keyword authorization to allow
the REMOTE command (issued by the specified console ID or user ID on the remote VM:Operator system indicated by
nodeid) to execute on its system. This message is returned to the system that issued the REMOTE command and is
displayed as if it were generated by that REMOTE command. To invoke a command on another system, the other system
must have proper authorization for the issuer of the REMOTE command in its configuration file.

Action:

Ask the VM:Operator administrator to add the appropriate authorization on the remote system.

0368E
keyword IS AN INVALID AUTHORIZATION KEYWORD

Reason:

When an authorization is checked, the specified keyword is validated as being a valid keyword. This message is
generated when the keyword specified is not valid which could indicate a programming error. The authorization check
will fail and the command will be rejected. Valid keywords are SYSADMIN, ALL, a VM:Operator command name or a
PRODUCT name.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0369I
REMOTE NODE nodeid IS READY FOR USE

Reason:

This message is displayed on a local system when the connection between it and the remote system specified by nodeid
has been established. You may now issue remote commands and route messages between these systems.

Action:

None.

0379E
consoleid SCREEN WIDTH LESS THAN 80 COLUMNS

Reason:

This message is generated at console start time (or when VM:Operator is started) if it is determined that the number
of columns or the width of the consoleid display is less than 80.This will cause VM:Operator startup or the CONSOLE
START command to fail. VM:Operator windows require a minimum of 80 columns.

Action:

Increase the number of columns to at least 80 and restart the console or VM:Operator.
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0380I
REMOTE NODE nodeid CONNECTION HAS BEEN LOST

Reason:

This message is displayed on a local system when the connection between it and the remote system specified by nodeid
has been lost. This usually means the other VM:Operator system has terminated or disabled the connection with the local
system.

Action:

When other system is restarted or when the connection is enabled it the RVS connection will automatically be
reestablished. If this does not happen, the system administrator should try to determine if a TCP/IP connection between
the two systems is possible or if the configuration settings on the other system have changed.

0381I
REMOTE NODE nodeid IS state

Reason:

This message responds to an RVS ENABLE or RVS DISABLE command. The state indicates whether RVS ENABLE or
RVS DISABLE was issued.

Action:

None.

0382I
REMOTE NODE nodeid IS ALREADY DISABLED.

Reason:

This message is generated when the RVS DISABLE command is issued to disable a connection to a remote nodeid that
is already disabled.

Action:

None

0383E
MAXIMUM INCLUDE DEPTH OF 10 EXCEEDED.

Reason:

During system initialization or a console initialization an INCLUDE that included other include files past the maximum
depth of 10 was detected.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. You may not have INCLUDE files include other INCLUDE files more than 10
levels deep.

0384E
NCLUDE RECUSION ERROR, filename ALREADY INCLUDED.

Reason:
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During system initialization or a console initialization an INCLUDE file was processed that contained an INCLUDE for the
specified "filename" which is already being included in the current definition.

Action:

Notify the VM:Operator system administrator. Check the console definition for the indicated INCLUDE file and insure that it
is not included recursively.

0385I
EVENT 1 consoleid lines minutes

Reason:

This message is sent to the VM:Operator user ID when the PROCESS EVENTMGR record is specified in the SYSTEM
window definition of the indicated console. It indicates that the specified event criteria have been met and that the
indicated number of held lines now exists in the system window and that the earliest held line was written the specified
number of minutes ago.

Action:

It is assumed a LOGTABLE action routine will trap this message and take appropriate actions to notify the operators that
the VM:Operator console needs some attention.

0386E
INVALID FACILITY.SEVERITY PARAMETERS: facility.severity

Reason:

The specified symbolic facility.severity (the SYSLOGD message PRIority field) is invalid.

Action:

Correct the PRITABLE record to specify a valid PRIority field and reload the PRITABLE file.

0387E
GENERAL PROBLEM.

Reason:

The SYDSTART or SYDRIVER macros that implement the SYSLOGD interface encountered a general problem.

Action:

Correct the condition and restart the product. For assistance, contact Technical Support.

0388W
NODE nodeid IS NOT DEFINED; UNABLE TO ROUTE MESSAGE

Reason:

This message is generated when a message is to be routed to a remote node ID that is not currently defined. This
message is only generated once if two or more successive messages cannot be routed to the same undefined remote
node ID. This message may occur if the RVSSTART process has not completed initializing all the RVS nodes or it may
indicate an incorrect node ID was specified in the routing table entry.

Action:
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Use RVS QUERY to determine if RVS nodes have been defined and what the node IDs are. Correct the LOGTABLE entry
if necessary.

0389I
SESSION state USING: tlslabel (characteristics)

Reason:

A TLS secure TCP connection has been established for a VM:Operator macro with the indicated STATE, TLSLABEL, and
CHARACTERISTICS.

Action:

None

0390R
ENTER PASSWORD:

Reason:

This message is displayed in a SECUSER window when a SCIF message matches an entry in the current SECTABLE
that has the PASSWORD option.

Action:

Enter the appropriate password. It will not be displayed in the input field, in the SECUSER window or in the system log
file.

0391E
SMSG command not processed; IUCV receive function of an SMSG resulted in message not found.

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered condition code 2 indicating 'No message found' while attempting an IUCV RECEIVE function
for an SMSG message on the CP *MSG system service IUCV path. VM:Operator is unable to process the SMSG
message and ignores the error.

Action:

Ascertain whether the user ID that issued the SMSG command logged off.

0392I
SESSION state USING: tlslabel (characteristics)

Reason:

VM:Operator has established a TLS secure TCP connection with the indicated STATE, TLSLABEL,
and CHARACTERISTICS.

Action:

None

0981E
ATTEMPTED RECONNECTION FROM A DIFFERENT CONSOLE TYPE
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Reason:

You were using VM:Operator through VMYIAMOP with a particular console and were disconnected. Now you are trying
to reconnect to VM:Operator using a different console, but the line number and color attributes of the new console do not
match those of the old. The reconnection attempt is severed with return code 44.

Action:

Use the CONSOLE SEVER subcommand to terminate the existing processes or reconnect using a similar type of
console.

0982E
CONSOLE SIZE/FEATURES DO NOT MATCH THE DEFCON CONFIGURATION.

Reason:

This message is displayed on the DEFCON user ID's console when it attempts to connect to VM:Operator with
VMYIAMOP using a console that is not the same size or does not have the same features defined for DEFCON sessions.
This is necessary to allow the DEFCON user ID to display DEFCON sessions for debugging purposes. The VMYIAMOP
command ends with return code 44.

Action:

Check the VM:Operator configuration file to determine what the DEFCON 3270 model number and features are and then
use a 3270 terminal or emulator that matches.

0983I
VM:OPERATOR HAS BEEN TERMINATED

Reason:

VM:Operator has been terminated or logged off, and the connection to the requesting user ID has been broken.
VMYIAMOP terminates with return code 0.

Action:

None.

0984E
IUCV CONNECTION REJECTED; userid NOT RUNNING VM:OPERATOR

Reason:

You tried to connect to VM:Operator using VMYIAMOP, but the user ID you specified on the VMYIAMOP command
is either not running VM:Operator, or VM:Operator may not have completed initialization. The VMYIAMOP program
terminates with return code 20.

Action:

If you have not mistyped the user ID, notify your VM:Operator system administrator that VM:Operator is not running or
may not have completed initialization, possibly due to a problem with an attached console.

0985E
UNSUPPORTED CONSOLE DEVICE TYPE

Reason:
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VMYIAMOP requires the use of a 3270-type console. The VMYIAMOP command terminates with return code 30.

Action:

Use a console of a supported device type.

0986E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO vmoperator

Reason:

You tried to connect to VM:Operator through the VMYIAMOP utility, but CP determined that you did not have the
necessary IUCV authorization. The VMYIAMOP program terminates with return code 40.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add IUCV authorization to the directory entry for vmoperator or your user
ID.

0987E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF IUCV CONNECTIONS TO vmoperator EXCEEDED

Reason:

You tried to connect to VM:Operator through the VMYIAMOP utility, but CP determined that the user ID running
VM:Operator has already reached its maximum number of connections. The VMYIAMOP program terminates with return
code 50.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to change the connection limit specified with the MAXCONN parameter in the
directory entry for the VM:Operator user ID. Then, restart VM:Operator.

0988E
vmoperator HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:OPERATOR

Reason:

You tried to connect to VM:Operator through the VMYIAMOP utility, but CP determined that the user ID you specified on
the VMYIAMOP command is logged on but not running VM:Operator. The VMYIAMOP program terminates with return
code 60.

Action:

If you have not mistyped the user ID, notify your VM:Operator system administrator that VM:Operator is not running.

0989E
vmoperator IS NOT LOGGED ON

Reason:

You tried to connect to VM:Operator through the VMYIAMOP utility, but CP determined that the user ID you specified on
the VMYIAMOP command was not logged on. The VMYIAMOP program terminates with return code 70.

Action:

If you have not mistyped the user ID, notify your VM:Operator system administrator that VM:Operator is not running.
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0990S
INTERNAL ERROR: number, CODE=hexvalue, PLEASE NOTIFY CA TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Reason:

An internal logic error occurred within the VMYIAMOP program. The VMYIAMOP program terminates with return code
100.

Action:

Write down the text of this message and ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1071E
UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype *.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Operator command, your virtual machine was unable to find the file filename filetype * on any
accessed minidisk or SFS directory. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to make the indicated file available.

1072E
ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Operator command, your virtual machine received the indicated error code from the CMS
NUCXLOAD command. The command ends with this error code.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1073I
THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH VM:OPERATOR RUNNING ON operatorID.

Reason:

A VM:Operator command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in either message
1071E or 1072E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Operator system administrator.

1074I
INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Operator command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition. This condition was reported
in message 1071E or 1072E, which was then followed by message 1073E.

Action:
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Report this condition to your VM:Operator system administrator.

1076W
userid NOT RECEIVING; QUIESCED.

Reason:

You or VM:Operator tried to communicate with the indicated product service virtual machine, but that user ID is quiesced
and is not accepting requests. The command ends.

Action:

If you issued the command, try again in a few minutes. If VM:Operator issued the command, wait for it to retry the
command.

1077E
ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.

Reason:

The VM:Operator service virtual machine attempted to execute CMS command command on your virtual
machine, but received the indicated error code.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Operator system administrator.

1078E
TRY ISSUING THIS VM:OPERATOR COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN CMS.

Reason:

After you entered the CMS SET FULLSCREEN ON command, you issued a VM:Operator command. The
VM:Operator service virtual machine received an error (displayed in the accompanying message 1077E) from a
CMS command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the SET FULLSCREEN OFF command to exit full-screen CMS, and try the VM:Operator command again.

1079E
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Operator command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in
message 1078E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Operator system administrator.

1080I
operatorID COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:
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The VM:Operator service virtual machine, operatorID, severed the communications path with your user ID. The
command ends with return code 100.

Action:

None.

1081E
FILE filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID RECORD FORMATS.

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to write the indicated file to your minidisk or SFS directory, but the length of one or more
records in the file exceeds the allowable maximum. The command ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1082E
operatorID CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

A VM:Operator command was invoked either from the VM:Operator service virtual machine, operatorID, or while
your user ID was already processing a VM:Operator command. This command ends with return code -6.

Action:

If you are logged on to operatorID, enter the VM:Operator command without the operatorID prefix. If you are not
logged on to operatorID, end the current command, return to CMS, and enter the VM:Operator command again.

1083I
VM:OPERATOR HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Operator has ended or been logged off, and the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection with
your user ID has been severed. The VM:Operator command you entered ends with return code 45.

Action:

None.

1084S
ERROR code processing

Reason:

The indicated error code was received from the CMS PRINTL or PUNCHC macro while VM:Operator wrote data to your
virtual reader or virtual punch. The print code is explained in the following table:

Print Code Explanation
1 The line being printed is too long for printer 00E.
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2 A channel 12 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control
buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E

3 A channel 9 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control
buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E

4 A condition requiring intervention was received from virtual printer
00E.

5 An unknown error was received from virtual printer 00E.
100 Virtual printer 00E does not exist.
104 Insufficient storage is available.

The punch code is explained in the following table:

Punch Code Explanation
2 A unit check condition was received from virtual card punch 00D.
3 An unknown error was received from virtual card punch 00D.
100 Virtual card punch 00D does not exist. The function you tried to

perform ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1085S
ERROR code READING FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DISK.

Reason:

The indicated error code was received from the CMS FSREAD macro while VM:Operator was reading data from a disk
file. Common error codes include the following:

Error Code Explanation
1 File not found; disk not accessed; insufficient authority.
3 I/O operation failed.
4 First character of filemode is invalid.
12 End of file received.
20 Invalid character detected in filename.
21 Invalid character detected in filetype.
25 Insufficient free virtual storage found for file system control blocks.

• For a complete list of error codes, see the documentation on CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1086E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO operatorID.
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Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Operator, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your user ID and the VM:Operator service virtual machine failed because the VM:Operator machine, operatorID, is not
authorized to accept Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections. An IUCV ALLOW record must be entered in
the operatorID directory entry to authorize IUCV connections; currently, this record is not included. The command ends
with return code 45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to add an IUCV ALLOW record to the operatorID directory entry and to set
the maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following statement in the operatorID directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

Then, restart VM:Operator. When VM:Operator has initialized, enter the command again.

1087E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF client CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN EXCEEDED.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Operator, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection
between your user ID and the VM:Operator service virtual machine failed because the maximum number of Inter-
User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for either your user ID or the VM:Operator service
virtual machine was exceeded. This usually occurs if the OPTION MAXCONN statement is not specified in
a directory entry or if the existing maximum number of IUCV connections set in this option is too low. The
command program ends with return code 45.

Action:

If the message indicates that the server connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify the
VM:Operator directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection
limit on this

statement. After updating the directory entry, the system administrator must start VM:Operator again. If the
message indicates that the user connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify your user
ID's directory entry either by adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on
this statement. The system administrator can increase the maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by
specifying the following statement in the directory: OPTION MAXCONN 256 When the directory is corrected, enter
the command again.

1088E
operatorID HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:OPERATOR.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Operator command to the VM:Operator service virtual machine, operatorID.
However, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your user ID and operatorID
failed because VM:Operator has not been started on operatorID. The operatorID program ends.

Action:

Enter the command again later. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to start
VM:Operator on operatorID.
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1089E
operatorID IS NOT LOGGED ON.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Operator command to the VM:Operator service virtual machine, operatorID, but the
CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your user ID and operatorID failed because
operatorID is not logged on.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to log on to operatorID and start VM:Operator. When VM:Operator has
initialized, enter the command again.

1090S
ERROR code WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode ON DISK.

Reason:

VM:Operator received the indicated error code from the CMS FSWRITE macro while writing data to a disk file. Common
error codes follow:

Error Code Explanation
1 Insufficient authority is available to write to the file.
3 I/O operation failed.
4 The first character of file mode is invalid or disk is not accessed
5 The second character of filemode is invalid.
12 Minidisk or directory is not accessed read/write.
20 Invalid character was detected in filename.
21 Invalid character was detected in filetype.
25 Insufficient free virtual storage was found for file system control

blocks.

For a complete list of error codes, see the documentation for CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1091E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Operator command that was more than 256 characters long to the VM:Operator service
virtual machine. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time ensuring that the command contains a maximum of 256 characters.
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1092E
BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the VM:Operator service virtual
machine. The VM:Operator command being processed cannot continue and ends with a CMS ABEND code 222.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1093E
RECURSIVE USE OF operatorID INVALID.

Reason:

You entered the operatorID command when it was already active on your virtual machine. The operatorID command
passes VM:Operator commands to the VM:Operator service virtual machine, which is also named operatorID. The
command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Wait for the operatorID command to complete before issuing it again.

1094E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

More than 32 tokens (words on the command line) were specified on a command used to pass VM:Operator commands
to the VM:Operator service virtual machine when invoked from an assembler program without an extended PLIST. You
must use an extended PLIST to specify more than 32 tokens. The command ends with return code 100. No data is
transmitted to the VM:Operator service virtual machine.

Action:

Invoke the VM:Operator command with an extended PLIST. Refer to the IBM documentation on programming under CMS
for more information.

1095E
ORDER REQUIRING A REPLY IS NOT THE LAST IN THE BUFFER.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the VM:Operator service virtual
machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Operator. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1096E
INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:
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A programming error occurred while VM:Operator was processing your command. An invalid order was received and
could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Operator. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1097E
BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Operator was processing your command. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Operator. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1098E
INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Operator was processing your command. An invalid order number was received
and could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Operator. The command ends with return code
100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1099E
mode ERROR TYPE type, CODE code.

Reason:

An Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the
VM:Operator service virtual machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Operator. Possible modes are
CMSIUCV, IUCV, APPCVM, and APPC/VM. The possible error types are as follows:

Error Type Explanation
1 Error code code was received from the CMS HNDIUCV macro

instruction.
2 Error code code was received from the CMS CMSIUCV

CONNECT macro instruction.
3 Rejection code code was received in response to a CMSIUCV

CONNECT macro instruction.
4 Error code code was received from the IUCV SEND macro

instruction.
5 Interrupt code code was received in response to an IUCV SEND

macro instruction.

The command ends with return code 32.
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Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

0391E
SMSG command not processed; IUCV receive function of an SMSG resulted in message not found.

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered condition code 2 indicating 'No message found' while attempting an IUCV RECEIVE function
for an SMSG message on the CP *MSG system service IUCV path. VM:Operator is unable to process the SMSG
message and ignores the error.

Action:

Ascertain whether the user ID that issued the SMSG command logged off.

1101I
DEVICE AT vaddr HAS BEEN DETACHED.

Reason:

At initialization, VM:Operator detaches devices at virtual addresses 0D0-0DF, 0E0-0FF, and 200-2FF to allow
VM:Operator to use these addresses for punches, printers, and minidisks respectively. This message is issued during
initialization only if the device detached is a minidisk.

Action:

None, if the minidisk is not required for VM:Operator operation. If the minidisk is needed, either link the minidisk at a
valid virtual address or identify the virtual address on the RESVADDR configuration record. For more information on the
RESVADDR record, refer to the Reference Guide.

1102W
product IS WAITING FOR THE DETACH COMMAND TO COMPLETE FOR THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS
vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Operator issued the CP DETACH command for the minidisk at virtual address vaddr and is waiting for the command
to complete. This may indicate a problem with VM:Operator.

Action:

If this message is issued repeatedly, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1103I
product ENDED: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Operator system execution ended because the END command was entered, initialization failed, or a system abnormal
termination occurred. Control is returned to CMS.

Action:
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If the END command was issued, no action is required. If a system abnormal termination occurred or if initialization failed,
this message will be accompanied by other messages describing the specific problem. Refer to these messages for more
information.

1104E
ERROR OCCURRED ACCESSING THE disktype MINIDISK AT vaddr (RETURN CODE=code).

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator could not access the indicated type of minidisk. VM:Operator initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure the minidisk at the indicated virtual address is linked and formatted before starting VM:Operator again. If
VM:Operator initialization fails again, your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1105I
USE OF DIAGNOSE X'D4' HAS BEEN VERIFIED.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Operator is to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. VM:Operator must be able to use the
indicated DIAGNOSE to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. This message indicates that VM:Operator has
verified that it can use the DIAGNOSE. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1106I
product IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Operator is configured to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, but VM:Operator is not authorized to use CP
DIAGNOSE X'D4', which is needed by the facility.

If the configuration explicitly specifies that VM:Operator is to use the security facility, initialization ends. If the configuration
does not explicitly state whether the security facility is to be used, initialization continues.

Action:

To use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, the security administrator must authorize VM:Operator to use
DIAGNOSE X'D4'.

1107I
SECURITY SYSTEM INTERFACE IS NOT INSTALLED IN CP.

Reason:

You indicated, either implicitly or explicitly, that VM:Operator is to use the surrogate facility. However, the security system
interface, also known as the Access Control Interface (ACI), is not installed on your system. ACI must be installed on your
system for VM:Operator to use the surrogate facility. If the configuration explicitly specifies that VM:Operator is to use the
surrogate facility, initialization ends.
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If the configuration does not explicitly specify whether the surrogate facility is to be used, initialization continues;
VM:Operator issues message 1108I to explain that VM:Operator will not try to use the security system (for example,
RACF) at your site.

Action:

If you do not want to receive this message, the VM:Operator system administrator must remove the surrogate
specification from the VM:Operator configuration.

1108I
product WILL NOT INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to interface with your security system (for example, RACF) but could not because of problems with
the security system interface, with the security system itself, or because VM:Operator is not authorized to interface with
the security system interface. This message is preceded by message 1106I, 1107I, or 1140I to identify the cause of the
problem. VM:Operator does not use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility and initialization continues.

Action:

Refer to message 1106I, 1107I, or 1140I.

1109I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Operator is to use the surrogate facility, but VM:Operator cannot interface with the security system
at your site, because the service virtual machine for the security system is unavailable. VM:Operator received return code
032 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X'A0' function X'10'). VM:Operator also issues message
1114R every time the surrogate request is made. Refer to message 1114R for more information.

Action:

Refer to message 1114R. Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

1110I
ENTER: commandline.

Reason:

This message reflects the command line that was just entered from the VM:Operator service virtual machine on a display
terminal. If you enter a null line on a line-mode terminal, this message acts as a prompt for you to enter a command. On a
display terminal, the command begins; on a line-mode terminal, VM:Operator waits for you to respond.

Action:

None.

1111I
BEGINNING COMMAND: commandline.

Reason:
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VM:Operator displays this message on its service virtual machine when a command, entered from either the VM:Operator
service virtual machine or another user ID, begins to execute. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1112I
ENDING COMMAND command WITH COMPLETION CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Operator displays this message on its service virtual machine when the indicated command, entered from either the
VM:Operator service virtual machine or another user ID, completes. If code is zero, the command completed successfully.
If code is not zero, VM:Operator sends error messages describing the problem to the user ID that issued the command.

Action:

Respond to each error message VM:Operator sends, if appropriate.

1113I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE FAILED WHILE PROCESSING A SURROGATE FACILITY
REQUEST.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Operator is to use the surrogate facility, but VM:Operator cannot interface with the security system
at your site because the security system service virtual machine failed to process a VM:Operator surrogate request.
VM:Operator received return code 012 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X'A0' function X'10').
VM:Operator also issues message 1114R every time the surrogate request is made.

Action:

Refer to message 1114R. Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

1114R
REPLY reqnumber: WAIT, RETRY, OR ABEND:

Reason:

This message follows messages 1109I and 1113I. VM:Operator sends this message every time the surrogate request is
made. The request is retried every minute until either it succeeds or 15 minutes have elapsed. If, after 15 minutes, the
surrogate request still fails and no VM:Operator operator action has been taken, VM:Operator abnormally terminates
immediately.

Action:

Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

The VM:Operator system operator can communicate with VM:Operator through one of the following VM:Operator
commands:

• To tell VM:Operator that the problem with the security system virtual machine cannot be readily corrected, use:
REPLY reqnumber WAIT
This response causes VM:Operator to continue issuing the reminder message and ignore the 15-minute time limit.

• To tell VM:Operator that the problem with the security system service virtual machine has been corrected, use:
REPLY reqnumber RETRY
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This response asks VM:Operator to try the surrogate request again.

1115E
item CANNOT BE USED WITH THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

The indicated item has no meaning for command. The command ends.

Action:

Check and correct the command format, and enter the command again.

1116E
THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

You did not specify enough information with the indicated command. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format, specify the missing information, and enter the command again.

1117E
THE command COMMAND IS NOT A product COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an invalid VM:Operator command. The command is not processed.

Action:

Enter a valid VM:Operator command.

1119E
THE SPECIFIED COMMAND NAME IS TOO LONG. NO product COMMAND NAME IS LONGER THAN EIGHT
CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The specified command name contains more than eight characters. The maximum number of characters in any
VM:Operator command is eight.

Action:

To review the names of VM:Operator commands, see the VM:Operator documentation. Then, enter a valid and
appropriate command with no more than eight characters.

1120S
ERROR code OCCURRED processing FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:
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An error occurred while performing the specified processing with this file. The error code is from the CMS FSREAD,
FSWRITE, FSOPEN, ESTATE, or FSCLOSE macro. The command or activity that was executing does not complete. If
this message is issued during initialization, initialization fails and control returns to CMS.

Action:

Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS macros for an explanation of the return codes from the FSREAD, FSWRITE,
FSOPEN, ESTATE, or FSCLOSE macro. Correct the problem and try the command or activity again, or reinitialize, if
appropriate. If necessary, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1121W
LINE number IN FILE  MESSAGES filemode HAS AN INVALID FORMAT AND HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the  MESSAGES file, VM:Operator found a line in an invalid format. The correct format is a four-digit
message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code, then one blank space followed by the message
text. The invalid format is probably the result of manual modification of the file. VM:Operator ignores the invalid line and
continues reading the remaining lines in the file. If the line is not corrected, you may receive unintelligible messages from
VM:Operator.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must determine and correct the format problem. If necessary, your system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

1122W
LINE number IN FILE  MESSAGES filemode SPECIFIES A DUPLICATE MESSAGE NUMBER AND HAS BEEN
IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the  MESSAGES file, VM:Operator found a duplicate message number on the indicated line. VM:Operator
ignores the duplicate message and continues reading the messages file.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must determine if the entire line or just the message number is duplicated and
make the appropriate changes to the messages file.

1123S
THERE ARE NO VALID MESSAGES IN FILE  MESSAGES filemode.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator could not find any lines in the  MESSAGES file with the correct message format. The
correct format is a four-digit message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code, then one blank
space followed by the message text. This file is probably not a messages file. VM:Operator initialization fails.

Action:

Use a text editor such as XEDIT to edit the  MESSAGES file to determine if it is a valid  MESSAGES file. If you cannot
find the correct messages file, reload the  MESSAGES file from the installation tape and restart VM:Operator. If
necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.
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1124S
product SYSTEM MESSAGES FILE product MESSAGES WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator could not find the product  MESSAGES file on an accessed minidisk. This file contains
system messages and is required for the product to run. VM:Operator initialization fails.

Action:

Your system administrator must put a copy of the product MESSAGES file on an accessed VM:Operator minidisk, then
start VM:Operator again.

1125I
product INITIALIZATION HAS FAILED.

Reason:

This message is preceded by other messages that give the specific reasons why VM:Operator initialization did not
complete. Control returns to CMS.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must correct the problems described by the accompanying messages. When the
problems are corrected, your system administrator can start VM:Operator again.

1126S
product SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address.

Reason:

VM:Operator processing ended abnormally with this abnormal termination code, which occurred at storage location
address. VM:Operator processing ends. VM:Operator performs a VMDUMP and sends it to the virtual reader of the
appropriate user ID.

Action:

Some abnormal terminations can be corrected by your VM:Operator system administrator. Other abnormal terminations
are caused by internal logic errors or unexpected errors and must be corrected with the assistance of Technical Support.
Before contacting Technical Support, your system administrator must have the abnormal termination code and the
address at which the abnormal termination occurred, a copy of the dump, the VM:Operator console log containing the
indicative dump (if a console log was being maintained), and any other information about the series of events leading up
to the abnormal termination. You may be asked to send in other information, for example, a copy of the dump in SPTAPE
or SPXTAPE format.

1127E
SCREEN DEFINITION FILE filename SCREEN WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Operator attempted to display a screen of information on your terminal, but the file containing the screen information
was not found on any minidisk accessed by VM:Operator. Either the VM:Operator minidisk containing the screen files is
not accessed by VM:Operator, or the file was renamed or erased. Screen processing ends.

Action:
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Your VM:Operator system administrator must verify that VM:Operator has access to the minidisk where the screen files
reside. If the missing screen file cannot be found on a VM:Operator minidisk, your VM:Operator system administrator must
load this file from the installation tape. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1128E
NO SCREEN WAS OPENED.

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to perform a function on a screen, but the screen was not previously opened by VM:Operator. This is
probably caused by an internal programming error. Screen processing ends.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1129W
FIELD NAME TABLE FILLED UP DURING SCREEN CREATION OR MODIFICATION. PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While you were creating or modifying a VM:Operator screen, the table used to store the names of fields defined on the
screen filled and could not accommodate additional entries. VM:Operator did not add the field.

Action:

Do not attempt to define any additional fields on a VM:Operator screen. Your VM:Operator system administrator must
contact Technical Support.

1130E
THE command COMMAND WAS INTERRUPTED.

Reason:

A user logged off or issued the CMS halt execution (HX) command while the indicated command was executing on his
user ID. Or, an I/O error occurred that caused the command to end. For example, an I/O error occurs if a user's minidisk
or directory fills while VM:Operator writes to it. The command continues to process, if possible. If VM:Operator was
transmitting data to one of the user's virtual devices when the interruption occurred, this message may be followed by
message 1182I.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must determine the cause of the problem. If the problem was caused by a
minidisk or directory filling, clear some space on the minidisk or directory and issue the command again. If necessary,
your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1131E
FIELD fieldname IS UNDEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Operator attempted to initialize or retrieve information from a field on a screen, but the field name was not defined on
the screen. This problem may occur when VM:Operator screen files (that is, files with a file type of SCREEN) are renamed
or modified. If no screen files were renamed or modified, the problem was probably caused by an internal programming
error. Processing may continue, but unpredictable results may occur.
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Action:

If VM:Operator issued this message only once when you pressed the ENTER key, an internal programming error has
probably occurred. Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support. If VM:Operator issued this
message more than once for multiple field names, screen files may have been renamed or modified. Your VM:Operator
system administrator must check and correct the screen files.

1132R
ENTER FIELD NAME:

Reason:

You defined a new field while creating or modifying a VM:Operator screen. VM:Operator asks you to enter the name of the
new field.

Action:

Enter the name of the field.

1133E
command CAN BE USED ONLY ON A DISPLAY TERMINAL.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command from a line-mode terminal, but this command must be entered from a display
terminal. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command, this time from a display terminal.

1134E
THE COMMAND YOU ENTERED CANNOT BE EXECUTED AS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You entered a command that displays a full screen or asks you for information. This command must be executed with the 
command; it cannot be entered from the VM:Operator service virtual machine or issued with the CP SMSG command
to the VM:Operator service virtual machine. This message may also be issued if you entered and then interrupted a full-
screen or prompting command using the  command. The command ends.

Action:

From a user ID other than the VM:Operator service virtual machine, enter the command again with the  command.

1135E
INVALID CHARACTERS WERE FOUND IN SCREEN FILENAME filename.

Reason:

VM:Operator attempted to display a screen on your terminal, but the screen name contains characters that are not
supported in a VM:Operator screen name. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. The screen is not
displayed.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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1136I
number SCREENS WERE LEFT OPEN BY YOUR COMMAND. product HAS CLOSED THEM.

Reason:

Some of the screens displayed on your terminal were not properly closed. This may be caused by an internal
programming error. VM:Operator closes the screens internally to allow processing to continue. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1137E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.

Reason:

The primitive specified by “text” ended with the indicated non-zero return “code” but the primitive did not have the required
TEST prefix that would allow it to continue running.

Action:

The macro’s execution is halted by CMS which also displays its own error messages. If the macro is distributed as part of
the product then report the problem to Technical Support.

1138E
THE command IS NOT A VALID CP OR CMS COMMAND.

Reason:

While VM:Operator was running, you entered the VM:Operator CMS command to execute a CP or CMS command
from either the VM:Operator service virtual machine or a user ID with the authorization required to enter a CP or CMS
command. The indicated command is not a valid CP or CMS command. The command ends.

Action:

Access the CP or CMS HELPMENU to view a list of valid CP or CMS commands. Then, enter a valid command.

1139I
ALL LOCKS HELD BY YOUR COMMAND HAVE BEEN CLEARED SUCCESSFULLY. PROCESSING CONTINUES.

Reason:

An internal VM:Operator programming lock was not released when expected. This may be due to a programming error.
VM:Operator released the lock internally so that processing can continue. This message may follow other error messages
indicating that a VM:Operator process ended unexpectedly or abnormally. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1140I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICES ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:
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VM:Operator tried to interface with your security system, but was unsuccessful because the security system is
unavailable. Your VM:Operator system is configured so that by default, VM:Operator tries to use the security system. If the
security system is unavailable, VM:Operator issues this message and initialization continues. Message 1108I follows this
message.

Action:

If you want VM:Operator to use the security system, have your security system administrator determine why it is not
available. In addition, to ensure that VM:Operator will not initialize unless the security system is available, change
your VM:Operator configuration to specifically state that VM:Operator is to use the security system. If you do not want
VM:Operator to use the security system, update the configuration to specifically state that the security system is not to be
used.

1141E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD IS NOT A SUPPORTED DASD DEVICE.

Reason:

The device specified in the VM:Operator configuration as containing the CP online directory is not supported as a CP
system volume. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the configuration so that it specifies the virtual address of the device that contains the CP online directory. Initialize
VM:Operator again.

1142E
VOLSER OF THE DASD VOLUME AT vaddr DOES NOT MATCH THE VOLSER SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT
RECORD.

Reason:

The volser on the device at virtual address vaddr does not match the volser specified in the VM:Operator configuration.
Configuration or initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the configuration so that it specifies the correct volser of the device that contains the CP online directory.

1143E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN A CP OBJECT DIRECTORY OR IS
NOT A CP VOLUME.

Reason:

The device specified on the DIRECT record in the VM:Operator configuration file does not contain the CP online directory
or is not a CP volume. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the DIRECT record so that it specifies the virtual address of the device that contains your system's CP online
directory. Initialize VM:Operator again.

1144E
FILEID filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.
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Reason:

VM:Operator detected unsupported characters in the indicated file while copying this file from or to a VM:Operator
minidisk or SFS directory. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. This message may be accompanied
by additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1145E
RECORD LENGTH OF FILE filename filetype filemode IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

This file cannot be copied from or to a VM:Operator minidisk or SFS directory because the file's record length exceeds
VM:Operator standards. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. This message may be accompanied
by additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1146E
ERROR code OCCURRED COPYING FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while copying this file to or from a VM:Operator minidisk or SFS directory. This message may be
followed by additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1147E
AN INVALID 3270 DATASTREAM WAS RETURNED FROM THE USER'S TERMINAL.

Reason:

When a user entered a command from a 3270 terminal, VM:Operator received an invalid sequence of screen fields from
this terminal. This message is logged on the VM:Operator service virtual machine, and is followed by message 1148E,
which displays the fields in error. The command entered ends.

Action:

This message is followed by 1148E. Contact Technical Support.

1148E
DATA LENGTH=length, FIRST number BYTES ARE data.

Reason:

This message follows message 1147E on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. It lists the size of the data stream
(length) returned to VM:Operator from the user's 3270 terminal and the size of the data that will actually be displayed
(number). VM:Operator then displays, in hexadecimal, the first portion of the data returned from the user's terminal (data).
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Action:

This message is preceded by 1147E. Refer to that message for more information.

1149E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE command COMMAND. authorization AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED.

Reason:

You are not authorized to execute command; your user ID must have the indicated authorization. The command ends.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to grant you the proper authorization.

1150I
************* product INDICATIVE DUMP *************

Reason:

VM:Operator has abnormally terminated. VM:Operator sends additional messages--for example, messages 1151I-1157I--
plus diagnostic information that will help Technical Support determine the cause of the abnormal termination. Message
1151I displays the specific abnormal termination code associated with the abnormal termination.

Action:

Retain the console log and dump. Some abnormal terminations can be corrected by your VM:Operator system
administrator. Look up the abnormal termination code displayed in message 1151I in the abnormal termination codes
chapter of the VM:Operator documentation for information. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

1151I
product ABEND code AT address, routine + offset.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1152I
PCB = address, NAME = name.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1153I
R n = registern registern+1 registern+2 registern+3.
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Reason:

This message refers to the 16 VM:Operator general-purpose registers. See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1154I
CALLED FROM address, routine + offset, R15 = value.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1155E
SAVE AREA CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1156I
product RELEASE = release, ABEND DATE = date.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1157I
LAST number TRACE ENTRIES (OLDEST FIRST).

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1158I
number word code1 code2 code3 code4.

Reason:
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This message follows message 1157I. The indicated number is the trace entry number; the newest trace entry number will
be 1. The trace entry is described by word. Four hexadecimal trace entry codes are indicated by code1 through code4.
This message will be displayed for every trace entry number, in descending order, from the oldest to the newest. See
message 1150I for more information.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1159S
RECURSIVE ABEND code2 OCCURRED DURING ABEND code1; product LOADING DISABLED WAIT PSW. RE-IPL
CMS TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While VM:Operator was processing the indicated abnormal termination (code1), a second abnormal termination (code2)
occurred. VM:Operator is unable to continue abnormal termination recovery, and loads a disabled wait program status
word (PSW). VM:Operator logs this message to the VM:Operator service virtual machine and sends it to user ID
OPERATOR through the CP MESSAGE command.

Action:

To recover, restart CMS by entering IPL CMS.

1160W
product FROM CA IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS PROCESSOR.

Reason:

VM:Operator is not licensed for the processor. VM:Operator shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1161W
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

This message follows message 1160W refer to that message.

Action:

Contact your VM:Operator system administrator.

1162W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT product LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU.

Reason:

VM:Operator is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Operator operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Operator LMP key for this CPU.
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1163W
product MUST BE LICENSED WITH A LMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION.

Reason:

VM:Operator is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Operator operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Operator LMP key for this CPU.

1164W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF CA AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.

Reason:

VM:Operator is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Operator operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Operator LMP key for this CPU.

1165W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION.

Reason:

VM:Operator is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Operator operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Operator LMP key for this CPU.

1166W
NOTICE! THE CA CPUID FOR product HAS EXPIRED.

Reason:

The VM:Operator CPUID has expired. A valid CPUID is required for VM:Operator to continue operating. If any days
remain in the grace period, VM:Operator keeps operating. If the grace period has expired, VM:Operator shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1167W
A GRACE PERIOD IS IN EFFECT UNTIL date.

Reason:

The VM:Operator CPUID has expired, but VM:Operator continues operation through the grace period, which ends on the
indicated date. If you do not obtain and enter a new CPUID, VM:Operator will shut down after this date.

Action:
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Your VM:Operator system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1168W
CONTACT CA AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE FOR A REPLACEMENT.

Reason:

The VM:Operator CPUID has expired. If the grace period has not expired, VM:Operator continues operating. When the
grace period ends, VM:Operator will shut down.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1169W
product IS TERMINATING OPERATION AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

Either the CPUID record in the appropriate VM:Operator configuration file has the wrong CPUID or the VM:Operator
CPUID has expired and there are no days left in the grace period. VM:Operator cannot operate without a valid CPUID for
this CPU, and, therefore, shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1175I
MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED WAS number OUT OF available BYTES.

Reason:

VM:Operator logs this message on the VM:Operator service virtual machine during system termination to record the
maximum amount of virtual storage used since it started. Of the available bytes of virtual storage, the indicated number of
bytes (number) was used.

Action:

None.

1182I
userid HAS NO IUCV BUFFER.

Reason:

VM:Operator detected an internal error condition that should not occur during normal use. A user may have logged off or
issued the CMS halt execution (HX) command while the  command was running on his user ID. The command continues
to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

None.

1183E
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT TYPE interrupt-type WAS RECEIVED FROM userid.
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Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Operator service virtual machine.
VM:Operator cannot communicate with userid because an IUCV interrupt was received on a path that did not expect an
interrupt of that type. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1184E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON REPLY TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Operator service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to reply to an IUCV communication. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues to
execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1185E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON RECEIVE FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Operator service virtual machine. An
error occurred while attempting to receive an IUCV communication from userid. The IUCV path is severed. The command
continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1187E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS. THE RETURN CODE FROM THE HNDIUCV MACRO IS code.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Operator service virtual machine.
VM:Operator is unable to initialize an IUCV interface to communicate with other virtual machines. VM:Operator
initialization fails.

Action:

Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS macros and functions for an explanation of the return codes from the HNDIUCV
macro. Correct the problem and start VM:Operator again. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1188E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON SEND TO userid.

Reason:
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The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Operator service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to send an IUCV communication to userid. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues
to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1189E
INVALID PPI ORDER order WAS RECEIVED FROM userid; CHECK THE PRODUCT RELEASE LEVELS.

Reason:

When trying to communicate with another Broadcom product service virtual machine, VM:Operator received a
communication it did not understand. Your site may be running incompatible release levels of the two products. The
command sent to the other service virtual machine (userid) fails.

Action:

Determine if the release levels of the two products are compatible. If necessary, your VM:Operator system administrator
can contact Technical Support.

1190E
product CANNOT COMMUNICATE WITH productid; NOTIFY YOUR product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

VM:Operator cannot communicate with another Broadcom product (productid). This message indicates a programming
error, which may be caused by the modification of a VM:Operator EXEC at your site.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1191E
CANNOT ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE userid SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE.

Reason:

If userid is the VM:Operator service virtual machine at your site, VM:Operator is unavailable. If userid is the service virtual
machine of another Broadcom product at your site, VM:Operator cannot communicate with that product; your site may be
running incompatible release levels of the two products. The command sent to userid fails.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must determine if VM:Operator is available or why VM:Operator cannot
communicate with the other product service virtual machine. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

1192E
A VIRTUAL PRINTER COULD NOT BE DEFINED FOR TRACING.

Reason:
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The TRACE MACRO command with the PRINT parameter was issued and a virtual printer device is not available or
was unsuccessfully initialized. A virtual device address that should be reserved for use as a printer is not available when
expected, and may be defined as another device. The trace definition is not completed.

Action:

Review any other messages that may have appeared. If the problem is not apparent, contact Technical Support and have
the virtual device configuration of the server virtual machine available.

1193I
REPLY reqnumber reply HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.

Reason:

Each user receiving this message was previously sent one or more messages requesting information or an action. One or
more users responded to the request. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1194E
reqnumber IS NOT AN OUTSTANDING REQUEST NUMBER.

Reason:

The request number that you specified in your response to VM:Operator is not an outstanding request number. Either the
request has already been satisfied or you specified the wrong request number.

Action:

None, if the request has already been satisfied. If the request has not already been satisfied, enter your response again
with the correct request number.

1195E
THIS response IS NOT A VALID RESPONSE TO REQUEST reqnumber.

Reason:

A response from a user or operator was not valid. The message displayed before this message provides information on
valid responses. VM:Operator continues to send messages to the appropriate operator or user. The messages are sent
every reminder interval.

Action:

Respond using a correct format or a valid response.

1196I
WAITING FOR userid node (taskname) TO RELEASE A locktype LOCK ON RESOURCE: lock-string.

Reason:

The command you entered cannot gain access to a resource. For example, when userid is using the indicated resource,
VM:Operator locks the resource to prevent other users from accessing it. VM:Operator waits for the internal lock to be
released. When the lock is released, command execution resumes.

Action:
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None.

1197E
LOCK lock-string NOT FOUND. NOTIFY YOUR product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

An attempt to clear a lock that didn’t exist was detected. Either the lock was never obtained or the lock was previously
cleared.

Action:

Determine if a specific LOCK CLEAR primitive causes this message then examine the specified lock words to make
sure they are correct. If they appear to be correct then some other LOCK CLEAR invocation probably cleared the lock in
question. If you are unable to determine if a specific LOCK CLEAR primitive is causing this message to be displayed then
contact Technical Support.

1198I
product HAS CLEARED THE lock-type lock-string LOCK LEFT BY THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

During the termination of a command process, VM:Operator found an internal VM:Operator lock that had not been
cleared, and cleared it. This message may indicate a problem in VM:Operator. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1200E
product MUST HAVE THE option OPTION IN ITS CP DIRECTORY ENTRY.

Reason:

If the BMX option is displayed, either the CP directory entry for the VM:Operator service virtual machine does not specify
BMX on the OPTION record or the command CP DEFINE CHANNELS SEL was issued on the VM:Operator service
virtual machine. If the ECMODE option is displayed, the directory entry does not specify ECMODE on the OPTION record.
VM:Operator initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the directory entry if necessary, then start VM:Operator again.

1201E
product CANNOT ANALYZE THE RESPONSE FROM THE CMS IDENTIFY COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Operator cannot understand the response received from the CMS IDENTIFY command. This may be the result of
manual modification of the CMS IDENTIFY command at your site. VM:Operator initialization fails.

Action:

Check the output from the CMS IDENTIFY command. If the command is not working properly, correct the problem and
start VM:Operator again. If the command is working properly but has been modified by your site, contact Technical
Support.
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1202E
product DOES NOT HAVE THE CP PRIVILEGE CLASS REQUIRED TO ISSUE THE FOLLOWING CP COMMAND OR
DIAGNOSE: command.

Reason:

The VM:Operator service virtual machine does not have the CP privilege class needed to issue the indicated CP
command or DIAGNOSE. VM:Operator initialization fails.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must give VM:Operator the CP privilege class required to issue the indicated
command at your site.

1216E
INVALID PARAMETER: parameter.

Reason:

You specified an invalid parameter on the VIWOV command. The INIT parameter, which identifies the VM:Operator
service virtual machines that are allowed to connect with your virtual machine, is the only valid parameter on this
command.

Action:

Enter the VIWOV INIT command again, this time specifying the INIT parameter and the proper VM:Operator service
virtual machines after that parameter. For example, enter:

viwov init vmwebsrv

1232E
TO USE THE option OPTION OF THE command COMMAND, PREFIX THE command COMMAND WITH svmuserid.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command specifying an option that requires the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV)
buffer. However, because of the syntax of the command you entered--for example, you used CP SMSG or issued the
command from the VM:Operator service virtual machine--your virtual machine does not have this required buffer. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, prefixing it with your service virtual machine user ID (by default ), from a virtual machine other
than the VM:Operator service virtual machine; do not use CP SMSG.

1233I
READY;

Reason:

You entered an empty or blank command line on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. For example, you may have
pressed ENTER when there was no command waiting to be issued. This message, displayed on the VM:Operator service
virtual machine, indicates that VM:Operator is ready to accept commands. System activity continues.

Action:
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None.

1234I
product trademark RELEASE release.level

Reason:

VM:Operator issues this message during initialization, indicating legal trademark and release level. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1235I
product IS READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Operator initialization has completed successfully. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss
respectively. This message follows message 1234I and other initialization messages, and indicates that VM:Operator is
ready to accept commands. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1236E
product IS NOT READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Operator initialization has failed. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss respectively. This message
is preceded by other messages that explain why VM:Operator initialization did not complete. Control returns to CMS.

Action:

Your VM:Operator system administrator must refer to the explanations of the other messages sent by VM:Operator
to determine why initialization failed and how to correct the problem. When the problem is corrected, the system
administrator can start VM:Operator again.

1239W
NOTICE! THE CA CPUID FOR THE VM/ESA FEATURE HAS EXPIRED.

Reason:

The VM:Operator CPUID has expired. A valid CPUID is required for VM:Operator to continue operating. If there are any
days left in the grace period, VM:Operator keeps operating. If not, it shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Operator systems administrator must call Technical Support to obtain a CPUID that is valid for the CPU on which
you are running VM:Operator.

1240E
INVALID RESPONSE FROM APPLICATION EXIT.
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Reason:

An application exit routine returned an invalid response.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1241E
COMMAND REJECTED; product  MODULE AND product SUPERVISOR MODULE ARE INCOMPATIBLE.

Reason:

The module for the user's virtual machine and the supervisor module running on the VM:Operator service virtual machine
are not at compatible service levels. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Operator system administrator.

1242I
LEVEL level MACRO filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An abnormal termination occurred while the indicated macro was running. VM:Operator sends this message for every
macro that was active, from the outer-most to the inner-most, when VM:Operator abnormally terminated.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1243E
ACTIVE MACRO CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:

The chain of currently active macros points to an invalid address. The macro list section of the indicative dump ends.

Action:

None.

1244I
MACRO TRACE ENTRY entrynumber ADDED.

Reason:

When you entered a TRACE MACRO command, it created the indicated entry in the macro trace list.

Action:

None.

1245I
entrynumber userid filename msgdest firstline lastline traceopt.
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Reason:

This is the detail line for the TRACE LIST command. Message 1249I lists the column headings.

Action:

None.

1246I
commandline continued.

Reason:

VM:Operator logs this message on its service virtual machine when the command that VM:Operator begins to execute
is too long to be fully displayed on message 1111I. Message 1246I contains the continuation of the command line from
message 1111I, or from an immediately preceding message 1246I when necessary. Processing continues.

Action:

Refer to message 1111I for information on this message.

1247E
OPERAND operand CONFLICTS WITH AN ALREADY SPECIFIED OPERAND ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an operand on the indicated command that conflicts with another operand you already specified on the same
command. The command fails.

Action:

Correct the operands specified, then enter the command again.

1248E
MACRO TRACE ENTRY entrynumber NOT FOUND.

Reason:

When you entered the TRACE STOP command, you specified a macro trace entry that does not exist. The command
fails.

Action:

None.

1249I
TRACEID USERID MACRO MSGDEST FIRSTLINE LASTLINE TRACEOPT.

Reason:

This is the header line for the output from the TRACE LIST command.

Action:

None.
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1250W
CONNECT TO *IDENT FAILED WITH IPRCODE = code.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, VM:Operator could not identify a resource ID to the CP *IDENT system service. VM:Operator
sends this message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine console log file. VM:Operator waits one
minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Look up the IPRCODE code in the IUCV CONNECT portion of the IBM programming services manual and correct the
problem. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1251S
*IDENT SEVERED LOCAL RESOURCE resid, REASON CODE = code.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Operator encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the CP *IDENT system service severed the connection that defined the resource ID.
VM:Operator waits one minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM programming services manual and correct the problem. If necessary, contact
Technical Support.

1252E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO CONNECT TO *IDENT FOR resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the VM:Operator service virtual machine is not authorized to connect to *IDENT system
service for the indicated resource ID. VM:Operator sends this message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual
machine. VM:Operator waits one minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Make sure the IUCV *IDENT resid record in the directory entry for the VM:Operator service virtual machine specifies the
correct resource ID. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1253E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO IDENTIFY LOCAL RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the directory entry for the VM:Operator service virtual machine does not contain an IUCV
*IDENT resid record. This record is necessary for VM:Operator to identify the resource ID as a global or system resource.
VM:Operator sends this message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine. VM:Operator waits one
minute and then retries the request.

Action:
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Make sure the VM:Operator directory entry contains the following record:

IUCV *IDENT resid LOCAL.

If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1254W
CONTROL OF LOCAL RESOURCE resid WAS REVOKED.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Operator encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, another service virtual machine revoked the resource being used by VM:Operator.
VM:Operator sends this message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine. VM:Operator waits one
minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1255I
ATTEMPTING *IDENT RECONNECTION IN ONE MINUTE.

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
VM:Operator issues this message then waits one minute before retrying the request. VM:Operator sends this message to
the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

See the messages preceding 1255I for information on the specific error that occurred.

1256T
RESID resid CANNOT BE USED, EXIT NAME ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
Specifically, a CMS IUCV exit program has already been established for the indicated resource ID. VM:Operator sends
this message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine. Initialization fails.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1257I
THE resid LOCAL RESOURCE DEFINITION COMPLETED.

Reason:

VM:Operator has successfully established communications with the indicated resource through the Advanced Program-
to-Program Communication (APPC) facility. VM:Operator sends this message to the VM:Operator operator and service
virtual machine console log. Initialization continues.

Action:
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None.

1258I
THE LOCAL RESOURCE resid IS ALREADY BEING MANAGED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the indicated resource is already being used by another service virtual machine. VM:Operator
sends this message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine. VM:Operator waits one minute and then
retries the request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1268E
USER userid1 HOLDS A LOCK ON lock-string AND IS BLOCKING USER userid2.

Reason:

VM:Operator has detected that a lock request would result in either a deadlock or livelock condition. A lock-string of DISK-
U-MGRSUE-USERJOE means that there is a lock on the directory entry for user ID USERJOE. MGRSUE is the file type
(and manager) of USERJOE's directory entry. U is the mode of the accessed disk. The command fails.

Action:

Try the request later. If you have repeated failures to process the request, you may need to analyze the locks owned by
userid1. Examine the VM:Operator console log to determine what requests were processing at the time. For assistance,
contact Technical Support.

1269E
THE LOCK FOR USER userid CANNOT BE OBTAINED BECAUSE A locktype LOCK CONDITION WOULD OCCUR.

Reason:

VM:Operator has detected that a lock request would result in either a deadlock or livelock condition. The command fails.

Action:

Try the request later. If you have repeated failures to process the request, you may need to analyze the locks owned by
the indicated userid. Examine the VM:Operator console log to determine what requests were processing at the time. For
assistance, contact Technical Support.

1270I
THE (userid USERID HAS | process-name PROCESS (HAS | LEFT)) A (PERM) (SHARED | PRIVATE ) lock-string
LOCK.

Reason:

This message is part of the response to a QLOCK command or is displayed during cleanup after a process abnormal
termination. It indicates that a user or process left (if abnormally terminating) or has (if QLOCK) a shared or private lock on
the indicated lock-string.

Action:
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None.

1271I
AUDIT DISK percent FULL, number DATA RECORDS FOUND.

Reason:

Audit minidisk initialization determined that the minidisk is percent full with the VM:Operator audit file containing number
records. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1272I
AUDIT DISK FULL, WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT.

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to audit the invocation of the command currently being processed, but the audit minidisk is full. Your
process waits until the audit information is removed from the audit minidisk. When this occurs, your command execution
continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Operator system administrator to extract the audit data.

1273I
AUDITGET ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

You issued the VM:Operator AUDITEXT command, but another user is already running an audit extract. Your AUDITEXT
command terminates immediately with return code 4.

Action:

None. Because the other user's AUDITEXT command removes all records from the VM:Operator audit minidisk, you
would obtain few if any records by entering the AUDITEXT command again, even if the other user's command has
completed.

1274I
NORMAL COMPLETION.

Reason:

The requested command completed normally without issuing any other messages.

Action:

None.

1275E
THERE IS NO AUDIT DISK ACCESSED.

Reason:
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VM:Operator tried to read from or write to the AUDIT disk, but the disk is not currently accessed. The command ends.

Action:

Access the AUDIT disk at the correct file mode and try the command again.

1276E
AUDIT FILE IS NOT CORRECTLY FORMATTED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator determined that the AUDIT file on the audit minidisk is not properly formatted.
Initialization fails.

Action:

The audit file must be either a fixed-format file with a record length of 80 bytes or a variable-format file. For a description
of the audit file format, see the AUDRECFM configuration file record or the  VM:Operator Administration Guide or
Reference Guide.

1277I
product DYNAMIC STORAGE EXHAUSTED. SYSTEM HANG OR FAILURE POSSIBLE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. This problem could cause VM:Operator to
hang or fail.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to increase the virtual storage size of the VM:Operator service virtual machine.

1278E
ABENDING WITH PRG003 BECAUSE THE EVENTSIGNAL() CSL ROUTINE RETURNED AN UNEXPECTED ERROR.

Reason:

The CMS EventSignal CSL routine returned an unexpected error. VM:Operator ends abnormally with a PRG003 abend.
Register 15 contains the return code; register 0 contains the reason code.

Action:

Save the console log and the dump file and contact Technical Support.

1279E
MISSING PARAMETER ON option OPTION.

Reason:

You specified the indicated option when you entered a command, but you omitted a required parameter. The command
fails.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct parameter.
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1284I
INITIALIZING LOCAL APPCVM RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

VM:Operator is creating the resource definition for the VM:Operator service virtual machine. VM:Operator sends this
message to the VM:Operator operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

1285E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO STEM NAME FOLLOWS THE STEM OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1286E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO VARIABLE NAME FOLLOWS THE VAR OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during processing. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1287T
A R/W A-DISK OR DIRECTORY IS REQUIRED BY product.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Operator determined that there is no read/write minidisk or SFS directory accessed at file mode
A. Initialization ends.

Action:

Access a read/write minidisk or SFS directory at file mode A and start VM:Operator again.

1288S
ARG(num) OF FUNCTION function IS MISSING OR INVALID.

Reason:

The indicated function was called with an invalid or missing parameter at the indicated argument position. VM:Operator
displays this message on the VM:Operator service virtual machine console. The process abnormally terminates.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1289W
ARG(num) OF FUNCTION function IS EXTRANEOUS.

Reason:

The indicated function was called with an extraneous parameter at the indicated argument position. Processing continues.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1290S
THE PREVIOUS function CALL ENDED WITH REASON=code.

Reason:

The indicated function call completed in error with the specified reason code. VM:Operator displays this message on the
VM:Operator service virtual machine console. The process abnormally terminates.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1291I
STARTING CSL ROUTINE cslname.

Reason:

A process has made an asynchronous call to the indicated CSL routine. This message is displayed because both DEBUG
CSLCALL ON and DEBUG ASYNC ON have been specified. VM:Operator displays this message on the VM:Operator
service virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1292I
CSL ROUTINE cslname COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE rc AND REASON CODE code.

Reason:

The cslname CSL routine has completed with the indicated return and reason codes. VM:Operator displays this message
because DEBUG CSLCALL ON or DEBUG CSLCALL ERROR have been specified. VM:Operator displays this message
on the VM:Operator service virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1293I
ROUTINE entrypoint WAS CALLED FROM routine + displacement.

Reason:

This message follows message 1292I or 1294S and indicates the location in VM:Operator that called the CSL routine.
The variable entrypoint is the name of the VM:Operator driver routine that handles calls for the CSL routine. The variables
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routine and displacement pinpoint the calling program. VM:Operator displays this message on the VM:Operator service
virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1294S
REASON CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE cslname.

Reason:

A process received a fatal reason code from a CSL routine. VM:Operator abnormally terminates with a CSL002 abnormal
termination.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1295S
ERROR code RECEIVED processing FILE file.

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered an error trying to create, open, or erase a mirrored log file. This message indicates a serious
problem with VM:Operator.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1296S
PRIMARY RECORD LENGTH length1 DOES NOT MATCH SECONDARY RECORD LENGTH length2.

Reason:

Records read from the primary file are not the same length as records read from the secondary file. VM:Operator displays
this message on the VM:Operator console. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1297S
PRIMARY RETURN/REASON CODES return1/reason1 DO NOT MATCH SECONDARY CODES return2/reason2.

Reason:

VM:Operator displays this message on the VM:Operator service virtual machine console. The executing process ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1298S
PRIMARY DATA DOES NOT MATCH SECONDARY DATA.

Reason:

Records read from the primary file do not match records read from the secondary file. The executing process ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1299S
PRIMARY R/W POINTERS DO NOT MATCH SECONDARY POINTERS.

Reason:

VM:Operator determined that the read/write pointers of the primary and secondary files do not match. VM:Operator
displays this message on the VM:Operator service virtual machine console and sends it to user IDs that receive system
administrator messages. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1300I
SYSFRESV REGISTER AT TIME OF ABEND:

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1301I
number CALL TO entrypoint FROM entrypoint.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1302I
number EXIT FROM entrypoint W/RC=decimal_rc ('hex_rc'X).

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.
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1303I
number word FROM entrypoint; SIZE=number; ADDRESS=address; SUBPOOL=pool type

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1304I
number word FROM entrypoint; SIZE=number; ADDRESS=address.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1310S
NOVALUE ERROR IN program AT LINE number: SYMBOL name IS UNDEFINED.

Action:

A programming error occurred in the indicated REXX program.

Reason:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1311S
SYNTAX ERROR code IN program AT LINE number: description.

Reason:

A programming error occurred in the indicated REXX program.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1316E
text

Reason:

This message contains the text of a message sent to the VM:Operator server console from other user IDs.

Action:

Look up the message in the appropriate documentation and respond accordingly.
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1331E
THE FOLLOWING DATABASE ERROR OCCURRED DURING FUNCTION function FOR TABLE table FROM routine;
RC = code.

Reason:

An unexpected VM:Operator database error occurred. The database management system logs the error on the
VM:Operator service virtual machine console. VM:Operator may also log additional messages there to further explain the
error. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1332E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO A DATABASE ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Operator encountered an error with the VM:Operator database. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Operator system administrator, who can contact Technical Support.

1333E
TABLE table TABLE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to open the indicated database table, expecting to find data. However, this table is empty, that is,
it contains no data. VM:Operator logs this message on the VM:Operator service virtual machine console along with
message 1331E it might also issue additional accompanying messages to provide more information. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1334E
database command error.

Reason:

VM:Operator issued a database command that caused an error. This message, which follows message 1331E, displays
the database command that caused an error.

Action:

Refer to message 1331E.

1335E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO FIND AN ENTRY IN THE table TABLE.

Reason:
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VM:Operator could not locate an entry in the indicated table in the VM:Operator database. VM:Operator logs this message
on the VM:Operator service virtual machine console. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Operator system administrator, who can contact Technical Support if necessary.

1336E
ERROR OCCURRED in filename filetype; RC = code FROM command COMMAND.

Reason:

An error occurred when the indicated REXX program issued the indicated command, which can be a CP or CMS
command, or an internal VM:Operator command. The command returned the return code displayed on the message.
Processing ends.

Action:

If the command is a CP or CMS command, look up the indicated command and the return code in IBM documentation to
determine what caused the problem. In any case, contact Technical Support.

1337E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO AN INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Operator encountered an internal error. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Operator system administrator, who can contact Technical Support if necessary.

1351E
RECEIVED ERROR code (error-name) ON function (number) FROM tcp/ip-server: description

Reason:

An error occurred in a TCP/IP connection. The variable code is the error code. The variable error-name is the descriptive
name of the error. The variable number is the socket IUCV function number. The variable tcp/ip-server is the user ID of the
TCP/IP server. Some of these errors do not represent a problem. For example, this message is issued if a user clicks the
STOP button on a browser during data transfer.

Action:

Look up the error in the IBM TCP/IP error code documentation.

1355E
UNEXPECTED ERROR code FROM entrypoint CALL IN primitive.

Reason:

VM:Operator found an internal error during EXEC primitive processing.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1359E
ALL number SOCKETS ARE IN USE FOR SPB address.

Reason:

There was an internal logic failure involving a socket path block.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1364I
AN ACTIVE CONNECTION WAS LOST; POSSIBLE NETWORK ERRORS.

Reason:

A connection between a server and a client in the IP network was disrupted. Receiving this message several times in a
row might indicate network instability that is affecting all transactions. The network problems might degrade client/server
services. If VM:Operator issues this message only for transactions with a specific client, the network problems might relate
to that specific client.

Action:

If VM:Operator issues this message infrequently, no action is required. If VM:Operator issues this message frequently,
have network engineers analyze relevant parts of the network to determine the cause of the problems and correct them.

1366E
UNABLE TO LOAD entrypoint.

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Operator attempted to load the specified entrypoint.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1372E
RECORD READ FROM PARTNER HAS ILLEGAL LENGTH OF length BYTES.

Reason:

An SSL record was received from the other side of the connection with a length greater than 16,384 bytes. The variable
length is the hexadecimal number of bytes in the SSL record. The connection between the client and the server ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1375E
RECORD READ FROM PARTNER HAS AN INCORRECT MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION CODE.

Reason:
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The Message Authentication Code (MAC) received with the SSL record does not match the MAC calculated from the
record data.

The sending party calculates the MAC (a cryptographic hash value) on the data being sent in the record and appends
it to the record before encrypting the data. The receiving party decrypts the data, calculates its own MAC for the data,
and compares the two MACs. If they match, the receiver knows the data has not been altered in transit. If they do not
match, the data has been altered and must be ignored. In this case, the connection between the client and the server
ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1380E
REXX VARIABLE variable DOES NOT HAVE A VALID VALUE.

Reason:

The command you entered referenced a REXX variable that has no value or an invalid value. This message indicates an
internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1383E
CERTIFICATE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT IS OUTSIDE ITS VALID PERIOD.

Reason:

VM:Operator received a certificate from a client. The certificate indicates a date when the certificate begins to be valid and
a date when the certificate is no longer valid. The current date and time are either before or after the time period that the
certificate is valid.

Action:

If the current date and time is before the certificate is valid, have the client reissue the request after the certificate
becomes valid. If certificate is no longer valid, have the client request a new certificate. Then, have the client reissue the
request after a valid certificate is obtained.

1386I
PROCESS userid nodename process (pcb-address pcb-id) HAS A lock-word1 lock-work2 LOCK.

Reason:

The QLOCK command issues this response when all processes are queried.

Action:

None.

1387I
THE userid USERID HAS A (PRIVATE/SHARED) lock-word1 lock-word2 (PERM) LOCK.

Reason:
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This message is output from the QLOCK command. The indicated userid has a private or shared lock on the indicated
resource.

Action:

None.

1397E
APPLICATION CANNOT BE CALLED AS A NUCLEUS EXTENSION

Reason:

VM:Operator had been called as a CMS Nucleus Extension. This is not supported.

Action:

Remove any NUCXLOAD VMXSYS command from the PROFILE EXEC or issue a NUCXDROP VMXSYS command and
restart VM:Operator.

1500E
FILENAME filename IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified file name, which is not a valid file name. CMS file names are 1- to 8-character
strings comprising alphabetic and numeric characters, and the characters $, #, @, -, +, and _. The command ends with
return code 1500.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid file name.

1501E
USERID userid IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified user ID, which is not valid. VM user IDs are 1- to 8-character strings
comprising alphabetic and numeric characters, and the characters $, #, @, -, +, and _. The command ends with return
code 1501.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid user ID.

1502E
THE option1 OPTION CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH THE option2 OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified options, which are incompatible. The command ends with return code 1502.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct options.
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1503E
OPTION option IS NOT A VALID OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified option, which is not a valid option. The command ends with return code 1503.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid option.

1504E
YOU MUST SPECIFY THE FILENAME OF THE FILE YOU WANT TO UPDATE.

Reason:

You entered a command without specifying the file name of the CMS file to be updated. The command ends with return
code 1504.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct file name.

1505E
DATA FILE filename filetype IS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You entered a command, which needs the specified CMS file. The file was not found on any accessed disk or directory.
The command ends with return code 1505.

Action:

Access the disk or directory containing the specified file and enter the command again.

1506E
MISSING FILETYPES RECORD IN DATA FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to find a required record in the specified file. The command ends with return
code 1506.

Action:

If you have altered the specified file, undo the changes and enter the command again. If not, contact Technical Support.

1507E
INPUT FILE filename WAS NOT FOUND; commandname COULD NOT FIND ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FILES:

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to locate the specified file or files. This message is followed by one or more
1508I messages, listing the missing files. The command ends with return code 1508.

Action:
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Search for the files specified in the 1508I messages. Once you have determined which disk or directory contains the files,
access the disk or directory and enter the command again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1508I
filename filetype

Reason:

This message, which follows message 1507E, displays information about the error that occurred.

Action:

Refer to message 1507E.

1509E
INPUT FILE filename1 IS NOT REFERENCED IN THE DATA FILE filename2 filetype2

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to find a required record in the specified data file. The command ends with
return code 1509.

Action:

If you have altered the file, undo the changes and enter the command again. If not, contact Technical Support.

1510E
ERROR OCCURRED READING FILE filename filetype; EXECIO RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

You entered a command, which received an error from the CMS EXECIO command while reading from the specified data
file. This message is followed by message 1511I, which lists the EXECIO command text. The command ends with return
code 1510.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1511I
EXECIO COMMAND WAS: commandtext.

Reason:

This message contains details for message 1510E.

Action:

Refer to message 1510E.

1512E
commandname REQUIRES A READ/WRITE A-DISK.

Reason:
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You entered a command that requires a minidisk or SFS directory to be accessed read/write at file mode A for its output
files. The command ends with return code 1512.

Action:

Access a disk or directory read/write at file mode A and enter the command again.

1513E
ERROR OCCURRED UPDATING THE FILE filename filetype; EXECUPDT RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

You entered a command, which received the specified return code from the CMS EXECUPDT command while processing
the specified file. This message is followed by message 1514I, listing the EXECUPDT command text. The command ends
with return code 1513.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1514I
EXECUPDT COMMAND WAS: commandtext.

Reason:

This message contains details for message 1513E.

Action:

Refer to message 1513E.

1515I
filename HAS BEEN UPDATED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

You entered a command, which successfully updated the specified file.

Action:

None.

1516I
filename filetype HAS BEEN COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK AND LOADED INTO MEMORY.

Reason:

You entered a command that successfully copied the file to the service virtual machine A-disk or directory and loaded it
into memory on the server. VM:Operator will immediately begin using the new copy of the file.

Action:

None.

1517I
filename filetype HAS BEEN COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK.
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Reason:

You entered a command that successfully copied the file to the server virtual machine A-disk or directory and loaded it into
memory on the server. VM:Operator will begin using the new copy of the file upon the next restart.

Action:

None.

1518I
TO MAKE THE UPDATED FILE AVAILABLE TO USERS, COPY filename filetype A TO A PUBLIC MINIDISK.

Reason:

You entered a command to update a file. The specified file must be copied to a publicly-accessible minidisk for users to
make use of it.

Action:

Copy the specified file to a publicly-accessible minidisk.

1521I
product HAS SET CP 370ACCOM TO setting

Reason:

VM:Operator issues this message under the following circumstances:

• During initialization, VM:Operator determined that its service virtual machine is not running with the correct setting
of the 370 Accommodation Feature (370ACCOM ON or 370ACCOM OFF). So that processing can continue,
VM:Operator automatically issued the SET CP 370ACCOM command to set the correct mode.

• During termination, VM:Operator issued the CP SET 370ACCOM command to restore the mode to its original setting.
VM:Operator sends this message to the service virtual machine console and processing continues.

Action:

To prevent VM:Operator from sending this message, place the correct CP SET 370ACCOM command in the PROFILE
EXEC of the VM:Operator service virtual machine.

1522T
product RECEIVED AN INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP COMMAND command.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal processing error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1523E
FILE/DOMAIN SPECIFICATION IS INCOMPLETE; IT MUST CONSIST OF filename filetype filesystem domain_info.

Reason:

VM:Operator found an error while it was trying to access the specified file.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1524E
DOMAIN TYPE type IS NOT VALID; IT MUST BE CMS, MDISK, SFS, or BFS.

Reason:

VM:Operator found an error while it was trying to access the specified file.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1525E
UNEXPECTED ERROR WHILE USING FILE/DOMAIN name I/O ROUTINES.

Reason:

VM:Operator found an error while it was performing file/domain I/O. This message follows another message that gives
more information about the nature of the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1527I
product HAS SET CP DATEFORMAT TO dateformat

Reason:

VM:Operator must run on a virtual machine using the SHORTDATE date format:

• If you see this message at initialization, it means VM:Operator changed the date format to SHORTDATE because the
virtual machine had been set to some other date format.

• If you see this message at termination, it means VM:Operator changed the virtual machine date format at initialization.
VM:Operator also reset the date format to the indicated format.

Action:

None.

1530E
FILE filename filetype filemode IS R/W, but R/O ACCESS IS REQUIRED

Reason:

You entered a command to update the specified file. For safety reasons, the command requires its input file to be on a
read-only disk or directory. However, the input file was accessed read/write. The command ends with return code 1530.

Action:

Access the input disk or directory read-only and enter the command again.

1531I
syntax-for-command.
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Reason:

You entered a command with a question mark instead of a file name. The command displays its syntax and ends with
return code 1531.

Action:

None.

1532I
filename filetype HAS BEEN LEFT ON YOUR A-DISK AND NEEDS TO BE COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK.

Reason:

You entered a command to update a file.

Action:

If you are not running the command on the service virtual machine (svmuserid, by default ), copy the file to the svmuserid
A-disk. Then VM:Operator can update this file.

1533E
REQUIRED option OPTION NOT SUPPLIED.

Reason:

You entered a command, which requires the specified option. You did not supply the option. The command ends with
return code 1533.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the required option.

1534E
NOCOPY OPTION IS REQUIRED WHEN RUNNING ON THE svmuserid USERID.

Reason:

You entered a command on the SVM (service virtual machine) user ID and either specified the LOAD or NOLOAD option
or allowed it to default. When running on the SVM user ID, you must specify the NOCOPY option. The command ends
with return code 1534.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the NOCOPY option.

1550T
FREE STORAGE INITIALIZATION FAILED WITH CODE code

Reason:

Free storage initialization failed. VM:Operator initialization stops.

Action:

Refer to the value of code to determine what to do:

• Code 4 -- Increase the amount of storage available below the 16M line.
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(Reserved segments often cause this error. CMS commands STORMAP and QUERY SEGMENT will help you identify
reserved segments.)

• Code 8 or C -- VM:Operator is unable to find the storage manager it requested. Contact Technical Support.
• Any other value. Contact Technical Support.

1551I
FREE STORAGE MANAGER manager IS IN USE

Reason:

You have selected the indicated storage manager.

Action:

None.

1554W
option OPTION VALUE value1 NOT SUPPORTED, USING value2 INSTEAD.

Reason:

VM:Operator determined that the TCPIP DATA file contains an option value (value1) that it does not support. VM:Operator
uses value2 instead.

Action:

None.

1555W
DOMAIN NAME RESOLUTION SERVICES HAVE NOT BEEN INITIALIZED WITH A DNS SERVER IP ADDRESS FOR
GROUP group.

Reason:

The TCPIP DATA file does not have a NSINTERADDR record. This record identifies the internet address of the name
server. Because this record is not present, VM:Operator cannot use domain name resolution services.

Action:

Add a NSINTERADDR record to your TCPIP DATA file to identify the internet address of the name of the name server.

1556E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM ENTRY POINT module.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1557E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.
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Reason:

You entered a VM:Operator command that caused VM:Operator to call an internal function (text) that ended with the
indicated return code. CMS logs a message on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. The message displays the name
of the EXEC and the line number on which this error occurred. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Operator system administrator, who must contact Technical Support and provide the names of the
EXECs, the line numbers on which the error occurred, the return code, and the name of the internal function that was
running.

1558E
ERROR code FROM FORMAT STKMSG xxxxs: variables.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred while VM:Operator tried to obtain the text for message xxxxs, where xxxx is the four-digit
message number and s is the severity code. The variable information in this message is displayed when VM:Operator
logs message 0001E on the VM:Operator service virtual machine. Processing continues.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1559E
STORAGE REQUEST FOR number1 BYTES EXCEEDS LIMIT OF number2 BYTES.

Reason:

A VM:Operator routine requires number1 bytes of storage. The amount of storage exceeds the limit of number2 bytes that
can be obtained at one time. The routine ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1560E
FUNCTION function OF PRIMITIVE primitive IS MISSING A PARAMETER.

Reason:

The command you entered called primitive, which is an internal system primitive. However, the function of primitive was
missing a required parameter. This message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1561E
PARAMETER parameter1 CANNOT BE USED WITH PARAMETER parameter2.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive with two parameters that cannot be used together. This
message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1562E
PARAMETER parmname CANNOT BE USED ALONE.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive with only parameter parmname. However, this parameter
requires one or more additional parameters. This message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1563E
PARAMETER parmname HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive. This primitive specified keyword parameter parmname
more than one time. This parameter can be specified only once. This message indicates an internal problem. The
command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1564E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

VM:Operator tried to load a national language support translation table that was previously loaded at system initialization.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1565E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename HAS AN INVALID FORMAT.

Reason:

The national language support translation table stored in file tablename TCPXLBIN has an invalid format. There are
several possible reasons:

• You built the translation table with an improper file format.
• The translation table became physically corrupt.

Action:

Rebuild the tablename TCPXLBIN file using IBM's TCP/IP CONVXLAT utility.
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1566E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename IS REFERENCED BUT WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

There is a mismatch between the national language support translation tables that VM:Operator expects to be loaded at
system initialization, and the tables that are actually loaded.

Action:

Take corrective action, such as making sure that translation table tablename is available to VM:Operator at startup on an
accessed minidisk or SFS directory.

1567E
YOU CANNOT HAVE A TRANSLATION TABLE NAMED "NONE TCPXLBIN".

Reason:

You named a national language support translation table NONE TCPXLBIN. This name is invalid.

Action:

Rename the file to something other than NONE.

1568E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename IS NOT LOADED.

Reason:

A command was specified with its translation option. However, VM:Operator did not find tablename in the list of loaded
national language support translation tables.

Action:

If the specified translation table is correct, determine why VM:Operator did not load it during system initialization. (Perhaps
VM:Operator could not find the translation table on an accessed minidisk or SFS directory.) If the table name is not
correct, enter the command again, this time using a table name that is correct.

1570E
CLIENT REQUEST DID NOT INCLUDE A CONFIGURED SSL VERSION.

Reason:

During the SSL handshake between the client and server to establish the security protocol, the server could not find
a compatible version of SSL among those configured for the server's port and those requested by the client. The
conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that your server's communications port can be configured to include a version of SSL that both the client and server
support; you can check the port's configuration with the QUERY PORT command. Also, verify that the client is able to
use one or more of the SSL versions the server is using, and, if necessary, configure the client to use the SSL version the
server is using.
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1571E
CLIENT REQUEST DID NOT INCLUDE A CONFIGURED SSL CIPHER SUITE.

Reason:

During the SSL handshake between the client and server to establish the security protocol, the server could not find
a compatible SSL cipher suite among those configured for the server's port and those requested by the client. The
conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that your server's communications port can be configured to include an SSL cipher suite that both the client and
server support; you can check the port's configuration with the QUERY PORT command. Also, verify that the client is
able to use one or more of the SSL cipher suites the server is using, and, if necessary, configure the client to use the SSL
cipher suite the server is using.

1572E
SSL "HELLO" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITH A HANDSHAKE ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1573E
SSL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITH AN INVALID CONTENT TYPE.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1574E
SSL "HELLO" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1575E
SSL "KEY EXCHANGE" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:
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The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1576E
SSL "FINISHED" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1577E
SSL "FINISHED" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITHOUT A PRECEDING "CHANGE CIPHER SPEC"
MESSAGE.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1578E
SSL HANDSHAKE MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT IS NOT THE ONE EXPECTED.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1579E
SSL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.
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1580E
DATA WAS RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITHOUT AN SSL HANDSHAKE BEING CONCLUDED.

Reason:

The client tried to communicate with the server before the SSL handshake that establishes the security protocol was
completed. The conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1581E
SSL "CHANGE CIPHER SPEC" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT AT THE WRONG TIME.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1587I
Copyright (c) YYYY CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message displays during VM:Operator system initialization. It follows the standard product and release message.

Action:

None.

1588E
UNEXPECTED REASON CODE code RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE routine.

Reason:

A CMS CSL routine returned an unexpected error.

Action:

If the routine is a standard CMS CSL routine, look up the error in the IBM documentation and take corrective action. If the
routine is not a standard CMS CSL routine, or if the corrective action taken above does not fix the problem, call Technical
Support.

1591E
ABENDING WITH PRG001 BECAUSE THE NUCMRK CSL ROUTINE FOUND AN UNEXPECTED ERROR.

Reason:

VM:Operator encountered an unexpected error while performing SFS asynchronous I/O. This indicates an internal error.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1594E
PRIMITIVE primitive DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

A primitive used in a VM:Operator program or macro subcommand was incorrectly specified. The function is suppressed,
and return code 102 is returned to the requesting program or macro subcommand.

Action:

If the primitive was incorrectly specified, the calling macro subcommand must be corrected. If the error occurred
while invoking a site-written subcommand, ask your VM:Operator system administrator to trace the macro execution
to determine whether the primitive was incorrectly invoked. If these steps do not resolve the problem, your system
administrator should contact Technical Support for assistance.

1598I
DNS SERVER server TIMED OUT RESOLVING THE type1 FOR THE type2 name.

Reason:

While resolving either an 'IPADDR for the CNAME' or a 'NAME for the IPADDR' named in the message, an unresponsive
DNS server was found.

Action:

The DNS Server named in the message is not communicating with the product. It may be down or not configured
properly. The DNS server IP address is retrieved from your TCPIP DATA file. Correct the problem which is preventing
communications between the product and the DNS server(s) named in your TCPIP DATA file and then retry the operation.

1605I
Shutdown signal received; shutdown in nnnnn seconds.

Reason:

The service machine has received a shutdown signal. The signal will expire in the number of seconds provided in the
message.

Action:

None. This message is a notification that a signal to shut down the product has been received. The product ends if the
END user exit does not prevent the product from ending.

1606I
The signal shutdown service is enabled.

Reason:

This message confirms that the product Signal Shutdown service has been enabled. The product can now be shut down
through a SIGNAL SHUTDOWN command. 

Action:

None. However, if you do not want the product to be enabled for shutdown signals, set the SIGNALSH configuration file
record to NO.
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1607I
The signal shutdown service is disabled.

Reason:

This message confirms that the product signal shutdown service has been disabled. The product can no longer be shut
down through a SIGNAL SHUTDOWN command. 

Action:

None. However, if you want the product to be enabled for shutdown signals, set the SIGNALSH configuration file record to
YES.

1608E
Error ..... received during service call to enable signal shutdown service.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1609E
Error ..... received writing event mask to enable signal shutdown service.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1610E
This CP does not support shutdown signals.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1611E
Error ..... received for SET SHUTSIGNAL command.

Reason:

The return code in the message was received during a SET SHUTSIGNAL command. See the IBM documentation for the
CP QUERY SIGNALS command for the reasons this command can fail.
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Action:

If you can change the condition causing the command to fail, do so. Otherwise call Broadcom Support with the error
message, return code, and product console.

1621I
CP Extended Address Volume (EAV) support is eav-status

Reason:

This message is given during product initialization to indicate the status of CP support for Extended Address Volumes.
The value for eav-status is either 'available' or 'not available'.

Action:

None. The product should respond according to the status of Extended Address Volume support. Product full screen fields
and commands that accept definitions for cylinders should accept up to 1,182,006.

 

LMP Messages
LMP (Broadcom License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of
licensed software. LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report
on activities regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution
software under the control of LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in
the CPU on which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP common enforcement software is automatically
invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a discrepancy
is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages that are
designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

CAS9115I
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx…

Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None.

CAS9116I
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:

Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:
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• mmm -is the month the device was activated
• dd -is the day the device was activated
• yyyy -is the year the device was activated

Action:

None.

CAS9125E
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx…

NOTE
This message can have many different causes and responses.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.

Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:
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Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly.

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.

Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product's x'1FF' disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x'1FF' minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine's x'1FF' disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.
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Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine's x'1FF' disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR product EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

Action:

Contact LMP support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement and
discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.

Abends
An abnormal termination (abend) is an error that prevents further execution of a VM:Operator process. A software or
system generation problem in either VM:Operator or VM causes abends.

Process Abends

A process abend is a software or system generation problem that causes the command to terminate but leaves
VM:Operator functioning normally. When a process terminates abnormally, VM:Operator displays the following message:

079S PROCESS ABEND condition

System Abends

A system abend is a software or system generation problem that causes the termination of the VM:Operator machine.
Depending on the DUMP record in the VMOPER CONFIG file, system abends usually produce a dump. When the system
terminates abnormally, VM:Operator does the following:

• Performs a VMDUMP and sends it to the user ID specified during customization to receive abend dumps
• Issues the following message:

1126S VM:Operator SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address.

Abend-Related Dumps

VM:Operator automatically produces a dump when an error condition is detected that prevents further execution of the
VM:Operator machine. A dump gives needed information about the state of the VM:Operator machine at the time of the
abnormal termination and identifies the problem that caused the abnormal termination.

Before you call about an abend, ensure that you have the following information available:

• Abend code
• Address at which the abend occurred
• VM:Operator syslog including the indicative dump
• Any details available about the events preceding the abend

Also, ensure that the dump is available. You may be asked to send it to Broadcom Support.
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Abend Codes

Abends caused by program interrupts have a PRG prefix, followed by the interrupt code. CMS abends cause a
VM:Operator abend with a DMS prefix, followed by the CMS abend code. Most other abends originate from within
VM:Operator itself.

For any of these abend types, send a dump (with the day's SYSLOG) to Broadcom Support.

The following table lists the VM:Operator abends:

Message Code Message Text

ABN001 ABEND command was executed.

AIC002 Unexpected int on IDENT.

AIC003 Unexpected HNDIUCV SET error.

AIC008 No RESID was defined.

BUF001 Error stacking line, possibly due to lack of

 storage.

CMD001 Error while obtaining internal CMS lock.

CMD002 Error receiving response from CMS command.

CON001 Console control block not defined.

CON002 Console being defined already has windows.

DIS001 Line to be dimmed not held.

DIS002 Held line pointer not found.

DIS003 Invalid reuse of held line control block.

EDT002 Error stacking line, possibly due to lack of

 storage.

EIT001 Failure authorizing for VMCF.

EIT002 Unexpected interrupt from CP*MSG.

EIT004 CP*MSG interrupt handler received unknown interrupt

EXE001 SUBCOM previously initialized.

EXE002 SUBCOM initialization failed.

EXE003 SUBCOM termination failed.

EXE004 Error encountered while issuing NUCEXT function to

 load CA VM:Operator Nucleus Extensions.

EXE007 Attempt made to abend a process that is already

 terminating abnormally.

EXE009 Error in nucleus extension.

HLD001 Error pulling queued input.

INI001 Control block for terminating process not on system

 list.
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IOD001 Parameter missing on internal $DRIVER command.

IOD002 Invalid parameter on internal $DRIVER command.

IOD003 Unable to find control block for canceled VMYIAMOP

 console.

IOD004 Invalid pointer to console control block

 encountered.

IOD005 Incoming message from VMYIAMOP userid not null.”

IOD007 Unexpected IUCV interrupt from VMYIAMOP userid.

IOD008 Error receiving message from VMYIAMOP userid.

IOS001 I/O interrupt received for undefined device.

IOS002 Unable to determine the Subsystem-Identification

 word (SID) for a given console.

IUC001 Unexpected IUCV interrupt received.

IUC002 IUCV SEVER failed.

IUC003 CMSIUCV ACCEPT failed, but not because of a sever.

IUC004 Non-sever interrupt received by process not waiting

 for it.

IUP001 Product-to-product IUCV interrupt received; no

 process.

LCK001 Process lock counter error.

LGB001 Error attempting to write alert message as held

 line.

LGB002 Error attempting to dim alert message line.

LGC002 DIAGNOSE X'7C' : CC = 0; RC = 4.

LGC003 DIAGNOSE X'7C' : CC = 1; RC = 1 or RC > 3.

LGC004 DIAGNOSE X'7C' : CC = 2; RC > 2.

LGC005 DIAGNOSE X'7C' : CC = 3; RC > 2.

LGC006 Invalid external interrupt reason code.

LGC007 Invalid entry conditions.

LGC008 Wrong interrupt received while waiting for present

 complete.

LGC009 Error on ACCEPT retry.

LGC010 Invalid input cursor address.

LGC011 DMSFREE error.

LGC012 $LOGICAL process started, but no logical devices

 exist.

LGC013 Unable to get output buffer.
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LGD001 Error obtaining READ BUFFER data stream.

LGD002 Handling toggle PF key, but no toggle logical device

 exists.

LGD005 Error attempting to update logical device buffer.

LGE001 Error building READ BUFFER data stream.

LGE002 Error pulling data stream from internal queue.

LGI001 Invalid entry conditions.

LGI002 Unable to match terminal size to model in table.

LGI003 Session dialog built incorrectly.

LGL001 Error writing line on SESSIONS window.

LGL002 Error in stacked PF key information.

LGL003 Missing line control block.

LGM101 Insufficient datastream length.

LGM102 Invalid buffer address.

LGM103 EAB not supported on device.

LGM104 CBA not at a field attribute.

LGM106 Unsupported type in order.

LGM107 Invalid order (not an SBA order).

LGM108 SBA does not point to a field attribute.

LGM109 Field is too short for data.

LGR002 Driver process has no queues.

LGR003 Error presenting CP data.

LGR005 Overrun IUCV reply buffer.

LGR006 Error creating a logical device.

LGR007 Not enough memory available.

LGR010 Invalid transaction parameters.

LGR011 LGPSECT list error.

LGR014 LGPSECT list is corrupted.

LGR015 No LDVSECT index page allocated.

LGR016 LDVSECT not found.

LGS003 Missing or invalid IUCV parameter.

LGS004 Error pulling a message.

LGS007 Not enough memory available.

LGS008 No error return code.
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LGS009 Unknown pathid.

LGS010 Missing or invalid transaction.

LGS011 LGPSECT list error.

LGS013 Reply buffer is too long.

LGS015 No LDVSECT index page allocated.

LGS016 LDVSECT not found.

LGT001 No logical device associated with process.

LGX001 DIAGNOSE X'7C' PRESENT error occurred.

MAI001 Invalid input data in queue.

MAI002 Expected input data not in queue.

MON001 Error writing a held line.

MON002 Attempting to remove a line that is not a held line.

MON003 Unable to locate control block for intervention

 required.

PFK001 Invalid DCBSECT address.

PFK002 Invalid attribute character.

PMX001 Unexpected IUCV interrupt.

PMX002 Unexpected message completion.

PMX003 Connection complete missing.

PMX004 Incoming message missing.

PMX005 IUCV receive error.

POA000 Deliberate abend.

POA001 Error opening VTAM ACB.

POA002 UWORD not valid WRKSECT address.

POA003 UWORD zero and not pending connect.

POA004 Unexpected IUCV interrupt.

POA005 IUCV interrupt on a ready process.

POA006 IUCV pathid seems to change.

POA007 Unexpected error from SEND command.

POA008 POST flag already set.

POA010 Incorrect TABLESAV pointer.

PPI001 Unknown service virtual machine.

PPI002 Insufficient storage for stack.

PRGnnn Contact CA Technical Support.
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QNA001 Error getting user count.

QNA002 Unknown routed message.

QNA003 Unexpected error from entry point VMYDISWR.

QNA004 Faulty top/bottom pointer trap.

QNA005 Error pulling a message.

RDI002 Initial hdrsect not there.

RDI003 Initial parameters not there.

RDI004 Server missing or invalid.

RDI005 Error from VMYAPQSD.

RHI001 Subcommand parameter missing.

RHI002 Initial hdrsect missing.

RHI003 Initial parameters missing.

RHI004 Server userid missing or invalid.

RHI005 Error from VMYAPQSD.

RHI006 Syspull error.

RHI007 Cannot find the node control block.

RHI008 Possible truncated parameter.

RMT001 Invalid message routed to $REMOTE process.

RMT002 Expected input not in queue.

RNC001 Error holding a message.

RNC002 Error dimming a held message.

RNC003 Held line not found.

RNC004 Expected input not in queue.

RTA002 Error displaying message.

RTE001 $ROUTER process readied before initialization

 complete.

RTE003 Unexpected return code from IUCV RECEIVE.

RXF001 Unexpected error from NUCEXT.

RXF002 Unexpected error from NUCXDROP.

RXF003 Illegal attempt made to define DIALOG SUBCOM

 environment.

RXF004 Error defining DIALOG SUBCOM environment.

SCN001 Invalid scan operation code.

SCR004 Error stacking line, possibly due to lack of

 storage.
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SEC001 Unknown message routed to SECUSER process.

SCE002 Unknown SEND error.

SEC003 Unknown response message.

SIG001 Unknown response from QUERY TIME, QUERY USER, or

 INDICATE command.

SIG002 Error writing title line.

SIG003 PCB/WCB/SCB irreconcilable.

SMG001 Unknown message routed to SMSGMGR process.

SMG002 Error displaying line on SMSGMGR.

SPM001 Unknown message routed to SPOOLMON process.

SPM002 Attempt made to dim unheld line.

SPM003 Attempt made to dim line not owned by process.

SPM004 Line to be dimmed not VM:Operator 040W or 043W

 message.

SPM005 Expected input not in queue.

STA002 Error displaying message.

SYS001 Invalid page pointer encountered on deallocation.

SYS002 Attempt to ready an invalid process.

SYS003 Stack storage exhausted.

SYS004 Invalid page pointer encountered on allocation.

TAP001 Non-hexadecimal drive address in VMYQRY191I message.

TAP005 Invalid drive address in message.

TAP007 Error skipping over VM:Tape mount control blocks.

TRN001 Error stacking line, possibly due to lack of

 storage.

UMS001 Unrecognized keyboard input.

UMS002 Error dimming line held on UMSGMGR window.

UMS003 Expected input not in queue.

USE001 Error stacking line, possibly due to lack of

 storage.

USE003 Internal buffer area exceeded.

WAI001 Process attempting wait that requires queues not

 supported by process.
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